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Útdráttur 

Þessi ritgerð rannsakar hlutverk sjávarins í forkristinni norrænni trú (PCRN) og athöfnum 

frá járnöld til fyrri hluta miðalda. Greining heimilda kynnir fjölbreyttar heimildir sem eiga 

uppruna sinn víða, frá Eystrasaltinu til eyja í Atlandshafi og meginlönd Skandinavíu. Í 

fyrsta hluta af tveimur á sér stað greinargóð umræða um hlutverk sjávarins í sögu og 

rannsókna á sviði PCRN. Á þessum grunni er nálgun ritgerðarinnar byggð, sem lítur til 

nýlegra vistfræðilegra hugmynda innan fræðasviðsins. Með notkun aðferða úr 

nýefnishyggju við rannsókn á sjónum opnast sá möguleiki að skoða hverskyns sambönd, 

hvort sem hlutaðeigendur eru mennsk, ómennsk eða ofur-mennsk. Þess konar sambönd eru 

ígrunduð í öðrum hluta ritgerðarinnar, sem skiptist síðan í þrjá hluta, hver þeirra með 

áherslu á ákveðna tegund heimilda: forn grísk-rómversk rit; efnisbundnar heimildir úr 

fornleifum og táknmyndafræði; og bókmenntir miðalda. Séstakar tengingar milli 

fornnorræns fólks, guða og sjávarins eru mótaðar og greindar. Skoðað er sérstaklega hvort 

for-kristin trú og athafnir hafi falið í sér einhverskonar trú á sjávar-guði, og þá hvaða 

merkingu sjórinn hefur haft í trúarlegum skilngi ef ekki sem guð. Ritgerðinni lýkur með 

þeirri staðhæfingu að gagnlegt sé að taka til greina umhverfis- og vistfræðileg sjónarhorn 

við greiningu heimildanna. Færð eru rök fyrir því að skoðun á hlutverki efniskenndra 

eiginleika hafsins í trú og athörfnum fólks fyrri tíma—án þess þó að festast í gildrum 

náttúru-rómantískra hugmynds—gefst tækifæri til þess að sjá blæbrigði í samböndum 

mennskra og ómennskra fyrirbæra sem miðalda og nútíma handbækur gefa ekki nóg til 

kynna. Raunar eru hér haldið fram að heimildirnar virðast sýna sjóinn sem svo margslungið 

fyrirbæri að yfirráðasvið eins guðs dugar ekki til, jafnt eins og sjórinn hefur alltaf verið svo 

botnlaus að hugarheimar mannfólks nær einfaldlega ekki utan um hann. 
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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the rôle of the sea in pre-Christian Nordic religious beliefs and 

practices (PCRN) from the Iron Age to the Early Middle Ages and includes source-critical 

discussions which showcase a range of sources from a broad area, spanning from the Baltic 

to the North Atlantic islands and the Scandinavian mainlands. In the first of two parts, a 

detailed discussion of the rôle of the sea within the history of research into PCRN is carried 

out. The thesis builds on this foundation by drawing on some of the most recent eco-

theoretical approaches to the field. Utilizing a new-materialist framework to the sea it aims 

to map out of relationships of any kind, that is, between human, non-human, and more-

than-human agents of all sorts. Such relationships are discussed in the second part of the 

thesis in three analytical sections, each focusing on a particular set of sources: early Græco-

Roman writings; material sources in the fields og archæology and iconography; and the 

Mediæval literary sources. Particular links between Ancient Scandinavian people, 

divinities, and the sea are developed and discussed. Of particular interest here is whether 

the pre-Christian religious beliefs and practices involved any sea-deities, and how the sea 

might have been conceptualized in religious terms if it was not through some kind of 

deification. The thesis concludes by arguing that there is much to be gained from 

considering the various climato-ecological layers in the sources. It argues that considering 

the role that physical aspects of the sea might have played in religious beliefs and practices 

of past peoples—while attempting to avoid pitfalls of Nature-Romantic perspective—

might reveal a more nuanced understanding human and non-human relationships than 

Mediæval and Modern handbooks on PCRN. Indeed, as is argued here, the sources appear 

to present the sea as a multi-faceted entity that seems to transcend the domains of single 

deities, just as the sea has always been somewhat unfathomable to the human imagination. 
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List of Abbreviations 

The following list includes major abbreviations used in the discussion of linguistic issues 

of relevance to this thesis, as well as in some of the most essential philological vocabulary. 

Of a more technical kind those are abbreviations used in references to sources and 

literature. For scholarly works referred to by abbreviations of editors, titles, or series, 

however, see the Bibliography containing a full list of literature cited. Note that in the 

thesis, references with a range of more than two pages, stanzas, notes, and son on are is 

always given with the exact range, while a range of only two subsequent pages, stanzas, 

notes, etc. is always indicated by the number of the first element with an ‘f.’ added to it. 

This rule, however, is not followed in references to a sequence of days, months, years, 

centuries, and so on which are always determined by their full range, even in the case of 

just two subsequent years, as this is reckoned to be a period of time, not a range of numbers. 

 

Linguistic Abbreviations 

acc  accusative 

dial dialectal 

f  feminine 

gen genitive 

m  masculine 

MDa Middle (or Mediæval) Danish 

MEn Middle (or Mediæval) English 

MHG Middle (or Mediæval) High German 

MNo Middle (or Mediæval) Norwegian 

MSw Middle (or Mediæval) Swedish 

n  neuter 

NDa New (or Modern) Danish 

NEn New (or Modern) English 

NHG New High German 

NIc New (or Modern) Icelandic 

NNo New (or Modern) Norwegian 

nom nominative 

NSw New (or Modern) Swedish 

ODa Old Danish  
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OEN Old East Nordic 

OEn Old English 

OIc Old Icelandic 

ONo Old Norwegian 

OSw Old Swedish 

OSc Old Scandinavian 

OWN Old West Nordic 

PIE Proto-Indo-European 

PGm Proto-Germanic 

pl  plural 

sg  singular 

 

Technical Abbreviations 

col/s  column/s 

fol/s  folio/s 

ms/mss manuscript/s 

PCRN  pre-Christian Religion of the North 

st/s   stanza/s 

 

 

Note on Titles 

Titles of texts cited in abbreviated form are introduced in the main text in the case of ‘eddic’ 

poems and prose texts. This rule does not apply for the ‘skáldic’ poetry, which I cite in 

abbreviations in line with to the recently new established publications and database of the 

Skaldic Project. These abbreviations, for example Sveinn Norðrdr 1III include information 

on the author, here Sveinn, and the poetic text, here Norðrsetudrápa in abbreviated form, 

followed by a number indicating indicating the stanza referred to. The superscribed Roman 

number is the most important information here, indicating the volume number of the 

publications. Bibliographical information on editions of primary sources as well as 

dictionaries and commentaries cited in abbreviated form are found in the Bibliography. 
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I. Introduction 

As is well known, the Viking Age would not have been possible without Scandinavians 

reaching a high degree of knowledge about the world’s oceans and the technological skills 

involved in boatbuilding and navigation, and perhaps more than anything else the will and 

daring to cross the seas to new horizons. Similar things have, of course, been said about 

other preiods in Nordic history.1 Recent debates begun to discuss the needs, both material–

economical and socio-cultural, that might explain those developments (see further Ashby 

2015; Sindbæk 2011; Barrett 2008; 2010.), and the key-rôle of resources like fish, whale, and 

walrus (see, for instance, Szabo 2008; K. M. Frei, Coutu, Smiarowski, et al. 2015; Barrett 

2016), others focusing on sea-voyages (Barraclough 2012; 2016; Zilmer 2005), the nautical 

terminology involved (see Falk 1912; Jesch 2001), and the maritime organization of the 

coastal communities, among other things considering the covering various cultural 

consequences (for instance, Jesch 2015; Varenius 1992; Sindbæk 2015). 

In all this discussion, hardly any mention has been made of the rôle of the sea in the 

religious beliefs, practices, and cosmology of the pre-Modern time. Notable exceptions to 

this rule are discussed in greater detail later in this thesis (see ch.III). Naturally, this thesis 

cannot investigate or make precise claims about the rôle of the sea in every niche of the 

worldview of pre-Modern Scandinavian people. The key research-questions are outlined 

below in this Introductory Section of the thesis. While limited in number, they indicate that 

this thesis is in many ways charting new territories—or rather new waters—in its 

investigation of the rôle of the sea in the beliefs of Iron-Age Scandinavia. Considering the 

complexity of the society in question, it is nonetheless likely that its conclusions will be 

little more than a drop in the ocean. 

I.1 Framework of the Thesis 

As noted above, the present MA-thesis in Old Nordic Belief(s) investigates the rôle of the 

sea in the religious beliefs of different collectives in pre-Modern Scandinavia. The temporal 

framework of this thesis spans principally the Iron Age of Scandinavia. The focus is on the 

 
1  The literature on these general subjects is too vast to be incorporated here in any meaningful way here. 

Interest in sailing can be traced back to the earliest scholarly works. One notes, for example. Henri Mallet 

(see below), the first scholar to write a key-work about Ancient Scandinavia after the Enlightenment, opens 

his Introduction a l’Histoire de Dannemarc, ou l’on Traite de la Religion, des Loix, des Mœurs & des Uſages 

de s Anciens Danois, published 1775, by placing the Ancient Scandinavians’ endeavours at sea in his 

‘Preface’ (1775:5), frequently returning to the topic in his book. One can also mention ‘Afhandling om 

Början, föremålet och beſkaffenheten af våra Förfäders Härnadsfärder’, by Elof Wäsström published in 1808. 

Other relevant works are cited in the analyses of this thesis.  
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latter half of this period, the Younger or Late Iron Age (c.400–1050 AD) which is envisaged  

as being a crucial period with regard to pre-Mediæval perceptions and conceptualizations 

of the sea. It is nonetheless an extremely difficult period to grasp. On one hand it provides 

some of the best genuine, local contemporary sources in the form of archæological material 

like picture-stones and rune-inscriptions, and on the other ot seems to have been the 

formative period for the fascinating poetic compositions, which unfortunately can almost 

exclusively only be accessed through later written Mediæval sources (see ch.IV.3). This 

material broadens the scope of this thesis considerably.  

In order to cover such a vast array of time and material, the main body of the thesis is 

structured around a number of case-studies which draw upon different types of sources 

providing evidence about past perceptions of the sea. This material in question is further 

chosen from a number of different areas, partly out of necessity conditioned by the 

preservation, transmission, and availability of the evidence. This nonetheless provides the 

possibility of gaining varying perspectives into the different collectives inhabiting pre-

Modern Scandinavia. Indeed, the thesis is not limited to a specific Modern nation, but 

rather considers Iron-Age Scandinavia on a broad, culture-geographically (and 

geologically) defined basis, the focus being mainly on the mainland Scandinavia and 

Iceland but attention is also paid to the many islands and peninsulas in and around the 

Baltic Sea, the North Sea, and even the wider North Atlantic diaspora (cf. Jesch 2015). 

I.2 Terminology & Definitions 

In order to avoid the shortcomings of numerous earlier terms, the present thesis is adopting 

the wording the ‘pre-Christian Religion(s) of the North’ (PCRN)2 when discussing the 

beliefs and related practices of tose living in the Nordic countries before the official 

acceptance of Christianity. It will serve throughout this thesis as terminus technicus, as 

though other expressions like ‘preter-Christian beliefs of Scandinavia’, ‘Ancient 

Scandinavian religion(s)’ or ‘Old Nordic belief(s)’ that are intended denote the same will 

also occasionally be used. On this choice of terminology, see further in Ch.IV. 

When discussing ‘the sea’ the thesis essentially refers to all bodies of salt-water 

surrounding and penetrating the Scandinavian cultural area mentioned above, and 

 
2  All the same, I would personally rather talk of ‘preter-Christian religious beliefs of Northern Europe’ in 

order to underline the fact that much of the information on these religions was passed on by Christian writers 

and those of other religious orientations or worldview. This issue complicates the situation, making it highly 

risky to draw clear-cut lines between pre- and post-conversion beliefs. The prefix ‘preter-’ has the advantage 

of denoting what existed prior, beside, and beyond the arrival (OED: sv. preter-Christian). 
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especially the north-eastern parts of the vast North Atlantic Ocean which go under 

numerous, often nationally defined names, which have changed considerably over time. 

Any terminology is bound to be anachronistic or inaccurate, and complicated by sensitive 

and culturally loaded differentiations (cf. Drange, Dokken, Furevik, et al 2005; Schäfer, 

Thiede, Gerlach, et al. 2001; Unnstein Stefánsson 1999). In order to avoid confusion, this 

thesis will speak of ‘Scandinavian seas’ or ‘Nordic seas’, when referring to all salt-waters 

along the coasts of Scandinavia and the permanent settlements of Scandinavians on more 

or less remote islands like Iceland, Shetland, Orkney, the Faeroes, and Gotland. 

I.3 Reasoning and Aims of the Thesis 

As mentioned at the start, this thesis came into being as an innate consequence of the 

observation that stunningly little has been written about the relation between PCRN and 

the sea, which is omnipresent in almost every area of pre-Modern Scandinavian culture. 

This discrepancy led to an intensive study into the history of research into PCRN with a 

focus on how this has perceived presented the sea, something that resulted in the Stand der 

Forschung being given considerable space in PART ONE of this thesis. Among other things, 

this notes the evolving theoretical foundations of philology and the result of the 

technological advancements in archæology and various sensational finds which have 

brought Old Nordic Studies to where they stand today. Of course, it is not the aim of this 

thesis to radically alter current scholarly mindsets. As will be shown, however, it is clear 

that the post-Romantic interest in the physical world and its relation to pre-Modern 

Scandinavian culture and beliefs needs some reevaluation (see ch.IV.4).  

In many ways, this thesis follows recent studies that have adopted an eco-theoretical 

focus, in line with current endeavours of the environmental humanities. It is hoped that this 

work can open up a few new paths and at least a handful of new thoughts.This overall aim 

noted above is to undertake elementary, source-critical assessment of the available 

evidence relating to the perception and conceptualization of the sea in Iron-Age 

Scandinavia in terms of potential prosseses of deification, personification, or attribution of 

agency. In order to do so, three major research-questions are posited for this thesis: 

1. What deities were thought to be in charge of or able to conduct control over the 

sea if there were any at all? 

2. Was the sea perhaps addressed in other terms than that of deities? If so, which? 

3. Was the sea or any entities ruling it objects of ritual and cult? 
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In order to find answers to these questions, the analyses will be guided by a pronounced 

source-critical approach which is aided by an eco-historical framework that aims at: 

▪ Identifying and discussing religious expressions of the sea in the sources, 

including all possible forms of what is often referred to and distinguished as 

cult, ritual, sacrifice, prayer, magic, or myth which also includes both the actual 

performance of such and the (re-)presentation of religious ideas in written and 

pictorial form, as well as a variety of objects  

▪ Mapping dynamic relations between the northern seas, others, and humans, in 

the way that has helped poststructuralists to deconstructed the Eurocentric 

Modern nature/culture divide, which has inspired a more recent ‘oceanic turn’ 

▪ Examining the consequences of such dynamics for our understanding of PCRN, 

having in mind that there may well be different configurations relating more or 

less closely to the sea 

The methodological key-aspects of the eco-historical approach taken here will be discussed 

further in Section III. 

I.4 Structure & Navigation 

The present OPENING, with its introductory ch.I, and the present, structuring ch.II, is 

followed by the main body of this thesis, which is spit up into two major parts: a theoretical 

PART ONE, and the more discursive oriented PART TWO. The first, PART ONE, is divided up 

into two chapters, ch.III, providing a detailed research history and Stand der Forschung of 

the thesis subject-matter, and ch.IV which is concerned with methodological questions and 

the framework of this thesis. The latter chapter is thus subdivided into individual sections 

on the methods, theory, and the sources. 

The second, analytical part of this thesis, PART TWO, is divided into individual chapter 

concerning different cases to be discussed there. Thus ch.V considers cases under the 

umbrella of reification and ritual, while ch.VI turns to material manifestations and marine 

monstrosity. The final chapter of this part, ch.VII discusses concepts of the sea under so 

common yet likewise complicated terms as gods and giants. Each of these chapters is 

subdivided into sections devoted to individual cases of divine beings, mythological figures, 

and spiritual powers liked to the sea. After this second part, the thesis is rounded up by a 

CONCLUSION, presenting central results of the thesis in ch.VIII and with ch.IX a brief 

outlook into further and future research.  
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II. A History of Research into PCRN (c.1250–2000), and Eco-

Theoretical Debates 

This chapter will present a historical overview of research conducted into the field of 

PCRN, paying particular attention to works relating to the sea and connected 

environmental issues and questions. Of course, this survey of previous scholarship must 

out of necessity remain incomplete; as noted at the beginning of the chapter it will not 

attempt to cover the entire scholarship into PCRN but rather remain selective in its choice 

of works.3 The hope is that this survey will create the necessary background, both culturally 

and historically, for understanding the shifting interests in the sea as a cosmological 

phenomenon which will be analysed and further elaborated on later in this thesis. 

II.1 Remarks on Writing a History of Research 

It has been argued in recent studies into PCRN that any history of research into this the 

field should start with the work of Snorri Sturluson (1178/79–1241) and his famous Edda.4 

This is a claim not difficult to justify and might be expanded easily to include other 

Mediæval writers or even those of Græco-Roman antiquity, who are examining the 

Northern-Europeans, their cultures, customs, and beliefs, as outsiders. With regard to 

Snorri’s work, one must consider his background, learning and work as both a poet and 

politician (cf. Sigurður Nordal 1920; van Nahl 2013; Beck 2016), which suggest that the 

Edda, like his Heimskringla, is ultimately deeply rooted in Snorri’s own agenda. Both 

Skáldskaparmál and Háttatal provide the Edda with characteristics of a secondary, 

scholarly work on both Old Icelandic Poetry and PCRN. Gylfaginning, along with the 

 
3  It should be mentioned that I am to be writing this thesis in time to experience the publication of the first 

two volumes entitled Research and Reception (Vol. 1: From the Middle Ages to c. 1830; Vol. 2: From c. 1830 

to the Present) of the new, great PCRN series published by Brepols. Another important source is the ongoing 

output by the DFG-project Edda-Rezeption at the University of Frankfurt, led by Julia Zernack until her 

recent death. On the other hand, there are increasing numbers of single studies by individual scholars, like 

Andreas Nordberg’s detailed study Fornnordisk religionsforskning mellan teori och empiri: kulten av 

anfäder, solen och vegetationsandar i idéhistorisk belysning, published 2013, or Simon Halink’s dissertation 

Asgard Revisited: Old Norse Mythology and Icelandic National Culture 1820-1918 from 2017, or Annette 

Lassen’s dissertation Odin på kristent pergament: En teksthistorisk studie from 2005 (published 2010), which 

not only set the tone for the following discussions, but nicely illustrate the growing interest in the history of 

reception (or Rezeptionsgeschichte) as an emerging field of research, which can also be felt in the varied 

contributions to recent conferences on the topic. 
4  In recent scholarship, Snorri Sturluson’s Edda is commonly considered critically as a secondary, 

scholarly account, that cannot be used uncritically as primary source (e.g. Meulengracht Sørensen 1992:217). 

This and related issues will be returned to below in Ch.III.2. I will be using the title Edda exclusively for ths 

work since the Codex Upsaliensis DG 11 states: “bok þeſſı heıtır eꝺꝺa. hana hevır ſaman ſeta ſnoꝛrı ſturlo 

ſon” (ed. UUb 1977: 1). The poems in the famous codex GKS 2345 4to (which entered history falsely as 

Sæmundar Edda and is still commonly referred to Poetic Edda or similar terms) and the ms.-fragment AM 

748 4to and others will be referred to as ‘eddic’ poetry, see Ch.III.2). 
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Prologus, have been considered a kind of ‘history of religion’ (van Nahl 2015:133), even 

though the former is often regarded as more or less literary work—or a less scholarly 

retelling. As a whole, the Edda nonetheless contains a great deal of information of a 

primary character, and herein lies its foremost value for this thesis.5  

Since Mediæval writers such as Snorri Sturluson stand at the intersection of both 

primary and secondary sources, they are considered briefly as part of the reception of 

PCRN during the Middle Ages, the survey, then, moving quickly through several centuries 

into the dawn of the Modern Period, when academic scholarship into PCRN began in 

earnest. Indeed, the scholarly production up to c.1500 reveals little interest in PCRN. While 

the various genres of the Mediæval Icelandic sǫgur as well as the historiographical (and 

hagiographical) writing from all the Scandinavian kingdoms draw heavily on orally 

transmitted memories of PCRN in the form of anecdotal stories and references (see 

Ch.III.2.2.), systematic studies and discussions of particular issues of PCRN, such as those 

questions relating to this thesis are absent. All we have are scattered discussions.  

II.2 Eleventh to Sixteenth Century: From Mediæval Scholasticism to Early 

Humanism  

Mediæval scholars—except perhaps for Snorri Sturluson (see Ch.III.2) with the Prologus 

to his Edda—have rarely handed down to us any kind of academic discussion of their 

theoretical–methodological framework, especially regarding the treatment of the extant 

information they had available on PCRN. This includes writers such as Saxo ‘grammaticus’ 

(c.1150–c.1220), Dudon (c.960–1026), and ecclesiastical historians like Adamus Bremensis 

(before 1050–1081/5), and Thietmarus Merseburgensis (976–1018), who are returned to in 

Ch.III.2. What unites most of these Mediæval scholars is their way of treating the sources 

as ‘learned prehistory’, in their commonly euhemeristic interpretations of pre-Christian 

deities along with a more holistic approach, using skilled learned explanations to connect 

Nordic prehistory to the advent of Christianity (Malm 2018a: 100; 101f.).6 Such attempts of 

this kind to establish direct links between the Scandinavian past and biblical history found 

their way into a broad variety of sources, and most prominently into historiographical 

 
5  I will discuss this issue more thoroughly in Ch.III.2, where I intend to clarify the source value of the 

Edda for the study of PCRN, and especially when considering the understanding of the sea as a religious 

entity. 
6  Numerous scholars have written on this topic, at times disputing issues concerning the relationship 

between works on pre-Christian matters and the contemporary Christian context of their composition. See 

especially Mogk 1932; Baetke 1950; Dronke and Dronke 1977; Faulkes 1978–79; 1983; Weber 1986; 1993; 

Clunies Ross 1987; 1992; Klingenberg 1992; 1993; 1994; and von See 1999a; 199b. For more recent discussions 

see also van Nahl 2013 or Beck 2016. 
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dynastic genealogical works such as Heimskringla which traces the Norwegian kings back 

to the ǽsir and their supposed exile from Troy.  

In spite of its importance for communication, war and trade, the sea plays little 

religious–cosmological rôle in most of these Mediæval works,7 although, as will become 

clear, the ecclesiastical writers provide some fascinating anecdotes relating to PCRN and 

the sea. Things are somewhat different in the cases of Saxo ‘grammaticus’ and Snorri (see 

ch.III.2), who produced their works for other purposes and readerships. rThe source 

material they include is of a richer and more varied kind. As noted above, these works will 

be discussed in more detail elsewhere. 

II.3 Sixteenth to Seventeenth Century: Renaissance Humanism and Antiquarian 

Beginnings 

By the end of the Middle Ages a solid basis had been created for the kind of humanistic 

reception that would reach the North in the works of Early Renaissance historians. In line 

with this new interest in the past, efforts were made in this period by the different royal 

houses of Scandinavia to collect sources on their earlier history, usually with the help of 

Icelanders, Mediæval manuscripts being seen as having value as information that would 

allow the and affirmation strengthening of power as the ‘Danish’ or ‘Gothic prehistory’ 

which was seen as being of immense political value (see Malm 2018b: 188–93; von See 

1994: 68–72).8 

By the beginning of the sixteenth century, Saxo’s major work, the Gesta Danorum had 

become well-known and provided the primary historiographical source on Scandinavia. 

The situation in Sweden, on the other hand, was somewhat complicated by the fact that 

comparably prominent works on the Swedish history were lacking.9 The evolving 

Gothicism met an immediate Danish response, and these criticism being aimed directly 

against the work of their opponents in Sweden, and most prominently the Magnus-brothers 

Johannes (1488–1544) and Olaus Magnus (1490–1557).10 A significant change in the debate 

 
7  Other Mediæval chroniclers leave us with even sparser information. The various works by Adamus, 

Thietmarus, Dudon, Saxo, Snorri, and a few others, and more contemporary Anglo-Saxon and Arabic 

writings will be discussed in more detail later (see below in ch.III). 
8  With regard to the royal houses of Mediæval Scandinavia, this strategy of gathering sources that 

underline their noble descent and lineage can be understood best as a global phenomenon throughout the 

Middle Ages in many newly Christianised areas throughout Europe (Malm 2018a: 97). The Scandinavian 

approach to it was somewhat unique in its highly linguistic use of etymological assertions to raise certain, 

relatively random connections (cf. Malm 2018a: 98). 
9  For a helpful description of the situation in Sweden, see Malm 2018b: 188–90. 
10  See further Skovgaard-Petersen (2002) or Malm (2018b: 194-6). 
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came first with the first Latin translation of Snorri’s Heimskringla by Mattis Størssøn 

(c.1500–69), posthumously published in 1594,11 the first printed edition of Snorri’s Edda 

(see below).12 

A key characteristic of the Early Modern humanist chroniclers writing in this period 

was nonetheless their continued use of euhemerism in their apologetic learned approach to 

pre-history, competing Danish and Swedish historiographers discussing sections of the 

writings of Adamus Bremensis and Saxo ‘grammaticus’ in their attempts to trace their 

nations, back through history to the times before the arrival of Christianity. While they 

show some interest in PCRN, they do this only to a very limited extent. Treatments of the 

sea or environmental issues had little relevance for their accounts. While some change in 

scholarly reception came with the increasing use of newly found Icelandic sources which 

led to new discussions, changing arguments, and slightly new directions in the 

consideration of PCRN, this did not include any new considerations of maritime matters.13 

The increasing focus on their native writings in seventeenth century Denmark and Sweden, 

and especially on the monumental inscriptions found on rune-stones, did not change this 

situation.14 

Departing from the scholarly foundation that was available him, and taking up many 

topics discussed by Worm as well as the source material, which had been expanded by new 

philological studies and translations provided by Icelanders such as Árni Magnússon and 

Torfæus (Þormóður Torfason, 1636–1719), Antiquitatum Danicarum de causis contempt a 

Danis adhuc gentilibus libris tres by Thomas Bartholin the younger (1659–90), was 

published in 1689. Focussing a great deal on questions relating to the ancient customs and 

beliefs of Scandinavia, the major interest was conceptions of life and death (Malm 2018b: 

 
11  For further information on this important publication see Jon Gunnar Jørgensen 1993; 2009. 
12  The peak of the humanist reception and acquisition of Scandinavian pre-history for patriotic purposes is 

found in the work of Olaus Rudbeck (1630–1702), most famous for his Atlantica, published in Latin in 1679 

and in Swedish 1702. Rudbeck “etymological” approach relied on more general euhemeristic readings also 

applied to PCRN for which he provided some magnificent reinterpretations using the first available edition 

of the Edda, Resen’s Edda Islandorum, see further below. Rudbeck’s work was a building that would 

inevitably collapse in due time: see further Malm 2018b: 209–13. 
13  Pivotal to this change were those Icelanders working in the service of either the Danish or Swedish king, 

such as Arngrímur Jónsson (1568–1648) who led the fight in drawing attention towards Iceland and its 

invaluable sources (see Malm 2018b: 196–99; Lassen 2018d: 219–22). While euhemerist in his approach, 

Arngrímur differed in his work by citing no longer just Latin sources but also several Icelandic sǫgur. 
14  One of the first authorities in this field was Ole Worm (1588–1654). In the wake of his early runological 

interest, Worm went on to a Latin translation of Heimskringla by the Norwegian priest Peder Claussøn Friis 

(1545–1614). Here, and in his other publications of Old Icelandic poetry, Worm used the help of Icelanders, 

something that would become a common trend in Danish and Swedish scholarship. Arguably, as Lassen 

(2018d) notes, this led to an Icelandic humanism in which the sources were taken much more at face-value. 
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207), as well as the figure of Óðinn (Lassen 2012: 28). While it touches on funerary 

practices involving the sea (Bartholin 1689:269–72; 285f.), little attention is given to the 

sea itself or eco-mythological issues in general which is more interested in moralist and 

ethic interests.15 All in all, while this period lay down the groundwork for the first real 

scholarly encounters with PCRN discussion remained rather limited, focussing more on 

euhemeristic readings, and interpretations drawing on Christian ideas of demonism and 

superstition (cf. Clunies Ross 2018a; Ármann Jakobsson 2018). 

All the same in the wake of antiquarianism—a particular (sub-) interest of humanists 

like Ole Worm—the period saw the beginnings of Early-Modern natural history and an 

enhanced interest in the ecological and physical environment.16 A central figure in this 

context was Olaus Magnus (1490–1557) who in his major work, the Historia de gentibvs 

septentrionalibvs, first published in 1555, covers a wide range of fascinating topics relating 

to Scandinavian cultural and natural history. The sea stages crucial in Olaus’s opus 

magnum, especially in its accounts about whaling, fishing, and other aspects of the coastal 

and maritime livelihood and folk-culture. In many ways, Olaus’s work is a formidable 

source on early folk-beliefs, and this also applies to those connected the.17  

Another key figure worth mentioning in this period is Jón lærði Guðmundsson (1574–

1658), who, working for Bishop Þorlákur Skúlason (1597–1656), would be the first person 

to write extensively in the vernacular about the physical environment of Iceland, especially 

the flora and fauna, just a few years after Bishop Gísli Oddson (1593–1638) had produced 

a similar work, De mirabilibus Islandiæ, in Latin. The key importance of Jón’s and Gísli’s 

work is their meticulous study of the Mediæval texts available to them, and in particular 

the Mediæval Norwegian Konungs skuggsjá (see below), all of which are seen in relation 

to the folkloristic material of their time. Jón’s Ein stutt undirrétting um Íslands 

aðskiljanlegar náttúrur, probably written between 1640 and 1644 (cf. Halldór 

 
15 Bartholin’s work is thus only of peripheral interest for this thesis. He is however worth mentioning as: 

“Without this work, the aesthetic movement named ‘the Nordic Renaissance’, which spread through Europe 

during the second part of the eighteenth century would not have been possible” (Malm 2018b: 214). Partly 

with the assistance of his helper Árni Magnússon, Bartholin’s scholarship would obtain a greater afterlife 

than that of his near contemporary, Olaus Rudbeck (mentioned above). 
16  One particular aspect relating to this early interest in ‘nature’ could be found already in Mediæval 

writings like those by Snorri (see above), this was the connection of PCRN with the concept of “natural 

religion” (Malm 2018a: 100f.). In the first centuries that followed the Scandinavian Middle Ages, the focus 

on environmental conditioning for PCRN however had not developed much further than intentionally 

establishing ways of comparing and connecting Scandinavian prehistory with biblical history. 
17  Unfortunatly, since this work has focused on material from the Iron Ages and Mediæval period, no 

systematic investigation of this work has been carried out and must remain a fruitful undertaking for the 

future. 
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Hermannsson 1924:xxiii), certainly provides a great deal of interesting lore dealing the 

various bewildering beings found in the sea intertwined with an early scientific view on 

the marine environment. Jón’s interest in the sea is mostly about the fish, whales, and other 

sea-dwelling beings; in short it is nonetheless more like a systematisation of information 

about the creatures and marvels of the sea than a discussion of how the sea and its 

inhabitants might have been understood in pre-Christian times.  

Clearly changes were beginning to take place in the academic perception of the 

physical environment and not at least the sea, even if these changes were yet to be applied 

to PCRN. 

II.4 Mid-Seventeenth to Late-Eighteenth Century: Humanism and Human Nature 

The later course of the seventeenth century nonetheless some radically new thinking the 

overall success of which was hindered slightly by the conservative antiquarian scholarship 

that was still dominating academic circles (see further Clunies Ross 2018b: 250f.; von See 

1994: 72). The period also saw one of the greatest advances in studies into Old Nordic texts 

in the works of Hans Peder Resen (1625–1688) and his first printed edition of Snorri 

Sturluson’s Edda which appeared 1665 under the title of Edda islandorum,18 which 

provided scholars in the emerging field of the humanities in Europe with the first edition 

of a Nordis work that was directly ‘mythological’. 

One notable groundbreaker within the new humanities was Torgillus (Troels) Arnkiel 

(1639–1712),19 and especially Arnkiel’s major work, the richly illustrated Cimbriſche 

Heyden-Religion, first published 1690, which can be considered a first ‘history of PCRN’ 

(in a broader sense). More importantly for this thesis, it contains a whole chapter on sea-

deities (Arnkiel 1691: 52–7; cf. Arnkiel 1702: 33–7).20 Here Arnkiel claims that:  

Waſſer [….] iſt anfaͤnglich auch ein ſymboliſcher Abgott geweſen/ darunter 

man die Waſſer-Goͤꜩen geehret/ weil dieſelbe/ ihren Aberglauben nach/ ihre 

 
18  Resen’s Edda Islandorum built heavily on a redaction of Snorri’s Edda by the priest Magnús Ólafsson 

(c.1573–1636). Magnús’s work, known as Laufás-Edda, was made at the request of Arngrímur Jónsson, who 

had been asked for a copy by Ole Worm. Magnús’s redaction was largely on the ms. known today as Codex 

Wormianus (on which see below), which Arngrímur had in his possession. See further: Faulkes 1977; 1979.  
19  Arnkiel’s works formed quite an exception, as in the German(-speaking) countries, interest in the 

Mediæval literature of the North would not increase much before the early nineteenth century, when concerns 

for a united Germany began growing: see, for instance, Krömmelbein 1998. One reason for this differenc 

might be that Arnkiel was born in German Apenrade (Danish Åbenrå) in the Danish-German borderland and 

was skilled in the region’s different languages. It is also known that Arnkiel read Saxo and Snorri in the 

editions of his time (Lee 2019: 33). 
20  In this particular work, Arnkiel was largely influenced by recent finds of archæological material, but the 

work in general shows a great interest in the marvels and curiosities known in his time, mostly of which he 

lists notoriously in a classical antiquarian manner, displaying little enlightened thinking. 
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Wohnung im Waſſer ſollen gehabt haben. Endlich iſt aus dem Waſſer bey 

dem gemeinen Mann ebenfalls ein eigentlicher Goͤꜩe worden (Arnkiel 1691: 

52). 

Beside some rather speculative theorizing about the origins of beliefs in water-deities, and 

a brief discussion of the Nicken or Necken ~nykr (1691: 45[sic!=53]f.), Arnkiel presents 

several sea-deities, unfortunately on the basis of several highly faulty discussions, one of  

them being Niord (Njǫrðr) who on the basis of false etymologies he connects with 

Neptunus or Nereus (Arnkiel 1691: 54).21  

While Arnkiel in many ways kept to the antiquarianist tradition, the proto-scholarship 

into PCRN that he was introducing, developed in line with the ideas of the Enlightenment 

(von See 1994:71–6).22 One of the foremost opponents to the former dominant approach 

was Olof Dalin (1708–1763), who published Svea Rikes Historia in 1747–1761. Being of the 

general opinion that pre-Modern cultures with regard to their religions were distorted 

versions of the original revelation by ‘the one true God’ (Lönnroth 2018: 275f.), Dalin’s 

approach is somewhat reminiscent of Snorri’s explanation in Edda:  

Sveriges äldste Invånares Guda-lära har gådt äfven så högt i lius och 

sanning som de gamle Egyptiers, Chaldéers och Persers, fast hon ej warit 

utprålad med så mycken wältalighet. Jag taler ej om den Poetiska, som ej 

bestod af annat än dikt; ty Skalderne giorde Gudomligheter efter behag af 

alt det de sågo i Naturen och den enfaldiga werlden trodde dem på orden 

[…] (Dalin 1747: 116). 

Thus, what Dalin developed in his approach is the disparagement of the rôle of skáldic 

poetry while heightening the value of the Eddas as genuine prehistorical material. Material 

referring to the sea is seen as being little more than poetical fiction spun from observations 

of the physical world. As a tendency of Göticism that foreshadowed romanticism, both the 

 
21  Arnkiel also mentions Blakylle as most prominent sea-goddess of the Cimbri, ruling over the sea and 

the object of cultic ceremonies (Arnkiel 1691: 55). This interpretation is based on faulty interpretations of the 

sources. On the original account and context of Blaakulla, a place in the sound between the Swedish coast 

and Öland, see Mitchell 1997. Arnkiel also gives an interpretation of Saxo, Gesta Danorum lib.I.8,11f. in 

which Haddingus slays a strange sea creature (“corpus frigidam”) which is said to be a great power, a 

benevolent deity in disguise (ed. DSLS 2005: 122). Arnkiel thus claims that this was a sea-god (1691: 55). 
22  As has been stated above, this new scholarship could now be based on first editions of both 

historiographical and mythological sources. As Lars Lönnroth (2018: 273) points out, in Sweden, Gothicism 

still dominated in the wake of Rudbeck, and the situation in Denmark did not change much, but had taken 

up new directions with the work of Bartholin. What changed most with the Enlightenment, according to 

Lönnroth “was not so much the scholarly arguments presented by academic experts but rather the fashionable 

breakthrough of the Enlightenment as an intellectual and literary movement among the upper classes of 

Europe” (2018: 274). Lönnreth continues with a particular focus on the emerging critique towards 

Rudbeckianism: “This new movement did not encourage the pompously learned, speculative and opaque 

way of writing history that was common among Rudbeck’s followers but favoured a more elegant, clear and 

witty presentation in the vernacular.” 
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mythology of PCRN and the saga-literature of Mediæval Scandinavia were now regarded 

with high moral esteem and ethical values, becoming central element of the Scandinavian 

or Nordic renaissance.23  

Inspired directly by Dalin’s work was Paul Henri Mallet (1730–1807),24 who, by as a 

result of its original or the later translated versions of his work would become the first 

widely-read scholar to specialized on Old Scandinavian history and belief (Zernack 2018a; 

von See 1994: 73f.). While lacking in source-criticism, Mallet’s Introduction a l’Histoire 

de Dannemarc (1755) is of general interest with regard to PCRN, but more specifically here 

because of its comments on the significance of the sea. Mallet notes the general affinity of 

the Ancient Scandinavians for the sea throughout his book (see esp. Mallet 1755: 160; trans. 

[Percy] 1770/i: 252) even though no deep or useful connections are made to PCRN. He 

describes, however, how minor deities sprung from an original supreme divinity which 

became attached to the visible and physical world, and were responsible for its individual 

elements: 

Il y en avoit dans la Terre, dans l’Eau, dans le feau, dans l’air, | dans le 

Soleil, dans la Lune, dans les Aſtres; Les arbres, les forêts, les fleuves, les 

montagnes, les rochers, les vents, la founder, les tempêtes en contenoient 

auſſi, & méritoient par là un culte religieux qui dans les commencemens ne 

ſe devoit pas diriget vers l’Objet viſible, mais vers l’Intelligence qui 

l’animoit25 (Mallet 1755: 49f.). 

Here, Mallet is essentially retelling Snorri’s account, relying heavily on the Prologus to 

the Edda, while the sea is not mentioned directly, it would seem to be included by ‘water’ 

in general. One also notes how perhaps under the influence of the Renaissance Mallet calls 

Njǫrðr “le Neptune” of PCRN (Mallet 1755: 60). It is nonetheless interesting to see how 

Mallet interprets PCRN as involving a belief in the physical world in the shape of 

intelligent, animated entities.  

In the German countries, PCRN and old Old Nordic subjects were also receiving 

growing interest from the second half of the eighteenth century, something initiated by a 

 
23  See further von See 1994: 64–68; 72–5 
24  On the encouragement of the Danish government, Mallet was working on the history of Denmark, a 

separate introduction on Danish pre-history which also touched upon the religious history of the Northerners. 

This first volume was soon followed by another book, almost a compendium, on the key antiquities of 

Northern-Europe. It was only after that, that Mallet would begin to publish the main volumes of the chronicle. 
25  “Each element was under the guidance of ſome Being peculiar to it. The earth, the water, the | fire, the 

air, the fun, moon, and ſtars had each their reſpective divinity. The trees, foreſts, rivers, mountains, rocks, 

winds, thunder and tempeſts had the fame; and merited on that ſcore a religious worſhip, which, at firſt, could 

not be directed to the viſible object, but to the intelligence with which it was animated.” (transl. [Percy] 

1770/i: 79f.) 
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first translation of Snorri’s Edda into German by Jacob Schimmelmann (1712–1778), the 

text being published in 1773 and 1774 along with another volume discussing some of the 

Edda’s material.26 Schimmelmann was important not only because he widened the 

reception of PCRN among a German-speaking audience.27 His work also helped open a 

greater debate into the actual origin and age of the Eddas (see further: Lassen 2018f: 544–

6). Unfortunately, most of the scholarship of the period was still dominated by 

euhemeristic readings of the Mediæval texts, which were still considered as being 

something much older works than from the time of their recordings in the Icelandic Middle 

Ages. In the following century, however, scholars would reach some form of basic 

agreement about matters of this kind regarding the nature and age of Edda as well as 

‘eddic’ poetry and other sources on PCRN. 

II.5 Long Nineteenth Century: Romanticising ‘Nature’ (and Nation) 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century it might be said that scholarship, which was 

now largely in the hands of philologists rather than historians, had settled most of the 

earlier major disputes regarding the dating and place of origin of the Old Nordic-Icelandic 

mythological sources, dating now being narrowed down to focus on a few centuries while 

the place of origin was connected more closely to Scandinavia. The century that followed 

would also see major intellectual changes taking place in the wake of European 

imperialism, industrialisation, and enlightenment, processes that resulted in the Romantic 

movement (Böldl 2000: 34–41; Lassen 2008:7–10; Sveinn Yngvi Egilsson 1999: 14–19). 

Across Northern Europe,28 this movement touched heavily on the reception of Mediæval 

literature and particularly those works that were sources on PCRN,29 springing from the 

 
26  Schimmelmann’s work was directly influenced by Arnkiel’s earlier scholarship and Resen’s recent 

edition, but also Paul Henri Mallet’s Histoire de Dannemarc (Zernack 2018a; Krömmelbein 1998). What 

unites these works is that some protestant ideas were expressed and matured in them, isolating morally 

worthy ideas (to be used against Catholicism); thus they underwent a process of dissociation from previously 

predominant opinions that regarded the pre-Christians as superstition (Lee 2019:35).  
27  Beginning with the work of Schimmelmann, Old Norse sources would be considered German (Lee 2019: 

34). To include the Old Nordic sources grew out of the lack of suitable own medieval texts, but the 

observation of Germany historically being founded in the Middle Ages under the Ottonian rule as Holy 

Roman Empire in the succession of Rome, which lead to the assumption that anything non-Roman would 

have been deliberatively excluded. This led to an extension of the area where to look as German culture was 

believed to be of low status in the historical records as Jacob Grimm later would argue (Lee 2019: 31). 
28  For country-specific views, see in general von See 1994: 78–80 and further: Sveinn Yngvi Egilsson 1999; 

2008; Jørgensen 2008; Gauti Kristmannsson 2008; Wallette 2008; Zernack 2008; and Halink 2017.  
29  As Halink argues, “[i]n the early nineteenth century, the Æsir were generally not contrasted to, but rather 

assimilated with the gods of Olympus” (2019: 2), by which he refers first and foremost to artistic production, 

which however remained closely interlinked with the scholarly discourse of the time in the wake of Johann 

Gottfried Herder (see below). See further Böldl 2000. 
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Scandinavian or Nordic Rennaissance (Blank 1911) that had developed during the latter 

decades of the eighteenth century (see, for instance, van Gerven 2019; Halink 2019; Clunies 

Ross 2018b; 2018c; Zernack 2008). This also impacted the scholarly perception of the sea, 

which became more nuanced than in previous times.  

Following the growth of interest in the Indo-European languages and new theories of 

evolution introduced by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744–1829) and Charles Robert Darwin 

(1809–1882), comparative philology began to develop as new field of study alongside the 

discipline of anthropology in its modern sense, both having a heavy impact on the 

(comparativist) study of mythology and religion in general (Leersen 2019: 19; Clunies Ross 

2018d; 2018e). At the same time, Romanticism arose as a reaction to the Age of 

Enlightenment and the earlier epochs of the Renaissance and Baroque which focused on 

the cultures of Classical Antiquity. It was a complex movement involving intertwined 

political and cultural re-orientation (von See 1997: 64–68; Liamin 2018). Thus, in the early 

nineteenth century, the study of PCRN had emerged as an independent branch of research, 

soon taking various firmly rooted approaches to the old beliefs of Scandinavia. Particularly 

interesting for the current project is the way an increasing number of scholars had begun 

to focus on issues concerning the physical world (or ‘nature’) and thus the sea. In this 

context the sea started to take on many new facets, as a primordial force, as the source of 

all earthly and mythical creation (in terms of early natural sciences), and as a realm of 

death (or souls).  

To understand this development, one has to consider other minor intellectual shifts that 

were taking place as a great many traditional ways of thinking were shattered and replaced 

across Europe. Thus, also Nordic scholars of religion would take up, discard or transform 

a number of other different European lines of thought, theories or paradigms (see Nordberg 

2013), making the long nineteenth century the most formative period in research into 

PCRN. In German-speaking countries, and to some lesser degree also in Holland and 

Denmark, the eighteenth century had seen the arrival of what would become germanische 

Altertumskunde (the ‘Study of Germanic Antiquity’), following on from Herder’s ideas 

relating to the Volksgeist and Kulturgeschichte (see below; see also von See 1994:67; 76–

8; Zernack 2008; 2018b; Maier 2018a), appropriating Old Scandinavian literature, but 

especially PCRN, for its own purposes.30 English intellectual circles, meanwhile, to some 

 
30  In the wake of ideas relating to a united Germany, most German scholars such as the brothers Grimm 

(Jacob Grimm 1785–1863; Wilhelm Grimm 1786–1859), Ludwig Ettmüller (1802–1877), and Karl Simrock 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Baptiste_Lamarck
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extent following the same ideas relating to cultural evolution as those known in Germany, 

were more profoundly influenced by the observation of not only ‘genetic’ relationships 

between Indo-European languages but also the discoveries of Darwin and Lamarck, both 

of which had profound influence on the disciplines of ethnology and evolutionary 

anthropology (see further: Nordberg 2013; Lassen 2018e; Clunies Ross 2018c).  

One should begin by acknowledging the enormous influence evolutionism had. 

Already somewhat pronounced in Enlightened thinking, the idea of cultural evolution 

would establish a strong position in German philosophical thought with the work of Johann 

Gottfried Herder (1744–1803), which involved an early (Romantic) form of 

Naturphilosophie [Nature-Philosophie] (see Lamin 2019: 325; Zernack 2008). Even more 

profound were the ideas of Karl Wilhelm Friedrich Schlegel (1772–1829) and Friedrich 

Wilhelm Joseph [von] Schelling (1775–1854), other prominent supporters of 

Naturphilosophie which alongside receiving a particularly strong reception in the Nordic 

countries also reached the English world (see below).31 The approach in question tried to 

bridge the gap between the idea of a determined nature and the freedom of the human mind, 

a divide inherent to the influential philosophy of Immanuel Kant (1724–1804). This position 

was easily absorbed by Romanticism which held an æsthetic position holding great respect 

for the sublime and praising local environments as containing the only “true” beauty, 

something which was developed into a form of cultural nationalism, pushing for the (re-

)use of the national cultural heritage (Clunies Ross 2018c).  

 

(1802–1876) were now claiming a German(ic) origin for the Mediæval Icelandic mythological sources (Lee 

2019: 29–32, 39–47; cf. Liamin 2018). This German appropriation led to changes not only in the reception, 

but also the dating and siting of the Old Norse sources such as the ‘eddic’ poems which were now linked to 

a shared Germanic prehistory. 
31  Herder has further relevance here owing to the interest in PCRN that he developed when, only twenty 

years old, he received and reviewed the recently published German translation of Paul Henri Mallet’s 

Histoire de Dannemarc (the second, enlarged edition from 1763, which appeared in German in 1765) (see 

Liamin 2018: 318; cf. Zernack 2018a). Following this, Herder published a series of essays and addresses 

drawing on the historical culture and especially the poetry of Scandinavia, works which became 

exceptionally popular in early Romantic circles. For a recent and concise discussion of Herder and his impact, 

see Liamin (2018: 318–24). Especially by means of the somewhat more mature and programmatic works of 

Schlegel and [von] Schelling, the Romanticism initiated by Herder had far-reaching influences on the 

German cultural scene (see Lamin 2018: 326f.; Zernack/Schulz 2012; Böldl 2000: 138–45; 152–57). The same 

literary milieu that followed Herder (the so-called New Mythology), had influence on similar movements in 

Denmark (see Præstgaard Andersen 2018), and Sweden (see Malm 2018c). Norway, however, especially after 

its separation from Denmark in 1814, did not follow the general trends of Romanticism and its embrace of 

PCRN (see Hagland 2018: 357 and Jørgensen 2008), remaining stimulated only by patriotic sentiments. 

Similar things have been postulated for Iceland (Sveinn Yngvi Egilsson 2018; Gunnar Karlsson 2008). See 

also Lönnroth 1992 for an overview. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Wilhelm_Friedrich_Schlegel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Wilhelm_Joseph_Schelling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Wilhelm_Joseph_Schelling
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The great triumph for German scholarship with regard to PCRN was to come in the 

1830s,32 by which time the neighbouring countries to the North, and, especially Denmark, 

had started to develop their own approach to PCRN. Early Danish scholarship, whilst also 

heavily influenced by Romanticism,33 would quickly take up the earlier-noted idea of the 

comparative philology that had reached the Nordic countries with the work of Rasmus 

Christian Rask (1787–1832), who remained essentially a philologist. Under Rasks’s direct 

influence, Finnur Magnússon (1781–1847; who commonly published under his Danish 

pseudonym Finn Magnusen), would become one of the first to write a systematic analysis 

of PCRN. His major work, Eddalæren og dens Oprindelse, published in four volumes in 

1824–26, reveals a strong interest in both Indo-European ideas of which provided him with 

a wide range of new notions with which to change the debate regarding of PCRN. Indeed, 

Finnur saw those Old Nordic beliefs which he saw as being contained in the Mediæval 

Icelandic mythological sources as being deeply rooted in the physical world, repeat his 

knowledge of the Vedic religion, encouraging him to believe that PCRN could be 

compared directly to Ancient Indian beliefs. Following on from this, Finnur not only points 

to the relationships with other mythologies, but also notes the implications Old Norse 

mythologies have with regard to the worldviews that existed amongst the pre-Mediæval 

Nordic people. Finnur’s work can be said to focus on two main areas of interest: (a) 

cosmology and cosmogony, and (b) detailed comparative work.  

Finnur’s Eddalæren is of particular interest for this thesis, because here Finnur speaks 

at length about the sea, most notably in connection to ‘eddic’ cosmogony which is 

connected to the knowledge available at the time in the geological and physical sciences.34 

About the creation of the world from Ymir’s body, for example, Finnur writes: 

Denne […] Mythe synes at udtrykke den Mening, som visse nyere Geologer 

have forsvaret, at ved den almindelige Flod, som bevidnes af alle Folks 

 
32  The key work here was Jacob Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologie, which will be returned to below. Until 

then, German scholarship had largely been dominated by translations and literary adaptions. These early 

German editions were rarely met with greater success, something which also applies to the Grimms’ Edda 

project (Lee 2019: 43). A notable exception was Ludwig Uhland (1787–1862) who, with his study Der Mythus 

von Thôr nach nordischen Quellen, in 1836 produced one of the first studies in PCRN.. 
33  Such ideas were essentially brought to Denmark via Henrich (or Henrik) Steffens (1773–1845), a German-

Danish nature-scientist and philosopher. Learning from Schelling (see above), Steffens would introduce the 

ideas of Nature Philosophy to Denmark through lectures that had a huge impact on N. F. S. Grundtvig, Adam 

Oehlenschläger, and Finnur Magnússon (on whom see below), all of whom attended. 
34  One interesting claim concerns ginnungagap as part of the sea: “I Middelalderen kaldte Nordboerne en 

Deel af Ishavet, Baffinsbugten, eller et andet Sund, hvorigjennem de mente at Oceanet indstrommede fra 

Nordvest eller Nordpolen, med det mythiske Navn Ginnúngagab. (See herom Arngrimi Jonæ Groenlandia). 

Det virkelige Ishavs Beskaffenhed stemmer ogsaa tildels vel overens med vore Forfædres Begreber om det 

ældste Chaos.” (Magnusen 1824–26/i: 22 n.11). 
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ældste Sagn, ere de Stæder, der for vare fast Land, blevne til Hav, Havet 

derimod til Landstrækninger og Fjelde (Magnusen 1824–26/1: 44). 

Later, Finnur goes on to connect the Ymir-myth and that of Niflheimr with descriptions of 

the Arctic Ocean drawing on Ancient Græco-Roman ideas of “den forfærdelige Havlunge 

i Norden”, and seemingly also similar concepts in Mediæval English and German sources:  

Alt dette havde vel Hensyn til den dræbte Urjættes Lever og Lunge; den 

forste synlig i det ved Frosten störknede Havvand, den sidste i den berömte 

norske Malström ved Moskö, der vel ogsaa sammenblandes med Mimers 

Væld eller Havets Udspring (Magnusen 1824–26/i: 273 n.4). 

Other interesting discussions come from the comparison with other religions and 

Finnur’s own interpretations of Mediæval Icelandic sources, leading him to claim, for 

instance, that Ymir (like Oceanos) is the Urhavet (Magnusen 1824–26/i: 254), an idea 

which he later sees as lying behind Bestla (Magnusen 1824–26/i: 323; 332 n.29), “Havets 

gigantiske Dæmon” (Magnusen 1824–26/ii:233) which he also sees as being connected to 

Mimir (Magnusen 1824–26/ii: 234f.). Interestingly, he also claims that “de saakaldte 

Havmænd eller Havmennesker (Marmennill) tilhörte Mimer eller Havet” (Magnusen 1824–

26/ii:243) seeing this as something which explains the prophetic wisdom of these beings 

(see Ch.3.2). 

Concerning the supernatural–paraphysical beings of PCRN, Finnur makes the 

interesting statement that: 

alle gamle Folk have anseet hele Verden for at være opfyldt med virksomme 

aandige, levende, oftest usynlige Naturvæsener, som styrede Elementerne, 

efter de höjere Gudommes Bestemmelse og Bud. Saaledes […] Njords 

Döttre, de nordiske Nereider, spille paa Havets uhyre Flade, og selv i de 

rislende Kildevæld som Bölger og Vindpust (Magnusen 1824–26/ii:47). 

Here, Finnur gives an intriguing idea of ‘spirits’ populating the physical world, closely 

related to the deities of PCRN, although one senses a hierarchical division here.  

While the comparativist view that Finnur Magnússon established was soon followed 

by Jacob Grimm (see below),35 in Denmark, Finnur later faced severe criticism of his 

scholarship (Lassen 2019b).36 Similar criticism was given to other popular works from the 

 
35  One also notes that Finnur thinks that “[d]isse usynlige aandige Væsener deltage stedse […] i den næsten 

uophorlige Feide mellem Lysets og Mörkets, Himlens og Af|grundens Fyrster. I denne Henseende dele de 

Menneskenes physiske og ethiske Skiæbne” (Magnusen 1824–26/ii:47f.); retaining a moralist perspective. 
36  Criticism came from, for example, Niels Matthias Petersen (1791–1862), who published a Nordisk 

mythologi (1849), and Viktor Rydberg (1828–1895) in his Undersökningar i germansk mytologi, published in 

2 vols. (1886–89). Generally on Finnur Magnússon’s career and impact as a scholar, see Halink 2015. 
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period such as that by Adam Oehlenschläger (1779–1850) and other national–romantic 

authors and poets (see, for instance, Prestgaard Andersen 2018). 

Also worth mentioning in this context is Nikolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig (1783–

1872). Mostly known as a writer and poet,37 Grundtvig was writing at roughly the same 

time as Finnur, while he never gained much respect as a scholar of PCRN during his 

lifetime, this has changed since (see below). His major work on the subject was Nordens 

Mythologi: Sindbilled-Sprog- historisk-poetisk udviklet og oplyst from 1832, which is of 

particular interest to this thesis since Grundtvig sees the sea-based lifestyle of the Nordic 

people as being a crucial factor in their distinctive national or cultural ‘spirit’ (something 

one might call “worldview” today). Directly related to the theme of this thesis, and closely 

linked to Grundtvig’s eco-based conception of spirituality and morality, is his idea of a 

more specific Nordic spirit, which he calls Kæmpe-Aand: 

[…] saaledes er det i Norden vi finde der aandige Kæmpe-Livs Vugge paa 

det sortladne Hav, thi Kampen med den | flyvende Storm og de brusende 

Bölger, som vi vel maa kalde den Natur-Historiske, er aabenbar den 

Naturligste, Menneske-Aanden kan före, og som derfor kun bliver blodig, 

naar Kæmpen selv vorder Offret (Grundtvig 1832: 100).38 

This spirit Grundtvig sees as stemming from life with the sea which would foster and form 

(both spiritual and physically) a very heroic kind of people. Grundtvig thus places a 

particular emphasis on the role of the sea for his idea of the natural-historically determined 

Nordic culture. 

In the course of Grundtvig’s work, when basically providing retellings of ‘eddic’ 

myths, some mention is made of Ægir. Interestingly, Grundtvig stresses that “Æger eller 

Hler […] er en meget tvetydig og i Grunden ubetydelig mythisk Person” (1832: 623). 

Explaining the association between natural forces and the jǫtnar in a rather exceptional 

manner when talking of the Nordic peoples’ fighting spirit, Grundtvig returns to the 

peoples’ close relationship with the sea: 

Uagtet nemlig baade Fædrenes Myther og Levnets-Löb viser, at de bröd 

dem kun lidt om nogen anden Natur end Kampens og deres Egen; saa kunde 

 
37  For a concise recent contribution on Grundtvig’s ideas regarding PCRN, see Lundgreen-Nielsen 2018a 

and 2018b. 
38 Lundgreen-Nielsen, commenting on Grundtvig’s subtitle, drawing on the same passage in Grundtvig’s 

work, he states that the subtitle’s “compound adverb stresses history and beauty, a combination Grundtvig 

considered only possible in Christianity, though the grand spirit of non-Christian ancestors fostered in the 

cradle of heroism on dark-rolling oceans deserves admiration as its preparatory stage” (2018b: 9). Here we 

find a version of the idea of the “noble heathen” which derives ultimately from th idea of a specific Northern-

European struggle against nature and especially the seas surrounding their lands. 
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dog de dunkle Natur-Kræfter umuelig undgaae deres Opmærksomhed, og 

de tre Udmærkede, som yttre sig i Stormen, Hav-Brusningen og Ilden, 

maatte nödvendig staae for dem i Jette-Skikkelse, men deres Fortroelighed 

med Havet kundgiör sig ogsaa deri, at Hav-Manden (Æger) er den eneste 

Jette, med hvem de lade Aserne pleie Venskab, imod at han ogsaa holder 

sig roelig, og overlader det til sin Kone Ran og sine Döttre at giöre Ulykker 

paa Söen. (Grundtvig 1832: 623). 

Such Romantic approaches continued in the work of some scholars in Denmark and 

Sweden (less so in Norway), the comparativist and moralist perspective still being 

witnessed in the works of Victor Rydberg (see above) and Wilhelm Grønbech in the next 

century (see below). In general, however, these later scholars working on PCNR within 

eco-related frameworks had comparatively little international influence. Other approaches 

began to take the lead following the success of the evolutionist approach (introduced 

above), as Andreas Nordberg has masterfully shown in his detailed study from 2013. 

Especially important for the next crucial turn in the history of scholarship, were these 

developments that took place in the German-speaking countries. Arising from the 

comparative philology of the late eighteenth century, and not so much interested in the 

origin of PCRN and its potential moral value, Jacob Grimm (1785–1863) with his Deutsche 

Mythologie (first published in 183539) draws on a retrospective folklorist perspective, using 

all possible source-material to reconstruct a national Germanic heritage. This Grimmian 

approach would have a heavy impact on later works,40 although it was essentially prepared 

by earlier scholars like Herder (see above) and Friedrich Christian Rühs (1781–1820), and 

others (see Halink 2018).41 Rühs in his Die Edda; nebst einer Einleitung über nordische 

Poesie und Mythologie from 1812 has some interesting comments on Nordic religion and 

the sea, going so far as to state that: “[i]n Norwegen glaubt man noch an einen Seegott, 

 
39  A last, fourth, extended edition prepared by Elard Hugo Meyer was published as late as 1875-78 including 

further material from Grimm’s unpublished works. 
40  Jacob Grimm with his Deutsche Mythologie had doubtless the most resounding success and sweeping 

influence over the century. Its impact is often viewed as a“new mythology” set in motion by Grimm (Shippey 

2005: 1), inspiring Europe-wide national dreams of finding the respective lost myths of the past. See further: 

Leersen 2016; see also Gunnell 2010. 
41  These scholars all believed in the shared national characteristics of the different ‘Germanic’ people 

(Halink 2018: 112); a mindset which would influence whole new generations of scholars. The common 

ideological basis of a shared Germanic culture and heritage was built or connected to the influential concept 

of a Volksgeist [‘national spirit’] prepared by Herder, who in 1796 directly addressed the Nordic sphere in 

this sense. German scholarship of the later 19th century went through a forceful process of (re)orientation as 

regards the value of its own national heritage shifting away from the culture of classical antiquities—

celebrated since the late Middle Ages but most notably associated with the renaissance. The direct line of 

influence of Grimm’s work on other scholars can be seen in a great number of studies published throughout 

the later decades of the nineteenth century, following the initial publication of Deutsche Mythologie. 
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Drou oder Seedrou”42 (Rühs 1812: 25f.), by which—one must assume—he refers to the 

(sjø)draugen43 since he compiled his whole commentary on the basis of Early-Modern 

contemporary folklore material for his reductionist view on PCRN (see Rühs 1821: 31).  

Grimm, on the other hand, used Old Nordic-Icelandic material as supplement to fill 

the holes in the continental transmissions,44 which has led Julia Zernack to call the 

approach “Jacob Grimm’s genetic-reconstructive method of interpretation” (2018b: 533),45 

an approach which is regarded very critically today.46 Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologie 

should not be used without awareness of its historical and special German context (see 

Halink 2019). What nevertheless makes Grimm’s work especially important for the present 

thesis, in spite of all its problems, is the fact that Deutsche Mythologie is the first work to 

discuss the sea as a subject of PCRN on its own—even though it is mainly discussed along 

with other occurrences of water as an element. Not included in the original edition, Grimm 

later devotes several pages solely to the sea, compiling material from a broad variety of 

sources without providing any clear synthesis (Grimm ²1844: 567; further: Grimm ⁴1875–

78/iii: 170f.). Grimm also gives a brief discussion of a mythological figure Œgir (so his 

spelling) in a chapter on the gods (1835: 146f.; also xxvii; cf. Grimm ²1844: 216–20) and 

Rán (1835:197f.; 281; cf. Grimm ²1844: 288). According to Grimm, they have an 

extraordinary rôle compared to other physical phænomena: “im meer walten Oegir und 

 
42  ‘In Norway , people still believe in a sea-god, drou or seadrou’. 
43  On the sjødraugen see further Solheim 1972. 
44  The inclusion of Mediæval Scandinavian sources in a work on Germanic mythology arose from a lack 

of suitable German medieval texts. Based on the observation that Germany in its historical form has been 

founded in the Middle Ages under the Ottonian rule as the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation 

succeeding the rule of Rome. This led to the assumption that anything non-Roman would have been 

deliberatively excluded from that culture. This led to an extension of the area in which to look for sources of 

value on German culture which was believed to have suffered a reduction to low status under the Mediæval 

German rulers, judging from the underrepresentation of German writing in the historical records. See further: 

Lee 2019: 31. 
45  As Zernack comments: “Grimm saw this approach as justified because he was convinced that the tribes 

which he considered to be Germanic had originally possessed a uniform mythology. […] This method is still 

used in the interpretation of archaeological finds and in particular on iconography, such as that on bracteates” 

(Zernack 2018b: 533). I will touch upon this issue further in connection with ch.III.3 on the sources, and in 

greater detail when elaborating my own approach in ch.III.2. 
46  The work of Grimm is not generally dæmonized in this thesis, although one should be wary of its long-

term consequences as noted by Zernack who writes: “The consideration of interdisciplinarity in research on 

‘Germanic’ topics […] shows that the comparative reconstruction method throws up problems which are far 

more complex than Jacob Grimm could have assumed. This is not only due to the fact that the different 

disciplines developed in very different directions over the course of the twentieth century while at the same 

time losing an integrative terminology and concept of the Germanic. Sources of very different character and 

very different provenance, which had been the domain of each specific discipline and its respective specific 

methodologies, were brought together in comparison with each other in order to ‘regain’ lost cultural 

conditions. If this approach is already methodologically questionable in itself, it also carries the danger that 

historical speech communities will be improperly identified with religious, political, social or ethnic groups, 

particularly against the background of an ontological idea of the Germanic” (Zernack 2018b: 536). 
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Rán, die wellen heiſsen ihre töchter; dadurch empfängt die verehrung dieses elements einen 

besonderen character”, namely that of a “an sich natürlichen aber nicht wesentlichen 

vereinigung des einfachen, rohen wassercultus mit dem glauben an höhere wesen”47 

(1835:336). Grimm’s statement can probably be best understood by his general view on the 

physical world in relation to PCRN: “Elementen, naturerscheinungen und gestirnen lege 

ich groſsen einfluſs auf mythologische vorstellungen bei”, but not exclusively, “da auſer 

den physischen auch noch sittliche und andere menschliche motive obwalten und erst in 

der durchdringung aller zusammen die götter des heidenthums entsprungen scheinen” 

(1835:xxvi).  

What is of particular interest are Grimm’s theoretical considerations that form his 

approach. He builds this upon claims regarding Ancient Scandinavian understanding of 

the physical world, in which the sea comes somewhat surprisingly first:  

das alterthum hatte ein ganz anderes auge für die natur, es legte seine 

anschauung in sie nieder, statt daſs wir die natürlichen erscheinungen aus 

sich selbst, ohne bezug auf uns, zu ergründen trachten: götter die wir 

naturgötter nenne, werden mythisch aufgefast, immer eine seltsame und 

rätselhafte beimischung anderer eigenheiten an sich tragen. Darum hat auch 

die mythologie nicht genug an einem göttlichen wesen für das element, sie 

sucht es in mehreren vielseitig zu erfassen: das wasser wird durch Oegir 

und Hlér […] ausgedrückt48 (Grimm 1835: xxvii). 

What is interesting is that Grimm uses solely examples relating to the sea in the notes 

providing further examples to underline this theory, writing that “in der edda ist lagastafr 

sowohl meer als saat”49 (Grimm 1835: xxvii n.*) to underline the exceptionally different 

worldview. Unfortunately, his etumologies were not always right, creating further 

problems for his approach.  

 The Grimmian approach, stressing the rôle of folklore material would inspire a great 

number of scholars.50 With the consolidation of comparatist philology and mythology, 

which worked parallel and at times hand-in-hand with the rapid progress of the natural 

 
47  ‘In the sea rule Oegir and Rán , the waves are called their daughters; because of this, this element receives 

a special character’, ‘in itself natural but not essential union of simple, raw water-cult with the belief in higher 

beings’. 
48  ‘Antiquity had a completely different eye for nature, it laid down its view in it, instead of us trying to 

fathom the natural phenomena of ourselves, without referring to us: gods we call nature-deities are 

understood mythically, always carrying a strange and enigmatic addition of other peculiarities. That is why 

mythology does not have enough in a divine being for the element, it seeks to grasp it in several in many 

ways: the water is expressed by Oegir and Hlér’. 
49  ‘in the Edda, lagastafr is both sea and seed’. 
50  For a thorough discussion see Nordberg 2013 for a discussion.  
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sciences and new human sciences of ethnology and anthropology in the nineteenth century, 

the study of myths and beliefs in the late nineteenth century became increasingly linked to 

considerations of more primitive, “natural” states of culture(s). Ancient history would now 

be looked upon in evolutionary terms, in contrast to Mediæval strategies of euhemerization 

and demonization (see Ch.II.1.1).51 This naturalist perspective would in many ways built on 

the same foundation as the early Romantics when its understanding now would develop 

into a movement underlining the negative consequences of the European 

industrialisation.52 The increasing interest in Old Nordic (or Germanic) beliefs in Germany 

successfully propelled by Jacob Grimm, thus landed in fertile soil in alongside the birth of 

early German nationalism, in which the German reception can be characterised as regularly 

anti-‘Roman’ and anti-Catholic (Lee 2019: 29). Indeed, these developments are far from 

being just general developments but would seriously affect following generations of 

scholars in their understanding of things, the sea being no minor exception but a prime 

example—as will be seen in the following discussions—illustrating the blend of natural-

romantic, national, colonial–imperialist, and liberal–modernist ideas. 

Strongly influenced by the Grimmian approach, key-figures like Karl Simrock (1802–

1876) would produce a Handbuch der deutschen Mythologie, first edition published in two 

volumes 1853 and 1855, which appeared quite similar in style to Grimm’s work, however 

focusing) on material from Old Nordic sources, and thus becoming even more invested in 

PCRN. The basic trait in Simrock’s work is a systematization of PCRN alongside 

elaborations of the material following the principle idea that the myths contain allegories 

to natural phenomena, a development of the work of Grimm, Müllenhoff, and Finnur 

Magnússon. This becomes clear, for instance, when Simrock views the fenrisúlfr, above 

and beyond strict etymology, as a secondary “Geiſt der dunkeln Meerestiefe […], weil das 

Meer das verſchlingende Element iſt, wie der Wolf das verſchlingende Thier”53 (1853–

55/i:118). The miðgarðsormr, however, “bedeutet […] nicht das beruhigte ſchiffbare Meer, 

 
51  On these new understandings of the Old Icelandic mythological texts see further Halink 2017. 
52  Thus, a scholar like Karl Viktor Müllenhoff (1818–1884) could consequently point back to what Jacob 

Grimm had said 60 years before him (Müllenhoff 1870: VIf.), while programmatically blaming his present 

for the “verlorene einheit der natur” (1870: VIII), which he believed formed the ideal state before the arrival 

of Christianity and (worse in his eyes) the interpolation with other cultures. The idea that the advent of 

Christianity destroyed an older, purer relation or even unity of humanity with nature is a rather specific take 

in Müllenhoff’s work, however it connects with the general idea of the destructive and hostile attitude the 

processes and means of Christianisation carried with it to Central- and Northern-Europe, wiping out its 

original ancient cultures. 
53  ‘Spirit of the dark deeps of the sea ,because the sea is the devouring element like the wolf is the devouring 

animal’. 
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welches in Niördr personificiert iſt; es genügt nicht einmal ganz, zu ſagen, ſie ſtelle das 

unwirthliche ſtürmiſche Meer vor, welches die Schiffe zerſchlägt, und die Menſchen 

hinabzieht”54 (1853–55/i: 119). When later returning to these to mythical beings and the sea, 

Simrock writes that “[d]er Name Fenrir, der […] auf Meer und Sumpf deutet, war […] ein 

paſſender Name für den verderblichen Wurm, der nur das im Winter anſchwellende, 

verheerend überſtrömende Waſser bezeichnete”55 (1853–55/ii:277),56 thus strangely mixing 

together things that appear highly problematic from a contemporanous perspective. 

Other scholars working in the same field such as Johann Wilhelm Emanuel Mannhardt 

(1831–1880) had international influence.57 Receiving a certain reputation for his naturalist 

approach which combined folkloristic, mythological, and philological perspectives with 

an elaborate comparativism (Lid 1931), Mannhardt went further than the more philological 

Grimmian approach. Using folklore side-by-side with Old Nordic-Icelandic sources, 

Mannhardt had a nimportant rôle in establishing the idea of nature-spirits as forming the 

basis for later mythology and belief. Through the work of Frazer (see below), who held 

Mannhardt in high esteem, this shared approach reached Nordic scholars and especially in 

Sweden had a longer afterlife in studies on agrarian fertility-cults (see Nordberg 2013:86–

9; 153–59). While his studies on vegetational cult have little importance this thesis, 

Mannhardt’s studies provide some interesting examples of relevant topics such as his 

analysis of the figure Gefjon: 58 

Der Name Gefjon erklärt sich aus dem altsächsischen Worte geban, ags. 

geofon, gifan Meer. Sie ist eine Meergöttin und die wilden Riesenochsen, 

mit denen sie aus Schweden ein Stück Land herausplügt, sind die 

brüllenden Wogen der See, welche ein Stück nach dem anderen von der 

Küste abreiszen. Aber die Mythe ist offenbar sehr jung und wahrscheinlich 

 
54  ‘does not mean the calm, sailable sea which is personified in N.; it is not even enough to say that it [the 

miðgarðsormr] represents the inhospitable, stormy sea which smashes the ships and draws humans down’. 
55  ‘The name F. which points to sea and swamp, was a suitable name for the worm which only described 

the devastating flooding water, swelling during winter’. 
56  Of further interest in Simrock’s handbook is his chapter 122 on “Waſserrieſen” [‘sea-giants’] (1853–55/ii: 

442–7; cf. 1878 416–20), especially his view on the “Meergott Oegir” [‘sea-god O.’] as the calm sea, and 

Gymir being a version of it as “Unterweltsgott” [‘underworld-god’], or Simrock’s attempt to see in it the 

bioluminescent phenomenon known as milky seas (1853–55/ii:443). 
57  One notes that Mannhardt was continuing on approaches of systematizing PCRN (or Preter-Christian 

Germanic Religion) that was initiated in the wake of Grimm’s comparative mythology by scholars like 

Adalbert Kuhn and Max Müller (see below) who saw an original unity of religions, loaned from comparative 

philology in reconstructing prehistorical Indo-European systems. Their comparative mythology would also 

make use of nature-mythological interpretations, as already promoted by Karl Simrock, and went on to 

propose rather one-sided principles that explained PCRN by solar (Müller) or metereological (Kuhn) 

phenomena, thus simply ignoring the sea. 
58  See also Mannhardt’s interpretation of the nornir as ‘water-women’ (Mannhardt 1858: esp. 541–606) 

drawing on similar ideas. 
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war Gefjon, welche einen Teil der Ge-|storbenen bei sich empfängt, einst 

wie Holda eine Göttin der himmlichen Gewässers59 (Mannhardt 1860: 311f.). 

The quotation demonstrates one of his major arguments, namely that myths originate 

primarily from religious ideas about the sky (Mannhardt 1860: 4; 19), which Ancient people 

would perceive by comparison with their earthly environment, by anthropomorphizing it. 

In general, environmental topics remained on the table, but were in need of more 

refined methods, and by the end of the nineteenth century a more specific interest was 

arising with regard to the conceptions of the way the physical world (or ‘nature’) was 

presented in literature. The probable beginning of this early (or pre-) ecocritical scholarship 

can be found in works like Die Natur, ihre Auffassung und poetische Verwendung in der 

altgermanischen und mittelhochdeutschen Epik, published in 1888 by Otto Lüning (1858–

1920). Although Lüning writes about the sea (1888: 89–108), the value of his study is limited 

as it does not consider Old Nordic literature specifically but as “Germanic” literature 

intermeshed with other sources. Lüning’s work inspired others to conduct more detailed 

studies. A good example is Theodor Hjelmqvist (1866–1944) and his dissertation 

Naturskildringarna i den norröne diktningen from 1891.60 Taking a deterministic 

perspective towards nature (and its effects on people), speaking of “de norröna folkens 

natursinne” or “natursympati” (Hjelmqvist 1891: 4; et passim), which he actually beliefs to 

be also present in pre-Christian myth.61 The direct influence of earlier Romanticism 

becomes clear when Hjelmqvist jumps in his analyses between references to the Mediæval 

works and citations from Swedish national romantics like Erik Gustaf Geijer (1783–1847). 

Most importantly, Hjelmqvist discusses the sea at some length (1891: 25–27). Starting with 

a generalisation, Hjelmqvist states—calling it a common place known for the Old Nordic-

Icelandic skáldic poetry—that “hafvet är den sida af naturen, som mest blifvit besjungen 

af fornskalderna” (Hjelmqvist 1891: 25). Hjelmqvist is referring here to the many 

descriptions of the waves—which he sees as reflecting a romantic sense of the sea’s beauty. 

In spite of this, he underlines, the key-attention of the poets relates to the mighty and 

 
59  [‘The name Gefjon is explained by the Old Saxon word geban, OSa geofon, gifan Meer. She is a sea-

goddess and the wild giant-oxen with which she plies a piece of land from Sweden, are the roaring waves of 

the sea, which tear off the coast piece after piece. But the myth is obviously very young and probably was 

Gefjon, who receives some of the dead, once like Holda a goddess of the celestial water’ (my transl.).] 
60  However, Hjelmqvist only addresses Lüning critically (Hjelmqvist 1891: 9). 
61  Explaining his very approach or agenda for the dissertation project, Hjelmqvist writes for instance: “Den 

natursympati, som utmärkte Nordborna, spåras i sjelfva gudasagan, uti mythens verld. Det är ju så, att man 

ofta o denne kan se menniskans verld afspegla sig, kan förnimma, huru gudarne blifvit skapade efter 

menniskans beläte. Så äfven här. (Hjelmqvist 1891: 4) 
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powerful yet aggressive and violent side of the waves. “Något direkt lofprisande af det våta 

element förekommer dock ytterst sällan, iden mening att böljarna kallas fagra; det är, 

egendomligt nog, tvärtom” (Hjelmqvist 1891: 25).62 Hjelmqvist underlines this power with 

more quotations from Friðþjófs saga, also stressing the unknown and scary that was 

expected as residing in the ocean’s depths (1891: 27). A last interesting comment by 

Hjelmqvist compares the Old Nordic-Icelandic transmission to the melancholic depictions 

found in Old English poetry such as pieces known as The Wanderer and The Seafarer which 

lack parallels in the Scandinavian sources. Hjelmqvist cites also an interesting passus in 

Konungs skuggsjá pointing out the ambiguity or two-sidedness (Hjelmqvist speaks of a 

Janus-head) that surrounds the sea (1891: 27). 

During this period, PCRN went through a boom of interest amongst the broader 

masses, to the end that that a great number of (hand)books is written on the subject, without 

being of any great value to this thesis (see further Lindow 1985: 23; Baden 2009). Indeed, 

most of these publications repeat much of the same material and arguments, varying little 

in perspective, often disagreeing only in opinions on minor details by seeking the most 

fanciful explanations. Nonetheless, a few scholars manage to go beyond this trend, 

providing more nuanced and careful assertions, such as de la Saussaye, Golther, Meyer, or 

Mogk who are returned to in the next subchapter. In many ways being some kind of hybrids 

between natural-romantic, folkloristic-comparativist, and philological approaches, these 

scholars may be seen as the end to Romanticism’s ideas. Some late echoes of such earlier 

views lingered nonetheless in the following decades, as in Goðafræði by Finnur Jónsson 

(1858–1934) from 1913. Known as an acclaimed, meticulous philologist, Finnur was 

somewhat ambiguous in his approach to PCRN.63 Following his critique of earlier natural-

romantic scholarship he states: “Enn eru margir, sem skýra goðverurnar að mörgu leyti 

sem náttúruviðbrigði, og því verður ekki heldur neitað, að það má gera í ýmsum greinum” 

(Finnur Jónsson 1913: 2). In this context fit also his brief chapter on Ægir and Rán, stating 

that: “Ægir er upphaflega hafið sjálft […], og svo ráðandi hafsins, hafguðinn” (1913: 113).  

While we have entered into the twentieth century with Finnur, he is worthwhile 

mentioning in another important context. As indicated, Romanticism would have a much 

 
62  By this Hjelqvist means the quite numerous associations of the sea—similar to the winds—with the 

adjective ljótr, noting several mentions in the poetry (1891: 25). 
63  Lassen (2018f: 561f.) discusses Finnur’s approach as anti-imaginative, noting how little he manages to 

develop in his own writings when providing hypotheses about origins, places, and certain mythological 

concepts (or worldviews). While Finnur continued to provide folkloristic explanations of PCRN, which drew 

on younger folk-beliefs, his rationalist view reducing the “pantheon” created by most of his predecessors. 
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more difficult stand by the end of the nineteenth century, since not all scholars followed so 

euphorically in their discussion of the sources as natural- and national-Romantic heritage. 

A key-scholar to the emerging critical–philological stance is Sophus Bugge (1833–1907) 

with his Studier over de nordiske gude- og heltesagns oprindelse (1881–89), where Bugge 

showed how many a detail from Old Nordic-Icelandic poetry or Snorri’s Edda may be 

linked to Judeo-Christian traditions that easily could have reached the North.64 Overall, 

such ideas on the chain of influence on PCRN were not that commonly accepted (but cf. 

E. H. Meyer 1889; 1891; Nordeen 1895: 33f), and besides being rigidly ignored by some,65 

Bugge’s (and his followers’) ideas were also heavily criticised. A notable opponent of 

Bugge’s ideas was Finnur Jónsson (see above), expressing his doubts wholeheartedly in 

his Goðafræði (1913: 3).66 As far as I can see, eco-mythological issues were not addressed 

in this context at this point, yet such discussions would follow when Bugge’s claims were 

taken up again, most notably in the work of Anne Holtsmark (see below).  

II.6 The Twentieth Century 

As noted above, the dusk of the nineteenth century had seen the slow death of a period of 

roughly one hundred years of Nature-Romanticism. As noted above, this is a superficial 

generalisation with notable exceptions (see below), but in general, scholarship at the dawn 

of the new century viewed the previously dominant approaches with great reservation. 

Thus, in the year 1900, Pierre Daniël Chantepie de la Saussaye (1848–1920) concluded 

regarding comparative mythology that “[h]are werkhypothese heft belangrijke diensten 

bewezen. Maar nu heft die hypothesen uitgediend” (de la Saussaye 1900: 30).67 De la 

Saussaye’s critique was especially directed towards earlier scholars’ use of wrong 

etymologies (cf. Nordberg 2013: 195), and the selectiveness in the choice of ecological–

physical features used in their interpretations. A similar point was made for instance by 

 
64  Where Bugge saw transmission through England and Ireland as important link, it might has well found 

its way through central or even (south)-eastern continental routes, with centres in Southern-Jutland, Fyn, 

Gotland, or any of the important islands and early emporia, as later research has often enough argued. 

However, in his approach Bugge was similar to other scholars, such as Friedrich Rühs (see above) who in 

turn is said to be more sceptical (Lassen 2018f: 553), seeing sources as later Medieval and depending on 

foreign influence. 
65  Lassen takes Detter and Heinzel as negative example, stating: “Paradoxically, Detter and Heinzel 

imagined that Icelanders or Norwegians in the High Middle Age never had Christian or classical literary 

associations when reading eddic poetry. Their view of medieval Iceland and Norway is essentially the 

Grimmian concept of a Germanic culture, unpolluted by foreign influence” (Lassen 2018f: 559).  
66  See Holm-Olsen 1981:119–22 for further discussions. 
67  “As a working hypothesis it has rendered important services, but it has seen its day”, de la Saussaye 

1902: 25. 
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Henrik Schück (1855–1947) in his Studier i nordisk litteratur- och religions historia from 

1904. Looking back over German scholarship from the middle and second half of the 

nineteenth century, Schück comments on the faults of “den Grimm-Müllenhoffska skolan”, 

which sees anything and everything as “en förbleknad myt om t. ex. ljusets och mörkets 

strid, ännu mindre att t. ex. Beowulf kämpar mot en drake, utan att Beowulf förklaras 

representera en naturföreteelse, draken en annan” (Schück 1904: 8). Several other scholars 

had similar reservations.68  

These harsh judgments, however, did not mean that scholars totally restrained 

themselves from explaining deities or mythical beings of PCRN by reference to physical–

ecological features.69 Indeed, in many ways the opposite occurred in the early years of the 

twentieth century. De la Saussaye for example, draws on numerous nature-mythological 

interpretations of the kind proposed by the new, British-influenced anthropological school 

that will be discussed below.70 His commentaries on sea-beings like Grendel and his 

mother show this very clearly, as when de la Saussaye states that “[i]n Grendel en zijn 

moeder hebben wij […] onmiskenbaar met waterdemonen ze doen”71 (de la Saussaye 1900: 

202) after addressing “natuurmythen” [‘nature-myths’] in Beowulf. A reason for these 

choices can be found in the methodological improvements—or at least the establishing of 

new methods—that had occurred in the scholarship of the late nineteenth century, which 

meant that the studies of Willhelm Mannhardt and Karl Müllenhoff (see Ch.II.1.4) in 

particular remained valuable for both de la Saussaye and other scholars of the time.72  

 
68  Erik Brate (1857–1924), for example, published a helpful little contribution, Nyare forskning i nordisk 

mytologi (1907), in which he surveys recent works on PCRN and the nineteenth century foundation that lay 

behind them, criticising earlier Scandinavian scholarship for its uncritical approach to the Old Scandinavian 

sources. Alongside summarising Sophus Bugge’s critical research and Viktor Rydberg’s quite unique work 

(see Ch.II.1.4.) as well as their reception, Brate directs a severe critique at comparative mythology, writing: 

“Den jämförande mytologien, hvars förnämsta män varo A. Kuhn och Max Müller, har emellertid utmynnat 

i fullständig missräkning”: Brate 1907: 3. 
69  A good example is provided by O. Schoning’s study Dødsriger i nordisk hedentro from 1903 which 

identifies the sea as special realm of dead alongside Hel and Jǫtunheimar. See also Hellquist 1891 (see above). 
70  De la Saussaye, for instance cites Meyer 1891, Golther 1895, and Mogk 1891. 
71  “Grendel and his mother […] are unmistakable water demons”: de la Saussaye 1902: 159. 
72  In this context, some speak of an ethnological–anthropological school and a philological–historical 

school—Mannhardt belonging to the former, Müllenhoff to the latter—which had gained strong positions 

during the last two decades of the nineteenth century and were still relevant to most handbooks of the early 

twentieth century (see below). Müllenhoff and the historical school lost popularity quickly after the turn of 

the century and replaced by a problematic biologizing ethical-ethnical approach, while only the 

anthropological position remained strong in some branches of the humanities until about the middle of the 

twentieth century (cf. Nordberg 2013: 145f.). 
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II.6.1 The ‘Ethnological–Anthropological School’ 

As outlined above (see Ch.II.5), Jacob Grimm must be regarded as having been the initiator 

of not only the philological-historical method used by Karl Müllenhoff, but also that of 

comparative mythology which was developed most prominently by Franz Felix Adalbert 

Kuhn (1812–1881) and Friedrich Max Müller (1823–1900). Around 1900 comparative 

mythology had finally been connected with anthropological interpretations, following 

currents in English scholarship represented most prominently by Edvard Burnett Tylor 

(1832–1917) and Herbert Spencer (1820–1903), whose influence on scholars of PCRN has 

been meticulously studied by Nordberg (2013). The main representatives of this school of 

anthropological nature-mythology in the study of PCRN were Elard Hugo Meyer (1837–

1908) and Eugen Mogk (1854–1939), who had slightly different approaches, but continued 

to work on nature-mythology into the early twentieth century. 

Meyer, who in his younger years had followed the scholarship of Jacob Grimm (see 

Ch.II.1.4), had by the end of his career started becoming influenced by other ideas current 

during the latter half of the nineteenth century. His late scholarly view is best exemplified 

in his handbook Germanische Mythologie from 1891, and Mythologie der Germanen from 

1903, in which Meyer has a clear take on Tylor’s approach, proposing an evolutionistic 

model: (a) souls > (b) dæmons > (c) deities. Believing like Tylor that gods are the final 

stage of an earlier belief in dæmons, Meyer develops an evolutionistic model of mythology 

beginning with the human experience of nature, which by means of a metaphoric approach 

initiates mythology (Meyer 1891: 9–14).  

Meyer introduces the sea into his theories, when he proposes that (human) souls which 

after death become detached from their bodies, are seen as going on to become a part of 

the physical world (Meyer 1891: 80). In Meyer’s earlier work the celestial sphere was seen 

as the main space of nature-dæmons. This, however, was just the beginning of his 

metaphoric model in which, he believes, clouds became interpreted as the wells, rivers, 

and lakes of souls (1891: 87f.).73 The belief in souls is thus given a watery dimension, and 

in his later work Meyer speaks of a belief in the travel of souls into the sea where they 

become dæmons such as Wasserelfen [‘water-elves’] (1903: 199). Dæmons in human shape 

he sees represented as (a) Elben [‘elves’], representing natural phenomena; and (b) Riesen 

 
73  Here, Meyer follows up on the material and thoughts of, for example, Grimm (1835; 1875–78) and 

Rydberg (1886–89), proposing Hvergelmir as “die Gewitterwolke” [‘the cloud of thunder- and lightning’]  

(Meyer 1891: 87), and Mimis brunnr, and Urðar brunnr as “Wolkenwasser” [‘cloud-water’] (ibid. 88), which 

originate from the well beneath the ash Yggdrasill. 
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[‘giants’] representing the natural forces themselves (1891: 113). He finds the Wasserelben 

which populate water to be a later development stage (1891: 130f.), ‘sea-giants’ like Ægir 

being presented as a later expression of original celestial dæmons (1891: 156; 159f.).74 

This idea of celestial interpretations as a point of origin was criticised by a 

contemporary of Meyer’s, Wolfgang Golther (1863–1945), who had published his large 

Handbuch der germanischen Mythology in 1895.75 He nonetheless still relates mythical 

beings and deities to ethnological concepts in strikingly similar manner as Meyer.76  

Das Wasser, wo immer es sich darbot, Quellen und Bach, im Fluss und See, 

im weiten Meer, war von Geisterwesen bevölkert, die teils in 

menschenähnlicher, teils auch in tierischer Gestalt gedacht wurden. […] 

Wo die entfesselte elementare Gewalt dem Menschen entgegen brauste, 

dichtete er Riesen- und Elbensagen. Im Binnenland, an kleinen Teichen | 

und Bächen, herrschen mehr Elbe, am Meer, am breiten Strom und weiten 

See dagegen Riesen77 (Golther 1895: 145f.).  

The sea is thus seen as the home of a whole world of different animate entities, although 

these are presented mainly in generic terms like most other ecological aspects in Golther’s 

work.78 In this regard, Golther in many ways resembles the nature-mythological school. 

The great difference in Golther’s work is that he evidently favours more the anthropological 

theories of the late nineteenth century, regularly applying concepts like ‘manism’, 

‘animism’, ‘fetishism’, and ‘totemism’ to PCRN throughout his works. 

In his contribution to Paul Braune’s Grundriss der germanischen Philologie (entitled 

Mythologie in the first volume of the 1st ed. [Mogk 1891: 982–1138], and Germanische 

Mythologie in volume 3 to the 2nd ed., Mogk 1898: 230-406), Eugen Mogk took a more 

critical stance towards the Grimmian tradition—and its use of unrelated material—the aim 

 
74  In his later work, Meyer’s chapter on “Wasserelfen” (Meyer 1903: 199–209) continues to show clearly 

influence from Taylor’s ideas on animism, these figures being shown as spirits on an evolutionary line 

starting with air-spirits. This work rather uncritically pulls together a great deal of source-material, both 

Mediæval sources and younger folklore, in a Grimmian fashion that closely resembles Simrock’s discussion 

(see Ch.II.5). This is also true for Meyer’s subchapter ‘Wasserriesen’ (Meyer 1903: 241f.). 
75  Golther produced several other comprehensive titles on the topic for school and private use during the 

first decades of the twentieth century (Religion und Mythus der Germanen, 1909; Götterglaube und 

Göttersagen der Germanen, 1st ed. 1894, 4th ed. 1923), which show the longevity of the ideas he represents. 
76  See Golther 1895: 123. Golther also makes use of an uncritical Grimmian assemblage of source material. 
77  ‘The water, whereever it shows itself, as wells and brooks, in the river and lake, in the wide sea, was 

populated by ghost-beings, which were imagined partly as being in manlike shape, partly also in animal 

shape. […] Whereever the unbound elementary force faced man, he/she composed giant- or elf-tales. Elves 

reign in the inland, in small ponds and brooks while in the sea, in the wide stream and wide lake reign giants.’ 
78  Golther questions the belief of scholars like Mannhardt that souls and spirits moves into the surrounding 

world resulting in dæmons, and in the end also deities (1895: 30–3). Golther also criticises Müllenhoff for 

ignoring the ‘lower folk-beliefs’ and focusing only on storieds in heroes and gods (1895:50), which he himself 

takes more thoroughly into consideration. 
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being to establish a more source-critical approach (1898: 232). This meant that he was 

explicitly sceptical, even quite negative, to Meyer’s idea that gods are the result of a belief 

in dæmons and an evolutionistic model of development (Mogk 1898: 243). Instead, since 

Mogk sees Germanic mythology as being related to the beliefs of a Naturvolk or ‘primitive 

people’ (Mogk 1898: 231; see also Mogk 1927:10–12; 14–24), he explains dæmons as 

follows:  

Sie [i.e. dæmons] haben ihre Wurzel in der den Mensch umgebenden Natur, 

in den Elementen, denen gegenüber sich der Mensch ja meist so ohnmächtig 

fühlt, in denen er ein Wesen, ähnlich seinem, nur ungleich grösser und 

mächtiger, zu spüren meint (Mogk 1898: 298).79  

Mogk thus sees Fornjótr and his sons, amongst them Hlér, as being dæmons of the sea, in 

a specific Scandinavian development.  

Mogk devotes a whole section, §.46 (1898: 302–6), to the water-dæmons as the first of 

the different dæmonic appearances of the elements, Bēowulf being seen as being rich in 

myth about ‘water-giants’, ideas which had roots in real-worldy oceanic–environmental 

disasters which took place along the coast of pre-historic Jyllland (Mogk 1898: 301f.). 

When it comes to PCRN proper, he states that: 

Besonders reich an Wasserdämonenenmythen ist die nordische Dichtung. 

Zum teil verknüpft mit Göttermythen sind sie der Ausdruck des nordischen 

Volksgeistes, der unter dem Einflusse des gewaltigen Elementes in seiner 

furchtbaren Gewalt steht. Obenan steht Ægir […] als die Personifikation 

des ruhigen, für die Schiffahrt geeigneten Meeres80 (Mogk 1898:302). 

This is followed by brief interpretations of Rán as the ruler of the sea, and Hymir as 

the wintery sea (Mogk 1898: 303), while the miðgarðsormr is seen only as a sea-serpent 

similar to later traditions (1898: 304). Mogk also considers Hrímgerðr, Fenja and Menja, 

as well as Starkaðr as being giant-like creatures, similar to numerous other mythical sea-

beings like the margýgjar and marmennill which he briefly lists (1898: 304f.). Interestingly, 

Mogk sees all these beings as being younger, purely local creations, in contrast to Mímir 

who is seen as a particularly old water-spirit ruling the sea, an early counterpart to Ægir 

(1898: 305f.). 

 
79 ‘They have their roots in the nature which surrounds humans, in the elements, which the human often feels 

powerless in relation to, in which he sees a being similar to himself but bigger and mightier’. 
80  ‘Nordic poetry is particularly rich in myths of water-dæmons. Partly linked to myths of gods, they are 

the expression of the Nordic folk-spirit, which is under the influence of the mighty element in all its terrible 

power. At the top is Ægir, the personification of the calm sea suitable for shipping’. 
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Essentially opposed to the idea of elemental dæmons, Mogk sees the celestial (chief-) 

deities as representing the major forces of life, battling life-threatening forces. Þórr thus 

plays an important rôle, fighting against the dangerous elements of the sea (Mogk 1898: 

362f.). Alongside these two categories, Mogk envisions another unconnected but not 

unsimilar category in the shape of ‘elves’, a sort of ‘nature-spirit’ directly related to Tylor’s 

ideas of animated beings in the world, originating in the human belief in souls. To some 

degree, Mogk saw himself as being the rightful representative of the (philological-) 

historical approach, being negative towards the evolutionist view and overtly hypercritical 

to the Mediæval sources.This, however, did not hinder him from using post-Mediæval 

sources in a positivistic fashion as a model with which to address PCRN, primarily drawing 

on Schwarz’s sense of a ‘lower mythology’ and Tylor’s idea of manism and animism (see 

Nordberg 2013: 185–93).81 This hyper-critique went hand in hand with a Tylorian view of 

PCRN as being a primitive nature-religion. Mogk’s early nature-mythological 

interpretations nonetheless diminished in his later works (see for example Mogk 1927). 

II.6.2 Early Folkloristics82 

The gradual move away from nature-mythology in Mogk’s work can be seen as reflecting 

a general trend in the study of PCRN as it developed around 1900, as anthropologically 

informed scholarship became the exception to the rule in Old Scandinavian studies, even 

though it put down roots in the field of Nordic folkloristics. A number of interesting studies 

of some relevance would be produced in this field during the first half of the twentieth 

century, some of which continued interesting considerations of the sea in PCRN.83 As 

Andreas Nordberg has pointed out, the earlier evolutionist–anthropological perspectives 

 
81  Another trait of Mogk’s research, underlined by Nordberg (2013: 185), is his partially diffusionist 

perspective. 
82  As is noted in the discussion of folk-belief in folklore and related material as sources on PCRN, matters 

of folklore will be touched on to a limited extent in the course of this thesis (see Ch.IⅡ.1 ‘Sources’). For brief 

overviews of Scandinavian folkloristics in general, its history and research, see for instance the introduction 

to Scandinavian Folk Belief and Legend by Reimund Kvideland and Henning K. Sehmsdorf (1988: 3–37; 

here especially 23–37), and also Boberg (1953), and Velure (1976; 1983; 1988). Folklore is nevertheless of 

relevance to this thesis, most and foremost as a reflection of a form of collective memory which is regarded 

a key-concept within the theoretical framework following Lindow 2018: 508), something I will return to in 

Ch.Ⅲ.2 ‘Theory & Methods’). 
83  Of course, early works on Scandinavian folklore such as Wärend och Wirdarne, 2 vols. from 1864–68, 

by Gunnar Olof Hyltén-Cavallius (1818–1889) or Norske folke-sagn (1844) by Andreas Faye (1802–1869), 

drew on material relating to the sea, and are still worth referring to. Nonetheless, their works are little more 

than collections of sources in the Grimmian tradition. Probably the most outstanding and relevant publication 

in this regard is Legends and Superstitions of the Sea and of Sailors: In all Lands and at all Times by Fletcher 

S. Bassett, published in 1885. Interestingly, Bassett considers also the “Scandinavian gods of the sea”, to be 

little more than a retelling of other accounts, an argument unfortunately marred by faulty and untenable 

claims (1885:67f.). 
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with their focus on nature-mythology survived in the scholarship of Nordic folklorists and 

archæologists after 1900, in particular due to the influence of Wilhelm Mannhardt’s ideas 

on those scholars studying (Early-) Modern folklore and folk-beliefs as survivals.  

In the beginning, Mannhardt and James Frazer had most impact in Sweden, but also to 

some extent in Denmark and in Norway. In Finland, folkloristics would lay out a somewhat 

different path (see Pentikäinen 1971), would later go on to become hughly influential.84 

Most important here was the work of Julius Krohn (1835–1888) and his son Kaarle Krohn 

(1863–1933), whose influence on later works into Fenno-Baltic beliefs must be born in 

mind.85 Krohn the younger would produce several relevant studies on PCRN, especially 

Skandinavisk mythologi, published 1922.86  

One relevant example of Finnish scholarship from this period is Die Wassergottheiten 

der finnisch-ugrischen Völker, a dissertation from 1913 by the Finnish folklorist Uno Nils 

Oskar Holmberg (later Harva; 1882–1949). While, as the title states, it hardly touches upon 

Scandinavian PCRN, Holmberg’s work provides an exemplarily detailed, early 

ethnologically-oriented study of the beliefs of the Finno-Ugric people with regard to the 

sea. Based on historical sources from the Early Modern period as well as more 

contemporary folkloric material from remote Russian sources and Holmberg’s own 

intensive fieldwork, it underlines the key rôle that beliefs relating to the sea played in this 

area. Holmberg’s comparative study also questions the universal application of Edward B. 

Tylor’s ideas of animism, instead favouring the concept of animatism introduced by Robert 

Ranulph. Marett (1866–1943),87 also known as pre-animism, which implies that 

conceptions of the soul are imbued in all matter. This model is applied to Finno-Ugric 

 
84  Another early trend in folkloristics at this point was the tendency to follow ideas similar to those 

promoted by Sophus Bugge, studying foreign influences on the sources (see Ch__). A number of early studies 

thus focus on the migration of motifs, in Old Scandinavian sources. See, for instance, works by Friedrich 

von der Leyen (1873–1966), such as Das Märchen in den Göttersagen der Edda from 1899, or Axel Olrik’s 

Om ragnarok, published 1902–13 (see below). Kaarle Krohn, for example, looked for Christian influence on 

Nordic especially Finnish myths (see below), Carl Wilhelm von Sydow found Irish elements in the myths 

Þórr’s journey to Útgarðaloki (published in Danske studier 1910), see below. 
85  The reception or continuation of the work of the Krohns by other members of the Folklore Fellows was 

important, and can be seen among other places in the work of Axel Olrik (see below). 
86  See also Kaarle Krohn’s late, but seminal work Zur Finnischen Mythologie from 1932 in which he 

discusses a number of Finnish deities, including water- or sea-gods like turisas or turilas which Krohn 

assumes have roots in the North-Germanic sphere. Similar aspects were earlier addressed by Krohn in 

Lappische beiträge zur germanischen mythologie from 1905 about čacce-olmai, nekke, and vesitursas (1905: 

180), and Finnische beiträge zur germanischen mythologie from 1904, interestingly regarding possible loans 

from the figure of Njǫrðr (1904:244f.; cf. 1905: 172f.). Unfortunately, such aspects cannot be dealt with in any 

great detail in the present thesis. 
87  Marett published his key-ideas in 1900 in The Threshold of Religion, which introduced the idea of more 

diffuse beliefs in paraphysical entities that would precede more concrete ideas concepts out spirits, souls, and 

deities (cf. Nordberg 2013:74; 90–102). 
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belief on a general level by Holmberg, who proposes that “[d]ie naturerscheinungen und 

gegenstände sind als solche lebendig”88 (1913: 8). For Holmberg, this was the original state 

of beliefs prior to the idea of moving, independent souls or spirits, and then finally that of 

anthropomorphic deities, which he sees in Finland as being the result of (North-)Germanic 

(or Old Scandinavian) and Lithuanian loans into Finno-Ugric beliefs (Holmberg 1913: 9f.). 

An exemplary case of this approach in Holmberg’s dissertation is the figure of biegˈga-

galles or biegˈga-olmai, discussed as part of a chapter on the Lapponian beliefs. Holmberg 

explains this figure as having evolved under Old Scandinavian/North-Germanic influence 

similar to those of hora-galles (≈ ON þórkarl, thus Þórr ) varalden-olmai (≈ ON veraldar 

goð, thus Freyr), and biegˈga-galles deriving from Njǫrðr (Holmberg 1913: 34f.; cf. Krohn 

1905: 172f.; Olrik 1905: 52). This interpretation is nonetheless far from self-evident and 

underlines that Holmberg was probably overstressing the idea of inter-cultural loan, 

following clearly the spirit of the Krohns and their ideas of diffusionism.89 The matter of 

trans-cultural influence is naturally still a highly debatable issue, but Holmberg/Harva has 

since been more fundamentally criticised for not understanding the social function of myth 

correctly. Among other things, he is said to have underestimated the rôle of religious life 

in religious communities—indeed he was rationalist rather than functionalist (Honko 1971: 

63f.).90 Certainly, Holmberg goes on to focus essentially on source-material that shows 

influence from folktales, making one also question how much this material actually 

represents the early existence of Wassergottheiten [‘water-deities’], rather than folk-beliefs 

of another kind. 

Turning to the scholars in other countries, who in the first half of the twentieth century 

secured folkloristics a recognised position in the humanities and especially in studies of 

PCRN,91 a leading figure was Axel Olrik (1864–1917),92 a versatile Danish scholar whose 

work quite closely followed the approach set by folklorists in Finland. Indeed, in many 

ways, however, he was ahead of the Finnish ‘geographical-historical method’ (Holbeck 

 
88  ‘Natural phenomena and objects are per se alive’ 
89  In this context one can also mention the pioneering works by Johan Fritzner (1812–1893) on Finno-Sámi 

culture and beliefs which are frequently mentioned by Holmberg. 
90  Holmberg also leaned more towards the phenomenology of religion and what he later on called ‘natural 

experience’—an interesting feature Holmberg/Harva’s methodological framework, which would remain 

under-developed compared to other approaches (see Ch.III.3). 
91  Folkloristics in Denmark showed some important (re-)formation during the first half of the twentieth 

century, particularly with regard to the connection between folklore and PCRN; cf. Piø 1971; Alver 1971. 
92  See Bengt Holbek’s detailed biographical article on Axel Olrik’s work from 1971. 
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1971: 261f.),93 in many ways developing the ethnological–folkloristic study of PCRN that 

had been initiated in the previous century.94  

Over and above his early mythological discussions, which show a sound opposition 

towards the approaches of the Müllerian ‘nature-mythological school’ of comparative 

religion (cf. Holbek 1971: 273), of particular relevance here is Olrik’s unfinished Nordens 

gudeverden, which appeared in two volumes from 1926–51, after Olrik’s death, much of it 

having been written by his student Hans Ellekilde (1891–1966). Before going on to discuss 

this, however, Olrik’s work needs to be placed in context. In this sense, Olrik’s earlier 

popular and widely translated Nordisk Aandsliv i Vikingtid og tidlig Middelalder (1st. ed. 

1907; 2nd ed. by Hans Ellekilde 1927) is particularly useful. Here, Olrik presents a consistent 

approach that begins with a simple ecological determinism, the world of people during the 

Viking Period was a continuous struggle with the physical world that shaped their spirit: 

“Saadan er Nordboen vist tilbage til sin egen barske Natur; han prøver Styrke med Havet, 

jager Sæl og Hval, Sild og Torsk, gaar til Fjælds efter Rensdyr og Finneskat, eller rydder 

sin Skov, — og drömmer sin tunge lange Vinterdröm” (1907: 12 / 1927: 15). In short, Olrik 

notes no distinction is made between the different ecological spheres, at sea nor on land. 

All life is equally determined.95 

Olrik’s presentation of the Old Nordic world and spiritual life (or ‘worldview’) takes 

a more concrete form in the book’s chapters on PCRN, where he employs a strict 

evolutionist scheme96: “i Norden var der andre Naturer [...]. De var poetisk bundne i den 

gamle Myteverden, kunde heller ikke religiøst skille sig fra Aserne og deres Livsstrid; [...]” 

 
93  Olrik admittedly shows some problematic tendencies in his scholarship, as for instance in his Nordisk 

Aandsliv (1st ed. 1906; 2nd ed. 1927 ed. by Hans Ellekilde), which is not free from the spirit of its time, in its 

talk of Aryans and use of studies in ‘raciology’. Discussing the commonalities of the Nordic people of the 

Iron Age in language, culture, and ‘spirit’, Olrik nonetheless admits that the Nordic people do not share their 

origin but go back to different races (1907: 13f.). For other problematic nationalistic traits in Olrik’s work, 

see Holbek 1971: 269. 
94  Olrik’s interest in PCRN began to some extent with his source-critical, philological studies of Saxo 

‘grammaticus’’s work, but later took a more pronounced folkloristic orientation (settling somewhere between 

a comparative approach incorporating considerations of Irish-Celtic and Sámi influences, and a longue-durée 

orientation towards tradition) after his study with Moltke Moe (1859–1913) and Sophus Bugge (see Ch.II.4). 
95  This idea also comes through at another place when Olrik states: “Beundring for den seje Udholdenhed 

synes lige saa meget opelsket hos Stammer, der i barske nordlige Egne maa kæmpe mod Naturens 

Vanskeligheder paa Hav og paa Land” (1907: 13; 1927: 16).   
96  According to Olrik, “Ældst blandt Fortidsminder er Myten, Fjærne barnlige Tider opfattede alt i Naturen 

som levende Væsner”; (Olrik 1907: 20), beings which were later personified in the mythological poetry in a 

somewhat simplified form reducing essential contests and struggles for life expressed in form of the battle 

of the æsir against the jǫtnar. Cult or the performance of belief in PCRN is pictured in a similar way by 

Olrik, who distinguishes two layers: “Det ene er den naturbundne Gudsdyrkelse, der er den ældre; den anden 

Tempel- og Billeddyrkelse, der i det hele er yngre” (1907: 27). In Olrik’s mind the polytheistic view of the 

physical world changed with the arrival of Christianity and the ‘One True God’ 
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(Olrik 1907: 64 / 1927: 87). What Olrik is saying here is that in PCRN ‘other natures’ 

existed (in other words a multitude of ecological perceptions and conceptions), which were 

ethically and religiously bound up with the image of the gods. This idea is linked to 

questions of how myth(ical poetry) reflects PCRN, and how ‘nature’ (or the physical 

world) and thus the sea is dealt with in this material by means of certain strategies, 

including personification: 

Og Naturen er en anden. For den sædvanlige Myte eksisterer ikke det vi 

kalder Natur; den bliver oversat i Personifikationer [ed. 1927: 

Personliggörelser]. Her [i.e. in Vsp.] er pludselig den synlige Natur til Stede: 

Sol og Hav, Strand og Urter; Jordkloden som saadan lever det hele 

Verdensdrama med: Havet bruser og Jorden skælver, der er Drön af 

Klippestykker som knuses; [...] (Olrik 1907: 66; cf. 1927: 89).  

In short, Olrik sees a complete change of worldview taking place with the arrival of 

Christianity: “Hele Naturopfattelsen har flyttet sig fra Mangeguderiets grove Albesjæling 

hen mod den kristne Verdens Standpunkt, at se Naturen som den viser sig og at opfatte de 

virkende Kræfter som en bagved liggende skabende og styrende Magt” (Olrik 1907: 66; cf. 

1927: 89f.). Prior to this he argues:“Oldtiden havde sin Sans for Natur, alt det vældige og 

det krigerske i dens Væsen; Vikigen forstod Havet, fordi han maa spænde sig til Kamp 

imot det” (Olrik 1907: 103; 1927: 141f.).  

The later and posthumous Nordens gudeverden, the introductory section of which was 

written by Olrik, reveals even more insights into Olrik’s scholarly approach.97 This clearly 

follows the earlier-noted ‘anthropological school’ with a sound evolutionist perspective 

prior to Indo-European times,98 with “mægtige, især himmelske eller strålende 

naturvæsner” and a female goddess (or mother) of the earth (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–51/i: 

41). At this point, however, Olrik envisions the deities splitting apart into local deities.99 

 
97  One particular valuable aspect of Olrik’s approach to the sea is his consideration of Sámi and Finno-

Baltic material, noting for example Ahti, a sea-deity from the Kalevala (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–51/i: 100), 

as well as boat-offerings and other aspects of circum-Baltic cultures (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–51/i: 111–17). 
98  This evolutionist view can be seen in the four levels or stages of development that Olrik later sets up: 

firstly, the experience of ‘might’; secondly, a ‘nature-mythical’ stage (animatism); thirdly, soul-belief 

(animism); and finally personal(ised) mythical beings, that is gods moving up to the degree of systematisation 

in the form of a pantheon or family of deities (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–51/i: 34–40). 
99  While, on the one hand, Olrik and Ellekilde admit that common or shared features of belief can be seen 

across the Old Nordic people, such as the “betegnleserne for en række naturmytiske væsner” (Olrik and 

Ellekilde 1926–51/i: 42) such as jǫtnar, riser, dvergar, alfar, þursar, vættir, nikur; they sees the Mediæval 

sources as reflecting a late state of thought, conflicting with an earlier, more locally defined PCRN where 

“[m]ange guddomme er bundne til et mindre (eller endog ganske lille) område” (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–

51: 43) 
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As noted above, Hans Ellekilde finished the publication, including a valuable chapter 

on ‘Bygdens hav’, which offers a rich collection of colourful folklore and beliefs relating 

to the sea. For instance, Ellekilde reports offerings of bread and brændvin, or the innards 

of the first flounder caught made to waters on coasts of the North Sea “til havet som sådant 

for at få rigelig fangst” (Olrik and Ellekilde 1926–51/ii: 429).100 Ellekilde also mentions 

offerings of a coin being made to a mermaid in Skåne and on the coasts of Gotland for a 

fair wind, in Bohuslän the same custom apparently being made against storms. Ellekilde 

also provides a brief collection of evidence regarding different kinds of mermaids and 

mermen, connecting Modern folk-belief with Mediæval literature (Olrik and Ellekilde 

1926–51/ii: 432f.), which will be returned to later on (see Ch.IV.4), Ellekilde’s collection 

of customs and beliefs regarding the sea is paralleled by studies like that of Walther Mitzka 

(1912–1957) regarding similar beliefs in Germany (1940).  

As has been already hinted at in the previous section, until the middle of the twentieth 

century it was common to use (Early-)Modern folklore as a source on PCRN. New 

methodological discussions, like that taken up in the work of Knut Liestøl (1881–1952), 101 

nonetheless served to reduce the impact of the often ahistorical and simplistic views of 

folklore expressed by the earlier Grimmian scholars, providing much clearer evidence on 

the kind of relationships that were possible and those features that were inherent in the 

formation and transmission of folkloric sources.102 In this context, the work of Dag 

Strömbäck (1900–1978) is of particular relevance, involving careful philological, source-

critical and text-analytical studies of both the Mediæval written sources and later Nordic 

folklore, 103 touching on certain generalized problems that had relevance to both PCRN 

and more recent beliefs and customs (cf. Almquist 2010: 152). This approach nonetheless 

represents the end of an era at a time when in some countries folkloristics and ethnology 

 
100  Similar practices can be observed to this day along the coast and into the fjords of Norway, as has been 

witnessed by Terry Gunnell (personal communication), they were already recorded by Joh. Th. Storaker 

(1837–1872), and edited by Nils Lid 1924: 133–3. 
101  For a brief overview of other relevant contributions to this debate see Kvideland and Sehmsdorf 1988: 

34. 
102  Liestøl’s general line of argument is worth following for its consideration of historical, intertextual 

relations, something that must always be considered when using any sources as support or evidence. For this 

thesis, such discussions have relevance with regard to a number of cases in which semantically and 

etymologically difficult words in the Old Nordic-Icelandic poetry, often hapax legomena in the extant corpus, 

are found in (Early-)Modern folklore. 
103 Certain relevant works by Strömbäck will be returned to later, and most importantly ‘Att helga land’ 

(1928). 
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were becoming separated with new, specifically Nordic meanings and methods (Almqvist 

2010), which have had long-term consequences for the study of folklore. 

Crucial to this development was the new psychological and functional approach to 

folkloristics, which Carl Wilhelm von Sydow (1878–1952) developed from the 1930s 

onwards.104 In many ways, here von Sydow overturned the early approaches noted above 

(see Nordberg 2013: 339; Kvideland and Sehmsdorf 1988: 32; Velure 1983).105 It would 

particularly influence the work of one of von Sydow’s pupils, Albert (Nilsson) Eskeröd 

(1904–1987),106 who took a slightly new approach to beliefs and customs,107 including thos 

relating to the sea. Focusing on social, physical, and historical contexts and conditions, 

Eskeröd studied coastal cultures in psychological–functionalist terms. As Kvideland and 

Sehmsdorf sum it up: “Eskeröd supplants the theory of survivals with a theory of universal 

origins based on psychological factors actualized in situations of critical importance within 

the context of everyday working life” (1988: 33).108 Here, von Sydow’s concept of 

ekotyper, introduced in 1927, is especially relevant here. 

II.6.3 Cultural-Historical and Religious-Phenomenological Elements 

Probably one of the most influential Danish scholars of PCRN in the early twentieth 

century was Vilhelm Peter Grønbech (1873–1948), who took a rather unique stance in 

 
104  Von Sydow was particularly concerned with the still influential methods of Wilhelm Mannhardt, 

something which brought him in open conflict with scholars of comparative religion. As Kvideland and 

Sehmsdorf have stressed: “Serious criticism of the evolutionist theory of survivals began with the Swedish 

scholar Carl Wilhelm von Sydow, who demonstrated that tradition comprises different genres that are of 

varying value for the study of folk belief and must be distinguished accordingly” (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf 

1988: 32). While the genre-theoretical debate is of less concern for the present thesis, von Sydow’s own 

studies into PCRN, for instance his article ‘Tors färd till Utgård’ (1910), led him to discard many philological 

traditions and favour more recent folklore as a better source on PCRN than the Mediæval records (see further 

Nordberg 2013: 340f.). In this particular study, von Sydow argued for the existence of certain Celtic 

connections in beliefs and narratives, a subject he later developed (Berg 1971: 176; Bringéus 2010: 81). This, 

of course, had the potential to reduce source-value of the myth (which will be discussed in Ch.IV.4), along 

with other Mediæval writings. This question is especially addressed in Jätterna i mytologi och folktradition 

(von Sydow 1920; cf. Helge Ljungberg 1947), in which von Sydow applied contemporary psychological 

theory (Berg 1971; cf. Nordberg 2013: 351). 
105  Von Sydow has received some criticism in more recent years. As Andreas Nordberg notes, von Sydow’s 

belief that no fertility-cult ever existed outside the imagination of scholars may have been exaggerated 

(Nordberg 2019; cf. Nordberg 2013: 350f. 
106  For a recent biographical sketch of Eskeröd see Löfgren (2010). See also the pre-war work of another 

pupil of von Sydow, Gunnar Granberg (1906–1983) and his Skogsrået i yngre nordisk folktradition from 1935, 

in which the ecological context is emphasised. Although primarily focusing on the skogsrå, Granberg’s study 

is of value for its general material on the rå as paraphysical entity, which will be of later use in connection 

to my analyses of rán (see Ch.IV.5). 
107  Eskeröd’s main-work referred to in this context was his seminal Årets äring, published 1947. 
108  However, as Nordberg (2019) underlines, the continued transmission of a cultural phenomenon does not 

mean that it remains identical throughout time. While some of the more recent folk-traditions echo those of 

earlier times, this does not mean they are ‘survivals’ (Nordberg 2019). 
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scholarship, even though he picked up some loose ends from N. F. S. Grundtvig (see 

above). Influenced by the earlier-noted German Kulturgeschichte and contemporary 

advances in psychology in his Vor folkeæt i oldtiden (4 vols., 1909–12)109, Grønbech 

focused especially on the spiritual experiences of human everyday existence, going on to 

study the Old-Nordic people, and their psychological-mental conceptions of central 

religious ideas and practices connected to PCRN, such as the soul. He therefore often 

operates outside the area of interest of this thesis,110 in many ways breaking with the 

previously predominant traditions such as ‘nature-mythological’ and anthropological 

research into PCRN (Mitchell 1978: 32f.; Prytz-Johansen 1987: 101; 106f.). Interestingly, 

the physical world, including the sea, do not receive much attention in Grønbech’s study.  

All the same, it might be argued that the ecological sphere played a key-rôle for 

Grønbech.111 As Phillip Marshall Mitchell states: “Fundamental to Grønbech’s method and 

approach is th[e] acceptance of multiple reality. [...] All these realities were, to be sure, 

based upon a physical actuality—of air and soil, heat and light, let us say—that he did not 

dispute” (Mitchell 1978: 16). In short, like certain earlier scholars, Grønbech sought to 

interpret beliefs (like those related to PCRN) in terms of their ecological context, the aim 

being to gain nuanced understandings of the beliefs in connection to the multi-layered 

realities experienced by people. As Jørgen Prytz-Johansen underlines, much of Grønbech’s 

work was heavily influenced by his interest in mysticism and the psychology of (spiritual) 

experiences. To Prytz-Johansen’s minf, Grønbech was essentially adopting a 

phenomenology of religion (Prytz-Johansen 1987: 55; 69; 124f.)—even though this was 

something Grønbech never admitted himself. 

Concerning PCRN and the sea, in the third volume of Vor folkeæt i oldtiden Grønbech 

underlines how the ecological experiences of early Northerners reflected in their poetic 

production—and to illustrate this he uses the sea as example. “Der er noget 

ærefrygtindgydende ved en række som: brim, egor, flod, flot, geafon, häf, härn, holm, lago, 

mere, stream, sund, sæ,” he writes (Grønbech 1912: 13). Grønbech believed, these people 

 
109  See further Mitchell 1978: 15f.; and Prytz-Johansen 1987. 
110  Little more can be gained for this thesis from Grønbech’s later Nordiske myter og sagn from 1927. 

Interestingly, here he compares Tacitus’s Germania to modern Romanticism, accusing Tacitus of similar 

shortcomings and a similar ideological blindness (Grønbech 1927: 12). This provides some understanding of 

Grønbech’s approach to ‘nature-mythology’ in general. 
111  It might be added that Grønbech published another book called Primitiv religion in 1915. As Prytz-

Johansen highlights: “I ‘Primitiv Religion’ var det naturfolkenes forhold til naturen der var hovedemnet” 

(1987: 110), something that might be seen as being in total opposition to the strict evolutionist perspectives 

which Grønbech rejected (Prytz-Johansen 1987: 106f.). 
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must have understood their eco-cosmos differently, and that they used a much more 

nuanced vocabulary to treat it with greater precision (cf. Mitchell 1978: 29).  

One could suggest that Grønbech’s perspective is over-holistic and. For Grønbech, 

closeness to the physical world results in unique forms of belief, different areas producing 

varying beliefs depending on their ecology. A key problem is that poetic terminology does 

not necessarily reflect belief (cf. Mitchell 1978: 29).112 This makes Grønbech’s approach 

indeed rather problematic and perhaps generous in aligning ideas of mentality and 

worldview with belief.  

All the same, an approach somewhat similar to that of Grønbech would be found 

during the same period in the late notable works of Andreas Heusler (1865–1940).113 

Indeed, like Grønbech, it could be said that Heusler was producing ‘phenomenology of 

religion’ (in the sense of the kind of history of religion as favoured by van der Leeuw 1925), 

a good example being his encyclopædia-article ‘Germanische Religion’ from 1928.114 

Worth noting here, however, is that Heusler states that any scholarly history of the 

‘Germanic religion’ is impossible due to the general lack of sources, stressing that the 

sources only allow insights into ‘the mythical world-view’ (“das mythische 

Vorstellungsbild”) of the early Nordic people, but say less about cult, piety, or religious 

ethics (Heusler 1928 [1943: 505]). Indeed, Heusler rejects the version of PCRN (or “der 

germanischen Religion”) in the late form in which it has come down to us in modern times, 

characterising it as an intermediate form of belief that reflects a typical evolutionistic 

model, “eine mittlere Staffel […] der halbnaturhaften, mit  Staat  und Gesittung 

verknüpften Mehrgötterei”115 (Heusler 1928 [1943: 506]), something that has lost its 

original character, which was once much more closely related to the physical world.116  

 
112  Such an attempt only makes sense within the larger picture of Grønbech’s phenomenological perspective 

to (religious) beliefs. Thus, Grønbech manages to produce a general holistic view on how the Nordic people 

viewed their world bringing sources together to create a grands récits, which arguably reflected the spirit of 

his time. Nonetheless, the many aspects of myth, belief, and cult within PCRN remain largely untouched. 
113 See Zernack (2018b) for another opinion on these two scholars which is not necessarily shared by the 

present author. On Heusler see the volume Germanentum im Fin de siècle: Wissenschaftliche Studien zum 

Werk Andreas Heuslers, ed. by Jürg Glauser and Julia Zernack (2005), with a detailed biography by Klaus 

von See (2005; also 1989). On Heusler’s relation to PCRN see Beck 1989a; 1989b. 
114  As early as 1923, Heusler published an article ‘Altgermanische Religion’ for the enxyclopædia Die 

Kultur der Gegenwart, ed. by Paul Hinneburg (1906–26). Heusler’s contribution however received a bad 

reception from scholars like Franz Rolf Schröder (Dusse 2005: 147). 
115  ‘a middle stage […] of the half-naturalistic polytheism that is connected with the state and civilisation’  
116  See further Heusler 1928 [1943: 507). The argument her is that the extant sources reflect the poetical-

mythological—or mythopoetic—, rather than as practices. Heusler even claims some gods are purely 

artificial creations without any actual cult, noting further that. “[a]uch bei Kultgöttern kann das dichterisch-

mythische Bild weit abliegen von der im Leben geltenden vis numinis; so bei Njörd und Frey (Heusler 1928 
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With regards to the sea, however, he clearly separates himself from previous 

scholarship, the nature-mythological and the current anthropological-ethnological 

school.117 It is only amongst the vanir that Heusler finds any strong connections to fertility 

and richness, which in the case of Njǫrðr he sees as being connected to the sea (Heusler 

1928 [1943: 513]; cf. fn.123 above). With regard to belief in other gods than Óðinn, Heusler 

sees as element of social determination in Heusler’s view (somewhat similar to that of 

Dumézil). When it comes to Þórr and Freyr (and here one should add Njǫrðr) Heusler thus 

states: “Das Volk, das diese Fürsten- und Odinsdiener hervorbrachte, war eben ein Bauern- 

und Seemannsvolk” (Heusler 1928 [= 1943: 514]),118 something that led to the development 

of two different sets of beliefs. He nonetheless says little more about this. 

All in all, neither the work of Heusler nor that of Grønbech provides much direct 

insight into the particular rôle(s) of the sea in PCRN, over and above their over-adaption 

of originally eco-mythical notions relating to (physical) phenomena like the sea which they 

saw as leading to the creation of a more (see Heusler) or less (see Grønbech) 

incomprehensible poetical language. Both men nonetheless hit the tone of the time with 

their overarching cultural-historical and especially phenomenological ideas concerning 

PCRN. A far more serious problem that would emerge from such generalized contributions 

to the study of PCRN was that they allowed for biologizing, politicizing, and ideologizing 

racial goods of thought, something that would come to be swallowed up by the racist, anti-

Semite ideologies that came to be connected with the study of PCRN later in the century. 

This serious problem would come to affect all of the other aforementioned approaches in 

similar terms. 

II.6.4 Völkisch & National-Socialist Views 

With regard to a not inconsiderable amount of scholarship from this period, it is important 

to bear in mind the appropriation and instrumentalisation of PCRN by scholars Otto Höfler 

(1901–1987) in support of a contemporary national–socialist ideology and völkisch 

thinking.119 This is an issue of great importance, and it should be regarded as a matter of 

course to have this in mind in any relevant study that touches on the work of any scholars 

 

[1943: 507]).” (‘Even with those deities connected with cult, the poetical–mythical image can be very different 

from the vis numinis that were in force in life; as with Njǫrðr and Freyr’.)  
117 Heusler’s conception of the soul, for instance, is an originally monistic one, that is, he sees the living 

being as a unit, a soul having no distinction or division from the body. He thereby doubts the manistic origins 

of any group of mythical beings (Heusler 1928 [= 1943: 509]). 
118 ‘The people who raised these servants of the rulers and Óðinn were farmers and seamen’. 
119  See Puschner 2013 on the notion völkisch, notably in special connection with the idea of the Nordic. 
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who followed this school of thought. Indeed, a good deal of modern scholarship has finally 

started dealing with this dark chapter of research-history.120  

It is nonetheless somewhat surprising that the sea was almost untouched by scholars 

of this “school” within Old-Nordic studies, just as it had been the more general, cultural-

historical influenced scholarship of the past (see Grønbech and Heusler above). An early 

but noteworthy exception may be Conrad Müller’s Altgermanische Meeresherrschaft 

published in 1914 in the spirit of the late Wilhelminian era. In his book, Müller devotes 

almost a whole hundred pages to “Seemythiſche Niederſchläge” [‘Expressions of Sea-

Mythology’] (1914: 27–120). The following quote comes from the introduction to his 

chapter which is otherwise little more than a collection of insights from the works of other 

scholars (such as Golther and Meyer, see above). The origin of Germanic sea-mythology, 

however, is pictured quite beautifully: 

Für den Menſchen muſzte das Meer von vornherein eine beſondere Quelle 

der Mythenbildung werden. Es ſtand ihm fremder, unheimlicher, 

verschloſſener gegenüber, wie der feſte Boden der Erde, auf dem er lebte, 

atmete, Nahrung du Obdach fand. Wo er dem Meer zuerſt als 

Strandbewohner, Jäger, Fiſcher, dann als Schiffer, Entdecker und Händler, 

ahnend und empfindend gegenübertrat, ergriff ihn ebenſo die unermeſzliche 

Weite und Gewalt des Meeres, wie die eigene Ohnmacht. Das Meer ſchien 

ein Bild der ewigen Unendlichkeit, wie der überlegenen, unberechenbaren 

Naturkraft zugleich. Seine ruheloſe Bewegung, seine Flut und Ebbe, dieſer 

lebendige Pulsſchlag, der wie ein Sehnen und Entgegenſtrecken nach fernen 

Welten vibriert, ſeine Berge und Täler, ſeine Wellen, die ſanft gekräuſelten, 

die ſchaumgekrönten, die kurzen, die langen, die Sturzſeen, die Roller, die 

Brecher, die Brander, die Spiele des Windes vom leiſen Zephir bis zum 

Orkan, dem wilden Korſaren der Lüfte, die Triften, die Meeresſtröme, die 

wie Blutadern ſeinen Kreislauf durchrinnen, ſeine wunderbaren Farben | 

und wechſelnden Lichtbrechungen, die feierliche Welt des Himmels und 

der Geſtirne darüber, die ſich mit Luft und Waſſer zu einem ungehemmten 

Bunde zu vermählen ſcheint, ſeine gewaltigen Naturſchauſpiele, wenn es 

aufgeregt iſt, aber auch ſeine liebliche Schönheit, wenn es im Frieden 

daliegt – alles dies wirkte zusammen, es zu einem Zauberreich zu machen, 

vor dem der Fuſz des Menschen, ſobald er daran stieſz, halb in Andacht, 

halb in Furcht zurückſchreckte121 (Müller 1914: 27f.). 

 
120  See, for instance, Bernard Mees’s book from 2008, Julia Zernack’s 2008-article; and the individual 

contributions to Nordic Ideology Between Religion and Scholarship, ed. by Horst Junginger and Andreas 

Åkerlund 2013. See also Dusse 2011; Mees 2013; Schultz 2016; and Zernack 2011; 2018a; and 2018b. 
121  [Transl.: ‘For any human being, the sea must have been a special source of mythopoesis from its 

beginning. It was more foreign, eerie, mysterious to them than the earth on which they lived, breathed, found 

food and shelter. When they faced the sea full of expectation and feeling, first as a beach-dweller, hunter, 

fisher, and then as seaman, discoverer, and trader, they were seized by the unmeasurable vastness and force 

of the sea like the own powerlessness. The sea simultaneously offered an image of the endlessness as well as 
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While the tone of Müller’s book is essentially imperialistic and nationalistic-patriotic, 

pan-Germanic sentiments also resound (1914: iii–vii), but do not dominate. Such feelings 

are even less clear in the Geschichte der deutschen Seeschiffahrt by Walther Vogel 

published only a year later, which is why it will be discussed in the next section. A much 

clearer example of a völkisch-tainted scholarship touching on the sea is a publication by 

Felix Genzmer (1878–1959), Germanische Seefahrt und Seegeltung from 1944, although 

this book proves to be somewhat irrelevant for this thesis as it leaves any aspects of PCRN 

outside its scope.122 

Alongside this work, one can also mention that of the ideologically highly problematic 

figure of Gustav Neckel (1878–1940).123 Neckel, less surprisingly, leaves the ecological 

sphere rather untouched in his work into PCRN. He was indeed highly critical of the 

Romantic’s scholarship, although also wary of more contemporary developments (Neckel 

1925: 7).124 In a sense, what Neckel was attempting instead was a revival of the Grimmian 

approach to PCRN, in search for more general, shared features of the sources, the essential 

value of which he saw in their shared ‘(Common-)Germanic’ nature.125 In short, Neckel’s 

approach was focusing once again on a mentality (or “seelische Einstellung”) of the 

Germanic people, their Volkspsychologie [‘the psychology of a people’] (Neckel 1925: 16). 

 

the overpowering, unpredictable force of nature. Its restless movement, its flood and ebb, this lively pulse 

which vibrates like a longing for and an outstretched hand to faraway worlds, its peaks and valleys, its waves, 

the smoothly curled ones, the white-crested ones, the short ones, the long ones, the heavy seas, the rollers, 

the breakers, the surfers, the plays of the wind from the quiet zephyr to the hurricane, the wild corsairs of the 

air, the drift, the ocean-streams, which like veins run through its circulation, its wonderful colours and 

changing refractions of light, the solemn world of the sky and the stars above it which appear to marry with 

air and water to form a uninhibited bond, its tremendous spectacles of nature when it is excited, but also its 

lovely beauty when it peacefuly rests—all this worked together in making it a realm of magic from which 

the human foot shrank at once upon striking it, half in devotion, half in fear’.] 
122  Genzmer opens his introduction with the bold line: “Solange es Germanen gegeben hat, sind sie zur See 

gefahren” [‘as long as there have been Germanic people, they have been sailing the seas’]. This promises 

some interesting, if ideologically undefendable discussions about the sea in PCRN, especially when one 

considers Genzmer’s career and focus on ‘eddic’ poetry. However, when it comes down to it, the book largely 

consists of a prose re-retelling of some of the Íslendingasögur which provide accounts on seafaring and 

maritime expansion of the Viking Age (Genzmer 1944: 141–346), as well as an overview on archæological 

data about shipbuilding and maritime technique and naval techniques (1944: 9–140). 
123  See Julia Zernack (2004; also 1999) for a detailed study of Neckel. His political affiliation clearly was 

national-socialistic, but also had some quite extreme sectarian völkische motivations that were problematic 

for others who were politically like-minded, something which isolated him in academia.  
124  According to him, contemporary scholarship was stepping back from comparative–reconstructive Indo-

European approaches, leaning more towards predominantly historical–linguistic approaches to the Mediæval 

sources, focusing on the clarification of small-scale questions which meant that the wider historical–literary 

and – cultural significance of the sources was being overlooked (Neckel 1925: 7). 
125  Neckel backs his Common-Germanic perspective up by recent insights of runology—though wrongly 

equating the Proto-Nordic of the oldest rune-inscriptions in the elder fuþark with the Urgermanisch (‘Proto-

Germanic’), to further favour early datings of eddic poems, which he supports with cultural-historical reasons 

as gemeingermanisch (‘Common-Germanic’) in character (Neckel 1925: 9f.). 
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Nonetheless, he would touch on the sea in this context, as he believed like Herder that the 

Volkspsychologie of people was determined by the ecology of the areas they inhabited. 

Developing a stance more extreme than that of Heusler or Grønbech (see above), he 

reduces for instance the whole Migration Period to a drastic sea-change,126 and loaded it 

partiular strongly with völkische sentiments.127 And like the ‘Germanic’ attitude towards 

expansion depended on the peoples’ different areas of living, even the whole ‘national 

character’ of the people was constituted by their ecology, thus in Scandinavia by the sea 

(Neckel 1925: 18). 

Mentions of the sea (or the physical world in general) are sparse in Neckel’s analyses 

of PCRN, ascribing some control over elemental forces to the gods, and the sea as 

particular domain of Þórr (Neckel 1925: 88).128 What characterises his writing in this field 

on the other hand is a national–socialist, ethical interpretation of PCRN’s deities and 

myths.129 The sea receives most attention in connection with Neckel’s thoughts on afterlife. 

In Neckel’s eyes, the Germanic attitude to death was pessimistic, reflecting no belief in a 

new life after death, but rather a continued presence in another state of being, that is in 

different realms. As he writes:  

Die See iſt […] der Aufenthalt der Ertrunkenen. Wenn die nordiſchen 

Seefahrer einen Seehund aus den Wellen auftauchen ſahen, ſo war das Tier 

mit dem menſchenähnlichen Kopf und Blick oft für ſie ein Toter, armſelig 

und unter Umſtänden wegen ſeiner Verzweiflungsausbrüche zu fürchten 

wie die anderen Toten, wurden doch die Waſſertiere bedauert — der Menſch 

 
126  “Die Kimbern, denen infolge von Sturmfluten ihre Wiesen und Äcker in Himmerland zu eng geworden 

waren, hätten ja im Urwald der Lüneburger Heide oder | anderswo mehr in der Nähe in aller Ruhe neue Sitze 

anlegen können. Sie zogen es vor, sich kämpfend den Weg bis über die Alpen zu bahnen” [‘The Cimbri, who 

had experienced a shortening of grassland and fields in Himmerland [ODa Himbersysel, JK] caused by 

floods, could have sought new places to live in the primæval forests of the Lüneburger Heide or elsewhere 

even closer. They preferred to fight their way across the Alps’ (Neckel 1925: 16f.). Although he adds further 

factors like the attraction to riches of the south, honour, and adventure, he essentially reduces the complex 

distribution of ‘Germanic’ people over vast areas of Europe to a continuous “Landnahme” (from OIc 

landnám), originally initiated by an initial ecological cause. 
127 “Diese Lande, einschließlich der „Inseln des Ozeans“, haben Anspruch darauf, die germanische Urheimat 

zu heißen” [‘These lands, including the ‘islands of the ocean’, have the right to be called the Germanic ur-

home’] (Neckel 1925: 17). 
128  Neckel highlights those nature-cults which take place at wells, groves and other holy places, which hold 

a central role in PCRN—alongside other public institutions and buildings used for the practice of cult (Neckel 

1925: 102). It is the complexity and relative advanced organisation of PCRN that speaks to (and through) 

Neckel, who also favours a clear structured pantheon of deities, with PGm *Wōđanaz at its top. 
129  Thus, Neckel describes PCRN’s theodicy (“die altnordiſche Theodicee”) as “eine rechte Ausgeburt 

germaniſchen Kriegerlebens” [‘a real monstrosity of Germanic warrior-life’] (Neckel 1925: 105), which 

reminds of his view on the ‘Germanic’ Lebensernst as the best feature of character (Neckel 1934: 109). 
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verſetzte ſich in ihre Lage, von der Geburt bis zum Tode ſchwimmen oder 

waten zu müſſen!130 (Neckel 1925:111). 

Here, the sea is naturally viewed as being essentially realm of the drowned, not only full 

of pity, but strangely Neckel claims that PCRN saw the dead in seals and other marine 

animals—an in image that, however, is actually quite distant from the evidence of the 

sources.131  

II.6.5 Views of the Sea in PCRN Influenced by Germanische Altertumskunde  

Around the beginning of the twentieth century, a new field for interdisciplinary studies was 

developing under the lead of the so-called Germanische Altertumskunde [‘Study of 

Germanic Antiquities’].132 This development would have a strong effect on the study of 

PCRN (cf. Zernack 2019: 527)—and therefore also had consequences for the reception of 

beliefs relating to the sea, as will be outlined in this chapter. At the heart of the matter 

stands the idea of countering the fields of Classical Studies and Ancient Mediterranean 

Antiquities in Germany.133 This field may be said to have originated in earlier antiquarian 

interests during the seventeenth century, but in its (re-)formative period around 1900, 

Deutsche or Germanische Altertumskunde would adopt a highly interdisciplinary, 

cultural–historically oriented approach, bringing together the relatively young disciplines 

of archæology and philology (including historical linguistics), as well as the new history 

of religion, with the aid of even various orher domains, such as the history of law, 

 
130  [Transl.: ‘The sea is the dwelling of the drowned. When the Nordic seafarer saw a seal emerging from 

the waves, then the animal with the humanlike head and gaze often was seen as being a dead person, poor 

and at times fearful because of their outrages of despair just like the other dead beings, the water-animals 

were met with pity—humans imagined their situation as being forced to swim or wade all their lives!’] 
131  Other scholars of the period closely associated with national-socialist ideology like Otto Eduard 

Gottfried Ernst Höfler (1901–1987), nonetheless largely turned away from nature-mythology. Indeed, Höfler’s 

negative attitude towards the ecological aspect of PCRN has, for instance, been pointed out and criticised by 

Hans Kuhn (1935: 470). One particular scholar is nonetheless worth noting, although his work will be focused 

on in greater detail in the next section, is Jan de Vries (see further below). Today famously known as having 

been a member of the Dutch NS-party and one of the leading representatives of the SS Ahnenerbe, he 

produced some of the major works on PCRN from this period—work that can be said still to be of high value 

even today. The völkisch elements are nonetheless difficult to identify in his key-works. The methodological 

consequences of this issue can hardly be accounted for in any sufficient manner for this thesis, but it is hoped 

that identifying the ideological orientation and potential influence on the academic work of a scholar, will 

serve this purpose to a certain extent. 
132  See Beatrice La Farge (2005) for a helpful discussion of the history of the Germanische Altertumskunde. 

See also how Zernack (2018b: 534; cf. Nordberg 2013) notes how all of the different approaches in Nordic 

and German scholarship of the first half of the twentieth century discussed so far were fruitful for the 

approach of Germanische Altertumskunde, which makes it so complex.  
133  Few works outside the Germanophone academia can be compared to this framework outside the limited 

use of Germaanse oudheidkunde in Dutch scholarship. Both can be compared to the related Danish nordisk 

oldkyndighed (see further La Farge 2005: 100–5). 
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technology, and medicine. The first edition of the Reallexikon der Germanischen 

Altertumskunde [¹RGA], which appeared in four volumes between 1911 and 1919, all of 

which were edited by Johannes Hoops, was a notable manifestation of this trend (cf. Hoops 

in ¹RGA/1 1911–13: vf.). 

Relevant contributions to the ¹RGA are Eugen Mogk’s articles on ‘Ægir’ (in ¹RGA/1 

1911–13: 39f.),134 ‘Meerweib’ (in ¹RGA/3 1911–13: 205f.),135 ‘Nixen’ (in ¹RGA/3 1915–16: 

317f.),136 ‘Njǫrðr’ (in ¹RGA/3 1915–16: 318f.),137 and ‘Rān’ (in ¹RGA/3 1915–16: 438),138 

although they essentially summarise his general opinions at that time (cf. Mogk 1906: 22–

4; 1900: 301–5 [= 1907: 72–6]). In addition to these articles by Mogk there is an article on 

‘Seeschiffahrt’ (in ¹RGA/4 1918–19: 156–60) by Walther Vogel (1880–1938). In §5 of his 

article Vogel (in ¹RGA/4 1918–19: 157) deals explicitly with the rôle of the sea and seafaring 

in pre-Christian beliefs of Northern-Europe. Beginning with a brief discussion of beliefs 

in an afterlife-journey by boat, which Vogel suggests goes back to the Bronze Age, Vogel 

states that such ideas relate closely to “der ganz unter dem Eindruck des Meeres stehenden 

nordgermanischen Mythendichtung”139 (Vogel in ¹RGA/4 1918–19: 157). Vogel goes on to 

plainly classify Rán as a death-deity of the sea; Ægir as a personification of the calm sea; 

Hymir as the wintry sea; the Miðgarðsormr as the world-enclosing ocean; and Freyr–

Njǫrðr as deity of the sea and seafaring besides being sun- and sky-deity, in a somewhat 

odd simplification.140 There is nonetheless hardly anything new in the material Vogel 

brings together here except, perhaps, the observation that “Bemerkenswert ist auch die 

 
134  Ægir is seen by Mogk as personification of the sea with family relations to Rán and the waves according 

to mythological poetry. Worth noting is Mogk’s statement that “Ægir war eine Gestalt der Dichtung, eine 

volkstümlichen Glaubens ist er schwerlich gewesen” [‘Ægir was a figure of poetry and hardly that of 

traditional belief’] (Mogk [1911–13] in RGA/1: 40). 
135  Mogk believes that there had always been some form of female sea-dæmon, which he traces here in its 

different forms as he supposes it was preserved in its later stages in Mediæval literature and Modern folklore. 
136  Under Nixen, Mogk draws together all the different cognomens and their literary appearances. 
137  Mogk’s article on Njǫrðr discusses different theories on the connection to Nerthus and the early 

distribution of a Njǫrðr-cult based on evidence from place-names. Here he discusses the Old Icelandic 

sources and Njǫrðr as a fertility-deity of the vanir. He concludes with the development of Njǫrðr into a sea-

deity for fair winds and good catches, as well as a discussion of the myth of Njǫrðr and Skaði, which he saw 

as two specifically Norwegian developments 
138  Mogk speaks of Rán as a ‘female dæmon of the sea’ who is dangerous to seafaring and rules over a 

realm for the drowned at sea. He refers to the sjörå in Swedish folk-belief as a continuation of this idea, and 

briefly mentions that she is part of in kenningar for the sea in poetry. He also lists her family-relations with 

Ægir, the waves, and through them to Heimdallr. 
139  [Transl.: ‘the north-Germanic mythical poetry which is wholly under the influence of the sea’.] 
140  Vogel finally mentions Nehalennia who he identifies with the Isis-cult mentioned by Tacitus and 

depositions of miniature-boats (see below). 
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Rolle, die See und Seewesen in den religiösen Anschauungen der Germanen spielten” 

(Vogl in ¹RGA/4 1918–19: 157.141 

During the same period during which the ¹RGA was in preparation, Walther Vogel 

nonetheless also worked on a large-scale independent publication on German maritime 

history, his Geschichte der deutschen Seeschiffahrt, of which only the first volume von der 

Urzeit bis zum Ende des XV. Jahrhunderts was published in 1915.142 Book One (Erstes 

Buch) of this work was strikingly entitled Germanisches Altertum [‘Germanic Antiquity’] 

and, despite its narrow focus, is a good manifestation of the approach of the 

interdisciplinary Germanische Altertumskunde. Here, Vogel touches also on ‘Germanic 

religion’ and writes that:  

Auch in der Religion der Germanen hat ſich die langwährende 

Nachbarſchaft zum Meere ausgeprägt. Allerdings iſt ja unſere Kenntnis von 

den religiöſen Verhältniſſen der germaniſchen Stämme zur Zeit der erſten 

Berührung mit den Römern ſehr lückenhaft und unſicher. Vielleicht hatte 

ſich damals erſt vor relativ kurzer Zeit der Übergang von der animiſtiſchen 

Verehrung göttlicher Naturkräfte zum Götterkultus vollzogen143 (Vogel 

1915: 39). 

In comparison to his later ¹RGA-article, Vogel is already speaking here of an evolution of 

PCRN (or ‘Germanic’ religion) in close relationship to the sea. One can nonetheless detect 

a slight change of opinion in here, for in the explanations following in his 1915-book, Vogel 

discusses a slightly different set of rôles for the deities in which Nerthus is the main 

Ingvæonic deity (based on Golther and Meyer: see above Ch.II.1.5.1). He argues that 

Njǫrðr, Yngvi-Freyr, and Scéaf are all later expressions of this same Nerthus, with an even 

clearer maritime character (Vogel 1915: 40). In the later ¹RGA-article, he would also 

distinguish religious cult and mythical poetry (see above). 

 
141  [Trnasl.: ‘the rôle the sea and seafaring played in the religious views of the Germanic people is 

remarkable’.] 
142  Vogel’s Geschichte der deutschen Seeschiffahrt appeared only a year after Conrad Müller’s Deutsche 

Meeresherrschaft mentioned above (Ch.II.1.5.4). Vogel’s work, however, is of a quite different kind to that 

of Müller. Müller barely touched upon anything other than written sources. His book is written in a somewhat 

old-school mythologist-philologist fashion whereas Vogel writes from the perspective of a (maritime) 

historian. For Book One of his Geschichte der deutschen Seeschiffahrt this means that he relies heavily on 

archæological and comparative ethnological material alongside Græco-Roman (ethnographical) accounts. 

All in all, he makes use of a greater variety of sources, writing, despite the limited subject, in a clearly 

altertumswissenschaftlichen manner about the early ‘Germanic’ maritime history. What further distinguishes 

Vogel’s work from Müller’s is a far less pronounced völkisch or nationalistic-oriented attitude (see 

nonetheless Vogel 1915: 18). 
143  [‘Also in the religion of the Germanic people, a long-lasting relationship to the sea was established. 

However, our knowledge of the religious circumstances of the Germanic tribes at the time of the first contact 

with the Romans is full of gaps and uncertain. At that time, it was perhaps still only a short time before that 

that a transition from the animistic worship of natural forces to the cult of gods had taken place.’] 
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In his book, Vogel would stress another dimension of the sea and PCRN: 

An der ganzen germanischen Nordseeküste begegnen wir also dem | 

Zusammenhang zwischen Schiffahrt und Götterglauben. Anziehend und für 

die älteren, im prähistorischen Dämmer liegenden Zeiten zugleich 

lehrreich, zu sehen, wie das Meer hier überall als der Weg erscheint, auf 

dem die segenspendende friedliche Kultur und höhere Gesittung 

vordringt!144 (Vogel 1915: 40f.). 

In this remarkable statement, Vogel thus claims that a fundamental link existed between 

the sea (or seafaring) and the belief in gods—in short PCRN? It also seems that here he 

outlines his view that the technical, economical, and other aspects of Nordic life were 

closely associated with the sea making it intrinsically linked to the development of 

civilisation in northern Europe (see further Vogel 1915: 23–8). 

In the meantime, the approach of a Germanische Altertumskunde would not only shape 

the findings about the rôle of the sea PCRN by early maritime historians, but by historians 

of religion. A good case is the work by Karl Helm (1871–1960), who begun to publish his 

own Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte in 1913 with a novel organization by North, East, 

and South. Unfortunately, Helm’s study remained unfinished and never properly reached 

Scandinavia.145 It is thus understandable that Helm’s work shows considerable inner 

developments over time for so did the individual disciplines on which he based his 

integrated archæological, philological, linguistical, folkloristic, and anthropological study 

in the history of religion. Thus, Helm’s work provided in many ways original, also because 

of its division into areas, suggesting variation in belief.146 

Considering the rôle of the sea in PCRN, the great pity with Helm’s work is the fact 

that it remained unfinished and, in the end, became outdated. As it never reached the North-

Germanic area, the use of Helm’s study of PCRN is somewhat limited, but luckily, several 

conclusions can be drawn from the extant volumes. Volume One is of particular relevance 

 
144  [‘Along the whole Germanic North-Sea coast we see a connection between seafaring and belief in gods. 

Attractive and at the same time instructive with regard to the older periods dozing in the pre-historical dawn, 

one can see how the sea appears here everywhere as the path by which the blessing, peaceful culture and 

higher civilised behaviour approached!’] 
145  After the initial volume one, only parts one (published 1937) and two (published 1953) of the second 

volume appeared, and that with notable time in between. Indeed, Helm seemed well-aware of the great time-

leap that had occurred between the publication of the subsequent books (Helm 1937: 4; cf. 1953: 289) 
146  This novelty of Helm’s approach, however, did not prevent it from receiving heavy criticism, discussed 

by Debora Dusse 2005: 152. Nonetheless, at several points in her review of German scholarship during the 

early twentieth century, Zernack 2018b: 536 gives much credit to the early work by Karl Helm, praising him 

for his rare critical voice and the way he divides his material temporally and regionally, thereby breaking 

with the idea of a uniform picture of a ‘Germanic religion’. As Julia Zernack 2018b: 536 underlines, it would 

only be in the long run that such a different view would gain greater success. It would have some immediate 

effect on the work of Jan de Vries (see below). 
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here, as it contains the general introduction and discussions of Northern-European 

prehistory from the Stone Age to the Roman Iron Age, including a discussion of Tacitus’s 

Germania, and Gallo-Roman inscriptions on so-called matronæ-stones, among which 

Nehalennia is important due to her maritime connection (Helm 1913–53/1: 383–9; see below 

Ch.IV.2). Remarkable is also Helm’s conclusion is that there must have been a prehistoric 

sea-deity, not just water-dæmons (Helm 1913–53/1: 230), something based on the finds from 

Nors in Thisted, Jylland, discovered in 1885 in a sand mound, which comprised of about 

one hundred small boat-models, which will be discussed in Ch.IV.3. 

The later volumes of Helm’s Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte, however, have 

much less value for the present study. While Volume Two, Part Two, provides discussions 

of mythical water- and sea-beings which Helm classifies by their outer appearance as 

animals (horses and oxen, Helm 1913–53/ii: 76f.), ‘elves’ ( “See- und Wasserelbe”, 1913–

53/ii: 113–15), or ‘giants’ (“Wasserriesen”; 1913–53/ii: 93–5), Helm’s approach becomes 

somewhat outdated, not least in the way he refers to opinions of the previous ‘nature-

mythologists’ (see Ch.II.1.4) over the fourty years from the first published volume to the 

last.147 Helm stresses the polysemantic relations between myths and (para-)physical 

phenomena been too overlooked leading to the problematic interpretations that were 

provided by scholars of the ‘nature-mythological’ school (Helm 1913–53/i: 58). This 

understanding of myth can also explain why Helm remains rather careful in his analyses, 

providing overall little new insights. 

Helm’s work would nonetheless soon be outstripped by the much more successful 

work of Jan Pieter Marie Laurens de Vries (1890–1964). Interestingly, in his first edition of 

Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte (1935–37 [¹AGRG]), Jan de Vries followed Karl Helm 

 
147  For an outline of Helm’s scholarly framework see Helm 1913–53/i: 9–43) where he follows primarily the 

ideas on ‘primitive religion’ by Hermann Usener (1834–1905), who shared himself many ideas with Max 

Müller (see above). This changes only little in Helm’s later works (see Helm 1913–53/ii: 60–7). Unlike others, 

Helm does not establish an evolutionistic hierarchy, but rather allows various aspects or kinds of soul- and 

nature-belief to exist side-by-side, suggesting for instance that the images or ideas of gods must have arisen 

in various ways, rather than all coming about in the same way (Helm 1913–53/i: 35). Helm expresses a similar 

view of myth, criticising attempts to explaine individual myths on the basis of individual natural phenomena. 

Instead, he states: “da der Mensch die ganze um ihn und in ihm wirkende Natur auf die nämliche Weise 

apperzipiert, muß sie auch in ihrer Gesamtheit als Grundlage des Mythus anerkannt und zu dessen Erklärung 

herangezogen werden” [‘since the human apperceives the whole nature as it is working around him and in 

him in the given manner, she [= nature] must be acknowledged in her entirety as foundation to myth and 

consulted for explanations to it’.] (Helm 1913–53/i: 59; cf. Helm 1913–53/ii: 63–7). This ‘particular way’ of 

the physical world as a whole leading to myths, is explained by Helm in terms of “Vielfältigkeit” [‘diversity’] 

of one phenomenon leading to different myths, and “Mehrdeutigkeit” [‘ambiguity’] of one myth carrying 

different meanings (1913–53/ii: 58), two terms borrowed from Hermann Usener that Helm saw as being the 

central characteristics of mythical images (Helm 1913: 58). 
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seemingly closely in the conception of his approach. In his second edition (1956–57 

[²AGRG]), however, de Vries would abandon the idea of geographical structuring into 

different Germanic areas. In the end, de Vries’ work generally takes another direction than 

Helm’s (cf. Zernack 2018b: 536f. also in the following). Most prominently, perhaps, was 

de Vries’s early use of Dumézilian ideas (see below),148 although when it comes down to 

it, de Vries rather echoes in some degree Grønbech’s approach in that it is led by a holistic 

view, trying to present a perspective on an idealized ‘primitive’ Germanic culture (see 

Ch.II.1.5.3.). Partly due to of these theoretical–methodological considerations, but also 

because of its focuses on the literary sources and toponyms more than on archæological 

material, de Vries’s Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte turned out narrower in approach 

than that of the proper Germanische Altertumskunde. It can nonetheless be regarded as 

giving a valuable, nuanced, and comprehensive discussion of the extant evidence on PCRN 

(Clunies Ross 2018c: 578).149  

In order to understand de Vries’s approach to the sea in this particular work—and 

in general—it will nonetheless be helpful to consider first some other aspects of de Vries’s 

works that also clearly bear the marks of the time and illustrate well the problematic 

völkisch stance of de Vries (cf. Ch.II.1.5.4). In Die Welt der Germanen from 1939 de Vries 

makes the noteworty statement that “der heidniſche Germane kannte nur eine beſeelte 

Natur”150 (de Vries 1939: 117). In this context, he speaks of a “Kraft” [‘might; power’] that 

is imbued in everything, be it good or bad. Living closer to the physical world than 

Modernity is central to de Vries’s view, something which involves consideration of 

different physical phenomena, including the experience of the sea: 

[...] ein Sturm peitſcht das Waſſer des Meeres über das Land und zerſchlägt 

die Boote an den Felswänden. Alles Vorgänge die zu dem Glauben 

hinführen, die Natur ſei etwas anderes, ſei mehr als man zu ſehen glaubt, 

 
148  An early reference to Dumézil (discussed below) can be found in de Vries (1935–37/i:93; /ii: 24). This is 

not to say that de Vries took in an overtly structuralist stance. Indeed, it can be seen from the introductions 

to both versions of his AGRG that he reserved himself explicitly towards comparativism in the history of 

religion. When the ‘Old-Germanic’ sources remained silent about something, de Vries obviously did not 

mind drawing on outside evidence aske in the aforementioned passage. 
149  Jan de Vries’s work would receive long-lasting attention, becoming the standard work on PCRN until 

the present day. Inevitably, it will be referred to in many places in this thesis. Gathering together and 

analysing material on PCRN from a wide range of sources in a great synthesis, de Vries necessarily mentions 

the sea frequently in different contexts. However, de Vries never conceptualizes the sea directly, something 

which complicates the use of his work. 
150  [Transl.: ‘the heathen Germanic knew only an animated nature’] 
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und es gäbe Weſen, die in ihr und durch ſie am Werke ſeien151 (de Vries 

1939: 118).  

This remarkable quote brings us close to de Vries’s overall view of the rôle of the sea 

in PCRN. Nonetheless, when discussing such “Wesen” [‘beings; creatures’], here de Vries 

interestingly only includes these beings that have traditionally been grouped amongst the 

‘lower mythology’; he does not mention any deities. According to de Vries, these mythical 

beings are characterized by the way they appear in diverse, locally classified groups (de 

Vries 1939: 118), thus following a somewhat similar approach as Helm (see above). A 

similar evolutionistic perspective can be detected in a a number of de Vries’s works, 

including both ¹AGRG/1 and ²AGRG where he speaks of ‘stages of religion’ (de Vries 1935–

37/i: 39; cf. 1956–57/i: 5).152  

Essentially, de Vries’s stress on ‘lower’ and ‘higher mythologies’ has direct 

consequences for the rôle which the sea receives in his framework. For he claims that the 

physical world woud be perceived essentialy in the same way of people over time, both 

today as in the past, by naïvely seeing in it spirits that always belonged to the same ‘lower 

mythology’.153 Once being a partof PCRN, the same principle or habits would continue 

after the conversion in folklore.154 Thus, as already suggested by the above quote (de Vries 

1939: 118), eco-beliefs do not fit into his wider conception of PCRN.  

In this context, de Vries also criticizes anthropological, folkloristic, and philological 

methods searching for original forms and reconstructing abstract ur-concepts, but stresses 

instead the multiplicity of the human mind, prefering to focus on subjective feelings rather 

than metaphysical ideas as explanation for religious phenomena. This includes the 

 
151  [Transl.: ‘[…] a storm drives the water of the sea over the land and smashes the boats on the cliffs. These 

are all events that led up to the belief that nature is something else, something more than what one sess, and 

encourages the belief that there are beings which live in her [i.e. nature] and work through her’.] 
152  Here, de Vries clearly follows an evolutionist stance when speaking of “Stufe[n] der religiösen 

Entwicklung” [‘steps/levels of religious evolution’] on which myths can be found, although he sees them as 

having different characters, characterised by the presence or absence of anthropomorphic gods (1935: 39). 

Focusing on myths, de Vries also differentiates between actual ‘analogic’ myths, and ‘fallen’ myths 

originating in folk-beliefs, not proper religion. Pure literary myths, then, are thus only found in the late pre-

Christian, partly even post-heathen period (de Vries 1935–37/i: 39). 
153  “In der Natur walten dieselben Geisterwesem wie vor Tausenden von Jahren. […] Denn es ist eben der 

unreflektierte Glaube, der in jedem kindlich-naiven Menschen, heute wie in der fernsten Vergangeheit, durch 

die Erfahrungen der Menschenseele und durch die Erscheinungen der sich ewig gleichbleibenden Natur 

spontan geboren wird. ” [‘In nature work the same spirit-beings as thousands of years ago. […] Because it is 

precisely the unreflected belief, which is born in every childish-naïve human, today as in the far past, from 

the experiences of the human soul and from the appearances of the always unchanging nature’.] (de Vries 

1935: 44; cf. 1956: 15) 
154  This has consequences for de Vries’s view on folklore. Indeed, de Vries literally warns against the 

overestimation of the value of Modern folkloristic material for PCRN (de Vries 1935–37/i: 42f.; cf. 1956–

57/i: 15).  
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experience of ‘nature’ (or the physical world) since de Vries characterises ‘higher’ 

religious belief as a (cognitive) process in resulting from a reaction to the physical 

surroundings (de Vries 1935: 57; cf. 1956 25). In this process, which one might see as a 

dialogue or back and forth movement, religious belief is both influenced by the ecosystem 

or environment as well as simultaneously acting on it. This has nothing to do with the  naïve 

belief in an animated world, inhabited of spirits or mythical beings, but rather expressions 

of human psychology, as answers to the big fears, hopes, and questions of life (de Vries 

1935–37/i: 58; 1956–57/i: 25f.). 

If we now turn to the questin ho the sea fits into de Vries’s idea of PCRN, his respective 

section on ‘sea-giants’ is central (de Vries 1937: 365 [§300]; de Vries 1956: 251f. [§178]), 

which in both editions belongs to a chapter ‘Riesen’,155 Considering the other jǫtnar 

described elsewhere in the chapter these beings form a rare case, since de Vries sees them 

as being directly linked to the sea. All the same, his reasoning for this classification is 

somewhat limited, so it is worth proceeding to another being connected to the sea, the 

miðgarðsormr or jǫrmungandr, which he categorises as a “Meeresungeheuer” [‘sea-

monster’] and “Weltenschlange” [‘world-serpent’] (de Vries 1935–37/ii: 369 [§304]; 225f. 

[§194]).156 De Vries places it not only in the context of other cultures but also more recent 

folk-beliefs, underlining the geographical context, which de Vries says has produced 

different cosmological ideas in different areas in PCRN. As he writes here: “Küsten- und 

Inselbewohner fabeln von einem Weltmeer, das rings um die Erde herum liegt”157 (de Vries 

1956–57/ii: 373 [§324]; cf. 1935–37/ii: 397 [§580]), something which does not apply to 

inland-populations. This approach suggests that an interesting ecological element can be 

found lying behind de Vries’s work, although little more is said about this elsewhere in the 

work, even though the sea is of course referred to in abundance. The few other references 

to the sea in relation to PCRN that occur elsewhere in the work have to be extracted from 

the discussions of individual deities of PCRN.  

 
155  In the chapter’s general section (de Vries 1937: 358), de Vries sees the Old Nordic jǫtnar, who already 

in the earliest sources have been conflated with the þurs and troll, as the primodrial beings of the world, and 

dismisses the potential semantic links to word etan ‘eat’. Considering their appearance in myths, he sees 

their relation to physical phenomena as marginal: “Beziehungen zu Naturphänomenen sind nur 

ausnahmsweise festzustellen” [‘Relationships to natural phenomena are only detectable as exceptions’] (de 

Vries 1937: 363). He focuses instead on the idea of an expulsion of the ‘giants’ by the ‘gods’, who though 

their later marginalisation change towards being an explanation for physical phenomena of all sorts. 
156  One could briefly mention that de Vries 1937: 371f. adds comments on other ‘sea-monsters’ like the 

marmennill and margygr, but disregards them as being non-native traditions unlike the possible case of 

Hrimgerðr in HHv which he mentions only in passing. 
157  [‘inhabitants of coasts and islands fantasise about a world-ocean that lays in a circle around the earth’] 
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In his discussions of Njǫrðr (de Vries 1937: 253–55; 264; 271–77; 279; de Vries 1957: 

163; 173–77; 187; 194; 196–204), de Vries discusses all the extant evidence on Njǫrðr, noting 

his relationship to the sea, but placing this in favour of any other argument about the 

function of Njǫrðr. Instead, de Vries does not attempt to make any clear-cut definition of 

the god but rather, as elsewhere, tries to paint as holistic a picture as possible from the 

sources, something which is one of the great strengths of his work. This applies to both 

editions. All the same, it is evident that over time de Vries makes some changes in his 

discussion of Njǫrðr. As he writes in the later edition:  

Es ist nicht befremdend, daß Njǫðr in West-Norwegen, wo er nach 

Ausweis der Ortsnamen besonders verehrt wurde, einen mehr maritimen 

Charakter bekommen hat; die Segensfülle, die er den Bauern durch 

reichliche Ernte spendete, war an der Meeresküste selbstverständlich auf 

den Ertrag des Fischfangs übertragen158 (de Vries 1957: 174). 

He later states even more cdirectly that: “in Westnorwegen […] Njǫrðr zu einer Art 

Meergott geworden war”159 (de Vries 1957: 176). De Vries supports his argument with 

evidence of placenames,160 and then a discussion of the local ecology as a mean of 

explaining the diverging aspects of Njǫrðr. 

A similar ecologically stance is taken by de Vries in his discussion of Þórr when he 

attempts to explain changes in his rôle in later periods after diverging from being a 

common-Germanic thunder-god: “Der Schiffer, der ihm opfert, erwartet einen günstigen 

Fahrtwind […], der Fischer reichlich Fischfang. […] Thor als treuer göttlicher Freund 

(fulltrúi) der Menschen erteilt seine Segnung anders in den ackerbauenden Teilen 

Schwedens als an der Westküste Norwegens, wo Schiffahrt und Fischerei betrieben 

werden”161 (de Vries 1937: 229; 1957: 147). 

Otherwise, de Vries’s interpretations tend to have an etymological basis. It is only in 

²AgRg/2, too,162 that he suggests that Mardǫll is connected to the sea as Heimdallr is to the 

 
158  [‘It is not strange that Njǫðr received a more maritime character in Western Norway, he, according to 

the toponymic evidence, was especially venerated; the abundant blessing which he gave farmers through 

plentiful harvests, was evidently transferred to the yields of fishing for those living on the sea-coasts.] 
159  [‘Njǫðr became some kind of sea-deity in West-Norway’] 
160  Placenames form indeed a significant source to de Vries work and which he is one of the first 

international scholars outside Scandinavia to make systematic use of (see Ch.__ ‘Sources’). 
161  [‘The sailor who sacrifices to him expects fair winds […], the fisher rich catches. […] Þórr, as the steady 

godly friend (fulltrúi) of men, blesses people differently in the agricultural parts of Sweden or the western 

coast of Norway where seafaring and fishery were carried out’.] 
162  De Vries’s increasing consideration of historical-linguistical arguments and etymologies after the first 

edition of his AGRG may well be connected to his work on the Altnordisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 
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world, based on his etymology of -dǫll/-dallr ([§554]).163 He also mentions mentions Sága 

and Søkvabekkr in connection with Frigg and Fensalir, underlining a link between the two 

dwellings in the depths of the sea (de Vries 1935–37/ii: [§277] and 1956–57/ii: [§554]). It is 

interesting here to note how de Vries’s focus on historical linguistics paying more attention 

to the the deeper meaning of names rather than ad-hoc explanations like thise from 

nineteenth-century fashion.  

II.6.6 Early Structuralism: Dumézil’s ‘New Comparative Mythology’ 

The idea of structuralism entered the study of PCRN first and foremost with the scholarship 

of Georges Dumézil (1898–1986),164 and the work of a few other scholars directly 

influenced by him (see below). To begin with, Dumézil published extensively on Indo-

European cultures and their beliefs, very much in the spirit of comparative study in 

religion, with the result that his work would instrumentally refine the idea of ‘Indo-

European’ for the future (Miller 2000: 37). Based on Durkheimian ideas about social 

functions and within the Indo-European context, Dumézil developed his idéologie 

tripartite for which he became so widely known (Belier 1991). This tripartite idea was 

supposed to reflect an assumed Indo-European social system involving three classes; the 

first function involving priests representing the sacral and sovereign, as well as the judicial 

and juridical sphere; the second that of the martial class, that is the warrior-gods; while the 

third class was related to riches, crafts, and production, which were connected to the 

fertility-deities (Turville-Petre 1964: 103). It was not until 1939, however, that Dumézil 

published specifically on PCRN with his Mythes et dieux des Germains. Essai 

d'interprétation comparative.165 This small work would form the foundations of his later 

studies into PCRN, and appeared again in revised form in 1959 as Le dieux des Germains: 

Essai sur la formation de la religion Scandinave. 

Amongst Dumézil’s numerous publications, only a limited number are of interest for 

this thesis because the sea only fitted to a certain degree into Dumézil’s tripartite system, 

that is to say, within the function of fertility-deities. With regard to the proposed Indo-

 

[ANEWB], published in 1962 (first edition) and revised in 1966. As de Vries states in the preface of this latter 

work, the work on this project had already begun in 1939 and was mainly completed in 1944. 
163  This interpretation is understandably absent from ¹AGRG since de Vries only elaborated on the matter of 

Heimdallr in a later article just in 1955. 
164  It should however be mentioned that Dumézil himself refused any identification with structuralism, and 

indeed, while his theories originated within and around the scholarship of Émile Durkheim, Dumézil never 

reached the structuralist lines of the theories by Claude Lévi-Strauss or Carl Jung’s archetypes (Miller 2000: 

27). 
165  Dumézil had held a position in Uppsala for some years and became familiar with the Nordic languages.  
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European system as a whole, the Old Scandinavian deity Njǫrðr posed a problem, an issue 

which led Dumézil to several notably detailed investigations into this matter. Indeed, 

Njǫrðr is an interesting case demonstrating fundamental changes in opinion within 

Dumézil’s scholarship. In his 1939 book, Dumézil undertook a comparative yet novel 

analysis of Njǫrðr by connecting this Scandinavian figure with the hero from the north-

Caucasian Nart-epics (Dumézil 1939: 124)—a hypothesis he would later discontinue. In 

1955 Dumézil then published a lecture from 1953 in the Revue de l’histoire des religions 

CXLVII under the tile ‘Njǫrðr, Nerthus et le folklore scandinave des génies de la mer’. In 

this article,166 Dumézil’s discussion of Njǫrðr differs greatly. Now, Dumézil characterizes 

Njǫrðr on the basis of the evidence from Ynglinga saga 9 and Gylfaginning 11, in which 

the function of Njǫrðr is that of a ruler of the winds and granter of the riches from both 

land and sea as Dumézil rightly observes. While Dumézil connects the landbound rôle of 

Njǫrðr to Sweden and subsequently simply leaves it out (without further comment), the 

invocation of the deity in connection with sea-travel and fishing appears to be of major 

interest for Dumézil. In support of his hypothesis, Dumézil discusses some Scandinavian 

folklore involving the figures of havmenn and havfruer appearing in legends about storm-

warnings or the riches of the sea, often in connection with dwellings and realms of sea-

beings in or at the bottom of the sea. He thus notes: “Tout cela, on le voit, est bien l’ancien 

domaine fonctionnel | du Njǫrðr de Snorri, dans sa variété et dans son ampleur”167 

(Dumézil 1955: 213f.; 1970: 187). This discussion of later folktales and beliefs brings him 

to the assumption of some sort of continuity in ‘maritime folklore’ throughout the ages, 

folklore which has roots in PCRN. 

Folklore, however, is a complicated category of sources, as Dumézil rightly notes, 

comprising easily changing material prone to outer influences which raises the question 

whether it is permissible to use it as source to PCRN (see Dumézil 1955: 214; 1970: 187), 

making the the following two points, connecting to the maritime context of the study:  

1° Depuis fort avant dans les temps païens, la mer a été, de façon continue, 

un élément capital dans la vie norvégienne et danoise. Il est donc a priori 

peu probable qu’il y ait eu á aucun moment perte complète des traditions 

 
166  In Dumézil’s book from 1970 (discussed below), the article was republished as Appendice VI: ‘Niord, 

Nerthus et le folklore scandinave des génies de la mer’. As such it appeared again in Mythes et dieuz de la 

Scandinavie ancienne, edited by François-Xavier Dillmann in 2000. In the republished version, the title was, 

once again, minimally changed to: ‘Niord, Nerthus et le folklore scandinave des génies de la mer’. For the 

following discussion, the version from 1955 is cited. 
167  [“All this, as you see, falls clearly enough within the earlier functional domain of Snorri’s Njörðr, and 

possesses the same variety and scope” (transl. Coltman 1973: 218).] 
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relatives aux génies qui président à la mer dans ses rapports avec les 

hommes (navigation, pêche) ;168 

2° Je soulignais tout à l’heure que les modernes génies de la mer, 

norvégiens par exemple, présentent à peu près tout le complexe qui jadis 

définissait Njǫrðr: non seulement maîtrise du vent, de la navigation, de la 

pêche, mais aussi richesse et aptitude à conférer à un mortel richesse et 

prospérité, même sur terre. Il est a priori peu probable que, vers le XIIᵉ 

siècle, ce complexe, ait disparu pour se reformer ensuite, agencé de la 

même manière169 (Dumézil 1955: 214; 1970: 188). 

In order to prove his assertions, Dumézil provides “mieux que des probabilités”170, 

namely “un document, qui paraît être resté sans usage et sans conséquence dans nos 

études”171 (Dumézil 1955: 215). Here, Dumézil refers to a probable mention of Njǫrðr (as 

Njor) in a piece of Norwegian folklore with roots in the eighteenth century, which will be 

returned to in greater detail in Ch.IV.3 of this thesis. In short, for Dumézil, this piece of 

folklore proved that Njǫrðr had represented the customary benefactor at sea for the for the 

Norwegian people right up until the time of its Modern form in the eighteenth century. 

While there may indeed be an interesting connection here, Dumézil sees the similarity 

of this folk belief to other folklore about sea-people as offering justification for the further 

study of folklore to solve older problems concerning Njǫrðr: the issue of different gender-

attributions for Nerthus as female and Njǫrðr as a male deity (cf. Ch.IV.3). From a greater 

number of folk legends about ‘sea-people’, Dumézil concludes that “la possibilité de se 

réaliser en forme tantôt masculine et tantôt féminine, semble constitutive de ce type 

d’êtres”172 (Dumézil 1955: 219). Dumézil then provides an explanation for the myth of 

Njǫrðr and Skaði (cf. Ch.IV.3), each expressing their respective longing to return to either 

the sea or the mountains after they entered an unhappy marriage by considering these 

verses together with a body of folklore in which a mermman or a mermaid find a land-

 
168  [“1. Even since quite early pagan times the sea has always been a continuing element of prime importance 

in Norwegian and Danish life. It is therefore, a priori, improbable that there was at any particular moment a 

complete loss of the traditions relating to the spirits that preside over the sea in its relationship with mankind 

(sailing and fishing)” (transl. Coltman 1973: 219).] 
169  [“2. I stressed just now that the modern sea spirits, such as the Norwegian ones, for example, present 

almost in its entirety the complex functions that once constituted the province of Njörðr: not only mastery 

over the wind, sailing, and fishing, but also wealth and the power to confer wealth and prosperity on mortals, 

even on land. It is again, a priori, improbable that his complex should have disappeared suddenly towards 

the end of the twelfth century, only to reform itself later with exactly the same structure.” (transl. 1973: 219)] 
170  [“something stronger than probabilities” (transl. Coltman 1973: 219).] 
171  [“a document that appears to have been left unemployed and accorded no importance in our studies” 

(transl. Coltman 1973: 219).] 
172  [“the possibility they have of embodying themselves in either male or female form, seems to be a 

constituent characteristic of these beings” (trans. Coltman 1973: 223).] 
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living partner with the result that a conflict is caused by their longing for home. Worth 

noting here is that Dumézil is not claiming “que les récits du folklore dérivent du mythe, 

[…]. Mais il est probable que, de tout temps, le type du dieu ou du génie marin a comporté 

ce mariage mal assorti, voué au tiraillement entre mer et terre, à la désunion, à la 

séparation”173 (Dumézil 1955: 223).174  

Dumézil’s engagement with Njǫrðr must therefore be considered of substantial 

importance for the present project, not least because of the noteworthy interrelationships 

he observes between his sources. All the same, instead of going further and connecting his 

findings down to an essentially culturally defined phenomenon, Dumézil would, as far as 

I can see, avoid any far-reaching conclusions from his above discussed study in following 

works. In his much more concise account on Njǫrðr and PCRN in general in his Le dieux 

des Germains (1959), Dumézil returns to general strucural features. In the latter, he would 

reformulate his conclusions about Njǫrðr on the basis of his lecture from 1953 (that is 

Dumézil 1955).175 What is new here are aditional comparative elements like the suggestion 

of Njǫrðr’s closeness to the Sámi Bieka-galles as ruler of the winds, and the use of other 

comparative material from Vedic and Greek mythology which are used in support of his 

hypothesis of Njǫrðr having been a newer sea-deity relating to his third function, 

something established by the development of Scandinavian maritime culture (Dumézil 

1959: 122f.). His continuing structuralist view is made clear when right after referring to 

the Skaði-myth, he states that “[l]e rattachement à la mer, à la navigation, d’un des deux 

dieux au moins qui patronnent la troisième fonction n’était sans doute pas sans racine indo-

européenne”176 (Dumézil 1959: 123). Indeed, he mentions special parallels in the Vedic 

 
173  [ “that the folktales derive from the myth, from the Njörðr-Skaði duet as preserved in Snorri’s Edda, and 

reflected in the duet of Hadingus and Ragnilda in Saxo. But it is probable that from the time immemorial the 

typical sea-god or sea-spirit myth has involved an ill-matched marriage of this kind, doomed to an 

unresolvable tug-of-war between sea and land, to disunion, and to separation” (trans. Coltman 1973: 227).] 
174  Dumézil would even find further connections between Modern Scandinavian folklore and Nerthus, 

which I return to in Ch.IV.2 and 3. 
175  Dumézil, now, expresses his scepticism about the direct link between Nerthus and Njǫrðr and rejects 

most arguments put forward by others in the past as being improper arguments ex silentio (Dumézil 1959; 

121); something which will be returned to later in this thesis (Ch.IV.3). Still of particular importance to him 

is the difference in gender between the two figures which has led to numerous explanations of this difference 

non of which are satisfactory in Dumézil’s eyes (1959: 122). He stresses instead the idea that this be a feature 

common in what he calls “le folklore marin de la Scandinavie” [‘the maritime folklore of Scandinavia’], in 

which legends only differ with regard to the gender of the sea-being (Dumézil 1959: 122). In support of this 

observation, Dumézil provided a number of relevant examples in his earlier lecturee, which lead him to view 

Nerthus and Njǫrðr as essentially independent entities, something which separates him from the opinio 

communis. In 1959 he again refers to the eighteenth-century attestation of Njǫrðr in Norwegian folk belief, 

albeit in a highly abbreviated fashion. 
176  [“The attachment to the sea, to navigation, of at least one of the two gods who watch over the third 

function was doubtless not without Indo-European roots” (trans. Toth 1973: 77).] 
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Nā́satyā (also Aśvin), who were known for giving help with shipwrecks, and the Ancient 

Greek Διόσκουροι [Dióskouroi; Lat. Dioscūrī] who, according to Dumézil “sont les 

protecteurs des marins”177 (Dumézil 1959: 123). In the end, Dumézil’s Le dieux des 

Germains is especially helpful for this thesis in its provision of a clear characterization of 

Njǫrðr. Following the evidence given by Snorri, Dumézil determines: “les liens particuliers 

de Njördhr avec la mer, non pas en tant qu’élément cosmique, mais comme lieu des 

navigations enrichissantes et des pêches nourricières”178 (Dumézil 1959: 122). 

Dumézil’s opinion did not, however, remain unchanged. When the article from 

1955 was later reprinted in a slightly modified version in Due mythe au roman from 1970, 

Dumézil reworked the introduction to the article, adding a notable paragraph in which he 

outlines the main problem Njǫrðr gave to his tripartition. Njǫrðr cannot have developed 

directly from this as “les conditions si diverses de climat, de paysage, d’utilisation, au 

terme des migrations qui ont dispersé leurs descendants, semblent avoir renouvelé les 

représentations en même temps que les techniques”179 (Dumézil 1970: 185; italics in the 

original) which he links solely to the sea. Here, Dumézil seems to have felt forced to clarify 

and add slightly to his earlier view on the special function of Njǫrðr as sea-god, noting that 

his opinion of the essential rôle that the sea must have played in PCRN has changed. 

Dumézil now attributes the sea with central place within the third function, especially on 

the basis of its connection with Njǫrðr. This connection, however, is now seen as being a 

more recent post-Indo-European development that he felt was enabled by the specific 

Scandinavian ecology, different regions with specific physical conditions bringing forth 

varying, if at times quite similar deities of the sea. Here, even more than 1955, Dumézil 

seems to be suggesting hat he is inclined to believe that the same process that led to the 

certain attribution of Njǫrðr to the sea would later be mirrored or repeated in Modern 

Scandinavian folk belief. 

This detailed discussion of Dumézil’s scholarship on Njǫrðr has been designed to 

illustrate not only the relevance of his work for this present study of the rôle of the sea in 

PCRN, but also to underline how Dumézil’s work changed character over time, not least 

with regard to his attitude towards the third function and the sea. This underlines exactly 

 
177  [“are the guardians of sailors” (trans. Toth 1973: 77).] 
178  [“the particular ties of Njord with the sea, not so much as a cosmic element, but as the locale of profitable 

navigation and nutrition” (transl. Toth 1973: 76).] 
179  [“the great diversity of climatic, topographical, and economic conditions produced at the end of the 

[Indo-European] migrations that scattered their descendants seem to have produced a fresh set of 

representations for each new set of imposed techniques” (transl. Coltman 1973: 216). 
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how flexible Dumézil was regarding his understanding of idéologie tripartite, something 

which provided a somewhat loose framework for PCRN, allowing it to adopt itself to 

specific local Scandinavian issues. 

II.6.6.1 Structuralist Reception and Dumézilian Influenced Scholarship 

All in all, Georges Dumézil’s investigations regarding the sea in connection with Njǫrðr 

and Njǫrðr’s overall function in PCRN seem to have obtained comparatively little 

attention. On the whole, Dumézil’s rôle as a key-figure in the study of PCRN largely 

applies to the second part  of the twentieth century, partly because of the belated translation 

of his works into other European languages, which meant that a stronger wind did not lie 

behind the reception of his scholarship until in the 1970s. While his structuralist approach 

was found useful by a number of scholars such as Jens Peder Schjødt, see below), it is 

largely criticised today (McKinnell 1994: 34f.; Jackson 2012).180 Scholars of the 1960s and 

’70s, and especially those following de Vries closely in many points, nonetheless built on 

the works of Dumézil in profound ways, clear example being Edward Oswald Gabriel 

Turville-Petre (1908–1978), whose Myth and Religion of the North, published in 1964, 

would become a central English-language standard-work on PCRN.  

In this work, Turville-Petre followed Dumézil in many points, even though he was 

already raising the question of whether “we should rather doubt the stability of the tripartite 

system” (Turville-Petre 1964: 41), something he discusses further in the ‘Conclusions’ to 

his third chapter (Turville-Petre 1964: 103–5).181 In spite of this, it can be said that the 

Dumézilian perspective gains too much attention in Turville-Petre’s account, reducing the 

rôle of other aspects of PCRN and most notably with regard to the key-matter of interest 

to this thesis, the sea. A first example can be seen with regard to the question of Þórr who, 

in Turville-Petre’s view, is the guardian of order and the defender of the world, the 

jǫrmungandr being the “most formidable” of his enemies (Turville-Petre 1964: 75). Of 

course, the jǫrmungandr is still placed in the sea, but in the discussion here this fact 

remains strangely detached from any consideration of the meaning this particular myth or 

 
180  The early but somewhat marginal reference to Dumézil’s scholarship by Jan de Vries in his 

Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte has been mentioned already, although it can be argued with regard to 

the present thesis that de Vries’s scholarship should as a whole be separated from the structuralist approach 

of the Dumézilian ‘new comparative mythology’ due to the fact that he examined PCRN from a broad angle, 

closer to the Germanische Altertumskunde approach, albeit in his own, original fashion (see above). 
181  Turville-Petre nonetheless engages in an argument with de Vries and Dumézil about the placement of 

Heimdallr in the tripartite system (see Turville-Petre 1964: 154f. with references). 
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the relationship Þórr and the jǫrmungandr might have had to the sea in its wider ecological 

dimension.182 

There are, of course, several other mentions of the sea elsewhere in the book. For 

instance, Turville-Petre makes some brief mention of Heimdallr’s relation to the sea, 

acknowledging arguments by Dumézil concerning Heimdallr and the saying that he was 

born by nine mothers (cf. Ch.IV.3.3), and the possibility that these can be connected the 

daughters of Ægir (the waves) (Turville-Petre 1964: 152). Another relation of Heimdallr to 

the sea is discussed in connection with the figure of Mardǫll, Turville-Petre stating that: 

“while Mardǫll was a goddess of the sea (marr), Heimdall was a god of the world” 

(Turville-Petre 1964: 153). Interestingly, Turville-Petre thereby suggests that Mardǫll was 

originally a deity in her own right before becoming associated with Freyja (cf. Ch.IV.3.3). 

Turville-Petre’s discussion of Njǫrðr is also surprisingly brief and does not mention 

anything new about Njǫrðr’s relationship to the sea (Turville-Petre 1964: 162–4). On the 

contrary, Turville-Petre interprets Njǫrðr exclusively in Dumézilian terms with regard to 

his special functions in society, seeing him mainly a fertility-god with some relationships 

to cult, law, and judgement since he is mentioned in connection with the swearing of holy 

oaths. In contrast to many other earlier scholarly opinions, Turville-Petre does not see 

Njǫrðr as being a specialised sea-deity. He acknowledges that: “[t]he god’s riches belonged 

especially to ships and to the sea, and we may believe that such qualities were emphasized 

by his seafaring worshippers in western Norway and Iceland” (Turville-Petre 1964: 163). 

In the eyes of Turville-Petre, this connection of Njǫrðr to the sea, nonetheless, remains, as 

an underlying feature of his greater function as a fertility-deity.183 

In a sense, one can conclude that in general Gabriel Turville-Petre takes a rather careful 

and critical stance towards the rôle of the sea and other such ecological features in PCRN. 

He only allows the sea to have a leading rôle if there is hard literal evidence for it. Any 

other ideas about the sea which might be deduced through suggestive interpretation of the 

sources are almost entirely absent in his work. 

 
182  Another odd devaluation of the sea and its rôle in PCRN, and in particular in connection with Þórr, can 

be seen in the many myths and expressions of worship that Turville-Petre lists for Þórr. Discussing Þórr in 

the “Viking Colonies”, Turville-Petre refers to the mention of human sacrifice that according to Dudon 

vikings in the Normandy apparently offered Þórr in exchange for fair winds at sea and fortune at war 

(Turville-Petre 1964: 94). While this reading is based on a misunderstanding (see below Ch.IV.3.1), Turville-

Petre also fails to provide any further explanations of this odd evidence for Þórr’s connection to the sea. 
183  Of some minor relevance is that Turville-Petre’s view of the relationship between Njorðr and Haddingr 

directly follows that of Dumézil (Turville-Petre 1964: 217). 
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Another important scholar writing on PCRN was Hilda Roderick Ellis (later Ellis 

Davidson; 1914–2006). It should be noted that Ellis [Davidson]’s first work was a very 

source-critical study, The Road to Hel, which was published in 1943 and shows little 

influences from Dumézilian ideas. This early study by Ellis is of particular interest here, as 

she begins by examining the archæological evidence on Old Nordic funeral customs, 

devoting a larger section to ‘The funeral ship’ (Ellis 1943: 16–29).184 Comparing the 

archæology with evidence from literature, she insists that “[s]uch scraps of evidence are of 

little value separately, but they are interesting taken together, because they might all fit 

into place as scattered memories of a home of the gods across the water” (Ellis 1943: 45). 

This idea would become a crucial aspect in her later studies (see below). At this point, 

however, Ellis concludes carefully about burial customs that: “in Scandinavia different 

beliefs and customs have intermingled” (Ellis 1943: 61). 

Concerning the conception of the afterlife, like many earlier scholars Ellis looks out 

for it in the realm of the gods, noting that there seems to be “a persistent tradition for a 

goddess of the dead”, even though she insists that this goddess was not only Hel, but was 

also represented by Freyja, Gefjon, and Rán (Ellis 1943: 75). In her discussion of Rán, Ellis 

sees her as the wife of Ægir, who to her mind—but against the evidence of the sources (see 

Ch.IV.4)—is “the god of the sea” (Ellis 1943: 75). Her conclusion that Rán is a goddess of 

the dead, receiving he drowned in her hall, is being drawn from Eyrbyggja saga, Friðþjófs 

saga hins frǿkna, and related skáldic verses (see Ch.IV.4), altough she notes that in Egill 

Skalla-Grímsson’s Sonatorrek (see Ch.IV.4), Rán functions (according to Ellis) purely as 

a personification of the destroying sea. In the end, however, pondering what lies behind 

the poetic image of Rán’s hall, Ellis states that “at least in the Edda it would seem that no 

distinction can be made between the halls of Rán and the assembly of the gods in Ásgarðr 

under the leadership of Othin” (Ellis 1943: 76), interestingly seeing Rán’s hall and Ægir’s 

hall as identical (cf. Ch.IV.4; 5). Summing up her early position on the matter in an origianl 

fashion, Ellis assumes “early cults […] connected with the name of Rán”, a common 

female personification of different aspects of the sea, that later “merged with the idea of a 

home of the gods to which the dead may come” (Ellis 1943: 77).  

 
184  Addressing the problem of the long gap between the early attestations of stone-settings in the form of 

ships during the Bronze Age and early Iron Age and those later in the Viking Age, she considers the meaning 

of the ship as a symbol on the basis of what is known from the Bronze Age (Ellis 1943: 25–8). She concludes 

however that: “[…] the gap in time is enormous, and the evidence for the conception of a journey to another 

world behind the Northern boat graves of the Migration period and the Viking Age is hard to establish” (Ellis 

1943: 28). 
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By the time of her popular book Gods and Myths of Northern Europe from 1964, Ellis 

Davidson’s approach to scholarship seems to have changed considerably. At this point, she 

had turned towards a more psychological (one might say, a pre-cognitive) approach, as she 

herself outlines in her introduction.185 Grounded in the knowledge of her time, however, 

she evidently admires the work of Dumézil (Ellis Davidson 1964: 21).186 A Dumézilian 

structuralist spirit can therefore be sensed behind her categorisation of the major deities of 

PCRN. Amongst other things, Ellis Davidson sees an important connection existing 

between the sea and Þórr: “Thor, as became a god with special dominion over the realm of 

the sky and over storms, had special power over sea journeys. His worshippers prayed for 

fair weather and favourable winds” (1964: 78). This, however, is only seen as being one 

field among others relating to Þórr whose main function is said to be ‘God of the Sky’, 

something that underlines “association with the natural world”, both as its destroyer and 

defender (Ellis Davidson 1964: 84).187  

Discussing deities of fertility, Ellis Davidson underlines the rôle of the ship as a 

symbol belonging to Freyr, something for which there is good evidence both in the Iron 

Age and in later times (1964: 100), as many other scholars have discussed before her. 

Discussing other evidence regarding the vanir and the sea, Ellis Davidson suggests that 

“[t]he male gods are also associated with the sea, over which they come, and by which 

they sometimes return when their work is over. Freyr, Njord, Sceaf, Scyld, Ing, and Ull are 

all connected with it in some way” (1964: 107).188 This interesting link will be returned to 

in Ch.IV.3. Regarding the female fertility deities, Ellis Davidson mentions that “the name 

Gefion seems to be linked with Old English gēofon, used in poetry as a name for the sea” 

(Ellis Davidson 1964: 114), associating her, through Gefn and Freyja, with the South-

 
185  Criticising the nature-mythologists’ school as well as the limitations of the folkloristic method, Ellis 

Davidson acknowledges that C. G. Ɉung’s research and the rôle of symbolic expressions has some value if 

used with care (Ellis Davidson 1964: 18f.). She nevertheless prefers the work of Mircea Eliade with regard 

to interpreting mythical imagery, also valuing the progress made by anthropologists and historians of religion 

(Ellis Davidson 1964: 20). 
186  In her own words, Ellis Davidson states that the Dumézilian ‘New Comparative Mythology’ “helps us 

to see the myths of the past as man’s attempt to embody his intuitive ideas | about the human mind and its 

environment, to express truths dimly perceived which have roots in his innermost being” (Ellis Davidson 

1964: 21f.). For this study, Ellis Davidson’s emphasis on the environment as cognitive (in her words spiritual) 

factor in PCRN is interesting. 
187  There is indeed interesting evidence for this aspect in the sources, as will be discussed later (see Ch.IV.3). 

For Ellis Davidson all of this serves to strengthen her view of Þórr as inheriting not only aspects of the old 

sky-god *Tīwaz, but also those of fertility-deities, making him “the god supreme not only over the stormy 

sky, but also over the life of the community in all its aspects” (Ellis Davidson 1964: 75; further 84; 89). 
188  To this, Ellis Davidson adds other common features associated with royal ancestry, as well as death 

rituals which are seen as part of a larger pattern of promised peace and plenty (Ellis Davidson 1964: 107–10). 
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Germanic matronæ and thus the ‘Mother Goddess’ reflected in the terra mater figure 

Nerthus in Tacitus’s Germania and in the Old Nordic Frigg (1964: 111). Gefjon’s actual link 

to the sea is nonetheless unexplained, as is Mardǫll’s potential etymological connection 

with the sea (ON marr) (Ellis Davidson 1964: 116).  

It is only at the end of the chapter does that Ellis Davidson finally tries to piece together 

the different fragments of evidence concerning the vanir, positing a chthonic relationship 

that involves both the earth and the sea and those realms beyond or beneath:  

The worshippers of the Vanir were very conscious of the earth, and 

remembered and venerated the dead ancestors who rested within it. The 

distant kingdom of the sky was not their concern, although behind the 

legends of the peace kings the idea of a departure to a land beyond the sea 

is held out as a promise to men. Indeed there was always a close link 

between the Vanir and the depths of the earth and sea. The chthonic element 

is present in their worship, and is emphasized in the myths (Ellis Davidson 

1964: 126).  

In this sense, the oceanic qualities of the sea are seen as being secondary. Instead, 

according to Ellis Davidson the sea serves first and foremost as a chthonic element that 

creates distance between the living and the unknown. According to Ellis Davidson, the 

vanir seem to have offered a possibility to reach behind the mysterious depths.189  

The sea is nonetheless given a whole brief chapter in Ellis Davidson’s book (1964: 128–

39), titled ‘The Gods of the Sea’. Ellis Davidson introduces the chapter with the following 

noteworthy observation: “The sea was of such great importance for the peoples of the 

north-western Europe, that it was bound to play a major part in their myths. Many of the 

old stories have the sea as the background against which the deities play their parts” (Ellis 

Davidson 1964: 128). Ascribing the sea little more than the rôle of a background, 

nonetheless appears to be a little odd since Ellis Davidson goes on to mention a number of 

examples in which the sea clearly plays a more active part, ranging from Sonatorrek in 

which the sea is personified, to Sidonius mention of human sacrifices being made to the 

sea by Saxon pirates. In spite of this, Ellis Davidson can be said to be the first scholar of 

PCRN—to the best of the present author’s knowledge—to present a detailed separate 

investigation of the rôle of the sea in PCRN from different perspectives. 

Much of the evidence presented by Ellis Davidson in this chapter is nevertheless 

problematic. This is especially true of her discussion around Ægir and Rán, which starts 

 
189  Ellis Davidson adds: “The spirits of land and sea are ranged behind the Vanir, and it was they who 

assisted the seeress in her journeys to the ‘other world’ and helped her to win hidden knowledge” (Ellis 

Davidson 1964: 126). She does not explain how of sea-spirits were involved in this. 
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with her first mention of Ægir whom she calls directly a god ruling the sea (Ellis Davidson 

1964: 128) even though Ægir is never referred to as such in the sources (see Ch.IV.4). 

Furthermore, an Old English poetical term, garsecg, said to mean ‘spear-man’,190 is her 

sole foundation for building up “the image of a fierce warrior, recalling Poseidon with his 

trident” as a main underlying characteristic of the Old Scandinavian sea-deities, which may 

explain why she strangely attributes not only Rán but also Ægir as having a net to entrap 

seafarers (Ellis Davidson 1964: 129). She also goes too far in comparing “the idea of the 

hospitality of Aegir and Ran […] with that of the god of battle”, adding that this would be 

“by no means inconsistent with their power to destroy” (Ellis Davidson 1964: 129; cf. 1969: 

107). Here, some form of structuralist simplification may be at work, as this claim appears 

to ignore many of the nuances of the available source evidence which are not taken into 

consideration here but will be returned to later in this present work (see Ch.IV.4). Another 

example would be her discussion of the mythical references to Ægir and ale-brewing which 

are taken as being hints on an association of Ægir with the underworld (Ellis Davidson 

1964: 130).191  

Besides these original suggestions about Ægir and Rán, Ellis Davidson’s discussion of 

Njǫrðr in the same chapter does not bring any new revelations that had not been covered 

in previous scholarship.192 The aspect of fertility is central to her idea of the relationship 

between the vanir, especially Njǫrðr, and the sea. For this, the use of the ship as a symbol 

for the vanir is seen to stand as a very early connection to the idea of fertility:  

[T]here was an obvious link between the Vanir and the sea for the people 

of the north, for much of their food came from it [viz. the sea]. A dearth of 

fish was as terrible a calamity as a failure of the crops […]. Men prayed to 

the gods for a double harvest, from the earth and from the ocean, and it 

would naturally be to the Vanir to whom they would turn to bless the fishing 

boats and to draw the fish into the sounds and fiords (Ellis Davidson 1964: 

138). 

Nevertheless, Ellis Davidson rightly observes that this cannot be all that there is, and that 

the rôle of the sea in PCRN must go much deeper than simply being just a source of food 

(Ellis Davidson 1964: 138). Indeed, she takes the sea’s rôle in fertility into the cosmological 

 
190  This is a highly problematic etymology of OE garsecg. See Anderson 2003: 272. 
191  Elsewhere in this section of the book is a comparative discussion of the motifs relating to the nine oceanic 

mothers and the tales of Wachilt, Wade, and Weland (Ellis Davidson 1964: 131; cf. 1969: 107f.). The direct 

connection to the sea noted by Ellis Davidson here has, of course, already been mentioned by earlier scholars. 
192  She also repeats here much of what has already been outlined earlier in her book, stressing that there was 

a belief in a return to the mythical, ancestral home beyond the sea which was most likely linked to the vanir-

cult (Ellis Davidson 1964: 137). 
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sphere, noting the great events said to take place at the end of the world in ragnarøk(k)/-r 

and its resurrection, both of which are connected to the sea in Vǫluspá (see Ch. ___). In 

her later book, Scandinavian Mythology (1969), she connects these different facets: 

In the myths the sea is recognised as a power of destruction, as indeed it 

must have proved to many families, and beneath the waves lay the serpent 

who was ultimately to overwhelm the earth. Yet its water was also the 

source of inspiration and life (Ellis Davidson 1969: 108). 

Hilda Ellis Davidson’s scholarly engagement with the sea did not end here. The sea is 

mentioned to in several of her other later works (Davidson in Gelling & Davidson 1969: 

155–58; Ellis Davidson 1988: 102; 105; 117f.; 183; 187; 190).193 Most interestingly is a paper 

presented by Hilda Ellis Davidson in 1996, subsequently published in 1999 in Islanders 

and Water-Dwellers under the title of ‘Gefjon, Goddess of the Northern Seas’, which starts 

with the observation that: “[a]t first sight, it seems surprising that the Scandinavians of the 

Viking Age, those superb seafarers, had no major deity of the ocean resembling the Greek 

Poseidon” (Ellis Davidson 1999: 51). Assembling the lesser evidence on Þórr and Njǫrðr, 

she once again regards these gods as deities who are not primarily connected with the sea. 

In this study, however, Ellis Davidson returns to certain ideas introduced by other scholars 

about Gefjon, the maritime side of whom has received little real attention to.194 In contrast 

to the earlier scholars, Ellis Davidson underlines certain problems that are inherent to the 

textual transmission of the myth of Gefjon’s ploughing, which have influenced their earlier 

interpretations. To surpass some of the major textual issues with the Gefjon myth, the 

transmission of which is indeed rich in ambiguity, Ellis Davidson introduces the idea of 

the myth dealing with a once powerful goddess who ruled over land, particular islands, and 

the sea, whose rôle later deteriorated (Ellis Davidson 1999: 54f.). This is indeed a strong 

 
193  Here one finds, amingst other things, highly problematic claims of the existence of an otherworldy 

kingdom of Ægir (Ellis Davidson 1988: 183; 187), cf. Ch.IV.4. Both in Ellis Davidson 1988: 102; 105 and 1993: 

113 she discusses the existance of vættir not only for the land, but also for the sea. The latte study uses the rå 

of Swedish folklore as evidence, claiming a simple dichotomy there which contradicts the evidence. On the 

(sjö)rå, see further Ch.IV.5 below. 
194  Ellis Davidson also discusses particular arguments by Clunies Ross (1978) and Kiil (1965) about the 

possible sexual act implied in the acquisition of land (Ellis Davidson 1999: 52), but evidently holds Olrik’s 

study from 1910, about evidence for the ploughing as a ritual taking of new land, in high esteem. There are 

also further relevant explanations about the background of the myth in Olrik’s study, for instance the 

maritime knowledge of the Middle Ages which appears to be involved in the Gefjon myth (Ellis Davidson 

1999: 53). Ellis Davidson also refers to other memories of ploughing rituals from eastern England, mentioned 

by Chadwick (Ellis Davidson 1999: 54; cf. Chadwick 1924: 245). 
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claim which would seem to have rather thin grounds.195 One of Ellis Davidson’s 

conclusions is that the Gefjon myth shows a conflict between the worshippers of warrior-

deities and an earlier earth-deity, assuming that the myth has roots in an actual socio-

historical context. She also points to arguments by Nasström (1995) and Clunies Ross 

(1978) about Gefjon’s association with Freyja, and those Christian writers who equate her 

with Ἀθηναία196 [Athenaía], Vesta, Diana (~ Ἄρτεμις [Artemis]), and thus with virginity. 

Ellis Davidson concludes that: 

Like the sea, she [i.e. Gefjon] offered adventures, food, and prosperity to 

northern peoples, but might also feature as deceiver and destroyer. Early 

huntsmen and fishermen might well have turned to such a deity for help and 

protection, but in the Viking Age seafaring warriors preferred Odin and 

Thor, and we are left with little more than a poetic personification of the sea 

as a vague feminine figure, like Ran in the work of the Icelandic poets (Ellis 

Davidson 1999: 59). 

These far-reaching and rather speculative words can be said to find little support in the 

available source evidence.197 This conceptualisation of Gefjon may well be only a 

consequence of the somewhat too forced feminist framework which Ellis Davidson 

developed in her late years, taking clearly shape in her Roles of the Northern Goddess 

(1998) from where it may have rubbed off. 

Hence, one might conclude that the scholarly work of Hilda R. Ellis Davidson, went 

in many instances an often quite speculative path. Nonetheless, her interest in the sea was 

uncommon and produced several instructive studies. Her gradual shift from an overt 

source-critical approach over to Dumézilian structural comparitivism which lead her in the 

end into a feminist-structuralism, shows characteristic connecting features with the work 

of other (largely Anglophone) (see Ch.II.6.6.3). 

II.6.6.2 Criticism of Dumézilian-Structuralist PCRN 

Amongst the opponents of structuralism, John McKinnell has provided one of the most 

thoughtful and prolonged critiques. After making a direct attempt to test the Dumézilian 

 
195  Various features of the Old Nordic myth are explained by comparative material from a wide range of 

sources which are used to provide possible explanations for the oxen, the plough, the link to feminine and 

fertility (Ellis Davidson 1999: 55-7). Regarding the sea, Ellis Davidson points back to Jacob Grimm (1883) 

and a more recent work by Battaglia (1991), as well as the attestation of Old English cognates. 
196  Also ionic Ἀθηναίη, [Athēnaíē], attic Ἀθηνᾶ [Athēnâ], doric Ἀθάνα [Athā́nā], epic Ἀθήνη [Athḗnē] (cf. 

Burkert 2011:217) 
197  This is also why Gefjon will not be considered any further in the present thesis. 
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thesis with a concrete case in his book Both One and Many, published 1994, he concludes 

that the theory does not hold water, a claim he illustrates with fitting examples:  

It is true that the monsters in Norse mythology often represent destruction 

and chaos, but that is not their only meaning: for example, Miðgarðsormr, 

the World Serpent, is both a poisoning monster and the “earth-rope” who 

holds the world together (Vsp. 56, 60). Similarly, the giants can represent 

chaos as well as natural forces (see e.g. Vm. 31), so that there is no consistent 

distinction between monsters and giants, and the dual view of both could 

easily result from differing opinions about them held by different people as 

from the operation of a “mediator”. On the other side, the gods are far from 

being simple representatives of order (McKinnell 1994: 36).  

Essentially criticising binary structuralist stances, stressing the many-sidedness of myth 

and their plurality or variability in meaning, McKinnell underlines the idea of a “doomed 

balance” between the different forces of PCRN following essentially the same principles 

as the physical world and its ecological balance (1994: 54; cf. 1994: 36): 

This pattern is seen embodied particularly in the figure of Loki who McKinnell sees as 

having had a variety of rôles (1994: 54f.; cf. 36), stress the potential multitude of viewes in 

PCRN, always on the fringe of change, which makes him criticize structuralist and static 

modelds (1994: 54f. n.36). This is indeed programmatic for McKinnell’s view, seeing a 

permanent insecurity threatening the world’s survival, which “is not only cosmic, 

ecological (with natural forces running riot, Vsp. 50, 57) and climatic […]; it is also by 

analogy human” (McKinnell 1994: 38), hence giving the myths of PCRN a concrete, socio-

cultural reality as expressions of human perceptions and conceptualisations of world. 

Wondering about its origin, McKinnell suggests:  

Perhaps it simply reflects the insecurity in the marginally viable lands of 

northern Europe, where a small climatic variation could make the difference 

between famine and prosperity, the temporary vagaries of wind and sea 

might bring the seafarer either wealth or death by drowning, and a minimal 

legal system could result either in trust and honour or in murder and revenge 

(McKinnell 1994: 38). 

Of course, these statements are little more than reasonable guesses at as possible 

explanations, underlining openess for other more suitable ones. Nonetheless, it is 

worthwhile noting that the ecological dimension stressed by McKinnell includes marine 

conditions which are seen as an essential part of to the great struggle for survival amongst 

the people of pre-Modern Scandinavia, living by and travelling regularly across the seas. 

This is a refreshing observation. 
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Further references to the sea in connection with PCRN can be found throughout 

McKinnell’s Both One and Many, but remain largely outside his overall conception of 

PCRN outlined above and add little to the studies discussed in the previous section 

(Ch.II.6.6.1).198 The strength of McKinnell’s work is nonetheless that it gives the sea status 

as part of the wider ecology of the North, underlining its rôle both in individual myths and 

the meta-level of PCRN, having a key-rôle to play in the sensitive balance of life. This can 

also be observed in McKinnell’s later publications, like his Meeting the Other in Norse 

Myth and Legend, published in 2005, although one has to admit that the latter book, agonce 

again goes little further than providing some original philological discussions of the sea.199 

While McKinnell’s focus throughout the book is on cross-gender encounters, with an 

emphasis on individual features that appear to have developed into certain stereotypes,200 

he studies them all in the light of the circumstances under which they may have arisen and 

the meaning they may have conveyed to people, both in PCRN and after the conversion. 

Another, if not one of the most comprehensive, critical stances against the earlier 

Dumézilian approach in the study of PCRN was that developed over the years by Lotte 

Motz (1922–1997), who in her late work The King, The Champion and The Sorcerer: A 

Study in Germanic Myth, published in1996, directly counters Dumézil’s ‘Three-Function-

Theory’. This book can in many ways be viewed as an important study, as it attempts to 

challenge some common, long-established views relating to the deities of PCRN. Of 

greatest interest for the present study is Motz’s chapter on Þórr, and especially her section 

‘II.1.5 Relation to Water’ (Motz 1996: 57f.). Here, Motz collects evidence relaint to how 

Þórr is not only described as wading unpleasant rivers or going out fishing, but is also 

shown to have a deeper connection to the sea. According to Motz: “His powers may have 

a bearing on a sailor’s fate. In time of crisis sailors wish to sacrifice to Þórr” (Motz 1996: 

 
198  The relation of certain deities of PCRN to the sea are touched upon, as with Þórr and the sea (McKinnell 

1994: 84 and fn. 72), and Njǫrðr being characterised as god of the sea (McKinnell 1994: 90), but these 

observations never really go beyond a superficial level. Neither does McKinnell’s general statement that 

“Freyja is one of the Vanir, who have a particular association with the sea” claim anything new, but when 

he adds that “it is possible that she takes those who are killed in sea battles” (1994: 18), McKinnell makes an 

exceptional claim. His conclusion is based on a paper from 1987 where McKinnell not only claims Freyja 

but also the waves, the daughters of Ægir and Rán, depicted as female figures (McKinnell 1987: 334). These 

are worthwhile suggestions as there is reason to consider what kinds or strategies of representation of PCRN-

beliefs in the sea could possibly be found on carved stones, for instance (see Ch.IV.2). On the other hand it 

must be acknowledged that McKinnell’s claims are purely conjectural and as such invalid (cf. also Ch.V.4). 
199  Here, McKinnell 2005: 110f.proposes, for instance, a congenial interpretation of the ‘brúðir berserkja’ 

mentioned in Hárbarðdsljóð 37 (ed. EA-E/III: 72) as waves, against which Þórr thus would be fighting.  
200  Tt may be relevant to stress that here McKinnell is not referring structuralist patterns. 
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58).201 While this particular section is brief, touching on the sea in PCRN only in passing, 

Motz’s work stresses the many-sidedness of the central Scandinavian deities and their 

highly ambiguous rôles belonging to different layers or stages of religio-cultural adhesion 

which makes the Dumézilian model unsuitable.202  

A much more elaborate discussion of Þórr’s association with water and the sea can be 

found in Motz’s earlier Saga-Book paper from 1993 on ‘Þórr’s River Crossing’ which 

addresses not only an episode in the myth of Þórr’s encounter with Geirrøðr but also the 

other dangerous river-crossings associated with Þórr. Motz’s paper forms part of a wider 

discussion about an interpretation earlier brought forward by Vilhelm Kiil (1956), who 

claims that the rivers which Þórr crosses symbolise the earth’s menstrual blood, a position 

supported by Clunies Ross (1981). Motz’s reply re-evaluates these semantic readings, 

pointing out that the finds lack of any support for this reading of the kenningars in question:  

While it is true that streams and oceans present many dangers to a 

population of fishermen and sailors and that this danger was visualised in 

poetic imagery, we cannot therefore conclude that this danger had arisen in 

the functions of the female body (Motz 1993: 472).  

While this point relates first and foremost to an interpretation of Þórsdrápa, and 

particularly to the nature of the mythical river Vimur and the female gendered connotations 

ascribed to it by some scholars, Motz nonetheless underlines that one must reckon with 

people needing to cope with the dangers of the sea and other bodies of water, and especially 

the seamen and those living closely in context with open waters in the North.  

Motz’s critical paper aims in particular at the assumption of an ‘early Scandinavian 

thought-pattern’ claimed by Clunies Ross (1981: 373), in which, as Motz paraphrases it, 

“the waters of the world were seen as female features of the landscape and were described 

in terms of female effluvia” (1993: 472). In contrast, Motz stresses the creative force of 

water, apparently in general, as being allied with the male (primordial and theophoric) 

beings, and opposes the limited connections of water with the female (Motz 1993: 473).203 

 
201  Amongst the evidence drawn from the source material, Motz refers to Hymiskviða in which Hymir is 

said to address Þórr as ‘kióla valdi’ (Hym. 19) meaning ‘Lord of Keels’ according to Motz (1996: 58). This, 

however, is based on a problematic interpretation by Motz, as it is not Þórr but Hymir that is referrred to 

here. With Flóamanna saga ch. 21 and Kristni saga ch. 8, Motz presents less unproblematic evidence of 

sacrifices to Þórr. 
202  In spite of this, her own model of a different kind of tripartition is not unproblematic, as it involves its 

own assumptions about different layers of origination in both time and space which Motz sees as leading up 

to the form of PCRN transmitted in the Mediæval sources. 
203  Motz makes a number of comments on the waves, which must be returned to at a later point (see Ch. 

______). 
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As an attempt to question the earlier interpretations of Þórsdrápa and other potentially 

related sources, Motz seeks to place emphasis on certain migratory elements in PCRN that 

might also have affected these myths regarding the jǫtnar or Þórr which touched on their 

relations to water and the sea. She highlights especially the rich body of folklore that exists 

about wading giants which she links to Þórr’s wading-myths (Motz 1993: 479). While this 

element of Þórr is discussed later in this thesis (Ch.V.1), one may note Motz’s observation 

that “striding through the waters, Þórr has the aspect of a giant of the water who may also 

be the element itself” (1993: 480). Indeed, Motz finds further arguments showing the 

double-sided or antithetic identification of Þórr with water or the sea using a comparatistic 

perspective and drawing in other, less anthropocentric belief-systems (Motz 1993: 480f.). 

For Motz, the ultimate case of Þórr fighting ‘his own earlier epiphany’ is found in the 

myth(s) of Þórr and the jǫrmungandr. 

As noted above, Lotte Motz’s paper from 1993 voiced direct criticism on Margaret 

Clunies Ross’s approach, and it was promptly responded to by Clunies Ross in the next 

issue of Saga Book later that year. Here, the immanent structuralist-feminist dimension of 

the debate about the rôle of water and the sea within the field of PCRN became overtly 

clear. This will be addressed in more detail in the next section (Ch.II.2.G.d). 

II.6.6.3 The Feminist-Functionalism of Margaret Clunies Ross 

Beyond the early publications by Margarert Clunies Ross already mentioned, another 

relevant article from 1983 addresses the learned Mediæval Nordic systematisation of the 

physical elements in texts like Fundinn Noregs or Hversu Noregur bygðist which she later 

sumarizes as: “the traditional West Norse notion of hostile weather phenomena, such as 

the storm-swept ocean, icy winds and destructive fire, taking shape in people’s minds as a 

group of giants” (Clunies Ross 1987: 128). While in 1983 Clunies Ross carefully develops 

the idea that the primary elements stand behind the rôle of ‘fornjótrs sýnir’ amongst whom 

Ægir is of immediate relevance, she recognizes the same principle in her book from 1987 

as reason why Snorri, favours patrilineal kenningar and emphasises constructions around 

Ægir in his Edda, which, however, are uncommon for the skáldic corpus. 

In 1987, Clunies Ross went even further by laying out the remarkable perspective on 

Snorri’s Edda as “an encyclopedia of native lore about the natural world” (Clunies Ross 

1987: 89). Here, the work of Snorri receives the status of being primarily concerned with 

the ecology of the Nordic world and its workings, drawing from ‘eddic’ and skáldic poetry 

and Nordic myths as body of sources, hence making them of utmost importance, possibly 
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containing layers of information inherent to PCRN about the sea. Of particular interest are 

considerations presented by Clunies Ross regarding the way animation of the ecology and 

physical elements can be observed for PCRN (Clunies Ross 1987: 91–6). Expressed in the 

complex kenning-system of skáldic verse and somewhat differently recorded in ‘eddic’ 

poems, the annual cycle, physical elements, in short, the ecology of the North, are viewed 

as animated beings or somewhat more abstract entities produced by such beings (Clunies 

Ross 1987: 119). 

What Clunies Ross stresses with regard to Snorri’s Edda is the way he makes attempts 

of restructuring these animated ecological beings and systematising them in(to) mythical 

families (Clunies Ross 1987: 125). When arriving at the body of kenningar for the sea, this 

principle, however, comes less clearly through, and as Clunies Ross goes on to show, 

precisely the sea serves as a good example to address the radical reinterpretations 

performed by Snorri. Here, she arrives at the observation that the few family relations 

established for the sea circulate all around Ægir, Rán, and their daughters, the waves, and 

Clunies Ross rightfully concludes that this probably built up “the concept of Ægir as the 

anthropomorphic representative of the element of water” (Cunies Ross 1987: 126); a 

cunning inference which must be acknowledged so or in slightly modified form as will be 

discussed in greater detail later in the present thesis (see Ch.V.2). 

It is first in her famous Prolonged Echoes, volume 1 on the myths, that Margaret 

Clunies Ross gives a thorough explanation of her theory to PCRN, placing herself in line 

with the revised functionalist school of anthropology under Claude Lévi-Strauss as well as 

the structuralist school and cultural and symbolic anthropology over the last third of the 

twentieth century or so (1994: 15).204 Based on this theoretical basis, Clunies Ross develops 

a broader, holistic approach, looking at the myths in a larger system, and takes this 

approach further by adding a sociological perspective, looking out for the “general social 

structure” and “general semiotic significance” behind the systemic patterns to be found in 

 
204  It should be noted that Clunies Ross departs from Frazer’s speculative view on ritual, by way of Victor 

Turner’s symbolic anthropology, arriving through Austin’s speech-act theory at the post-Durckheimian view 

of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown (Clunies Ross 1994: 11–15). It is not until Lévi-Strauss’ work and other 

recent anthropological studies that Clunies Ross recognises the acknowledgment that “myth is socially and 

intellectually engaged that one’s interpretation of it must be firmly tied into both the material and the mental 

worlds that created it”, although she relativises the success of any dealings with the Old Nordic beliefs of 

Ancient Scandinavia: “Certainly, any modern interpretation can only be partial and suggestive of social 

relevance and modes of thought rather than indicative of them” (1994: 15). She also adds critical points 

towards Dumézil (Clunies Ross 1994: 16, esp. fn. 4; 80). 
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the myth (1994: 17f.).205 Thus, Clunies Ross finds a traditional world-view in the written 

manifestations of myths in a similar manner as Preben Meulengracht Sørensen (1991: 224; 

cf. Clunies Ross 1994: 19). This is based on her assumption that “myths are one of the 

means by which humans organise their experience and memory of events” (Clunies Ross 

1994: 24). In line with her earlier studies (Clunies Ross 1981; 1983; 1987), this approach 

leaves plenty of room for the sea to be explored within the same framework. 

Important also is the proposition of three pairs of oppositions that structure the myths 

of PCRN: ‘nature’ and ‘culture’, ‘female’ and ‘male’, ‘order’ and ‘disorder’ (Clunies Ross 

1994: 82).206 Arguing with Schjødt (1990), Clunies Ross acknowledges, of course, that 

these are modern terms which never will correspond exactly to Old Nordic terminology, 

which is why one must look out for emic terms and the contemporary Mediæval semiotic 

meaning to the people. Enlightening are Clunies Ross discussions of the ‘natural’ which 

she defines in the following terms:  

At all levels of analysis of Old Norse myths there is plentiful evidence that 

the natural is perceive, not as that which is simple, pure and good, a view 

that has dominated Western thinking since the Enlightenment and the 

Romantic movement in literature and art, but rather as something 

unorganised (if not disorganised), unconfined and above all mortal, in the 

sense of leading to death (Clunies Ross 1994: 83). 

As ‘nature’ is, according to Clunies Ross, imperfect, it is improved, shaped, and exploited 

by the æsir, hence assigning certain resources social meaning, and in the course to get to 

them, they establish interaction with the ‘giants’, at times also ‘dwarves’, which commonly 

possess them. Through this, but also in association with death, Clunies Ross states, that 

‘nature’ is the domain of ‘giants’ (1994: 83). There are, however, also powers or beings 

 
205  In systemising the beings of the myths in PCRN, Clunies Ross claims that they are defined by patterns 

similar to the factors that structure human cultures, often in a way that closely mirrors the culture of the 

people of the Old Nordic world. Hence, the myths of PCRN can only be understood by studying the different 

classes of beings and their common habitats in the mythical landscape of PCRN (Clunies Ross 1994: 48–50). 

This view is also meant to refute interpretations explaining the different classes of beings in PCRN as 

historically separate groups of deities which belong to different layers of PCRN, as Lotte Motz argued 

throughout several of her publications (1981; 1982; 1984).In order to establish her own argument, Clunies 

Ross carefully traces and analyses the of æsir, vanir, jǫtnar, and dvergar as different social groups throughout 

the larger portion of volume one of her Prolonged Echoes. This social world of PCRN, Clunies Ross claims, 

is characterised by a hierarchical organisation (1994: 75), which one must understand as a symbolic 

expression of actual historical ideas about society in the Ancient North. 
206  The aforementioned binaries, then, Clunies Ross believes to transport essential contradictions at the 

centre of a culture and here she follows Lévi-Strauss’s dictum that the basic opposition to be found in all 

societies is that of ‘nature’ and ‘culture’, from which other terms branch off in extension of the same base 

(see Clunies Ross 1994: 81f.). Hence, social patterns gain semiotic value along the same line of oppositions. 

In order to gain insights into the myths of PCRN, Clunies Ross finds it inevitable to take account of central 

social aspects or ideas of early Scandinavia, as far as this can be discerned today. 
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outside the sphere of the ‘gods and giants’ who represent physical forces of far mightier 

and more insusceptible to their control (Clunies Ross 1994: 52; 83; 262–7). 

Clunies Ross is inclined to believe that there was a usual direction of the dominantly 

male world of both gods and men against “female, presumably chthonic, forces”, in the 

myths represented by ‘giantesses’ (Clunies Ross 1994: 129). Thus, the binary paires are 

linked together,207 the sea becomes female chaotic nature. A good case is the birth of 

Heimdallr who Clunies Ross (1994: 174) believes to be born by the waves (cf. Ch.V.3). 

Clunies Ross goes on to think it “[…] likely from the admittedly fragmentary evidence that 

the reason why the sea was conceptualised as an entity where male and female principles 

met and mingled was that the foam that results from the action of the waves was likened 

to semen” (1994: 175).208 While much speaks in favour of an interpretation of beaches and 

coasts to be imagined in PCRN as “[…] the place of a god’s birth, a place at the fertile 

margin of earth and sea” (Clunies Ross 1994: 176),209 the line of argumentation provided 

by Clunies Ross, assuming a superior male power who begets a deity with the waves should 

be scrutinized well (see Ch. Ch.V.3).210  

While Margaret Clunies Ross’s approach can be said to be unique in many regards as 

it not only combines a structural functionalism with an early gender-oriented approach, it 

is at times reminiscent of eco-feminist perspectives which are yet to gain more room in 

PCRN’s current research-landscape. It is first and foremost on the structuralist and/or 

functionalist perspective that similarities can be found in other scholars’ works, like those 

 
207  Clunies Ross’s category ‘nature’, however, is not only closely associated with ‘chaos’ but also with the 

‘female’. The gendering dichotomy, associating ‘nature’ with the ‘female’ and ‘culture’ with the ‘male’, 

Clunies Ross refers to the initiating work by Ortner (1974) and held to be true also for early Scandinavia and 

PCRN in the universal, cross-cultural occurrence of the pattern. For further points on the gender dichotomy 

observed by Clunies Ross and others (e.g. Schødt 1986; 1991; Vestergaard 1991), see especially Ch. 5 of 

Prolonged Echoes (Clunies Ross 1994: 144–86). See also the important work by Meulengracht Sørensen 

(1983; 1993).  
208  For this assumption, Clunies Ross provides comparative evidence from Old Greek myth concerning the 

birth of Ἀφροδίτη [Aphrodítē] and certain Rabbinic texts (1994: 176 n.23). 
209  In connection with creation on the seashore, see also Clunies Ross’s interpretation of Rígsþula, where 

Rígr arrives the first settlement along the shore. Even more so the life-giving to Askr and Embla in Vǫluspá 

may show a clear parallel in place of action which Clunies Ross beliefs to be some sort of mythical pattern 

(Clunies Ross 1994: 181 with Steinsland 1983: 105; but cf. Neckel 1908: 118; Holtsmark 1942: 19). Based on 

principles of oral poetry after Albert Lord, she calls this a theme or basic motif (along others) which, with 

Harris (1983: 222), belongs to the deep structure inherent to early Germanic poetry and thus the myths of 

PCRN that can be found in a variety of sources (Clunies Ross 1994: 181f.). 
210  A fresh look at Clunies Ross’s arguments appears worthwhile, especially as she does not stop here and 

suggests, admittedly as her own speculations, that Njǫrðr might have been the unnamed father to Heimdallr 

and also proposing the idea that “Vǫluspá in skamma seems to offer a conscious alternative to the cosmogony 

and eschatology of Vǫluspá, presenting Heimdallr as the counterpart to the sons of Borr, […], a world 

concerned with events that take place after the death of Baldr” (Clunies Ross 1994: 177). 
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of Jens Peter Schjødt for instance. While Schjødt has in his recent publications been 

arguing for a revived or revised comparativism in the study of PCRN (see Ch.III.2), his 

research also has a pronounced focus on gender-questions, namely regarding masculinity 

and the religious ideals or aspects like initiation rituals of the male warrior groups. The sea, 

however, has figured little, except in Schjødt’s thoughts on PCRN’s cosmological 

structures (1990). While Schjødt’s discussion of ‘nature’ (1990:49–54) are worth noting, 

the sea is unfortunately undertheorized. A clearly gender-oriented approach is nonetheless 

followed by Britt-Mari Näsström who in her book Freyja – the Great Goddess of the North, 

published 1995, criticises Georges Dumézil and other structuralist views for leaving little 

room for female divinities, in particular in the rôle of the Great Goddess. While she rejects 

Dumézil’s ideas discussed above by holding tight to the evidence of Nerthus as mentioned 

by Tacitus as terra mater, she unfortunately leaves no room for the maritime link so 

strongly favoured by Dumézil (Näsström 1995: 53). Yet her approach produces some 

interesting insights regarding the relevant figure Mardǫll/Marðǫll (see Ch.V.3). 

II.6.7 Current State 

Considering thus the current state in research in PCRN, one may value the recent 

overviews by, for instance Jens Peter Schjødt 2017, or sumarize with with Clunies Ross: 

It is probably true to say that most scholars of the pre-Christian religions of 

the North in the post-1970 era would subscribe to views about the nature of 

myth and religion that see both as fundamentally social practices: in the 

case of religion, as a means by which human societies encode conceptions 

of a general order of existence and provide a relation to the numinous; in 

the case of myth, as a vehicle for narratives (which vary from the embryonic 

to the epic) that express a society’s fundamental concerns and problems, 

whether these relate to concepts of creative events of the past that brought 

the world into being and may lead to its destruction, or to significant forces 

in the here and now (Clunies Ross 2019b: 584). 

Similar views can be found amongst other recent and current scholars who provide helpful 

insights built upon in this thesis.211 

 
211  Gro Steinsland defines PCRN with its myths and rites amongst other forms of cult as necessarily social, 

following “de modellene som samfunnet er strukturert etter” (2005: 30), and a similarstance can be detected 

behind the research of Preben Meulengracht Sørensen (1940–2001). The above said may also easily extended 

into further areas of research into PCRN, studying essentially the smaller and larger collective–social 

contexts and backgrounds of practicing and performing PCRN. As John Lindow has pointed out: “In folklore 

studies this represented the beginning of the so-called performance turn, that is, an emphasis on folklore as 

the very moment when a tale is told, a song is sung, a behaviour is carried out. There may be a parallel there 

with ‘new philology’ in its return to the artefact and its social context (Lindow 2019: 141). Several scholars, 

most importantly Terry A. Gunnel, have extended this approach in their study of PCRN. 
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It comes as no big surprise that amongst the most recent developments, trying to 

overcome some of the limitations of social-constructivist approaches, one also finds some 

first attempts to the study of PCRN foreshadowing the interests of the new environmental 

humanities,. Probably the earliest and best representative of this direction is A. Mathias 

Valentine Nordvig who has coind the concept of ‘eco-mythology’.212 In his doctoral 

dissertation from 2014, Nordvig approaches the myths of PCRN and through them the 

impact of the ecosystem on Mediæval Scandinavian society during the Viking and Middle 

Ages, from the ninth to thirteenth century. Within this framework the sea is of utter 

importance:  

it is the impact of the sea on cultural development and conceptualizations 

of human existence—its central status in the Old Norse worldview—that I 

associate with the myths. This is a broad perspective that is common to all 

regions of early Scandinavian culture: from Danmǫrk to Svalbarð, and from 

Svíþjóð to Vínland. (Nordvig 2014: 9). 

With this broad perspective, eco-myths represent to Nordvig “cultural response narratives 

to important sites and spaces in the ecosystem of the Scandinavian and North Atlantic 

region” (2014: 10), which he studies by employing cognitive theories of linguistics and 

spatial experience, but in particular also the concept of collective memory. For Nordvig, 

such myths can be a means of building up knowledge (in a pre-scientific sense) of the 

ecosystem, which they transmit in order to aid society in its survival.213 Thus, myth reflect 

a society’s world-view and develop in concert with it (see Nordvig 2014: 15).  

In particular, Nordvig stresses the rôle of the sea in PCRN based on its real-worldly 

dimension as enabler of survival. He emphasizes this in the myth of ‘Þórr’s fishing’ (cf. 

Ch.V.2) where it is dealing with fishing and thus with the providing of food, which is 

stressed as a key-quality of Þórr and a reason why the myth should have become immense 

popular and linked with the landnám of Iceland, also leaving traces on narratives of 

colonization associated with Greenland and Vínland, where the myth became reconfigured 

to deal with exploitation (2014: 223f.). Nordvig thus traces a historical development of the 

 
212  The term is inspired by Åke Hultkrantz’s ecological approach to religion (Nordvig 2014:17f.; 2015:82f.). 
213  One may observe that this functionalistic-pragmatic perspective is taken by Nordvig in order not to fall 

back into the same patterns of the Nature-Romantics (or the ‘naturism’ of the Oxford School after Max 

Müller and others, see above), whose understanding of ‘nature-myths’ is reduced to the mythogenesis, 

meaning that humans fancied myth from their perception of the physical world. This, as Nordvig points out, 

must be rejected but can be opposed with the question in how far the physical world takes part in 

mythopoesis, thus asking for the socio-cultural rôle of ecology in myths. As myths’ “primary function in 

society”, Nordvig sees thus the “survival” of human collectives (Nordvig 2014: 13), which he refers to in 

Malinowskian terms as “mythical charters of tradition”. See also Nordvig 2015:78f.; 84. 
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myth in concert with the general history of the North and the Scandinavian diaspora, 

especially during the Early Middle Ages of the víking-era and further. This perspective or 

conception of myth is also characterized by Nordvig as evolutionary, that is evolving in 

dependence on its wider cultural or physical environment (2014: 186). Therefore, also, are 

the eco-myths in particular marked out as highly indigenous narratives.214 

While Nordvig may go somewhat too far in ascribing the myth of ‘Þórr’s fishing’ such 

a particular and far-reaching significance, which will be returned to below(see Ch.IV.4),215 

it is most interesting how Nordvig’s approach lets him state that in the way as the ‘fishing-

myth’ deals with everyday daring and danger, fear and food-supply, it forms a “response 

to the sea as a primary force in the ecosystem”, one that is indicative for “the status of the 

sea in the worldview: the sea is not otherness, it is not a distant Úthaf, rather it can be 

appropriated and it is a cultural entity” (2014: 188). Thus, the sea (or úthaf) is “a centralized 

entity in the worldview” (Nordvig 2014: 191), not the ‘outer sea’ on the periphery:  

It functions not only as the source of food but also as the source of wealth, 

the basis for society and the upkeep of social structure, as well as the source 

of major social and religious change. The sea is the foundation of Viking 

society ǀ and the primary tool, the waterway, for supporting networks 

(Nordvig 2014: 191f.). 

Nordvig argues that Early Mediæval Scandinavians were aware of precisely these aspects 

of the sea, yet always together with the knowledge that the sea also brings demise and 

destruction (Nordvig 2014: 192), and thus they would place it at the centre.  

  

 
214  Therefore Nordvig can interestingly claim that the impact of Christianity and Latin-learned writing on 

the written sources to PCRN becomes secondary (2014: 222f.). 
215  This may be especially true for his conclusions regarding the relevance and spread of the myth, 

influencing or turning into other myths about Þórr across from Mediæval Icelandic sǫgur to Dudon’s writing 

(cf. Ch.IV.3). Different views on the myth of ‘Þórr’s fishing’ will considered in Ch.IV.4. 
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III. Framework of the Thesis: Approaching the Sea in PCRN 

Moving on from the previous section’s discussion of other scholars’ ways of approaching 

the sea in PCRN, this chapter is dedicated the approach taken in the present thesis. It will 

outline the theoretical framework and methodological considerations that will inform the 

way in which the northern seas, and their depiction(?) in PCRN, are broached in the present 

thesis. As has already been indicated in the Introduction (Ch.1), this study is generally 

interested in the different rôles the sea can potentially be seen to have played in PCRN, 

and the way it was understood and/or represented. This is, of course, a rather broad topic 

which will be narrowed down to a specific set of questions and sources as will be clarified 

explained in the following chapters. 

III.1 Sources and their (Comparative) Value 

Studying the rôle of the sea in PCRN means considering a number of very different sources 

as the sea must be recognised as a core element that affected a majority of people of pre-

Modern Scandinavia: their cultures, beliefs, and most areas of their everyday lives. The sea 

is therefore mentioned or referred to in countless examples throughout the entire textual 

corpus. It is also referenced or presupposed in a great number of visual representations. 

Then there is, of course, a rich body of archæological finds, providing evidence that the 

people of Scandinavia not only frequented the northern seas and lived along their shores, 

but also included the sea in many ways into their socio-cultural sphere, giving certain 

elements associated with the sea a deeper, symbolical meaning. 

This raises the question of how far exactly one should go in an attempt to create a 

meaningful picture of the rôle of the sea in PCRN, as many of the possible sources only 

provide superficial evidence, the information that they contain often only being accessible 

through substantial amounts of interpretation—if not conjecture or speculation. This means 

that the links to PCRN hinted at by many literary sources or material (archæological) 

objects remains in many cases problematic, if not uncertain, whatever earlier scholarship 

might suggest (cf. Ch.II).216 

 
216  The most illustrious examples relating to the sea in some sense are perhaps the unique boat-graves of the 

Vendel/Merovingian Period and the Viking Age. For still invaluable overviews of this material see Müller-

Wille 1970; 1974; 1995; cf. Kobyliński and Rabiega 2015. While many Modern scholars have suggested boat-

graves to represent a belief in an afterlife beyond the sea. Critical studies have recognized that the neither 

the archæological finds nor the written sources dealing with such graves  support such a hypothesis with any 

certainty. See, for example, Ellis 1943: 16–29, and m0re recently Bill 2020.  
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If one resricts the potential sources to solid evidence in favour of beliefs or religious 

practices connected to the sea, it becomes clear that the sources drastically reduce in 

number. The sources presented in the following discussion, which will be referred to in 

later analyses in this present thesis, can be chronologically distinguished. The first group 

contains those sources contemporary to the pre-Christian period of the Iron Age of 

Scandinavia, which can be subdivided into different types of native Scandinavian evidence 

drawn from archæology, iconology, and runology. Alongside thise to those is the 

contemporary evidence from foreign sources written by both first- and second-hand 

witnesses from outside Scandinavia.217 On the threshold to the later written traditions of 

the Middle Ages are other sources which must be assumed to have gone through a long 

process of oral transmission, possibly over the course of centuries. These include firstly 

Old Nordic poetry with mythical content which has been preserved in a rich body of 

literary evidence from Iceland. To this, one can also add the toponomastical material found 

in place-names of all kinds and then the large body of evidence contained in other 

Mediæval literary sources from Scandinavia which contain possible (collective) memories 

of non-/pre-Christian beliefs and practices. Last but not least, it seems that Mediæval and 

Modern folklore may also contain some valuable evidence. Each genre will be presented 

separately in the following discussion of the different types of sources and their individual 

value, noting their strengths and weaknesses. 

III.1.1 Contemporary Scandinavian Sources on PCRN  

III.1.1.1 Archæological Finds 

Probably the most complex and complicated group of contemporary sources relating to 

PCRN are archæological finds,218 which prior to the dawn of the twentieth century were 

comparatively limited in number (cf. Ch.II.6.5). Archæology naturally provides seemingly 

direct access to beliefs, especially if we look at cult-sites, such as cult-houses, shrines, and 

other ritual sites, which can include burials. With regard to belief, however, the value of 

archæology is somewhat limited. As Christopher Abram rightfully observes: “artefacts of 

 
217  Since this thesis only considers the Iron Age (see Ch.I), earlier sources from Græco-Roman Antiquity 

will not be considered in any systematical fashion except where relevant and then in the notes. For a general 

discussion of the value of these sources for the study of PCRN see Polomé 1992. 
218  For general introductions and overviews on Scandinavian archæology, see, for instance T. Douglas Price 

(2015); the individual contributiors to edited volumes like Arkeologi i Norden 1–2 (ed. by Göran Burenhult 

1999–2000), and The Archaeology of Medieval Europe, Vol. 1 (ed. by James Graham-Campbell with 

Magdalena Valor). For more regionally confined overviews, see Bergljot Solberg (2003) on Norway; and 

Jørgen Jensen (2001–2006) on Denmark. 
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religious or potentially mythological significance can remain frustratingly silent about their 

identity, function and significance within a wider mythological–religious framework” 

(2011: 4). Indeed there is comparatively little evidence from the archæological material that 

echoes the literary myths and vice versa. All in all, reading religious or ritual meaning from 

archæological remains can become a hazardous undertaking due to the vagueness or 

ambiguity of the possible evidence these objects can provide. Illustrative examples of this 

will be discussed in the following section on figural and pictorial (iconological) evidence. 

It is clear that archæologists working on the Scandinavian Iron Age (and beyond) still 

provide a great deal of valuable insight into PCRN. The key-problem with regard to the 

subject of this thesis is that archæological studies investigating the rôle of the sea in PCRN 

hardly exist (see Ch.III.2). This has largely to do with the situation relating to the 

archæology of the sea. Indeed, as Robert Van de Noort (2011) has stated, archæologists 

have tended to maintain a land-based perspective and largely left the sea unchallenged. 

This, van de Noort claims, even applies to so-called maritime archæology, in which the 

anthropocentric orientation towards the sea dominates: in other words, its mastering, 

traversing, and exploitation (Van de Noort 2011: 14f.; 42).219  

While several archæologists studying the northern seas have noticed the importance of 

the sea over and above matters of nautical techniques, maritime economies, or marine 

resources (in other words, the mastery of the sea), little discussion has been made of 

matters of belief. While experts in the field like Barry Cunliffe, who has produced a notable 

stock of works on the rôle of the sea in pre-Modern Europe, stress the otherness of the sea 

and claim that its alien features find expression in beliefs and “the myth and folklore of the 

Atlantic shores” (Cunliffe 2017: 2–5), when it comes down to it this is usually no more than 

a point of departure for a study of the history of the human mastery of the sea (as applies 

to Cunliff’s work).220 A number of interesting finds will nonetheless be considered later, 

especially in Ch. IV.1, in relation to possible traces of ritual offerings to the sea, including 

 
219  Archæology, of course, helps us understand nautical technologies and skills connected to the building 

(including maintenance) of boats or ships, their rowing, sailing, navigation, and wider usage. It also offers 

increasing insights into the exploitation of the sea for food and other commodities. Little of this material 

nonetheless relates to the research-questions of this thesis. There are, however, notable exceptions to this. In 

a recent study, Einar Østmo (2020) points out how maritime techniques (or rather ways of maritime 

organisation) shifted in the North in times of great change suggesting that socio-cultural developments, and 

especially those relating to power-ideology and beliefs, and climatic-ecological changes occurred together. 
220  The most helpful contributions archæologists have made so far with relation to the research questions of 

this thesis address certain practices of wetland offerings or deposits. The general progress of such research 

will be considering later (see Ch.IV.1) because they indicate a sharpening of scholarly senses with regard to 

the ecological aspects of PCRN. The exceptional work of Robert Van de Noort is returned to below (Ch.III.2). 
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votive goods of maritime character, such as miniature boat-models (Ch. IV.2). Ch.IV.3 will 

then focus on representations of the sea itself, principally on picture-stones. The value of 

this latter category will be discussed separately in the following sub-chapter.  

III.1.1.2 Figural and Pictorial Representations 

There is good reason to discuss figural and pictorial representations separate from other 

archæological material, simultaneously underlining the fundamental distinction that exists 

between these two sub-categories. Figural representations are usually governed by the 

shape of an object as a whole, while in the case of pictorial carvings, the representation 

must be considered to be an addition to, or an extra dimension of a medially different carrier 

or so-called ‘picture-bearer’. In the latter case, the iconographical element(s) can thus be 

considered to be a secondary feature added to an object which has another distinct function. 

While pictorial aspects may be meant to underline the function of the picture-bearer, they 

may also naturally have a purpose of their own, unconnected to the object carrying them. 

While it might appear obvious that figural objects work somewhat differently—one can 

usually say that the iconography is the object’s primary quality—it is important to be 

cautious and distinguish between the iconological and other levels of meaning. In the case 

of an object arguably in the shape of Þórr, such as the famous Eyrarland-figurine (ÞJMS 

10880/1930-287), for instance, it is not immediately clear whether it was meant to be a 

helping charm, a protective amulet, or simply a gaming-piece (Kristján Eldjárn 1982; 

Perkins 2000). The same applies to the relatively wide-spread motif found on carved stones, 

potentially depicting Þórr fishing for the miðgarðsormr (Meulengracht Sørensen 1986) 

discussed in Ch.V.2.3, as the purpose of the image is unclear. 

Figural representations generally receive a great deal of attention and have been 

systematized in many ways.221 They may be classified or at least referred to in different 

terms, as figurines, miniatures, or similar, but share the common feature of aiming to 

represent something three-dimensional, while visual resemblance being ultimate goal.222 

With regard to such objects, it may appear that there are hardly any direct links to the sea 

(indeed, the sea itself is never represented in figural terms to the present author’s 

knowledge) tere are a small number of objects prompt ideas of indirect relations to the sea, 

as with miniatures of boats or various anthropomorphic figurines believed to represent 

 
221  See, for instance, the recent studies by Nicolai Lanz 2020 and Katherine Beard 2019. 
222  Visual resemblance may be understood as an open concept or scale, spanning from the abstract or 

symbolic to the realistic, although one naturally has to be cautious about applying Modern notions onto 

iconographical representations from pre-Mediæval Scandinavia. 
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deities of PCRN relating to the sea. The advantage of these objects is that their materiality 

and craftsmanship of them along with their specific finding-contexts commonly point to 

some relation to belief, as the cases like depositions. When it comes to attempts to un 

derstand their meaning, however, these kinds of objects are bound to share the same fate 

as pictorial carvings, since there is little possibility of any unambiguous interpretation, as 

will be shown later in the thesis. 

At this point, however, it may be worthwhile proposing a scheme of significance, 

taking the famous Eyrarland-figurine as an example (see Ch.V.2). Richard Perkins (2001) 

has made it plausible that this figurine represents Þórr in the act of blowing to create a wind 

suggesting the idea that it may well have served as a charm or amulet. While there may be 

good reasons to doubt individual arguments made by Perkins (see, for example, Abram 

2011: 6f.), one should not discard the ocerall considerations as a whole. Indeed, while the 

precise association with Þórr might stand on somewhat unstable grounds, this should not 

prevent us from accepting the idea of the figurine being a charm for fair winds at sea, if 

finding-context, and/or comparative material, and/or historical–textual accounts support 

this interpretation.Overall, what I propose is a more flexible model which leaves room for 

several possible deities or paraphysical entities to take the place of the signified in a 

figurative representation, as in the case of the EYRARLAND-figurine, or the boat-miniatures 

and ships-figureheads discussed below (Ch.IV.2). 

Aside from these figural representations, there are a number of (in)famous pictorial 

representations from the period in question, which usually take the form of very fine 

executed, shallowly incised carvings in stone or wood.223 Distinctive groups of such 

carvings can be identified, as with the so-called Gotlandic picture-stones (see Ch.IV.4), 

other carvings, however, are uncategorized occasional artefacts, or an individual motif on 

a rune-stone. Obviously relevant here is the use of boat- or ship-motifs on standing-stones 

from the Migration Period and Viking Age (see, for instance, Varenius 1992: 51–103). A 

great difficulty of depictions of this kind is their aforementioned highly ambiguous 

character which makes most of them of little value for this thesis. One must be wary of 

ascribing all nautical symbolism as having with a religious quality (as, for instance, Schjødt 

1995; Ellmers 1995; Kobyliński 1995; Kobyliński and Rabiega 2018). As with other objects, 

 
223  Technically speaking, these carvings on the stone-slabs are two-dimensional representations, but it 

appears that they were initially colourized (Lamm and Nylén 2003: 82–5; Oehrl 2019/i: 291–3). 
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only those depictions that are given some religious significance by their archæological 

context, comparative evidence, and historical–textual sources will be considered here.224  

What makes the category of pictorial representations one of the most interesting 

sources for this thesis, however, is the way they depict the sea, as in the case of the 

Gotlandic picture-stones. Largely overlooked is the way that on a number of these stones 

the sea is represented pars-pro-toto by waves which are characterized with zoomorphic 

features (see Ch.IV.2.3). The major difficulty with the picture-stones, however, is the way 

they are often only preserved in fragments, many of the stones having been damaged and 

weathered, making it often impossible to ‘read’ them properly (if at all). The new 

technologies of 3D-scanning and digital rendering (RTI) nonetheless promise fruitful 

results for the future (Oehrl 2012; 2019/1).225 Still, it is limited what the iconography can 

tell us alone, which leads us to the written sources. 

III.1.2 Contemporary Foreign Accounts 

Several non-Nordic accounts preserved outside Scandinavia are of special significance for 

insights into PCRN as they contain contemporary descriptions of certain Nordic and 

Germanic beliefs or cults which attracted Greek, Roman, Christian, Jewish, or Muslim 

authors. Most valuable here are those accounts dealing with cult-images, votive offerings, 

or other rituals described in their pre-Mediæval (non-Christian) Nordic contexts, which 

either interested or offended visitors of different cultural backgrounds. Understandably, 

PCRN beliefs attached to the sea only play a minor rôle in the extant foreign sources.  

The accounts in question are all very different in kind, meaning that the following 

groupings remain partially artificial. They include texts written in a variety of non-Nordic 

languages, ranging from Latin to Greek and Arabic, and include the early vernacular 

writings of the countries neighbouring Scandinavia. As noted above, what all of these 

writers share is their external viewpoint making them to some degree ethnographic. The 

early Hellenistic (Ancient Greek) and Roman (Ancient Latin) accounts share a perspective 

of cultural hegemony, looking down on their ‘barbaric’ neighbours, while others, 

especially those written in the Middle Ages tend to be biased by their religious position. 

 
224  Principally, here we face once again the same problems that affect the above-mentioned boat-burials, 

and or ship-formed stone-settings. 
225  Another problem is fact that the only comprehensive scholarly edition of the material, Die Bildsteine 

Gotlands, published in two volumes in 1942–42 by Sune Lindqvist, has not been updated or replaced (see 

Lamm 2012 for a research-history). This is particularly sad when one considers that the number of known 

stones has increased greatly in recent years, and that adjustments and improvements have been made with 

regard to both classification and dating of the stones (Varenius 1992; 2012; Imer 2012). 
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The Ancient Hellenistic and Roman World 

Even though this thesis focuses on the so-called Germanic Iron Age, earlier accounts from 

the centuries around the beginning of the Common Era cannot be ignored entirely. These 

provide valuable evidence on the beliefs and rituals of the Germanic peoples or ‘tribes’ 

living on the fringe of Scandinavia, as they were encountered by Roman and Greek authors 

of Classical Antiquity, especially during the time of the Imperium Rōmānum (commonly 

27BCE to 476CE).226  

Especially important with regard to the religion of the Germanic peoples is the work 

of the Roman historiographer Publius Cornelius Tacitus (c.58–120), and especially 

Germania, probably written around 100CE (cf. Schumann 2004). This text has been 

systematically used as a source for PCRN and early Germanic culture ever since its first 

edition around c.1470.227 Germania is in many regards unique source, providing plenty of 

information about different Germanic tribes, their locations, their lifestyles, and their 

customs. However, it must be remembered that Tacitus was writing for an imperialistic 

Roman audience, which had a strong sense of cultural dominance with regard to the 

‘barbaric’ people of the North, something which might compromise its value for the study 

of PCRN (see, for instance, Timpe 1992). What also needs to be remembered is that 

Tacitus, with all likelihood, never saw any of the things he describes, his work being 

wholly based on the accounts and possibly writings of others (see further, Pohl 2004: 62). 

With these reservations in mind, Germania can still be seen as a valuable ethnographical 

work which also includes a few information on the rôle of the sea in PCRN (see Ch.IV.A).  

Few other works of this kind can be exploited directly for the purpose of this thesis. 

While further pieces of information by Ancient Roman or Greek historiographers exist, 

they often touch on the sea in a less systematic fashion, thereby offering less help. All the 

same, it is worth noting that relevant mention of Germanic people, their beliefs, and the 

sea is not limited to strictly historiographical literature. Of particular interest is a 

philosophical and theological debate involving information about Celtic and/or Germanic 

people, who are said to fight back the sea with swords. This debate, carried out by Ancient 

scholars all around the Mediterranean between the fourth century BCE and the third century 

CE, will be returned to in Ch.IV.A. 

 
226  Additional information on Græco-Roman sources will be mentioned wherever relevant. For helpful 

discussions of the general value of antique sources for the study into PCRN, see, Polomé 1992; Janson 2019. 
227  For a valuable discussion of the editorial history, see Robinson’s edition from 1935. For a thorough 

analysis of the transmission of mss and the early humanist reception of Germania, see Mertens 2004.  
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The (Early) Middle Ages 

As the Middle Ages approach the amount of source material from external or foreign 

contexts relevant for the study of PCRN, increases. One reason for this may be the general 

growth in the production of literature in the young Christian–Mediæval countries 

neighbouring the North. With regard to the rôle of the sea in PCRN, however, these sources 

once again provide little more information, even though the various maritime activities of 

the Nordic people were becoming frequently reported during the Viking Age, as they 

increasingly interfered with the other European people. Reports of visits undertaken to 

Scandinavia by foreigners, such as Carolingian missionaries, merchants, and others,228 

nonetheless contain some valuable information regarding PCRN in general, some of the 

most relevant sources of information coming from Arab travellers who have left a 

comparatively large number of accounts stemming from this period.229  

Other more relevant and engaging accounts touching on the late PCRN would be 

written in central Europe towards the final phases of the Christian mission, in the 

Carolingian world. Thietmarus (also Dietmar and Dithmar; 975–1018), ‘episcopus 

Merseburgensis’, for example, wrote a Chronicon which is generally recognized as an 

important source, on the early history of the Saxons and the Western Slavs. For the study 

of PCRN, most attention has been paid to Thietmarus’s report of an annual sacrifice at 

Lejre in Denmark. Useful comparative material can nonetheless also be found in 

Thietmar’s Chronicon chs. 23 [17] and 52 about the Slavonic people and the place of 

 
228  Two remarkable sources are the brief accounts commonly known as Ohthere’s Voyages and Wulfstan’s 

Voyage survive from the reign of Ælfrēd (847/49–899), ‘rex Anglorum et Saxonum’. Both accounts are 

preserved in the Old English translation of Paulus Orosius’ Historiarum adversum paganos historiarum libri 

VII from the late ninth century. They provide unique and relatively trustworthy first-hand experiences relating 

to the North: Ohthere is said to travel all the way from Hålogaland around the North Cape and further, and 

also to Sciringes heal[h] (later Kaupang) in southeast Norway, while Wulfstan’s journey goes from Haddeby 

to Troso (now Jańow Pomorski ) and around to the Ests. While these accounts concern sea-voyages and 

further details about the maritime culture of the time, they make no comment on the rôle of the sea in PCRN 
229  One of the most well-known Arabic accounts which has some potential relevance for this thesis, is that 

of Aḥmad ibn Faḍlān ibn al-ʿAbbās ibn Rāšid ibn Ḥammād (879–960) known under the title Risala. This was 

written after a diplomatic mission in 921–22 from Baġdād (بغداد) to the so-called Volga Bulgars, on which ibn 

Faḍlān reached the Rūsiyyah, where he witnessed the funeral of a local chieftain: Described in rich detail, 

the funeral ended with the cremation of the chieftain on his boat. This description has been one of the major 

sources in argumentation regarding boat-burials. One can, however, ask a series of critical questions about 

the nature of this account. Given that all the details of the events which Aḥmad ibn Faḍlān describes have 

some face-value, it must be admitted that we still know little about the identity and self-perception of the 

people he describes and to which forms of belief they adhered, for the Arabic terminology is no way clear. 

Nor do we know for sure whether the rituals reflect traditions carried to the East by people of Scandinavian 

descent or were adaptions of such older traditions to local circumstances, or perhaps the result of cultural 

assimilation with the local people (see Thorir Jonsson Hraundal 2014: 66; 72f.). Indeed, there may be reason 

to assume that ibn Faḍlān’s account may not describe any Scandinavian tradition at all but that of Turkic 

people such as the Altaic (Thorir Jonsson Hraundal 2014: 82–91).  
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worship of the Redaris, at a place called Riedegost, located by the Baltic Sea. Aspects of 

Thietmar’s account are mirrored in another later work from the end of the Scandinavian 

process of Christianization, Gesta Hammburgensis eclesiae Pontificum by Adamus 

Bremensis, composed soon after 1070 (GH/ii:21 [18]; ed. Schmeidler 1917:78). This material 

will be returned to in greater detail in Ch.IV.3, dealing with one of the best documented 

cult-sites by (and literally running into) the sea. a site which appears to have been used by 

a blended Scandinavian–Slavonic community, giving it intriguing comparative value. 

The last thext of this kind to have relevance here wasproduced only two generations 

after the Norman conquest of the coastal areas of the western Frankish realm by Dudon (or 

Dudo; c.960–1026), the canon and later dean of Saint-Quentin (‘Sancti Quintini 

decanus’).230 Dudon was commissioned to write a historiography or origo gentis of the 

Norman dukes, Gesta or rather Historia Normannorum,231 which was composed between 

996 and 1015 (Huisman 1984: 135). As Plassmann (2006: 244) underlines, Dudon was not 

himself a Norman and was therefore once again writing from an external viewpoint. This 

makes it rather difficult to decide the precise value of Dudon’s account as source on the 

rôle of the sea in PCRN (see Ch.V.2). Indeed, the overall reception of his work amongst 

Modern scholars has varied considerably (see Albu 2001: 14–7). Most recently, however, 

Benjamin Pohl (2015) has shown that Dudon’s work has a background in the wilful creation 

of a collective Norman identity and memory, raising the possibility that Historia 

Normannorum contains orally transmitted collective memories of PCRN like the other 

works noted above. 

III.1.3 Mediæval Sources  

As has been noted earlier, the largest amount and in many ways the most valuable of 

sources on PCRN come from the Christian Middle Ages. Finally, Nordic people were 

writing about their own culture, history, and beliefs for their own people, meaning that we 

get a great deal more information and concrete detail. This belated evidence is nonetheless 

also far from unproblematic and needs to be considered with great care. Major issues 

concerning sources that without doubt have originated in these Mediæval-Christian milieus 

will be discussed in the following section bearing in mind the fact that some of this material 

has earlier roots in the oral tradition. 

 
230  For a discussion about the credibility of Dudo‘s own account on the commissioning story, see 

Christiansen [ed.] 1998: xxiiif., which is rejected on fair grounds by Plassmann 2006: 245 fn. 12. 
231  On the title see: van Houts 1981: 107; Huisman 1984: 122; Plassmann 2006: 243. 
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III.1.3.1 The (Recordings of) Old Nordic Poetry 

A major source to PCRN—and thus this thesis—is the Old (West) Nordic poetry which 

has been preserved primarily in Mediæval Icelandic manuscripts, but nevertheless can be 

assumed to be have a background in the Germanic principles of poetry using alliteration 

and four-stress metre, the so-called long-line (Lehmann 1956).232 How old the tradition 

with the Scandinavian variants is exactly is one of the great mysteries and will probably 

never be solved entirely. This nonetheless leads to the major issue regarding the extant 

poetry: the age or dating of individual poems. While it has been argued that some of the 

extant Mediæval texts may echo their original state of composition—the idea being that 

they were transmitted orally over the centuries without much change (Lönnroth 1971)—it 

cannot be excluded that others may have changed radically over time, even been arranged 

(or even composed) close to their written recording (cf. Gísli Sigurðsson 1990: 247). Others 

may be the result of a careful re-use or re-shaping of verses known to a late Mediæval 

Icelander, perhaps in combination with later but now lost written records (Johansson 

2000:66).233 Some working-mechanisms with a background in oral tradition can certainly 

be detected in many areas of the extant poetry (cf. Harris 1983; 1985; Acker 1998), such as 

formulaic language (see, for instance, Lönnroth 1981; Szőke 2014; Ruggerini 2016), and 

suggestions of performative elements (Gunnell 1993; 1995; 2008; 2013; 2016; Mitchell 2001; 

Lönnroth 1978; 2009), considering the principles of collective memory (Hermann 2019; cf. 

Lönnroth 1971) it can be assumed that there is potentially much that is old in the surviving 

verses. Here, the very human side of forgetting and misunderstanding must also be 

accounted for as well as the deliberate will to change or new creation.234 Such aspects must 

be considered individually for each poem, even perhaps each stanza, and it may never be 

possible to reach a definite answer.235  

 
232  Earlier evidence of poetry exists in rune-inscriptions. See Naumann 2018 for an edition of this material. 
233  Such scenarios might indeed fit the circumstances in twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iceland, where the 

majority of the written recordings survive. This is a period sometimes referred to as a ‘renaissance’ of Old 

Nordic poetry and (hi)stories (cf. Abram 2011:11) because of the renewed or revived interest in the ancient 

lore and its particular poetical practices. 
234  Thus, while there may be countless reasons for single words, verses, or whole stanzas to change, probably 

the most serious issue is whether a whole poem could be the product of recent, learned composition, building 

on existing material and modes of poetry to create something new, with an appearance of age. 
235  The poetry used and cited in this thesis will whenever possible backed up with source-critical and 

research-historical information. Fortunately, recent projects like the Kommentar zu den Liedern der Edda, 

and the Skaldic Project provide solid discussions of most relevant matters. Important are the different criteria 

for dating, in particular those of a historical-linguistic kind discussed by Thorvaldsen 2016. 
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It is important to note that Modern scholarship has commonly distinguished between 

two main categories of Old Nordic-Icelandic poetry: so-called ‘skáldic’ poetry on the one 

hand and ‘eddic’ poetry on the other236—though this division is nowadays generally judged 

to be too artificial and has been subject to rather substantial deconstruction like in recent 

contributions like that by Helen F. Leslie-Jacobsen (2017), elaborating earlier criticism 

(Frank 1985: 159f.; Gunnell 2005: 82). For other helpful discussions, see Margaret Clunies 

Ross (2005:6f.). Such binary terminology typically used in Modern research is essentially 

a purely Modern distinction, separating ‘skáldic’ (or scaldic) and ‘eddic’ (or eddaic) poetry 

commonlyon the base of a mixture of different criteria involving metre, style or register, 

content, and pragmatic function. Such textual features, however, as has been regularly 

noted, do not show any clear distribution and do not exclude each other (Clunies Ross 

2016; cf. 2005: 21–9), which is why they should rather be understood as a continuum. Also 

regularly noted is the fact that ‘eddic’ poetry, in general, is transmitted anonymously while 

‘skaldic’ poetry is in most cases ascribed to a known poet, the skáld (n.sg.; skǿld, pl.). One 

can thus talk of two different poetic modes rather than two strict genres (see Brittany 

Schorn 2016; Clunies Ross 2005: 29f.).237 

Another interesting feature of those those two modes is the fact that ‘eddic’ poetry is 

commonly found in so-called fornaldarsögur, while ‘skáldic’ poetry is primarily found in 

konungasögur and Íslendingasögur, suggesting that during the Mediæval ‘renaissance’, 

the different modes of Old (West-) Nordic poetry were seen as having different temporatl 

features (Clunies Ross 2016:18). This, however, cannot be trusted as a work of age, 

something that might be more firmly established through the early grammatical treaties or 

poetological works like that of Snorri Sturluson (see Ch.II.2 and below). Something else 

that supports such a conceptual division as being emic might be the Old Icelandic 

terminology for the two most common metres, fornyrðislag (considered the typical ‘eddic’ 

measure) and dróttkvætt (the typical ‘skaldic’ measure), the former referring to ‘ancient 

words’, the latter to ‘court; retinue’, underlining the different context in which skáldic 

poetry was performed. Both branches of poetry thus seem to have been seen as goind back 

to a time before the Middle Ages (cf. Frank 1985: 160). 

With regard to preservation, apart from several single verses or (half-)stanzas of the 

‘eddic’ type found in fornaldarsögur, the main source for ‘eddic’poetry is the famous 

 
236  The term ‘skáldic’ is a kind of a tautology, since skáld means poet, while ‘eddic’ goes back to the the 

discovery of the ms. GKS 2365 4to, and its presupposed relation to the Edda by Snorri Sturluson (see below). 
237  See Bampi, Larrington, and Sif Rikhardsdóttir 2020: 317–20 with different mode-based subcategories. 
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codex GKS 2365 4to, a rather unobtrusive, small work, presumably produced c.1270 by an 

unknown scribe.238 The codex preserves 30 anonymous pieces of poetry (or lays), at times 

accompanied by pieces of prose, of which the poems known as Vǫluspá (Vsp), Grímnismál 

(Grm), Hárbarðsljóð (Hblj) Hymiskviða (Hkv), Lokasenna (Ls), Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana hin fyrri (HHu-I), and Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar (HHv) will be especially 

used in this thesis.239 The aforementioned commentaries and summaries in prose have been 

seen a sign of editorial work by one or several unknown collator/s, another sign being the 

apparently careful ordering of the lays which follows strong patterns in terms of content 

that has led to the common classification of the lays as ‘mythological’ and ‘heroic–

legendary’ (see below).  

Another codex, the AM 748 I a 4to, commonly believed to be written around c.1300 , 

also contains solely poetry of the ‘eddic’ mode, but is only a fragment. Its extant content 

overlaps to some degree with GKS 2365 4to, although the poems are not in the same order, 

and AM 748 I a 4to is the only work to transmit Baldrs draumar. In addition, some single 

pieces of this poetry, which will be referred to in this thesis, are found in composite codices 

of different kind: Hyndluljóð (Hdlj) in GKS 1005 fol. (Flateyarbók), dated 1387–1394; the 

so-called Rígsþula (Rþ), in AM 242 fol. with a redaction of Snorri’s Edda (see below); 

Grottasǫngr (Grs), which is cited in redactions of Skáldskaparmál (see below): completely 

in GKS 2367 4to and UBU Cat. 1374 / Hs 5.F.29 as well as one stanza in AM 748 II 4to;240 

and finally, Vǫluspá which is preserved in a two additional redactions outside of GKS 2365 

4to, namely in AM 544 4to (which belongs to the originally larger codex known as 

Hauksbók) from around the first half of the fourteenth century, and in part in the various 

mss of Snorri’s Edda (see below), where it is both directly cited in verse and partially 

rendered in prose. 

While the Edda cites or alludes to some of these and other unknown ‘eddic’ poems, it 

uses a much larger body of skáldic poetry, some of which is only cited piecemeal. Outside 

Snorri’s work, skáldic poetry is cited in countless sagas, forming a so-called prosimetrum. 

As noted above, ‘skáldic’ poetry is most prominently distinguished from ‘eddic’ poetry by 

its wide range of different metres and stricter poetic rules (see further Turville-Petre 1976; 

Clunies Ross 2005), as well as its use of so-called kenningar and heiti (see further: Guðrún 

Nordal 2001: 199–236; Schulte 2013; Bergsveinn Birgisson 2018; Wills 2021). The 

 
238  On the codex’s production and preservation see Drífa Krístin Þrastadóttir 2019. 
239  Further references will be made to Vafþrúðnismál (Vþm), Hávamál (Hm), and Reginsmál (Rm). 
240  For a recent evaluation of the relation between the text-witnesses, see Tolley 2007: 1f. . 
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individual poets behind the verses or stanzas referred to later in this thesis, will be 

introduced in connection with their quotations. Issues regarding the texts of individual 

poems and the manuscripts will be returned to where relevant (see, generally, Frank 1985: 

175–7). 

III.1.3.2 Prosaic and Narrative Sources 

A work of central importance for the study of PCRN in general and this thesis is the 

aforementioned Edda, assumed to have been written around c.1225 by Snorri Sturluson (cf. 

Ch.II.2). Snorri, a learned Icelander who was involved in contemporary politics and 

ecclesiastical matters, is also said to have been responsible for several other prominent 

works (see below). Unlike from these historiographical writings, his Edda, however, is a 

poetological work dealing with Old Nordic poetical diction which had seemingly become 

somewhat incomprehensible by the time of Snorri. The Edda is thus often regarded a 

guidebook for poets, somewhere between a short introduction to PCRN and a dictionary 

and grammar for Icelandic poetry. The book is preserved in four Mediæval redacitions: 

GKS 2367 4to (Codex Regius [R]), dated to the early fourteenth century; AM 242 fol. 

(Codex Wormianus or Ormsbók [W]), c.1340-1370 (Johannsson 1997:11–18); UBU Cat. 

1374 or Hs 5.F.29 (Codex Trajactinus, also Trektarbók [T˟], a paper ms. dated to c.1595, 

believed to be a copy of a thirteenth-century source (Faulkes 1985: 12–21); and DG 11 4to 

(Codex Uppsaliensis or Uppsala-Edda [U]).241 The text-critical relationship between these 

works remains uncertain and a topic of much scholarly dispute (Mogk 1879; Heusler 1908; 

Beck 2007; 2009). Following Faulkes (1987: xxxi f.), the individual redactions representing 

different compilations made at a later stage, deriving from Snorri’s original lost work. Each 

redaction has its own source value.242  

While the redactions vary in certain matter, they share a composition of four parts. The 

text begins with a Prologus that situates Snorri’s work from a Christian perspective by 

drawing on the Mediæval concept of ‘natural religion’ (Malm 2018), thus rejecting the 

belief in the æsir as wrongdoing while simultaneously relativizing it as being blameless 

owing to a lack of better knowledge (cf. Ch.II.2). The following Gylfaginning (Gfg) 

provides a dialogic account of the characters of PCRN and its central myths. Next, 

 
241  In addition there are Mediæval redactions of Skáldskaparmál alone: AM 748 I b 4to [A], c.1300–1325;  

AM 757 a 4to [B], c.1400; AM 748 II 4to [C], c.1390–1410, beside numerous later paper mss. 
242  Regarding the rather special status of the ᵁEdda, for instance, see Klingenberg 1999; Beck 2007 or 

Heimir Pálsson 2019; cf. Heusler 1908; Mogk 1925. On its particular composition, see Krömmelbein 1992. 
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Skáldskaparmál (Skm) then explains the most central poetical devices of Old Nordic 

poetry, such as  kenningar and heiti, all of which crucial for the understanding of the 

complex skáldic poetry. The technicalities of skáldic metre are then illustrated in the 

following poem Háttatal (Htt).243 At the end of this, one commonly finds so-called þulur, 

listings of synonymous heiti, in which there are great variations in the extant manuscripts, 

suggesting they may well be later additions. 

While the Edda is invaluable for the study of PCRN because it preserves numerous 

quotations from poetry, Snorri regularly goes further, providing abridged renderings of 

poetry in re-worded prose, something explaining verses but at times standing alone. Herein 

lie also the greatest difficulties of the Edda, because it is almost impossible to decide when 

and whether Snorri might have known further sources or material which diverges from the 

known poetry, or whether he invents stories—a hotly debated issue in recent research 

(Mogk 1925; Baetke 1954; Holtsmark 1962; Dronke/Dronke 1977; Clunies Ross 1987; 1992; 

Beck 1992; 2013; 2015; van Nahl 2013). This must all be born in mind, along Snorri’s 

particular approach as a scholar writing about PCRN (see Ch.II.2), when using the Edda. 

Snorri’s work leads us to another relevant type of sources, the (semi-)historiographic 

literature about the lands and people of Scandinavia (cf. Lassen 2018: 159f.).244 As an 

European genre with a background in Græco-Roman historiography, synoptic Mediæval 

Latin works like Historia Norwegiæ (c.1210), survive alongside early texts in the 

vernacular such as, for instance, Snorri’s Heimskringla which covers the history of the 

Norwegian kings from their mythical past to the year 1177.245 In many ways, Heimskringla 

should be viewed as a compilation of individual so-called konungasögur, that is Old 

Icelandic narratives about legendary and historical kings, which appeared alongside 

hagiographic and other ecclesial–religious and educational works from the twelfth century 

onwards, which will be returned to later where relevant. During the thirteenth century, 

other forms of saga-literature (including minor forms, that is þǽttir) began developing, the 

most important taking forms distinguished by Modern scholarship as Íslendingasögur and 

fornaldarsögur—distinctions which may actually not be that clear-cut.  

 
243  Contrary to the preserved ordering, it is commonly accepted today that Snorri created his Edda in reverse 

order, starting with Htt in 1222/23, later adding Skm and then Gfg. The authorship of the Prologus is uncertain. 
244  For proper historiographies one may consider Landnámabók and Íslendingabók alongside some 

translated chronicles and works of world-history, in addition to diplomata and annals. 
245  In fact, Heimskringla is transmitted anonymously, and its attribution to Snorri an accepted convention. 

Heimskringla as we know it today appears to be a later redaction, likely going back to the largely lost ms. 

‘Kringla’, dated c.1260. This in turn may have an origin in earlier, separate parts which have been unified in 

the Kringla-redaction, Óláf saga helga from c.123o being the oldest (Jørgensen 2007). 
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More crucial, perhaps, have been the scholarly debates about the source-value of the 

different sagas, among other things for the study of PCRN (Schjødt 2000; Clunies Ross 

2018).246 While Íslendingasögur generally have attracted a great deal of research, they “are 

not much use as a primary source for Norse myth, per se” (Abram 2011: 21), but rather as 

a source for collective memories of cult-practice, individual rituals, and the worship of 

particular gods (Meulengracht Sørensen 1992; Böldl 2005). The fornaldarsögur, dealing 

with legendary times in mainland Scandinavia, on the other hand, are often only available 

in (Early-)Modern redactions The rôle of the fornaldarsögur as sources of information on 

PCRN has nonetheless been returned to in recent years (Lassen 2003). Such questions are 

complex and will be returned to in the case of individual sagas later. 

Another source that needs mention in this context is the Latin Gesta Danorum by Saxo 

‘grammaticus’ (d. tpq.1208),247 which contains aspects of all the different types of prose 

(or prosimetric) literature accounted for above, both Scandinavian and Continental, and 

indeed, Saxo himself used a broad variety of sources, both Icelandic and works such as 

Dudon’s Historia Normannorum. Its value as a source on PCRN has received increasing 

interest in recent years (Lassen 2018: 160–9; Wellendorf 2018: 71–83), underlining it can be 

approached in a similar way to Heimskringla (Mundal 2010; Lassen 2010) or the Edda 

(Clunies Ross 1992; see also Ch.II.2). Indeed, Saxo is our sole source from Mediæval 

Denmark, offering some kind of balance to the Icelandic sources. It also contains a broad 

range of interesting information on the sea in PCRN which it considers from a unique, 

different perspective. 

Last but not least, we have (Late-)Mediæval and (Early-)Modern folklore which 

provides an important additional source on PCRN if used with care. Indeed, several points 

will be touched on in this thesis for which the Mediæval transmission is scarce, but where 

extant folklore might potentially fill in some gaps. As has been noted in Ch.II, retrospective 

use of materials has a long and not unproblematic history from the time of Jacob Grimm 

(see Ch.II.5; II.6.2; cf. Nordberg 2013; Gunnell 2020b: 197f.). It has nonetheless received 

increasing attention in recent years among others by those expressing the so-called 

 
246  Such questions which have been judged rather differently over time. Interestingly, fornaldarsögur have 

recently recovered from some sort of vacuum of disinterest. Through a growing number of academic 

endeavours, the perception of these texts has greatly changed in recent years (Discroll 2018). 
247  Little is known about Saxo’s life. He appears as a cleric under Archbishop Absalon (d.1208) and his 

successor Anders Sunesøn (d. 1228) in Lund and must have been writing on his Gesta between c.1190 and 

1208/19. Apart from from some very interesting fragments, the earliest preserved text of Gesta Danorum is 

the printed edition from 1514 executed by Christiern Pedersen. 
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‘retrospective method’ (see Heide and Bek-Pedersen 2014). Such approaches, however, 

remain problematic and always need care (Gunnell 2014; 2020a; 2020b; cf. Schjødt 2014). 

Such and other related methodological issues will be returned to in the following section. 

III.2 Theory and Method 

As has been noted above, thconsiders the sea in PCRN as much as individual deities or 

mythical entities are studied by seeking out all of the ways in which they are (re-)presented 

in the individual sources or as analytical concepts within the field of PCRN (further 

Ch.III.2.2 below). The ‘sea’, however, is naturally somewhat different to a deity, a 

supernatural being, a (sacred) object, or a (sacred) site—entities which do not exist outside 

the sphere of PCRN. It is close to other categories of non- or more-than-human entities, 

such as animals, trees and other plants, geological features, atmospherical activities, and 

astronomical phenomena. That being said, the sea remains an object of inquiry that would 

seem to lie beyond one’s grasp if only because of its extreme vastness and vast extremes—

making it what Timothy Morton has theorized as a ‘hyperobject’, in the sense of “things 

that are massively distributed in time and space relative to humans” (2013: 1). Even in the 

present day, only a marginal percentage of the world’s sea(s) has been mapped in terms of 

oceanic geography and ecology. In order not to “drown” in the sea then, it is important to 

set certain limitations that and outline how the ‘sea’ will be approached here.  

III.2.1 Conceptualizing the Northern Seas for the Present Study 

The first thing that needs to be said is that the expression ‘the sea’ will be primarily be used 

throughout this thesis as a means of denoting the large bodies of saltwater which cover the 

surface of the Earth, all of which are characterized first and foremost by a salinity (or 

saltiness) that typically distinguishes them from other bodies of water or aqueous 

phenomena such as rivers, lakes, rain, and glaciers which would require their own, 

differentiated study (cf. Helmreich 2011: 133).248 As an element, the sea is comprised of a 

range of recognizable and measurable physical conditions (abiotic factors) such as waves 

and ocean currents, which are both primarily linked to wind, as well as tides. To these, one 

can add the connection to typical geographical features visible in the different topographies 

or coastal landforms which surround the sea and can be geologically distinguished by being 

erosional or depositional types. There are, however, numerous other aspects of ‘the seas’ 

 
248  As such, Veronica Strange (2005: 97f.) suggests, that water’s diversity and mutability is the essence of 

its meaning. I nonetheless second Helmreich, who stresses “that such mutability has no meaning apart from 

human conceptions of it” (2011: 133). See Ch.III.1.B. below on the theories behind other concepts of the sea. 
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which are inaccessible to the eye of the beholder—the internal deep-sea processes and the 

various atmospheric effects which influence the behaviour of the sea. First discovered and 

understood by modern scientific methods,249 such forces can nonetheless be recognised on 

a basic level through the seasonal variations or (ir-)regularities they cause. In tspite of the 

above, the sea can be understood as a phenomenon that maintains relative constancy over 

time—even though individual aspects of the sea, like surges, floods, and the like alter in 

intensity—and can thus be subject(ed) to historical investigation, as I hope to show below 

in the present thesis.  

The northern seas studied here, of course, are marked by a range of restrictions, starting 

with the geographical dimension, which again informed by other contextual factors. 

Because of the chronological timeframe of this thesis, ‘the sea’ under discussion here will 

not stretch beyond the world known by Scandinavians of the Iron Age (and Early Middle 

Ages). The northern seas here are thus limited by the aforementioned chronological and 

cultural frame. While being a somewhat unconventional term, ‘the northern seas’ here 

denotes the whole complex of what is commonly referred to today as the Nordic Seas, that 

is the Norwegian Sea (Norskehavet), the Iceland Sea (Íslandshaf), and the Greenland Sea 

(Grønlandshavet) to the west and north-northwest of Scandinavia,250 although the North 

Sea to the (south)west of Scandinavia, and the Baltic Sea to the (south)east of Scandinavia 

are also included here.251 

If one acknowledges what has been suggested above that the varying oceanological 

conditions of the northern seas (closely related to more generally shifting ecological–

climatological conditions) around the first millennium CE were clearly more significant for 

the lives of people than has hitherto been accepted, or, at the very least, accounted for in 

past scholarship, it is clear that the sense of the sea as an uncontrolled and constantly 

changing force and an open, multi-faceted entity is bound to have played a key-rôle in 

PCRN beliefs, myths, or rituals. 

 
249  Introductions to general oceanology are numerous, but such covering a similar limited geographical area 

as this thesis include the works of Unnstein Stefánsson (1999) on Iceland and Bogi Hansen (2000) on the 

Faeroe Islands. For a more concise picture of the Northern North-Atlantic or Nordic Seas, see Schäfer, 

Thiede, Gerlach, Graf, Suess, and Zeitzschel 2001, and Drange, Dokken, Furevik, Gerdes, Berger, Nesje, 

Orvik, Skagseth, Skjelvan, and Østerhus 2005.  
250  Not included in this definition is the Denmark Strait (Danmarksstrædet), also called the Greenland Strait 

(Grænlandssund), running between Iceland and Greenland, located in the southwest of the Íslandshaf. 
251  It can thus be said that these northern seas represent something linked to a purely European viewpoint 

and stand for the seas of Northern Europe. Some knowledge of both the Atlantic Ocean around the British 

Isles and the waters to the north and far northeast of Scandinavia—such as the Barents Sea—must, of course, 

be included in some way, although, for now, the question of how far ‘the northern seas’ really extended, or, 

indeed, how far the term ‘northern seas’ can adequately demarcate these vast seascapes, must remain open. 
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III.2.2 Theorizing the Northern Seas of Pre- to Early Historical Times 

It is important to realize that every time has its own distinctive understandings of the sea, 

and since the sea has fascinated numerous writers and thinkers, theories about the sea exist 

in abundance. The earliest known or allegedly first of all Greek philosophers, Θαλῆς ὁ 

Μιλήσιος [Thalḗs ho Milḗsios] (c.624/23–548/44 BCE), grounded his whole philosophy on 

ideas about water. For Θαλῆς, water—and thus the sea—was the first of all principles out 

of which the world arose. Detailed investigations into the history of ideas like Gunter 

Scholtz’s Philosophie des Meeres (2016) which have traced ideas about ‘the sea’ back to 

their beginnings, have been able to show exactly how much they have changed throughout 

the history of Western thought, from the time of Antiquity’s earliest thinkers up until 

modernity (see Corbin 1988; Rediker 1989; Connery 2006; Kirby and Hinkkanen 2000: 16). 

As Ch. II of this thesis has shown, the sea has received little theorization in relation to 

the study of PCRN, in spite of being fruitfully studied by scholars like Margaret Clunies 

Ross, Judy Quinn, and most importantly, Mathias Nordvig (see Ch.II.6.7 and below. The 

work that probably comes closest to being an attempt to theorize the sea with regard to 

PCRN is Robert Van de Noort’s North Sea Archaeologies from 2011, which makes use of 

a number of meaningful theories to study the rôle of the sea in the early history of Northern 

Europe from the perspective of an archæologist (see below). Here, Van de Noort follows 

the so-called ‘maritime turn’ proposed by Christopher Connery (2006) in order to reach a 

post-modern perspective that does not marginalize, silence, or even annihilate the sea, but 

rather gives it a voice, so to speak, and brings it to the fore. Central in this context is La 

Méditerranée et le Monde Méditerranéen à l'Epoque de Philippe II from 1949 by Fernand 

Braudel (1902–1985). Braudel was essentially claiming that there is no such thing as ‘the 

Mediterranean (Sea)’ as one single,  consistent concept/idea, even when it is studied 

within a limited time-period. In this regard, Braudel’s approach echoes that outlined above 

for ‘the sea’ which will be used in the present thesis.252 

 
252  While Braudel’s perspective on the ecology of the (Mediterranean) sea that he studied, was rather fixed, 

this aspect has been developed further in more recent works. Thus, Lambert, Martins, and Ogborn note that 

“the Atlantic’s ‘lack of climatic and geophysical unity’, at least in comparison with the Mediterranean, have 

the unfortunate consequence of eliding the materiality of the ocean. Yet, a lack of oceanographic unity does 

not mean that the more-than-human worlds of the sea can be ignored”, and stress further that “climatic, 

geophysical and ecological processes belong in work on the sea, be these in the form of the monsoons that 

do provide some climatic unity to the Indian Ocean or the strong ocean currents, typhoons and seasonal 

storms that affect the Japanese archipelago. Overemphasis on human agency, especially in accounts of the 

Atlantic, makes for a curiously static and empty conception of the sea, in which it serves merely as a 

framework for historical investigations, rather than being something with a lively and energetic materiality 

of its own” (Lambert, Martins, and Ogborn 2005: 482). Similarly, Bernhard Klein and Gesa Mackenthun 
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This focus on the diverse meanings and materialities of the sea explains why the 

present thesis will be limited to a number of case-studies—an approach elaborated below 

(see Ch.III.3)—which focus on religious, cultural, and material phenomena or aspects of 

the sea which one hopes will challenge some of those more generalized ideas about the sea 

that have existed in the past. Such a focus on the local has been growing in Nordic 

folkloristics and ethnography (cf. Ch.II), and has led recent scholars like Christer 

Westerdahl to try to understand the sea around, beneath, and beyond those people living 

by the coasts and the ‘maritime lore’ that has been evolved in relation to it, with the aim 

of developing suitable, sensitive theories that can be used to explain it. Indeed, it was 

Westerdahl who famously coined the term ‘maritime cultural landscape’ (“det maritima 

kulturlandskapet”) in 1978.253  

While scholars like Westerdahl have based their theories on the primary opposition of 

land and sea, others, such as Terry Gunnell (2017a; cf. 2005), have focused particularly on 

the shore (and foreshore, that is the littoral zone), theorizing the eternal liminality of the 

interface between land and sea. In many ways, it is nonetheless the achievement of Robert 

Van de Noort (see above) to note that the sea has only been studied in terms of its relation 

to—or in direct comparison with—the land—or more precisely, settled landmasses. In his 

earlier-noted study, Van de Noort advocates the need to take a more emic approach, to see 

how the sea was possibly understood by the pre-Modern people living around the Northern 

Atlantic. Referencing recent anthropological views, Van de Noort argues for the need to 

develop both new means—that is new tools and concepts—and, perhaps more importantly, 

new notions by which we can better understand the non- or more-than-human. For this, he 

turns specifically to concepts such as ‘agency’ which plays an important rôle in current 

post-humanist theories (see below). The present thesis follows Van de Noort, in aiming to 

investigate the sea as an (active) agent or independent entity, and its own agency (its 

 

write that: “[…] the ocean itself needs to be analyzed as a deeply historical location whose transformative 

power is not merely psychological or metaphorical—as its frequent use as a literary motif might suggest—

but material and very real” (2004: 2). Consequently, Lambert, Martins, and Ogborne also consider the sea as 

“both a social and material space” (2005: 486), an approach which can shed light on specific, local or regional 

perspectives on the sea which might appear strange to our Modern understanding.  
253  In many ways, Westerdahl’s theoretical considerations can be regarded as somewhat pioneering in 

Nordic contexts. On the development of his concept, see Westerdahl 2011: 740, noting that its initial focus 

was limited to naval and nautical aspects. It was only in 2005 and 2007 that it came to be seen in terms of a 

cognitive and ritual landscape: “The basic feature appears to be the contrast between the sea and land, leading 

to ritual behavior. This behavior is normally called superstition in modern times, but it seems originally to 

have been a consistent system of belief. Nature is experienced as fickle, and ritual produces human magic to 

avert danger” (Westerdahl 2011: 751). Along with this ritual aspect, Westerdahl also includes other things 

such as place-names, noa-terms, and other linguistic particularities as aspects of the cognitive. 
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spirit(s), life, or animus?), that humans—among others—can relate and refer to in many 

different ways, resulting in a wide variety of relationships that can be studied. 

III.2.3 Theorizing PCRN  

As has already been explained in the ‘Introduction’ (ChI.1.2), PCRN is used in the present 

thesis as the primary designation for the (religious) beliefs and practices of the 

Scandinavian people during the Iron Age. While the acronym ‹PCRN› has only recently 

been introduced into this academic field, its use reflects a scholarly debate that has been 

taking place over the last two or three decades, whereby scholars of the field have begun 

to stress local, temporal, and regional variations in religion in the pre-Christian 

Scandinavian world (McKinnell 1994: 9f.; 20–5; 2005: 13; DuBois 1999: 7f.; 10f.; 56–9; 

Price 2002: 26; 54f.; Wellendorf 2006; Andrén 2007; Brink 2007; Schjødt 2009; Gunnell 

2015; 2018). In itself, such scholarly intimations of profound diversities in ‘religious 

expressions’ of PCRN are nothing really new and were already suggested by early studies 

on PCRN (like Mone 1822; Helm 1914–53). It is only recently, however, that the issue has 

been actively theorized, leading to the fact that it has now become common to speak and 

think of PCRN in terms of a pluralistic religion or manifold collection of beliefs, rather 

than in the singular, and to accept that no homogenous, monolithic–uniform religion 

existed in Scandinavia prior to its Christianization.254  

The current consensus amongst scholars appears to be is that the term ‘religion’ should 

be used essentially as an analytical concept, located within the wider discourse of the 

history and anthropology of religion (Nordberg 2012: 120; Schjødt 2912: 266; cf. Lindberg 

2006), the implication that variation and change is always part of it. When studying PCRN, 

we thus encounter social, regional, and temporal variation—to which Jens Peter Schjødt 

(2007; 2009) also adds what he calls “cognitive variation” which can be specified as 

“sitiationsbestemte og pragmatiske måder” (Schjødt 2007: 41).255 All in all, as Andreas 

 
254  This should, of course, not be taken to imply that the advent of Christianity brought a wholly monolithic 

religious tradition to the Nordic lands (see Nordberg 2012: 121; 124f.; Schjødt 2012: 267f.; 2007: 34). 
255  A reasonable way of thinking about change and variation is to use language as an example, something 

which allows for historical change, local and/or social variants, in the form of dialects (cf. Nordberg 2012: 

127; Schjødt 2007: 36; 2009: 14; cf. Mone 1822: VIII). Diachronic change relates to larger and smaller 

development in the societal domain, something which is usually intertwined with geographical aspects. These 

two latter factors—which are perhaps best understood as being connected to the synchronic level of 

variation—have not been considered enough according to Schjødt (2007: 33). Locating geographical and 

social diversity is made difficult by the limitation in the number of available sources. Nonetheless, both 

aspects need to be reckoned with (Schjødt 2007: 39). 
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Nordberg stresses, temporal variation or change over time is inevitable and constitutes an 

essential part of the existence and evolution of PCRN (Nordberg 2012: 126).  

Partly relating to this, it is worth considering what significance the variations we find 

in the source-material have for our overall understanding of PCRN (cf. Nordberg 2012: 

135)? Variation in one group or type of sources alone, for instance burial practice, can 

naturally have various explanations. They may reflect something that is locally or socially 

confined. In his ‘new comparative method’ (Schjødt 2012:263–4; 2018), Schjødt reckons 

with a need to consider “a distinction between different levels of communality” (2012: 266), 

256 by which he means that a religion can be considered in terms of different communities. 

Such communities can be defined in geographical terms (local, regional), or in terms of 

their position in social hierarchies and class-systems (cf. Sundqvist 2012; Nordberg 2012), 

their beliefs and practices being further characterized by Schjødt as ‘discursive spaces’ 

(2012: 280; cf. 2009: 20f.).  

From a slightly different angle, Andreas Nordberg has taken an even broader range of 

factors into consideration (2019; cf. 2012: 129f.; 135), seeing variation in PCRN as existing 

in different ‘configurations of belief’, borrowing a concept by Åke Hultkrantz. Essentially, 

Nordberg confines ‘religious configurations’, as he calls them, to different communities, 

each defined by different a worldview, which also finds varying expression in the sources, 

so that “the different sources to a certain extent tell us of different religious configurations” 

(2012: 140).257 Interestingly, Nordberg ties these also to the physical world: 

Scandinavia constitute a very large geographical area, and encompasses 

natural environments which vary from region to region. Since these shifting 

ecological conditions affected people’s day-to-day subsistence, and since 

religion was an integrated part of everyday life, obviously Scandinavia’s 

shifting cultural-ecological milieus indirectly allowed considerable 

religious variation. (Nordberg 2019: 344) 

Quite symptomatically, however, in the overall framework of the arguments noted 

above, the physical world, its climatology, and its ecology, are to my mind still seen as 

playing hardly any major rôle in defining the nature of PCRN, impacting PCRN only 

 
256  This communality is defined by Schjødt as “the level of ideas belonging to a certain individual at one 

pole of a spectrum and the label of ideas shared by all human beings at the opposite pole”, between whom 

“an infinite number of positions” exist (Schjødt 2012: 266). 
257  Nordberg (2019) claims there existed, at least, three ‘religious configurations’ in Late Iron-age 

Scandinavia: (1) that of the farmstead-type communities; (2) that of hunting and fishing grounds; and (3) that 

of the warband-type institutions. To this Nordberg adds tentatively: (4) the mythological configuration. 

Nordberg’s configurations may appear somewhat rigid, and whether they can mirror pre-Christian 

Scandinavian collectives properly must remain open to further questions.  
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“indirectly”, as Nordberg says. The possibility of direct impact of the physical world on 

PCRN are not considered. Such a case might be the multiple volcanic eruptions coinciding 

with or being followed by other severe catastrophes (now known as the ‘536-event’) which 

are believed by some scholars to have affected the collective memory of Scandinavians 

and also PCRN. This event has been related by some scholars to the mention of the 

fimbulvetr in Old Icelandic sources (for instance, Gräslund and Price 2012; cf. Nordvig and 

Riede 2018), and the disappearence of what seems to be tge final traces of a sun-worship 

on the Gotlandic picture-stones (Andrén 2012), and even the wording of the famous rune-

stone Ög 136 Rök (Holmberg, Gräslund, Sundqvist, and Williams 2020; Holmberg 2020). 

Regardless of this, Nordberg’s overall theory of ‘religious configurations’ remains, to my 

mind, one of the most promising theories relating to PCRN, and will hopefully profit from 

investigations like the present, which are interested in the direct influence of aspects of the 

physical world, such as the sea, on PCRN. 

III.3 Approaching the Sea in PCRN 

The key-question, then, which will define the approach used in this thesis, is how the 

available sources express ideas about the sea in PCRN. With this focus on ‘religious 

expressions’ or ‘expressions of (religious) belief, practice, or representation’,258 the present 

thesis takes a perspective on PCRN starting from ‘below’ following a bottom-up-approach, 

the point of departure being the sources themselves (see Ch.III.1), each of them being seen 

as potentially being an individual expression of belief linked to the sea and examined as 

part of a series of case-studies. This approach hopes to avoid generic notions of the 

Romanticist and Nationalist kind (see Ch.II) which viewed the physical world as being the 

origin of all myths. Such dangers are, of course, immanent as the present thesis is 

specifically interested in the dynamic relations that existed between the sea and PCRN 

over a long period and a broad expanse of space (cf. Ch.I.1 and III.2.1).  

As outlined above (see Ch.I.3), the aim of the thesis is to attempt to map and analyse 

such dynamic relations. It is thus inspired by the aforementioned works in (ecological) 

ethnology or the current ‘anthropology of nature’ (Descola 2013; 2014), as well as the post-

 
258  By speaking of ‘religious expression’, I am using a rather neutral term to include all possible (symbolic) 

forms used to express and perform religious belief, that is thourhg such things, commonly referred to as cult, 

ritual, sacrifice, prayer, magic, or myth. As Jørgen Podemann Sørensen defines it: “Det, der etablerer religiøse 

udtryk, er iscenesættelsen som noget, mennesker ikke kan. Ritualer gør, hvad mennesker ikke kan gøre, og 

myter meddeler en viden, som mennesker ikke kan have. Religiøse billeder stiller noget til rådighed, som 

mennesker normalt ikke har adgang til – alt sammen i form af implicite påstande” (2011:30). 
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humanist stance of some recent wetland-archæologists (Van de Noort 2011; Fredengren 

2019). While this thesis borrows some basic impetus from the work of Phillipe Descola 

(2013) in its tracing or mapping of dynamic relations, as noted earlier, it builds its concept 

of the sea on that by Van de Noort. Its overall approach continues—hopefully in a fruitful 

way—the fundament laid out by the recent works about PCRN which have taken eco-

theoretical perspectives. As noted earlier (see Ch.II.6.7), Mathias Nordvig’s doctoral thesis 

(2014) and later article (2015) have not only played a pioneering rôle here , standing out 

because they address the sea in particular. In Nordvig’s work, the sea, alongside other 

physical phenomena, tends to be studied on the basis of myths, something which has led 

to the fittingly named theory of ‘eco-mythology’. This theory understands myth primarily 

in cognitive terms as narratives that pass on knowledge about ecology which are designed 

to sustain survival of communities (2014: 29f.). Whilst Nordvig is able to provide many 

illuminating insights in his discussions, the scope of his work is perhaps more limited than 

it needs to be in that it keeps essentially to narratives, and arguably restricts myths to one 

specific concept and function.259 

The plan here is to expand on Nordvig’s approach to include all possible sorts of 

expressions of religious belief, practice, and representation relating to the sea in PCRN. 

This thesis will nonetheless follow Nordvig’s perspective and approach, in terms of being 

an ‘ecological history of religion’ or, more plainly, an extension of the preexisting field of 

eco-historical studies which asks, among other things: “How have climate, environment, 

and human culture been interlinked in the past? How have these dynamic relations been 

understood, historically?” (Wood 2008:4). A similar approach can be found in the 

cognitive-religious studies of Declan Taggart (2017; 2018), examining how specific 

physical phænomena have possibly led to different conceptions of Þórr which changed in 

line with the varying prevalence of certain seismic, volcanic, or meteorological 

activities.260  

 
259  As was already earlier noted (Ch.II.6.7), Nordvig states in more general terms that: “Myths are 

evolutionary narratives that are constructed on patterns made up of common cultural currency, and they are 

used for the primary purpose of enhancing human experience of reality and for making sense of the non-

human world.” (2014:15). This definition is developed by Nordvig under the influence of Pascal Boyer’s 

evolutionary theory of religion being linked to emotional states, and also Malinowski’s concept of the 

‘mythical charter of tradition’, which focuses on the technical knowledge important to communities. 
260  Both Taggart and Nordvig, thus, take a different approach than Christopher Abram in his Evergreen Ash 

(2019), which takes a clear ecocritical approach in the stricter sense used in the literary studies. Abram thus 

studies Old Icelandic texts essentially: “as a way to foreground and interrogate ecological issues that are 

relevant both to the medieval past and to a future-focused ecocritical praxis in the present” (2019:26). 
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A similar perspective underlies the main research-questions behind this thesis 

(Ch.I.1.4), which are limited to the oceanic domain and PCRN. One major difference in the 

present work which arguably distinguishes it from earlier above-mentioned approaches, is 

apart from uts use of additional sources, its focus on the dynamic relations stressed so 

clearly by the ‘new materialism(s)’ which recognize(s) agency beyond the human, animal, 

or any other biological domain (see Ch.I.1).That said, it is evident that the approach taken 

here does not follow the the eco-critical approach to myths (as literature) advocated by 

Christopher Abram (2019), who deliberately reads the written sources to PCRN in line with 

current environmental concerns.261 Arguably, such a perspective naturally bears the risks 

of reading concerns into the mediæval sources that possibly do not belong there—Abram’s 

passionate, and well-argued postmodern and posthumanist stance and lucid introduction to 

eco-theories that could be applied in Old Nordic studies should nonetheless be applauded 

(see Abram 2019: 19–22; 26–38). Instead, echoing in many ways Abram’s reception of new 

materialism(s), the present thesis aims at a new-materialist approach to religion (see, for 

instance, Hazard 2013).

 
261  Abram states that his book “is concerned with reading contemporary ecological issues into the medieval 

past so that we can read out of medieval texts ideas that inform our responses to the world we live in now” 

(2019:39; emphases in the original). While the present thesis does not follow this particular approach to 

PCRN and its sources, this, of course, does not mean that our sources on PCRN do not reflect or actively 

debate ecological concerns, or at least carry memories of real events in the wider ecology of the Nordic world 

which can potentially be applied to our own. 
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IV. Finding the Sea in PCRN: The Earliest Witnesses 

To stand on a sea-washed promontory looking westwards at sunset over the 

Atlantic is to share a timeless experience. We are in awe of the unchanging 

and unchangeable as all have been before us and all will be. Wonder is 

tempered with reassurance: it is an end, but we are content in the knowledge 

that the cycle will reproduce itself—the sun will reappear. The sea below 

creates different, more conflicting, emotions. […] The sea is a balance of 

opposites. It gives and takes. It can destroy and  quickly build new; it 

sustains life and it can kill. Small wonder that through time communities 

have sought to explain these forces in terms of myth and have attempted to 

gain some puny influence over them through propitiation. (Cunliffe 2001: 1) 

There is much wisdom in observations like this by distinguished archæologist Barry 

Cunliffe, expert in European archæology within its wider, Indo-European framework, who 

has not only studied the roots and formation of Ancient European people in the longue 

durée but also spent a considerable amount of ink on the sea, publishing two extensive, 

book-long accounts on Ancient Europeans, Facing the Ocean (2001) and On the Ocean 

(2018). No wonder that Cunliffe sees myth and religious practice as springing from the sea. 

How such things arose amongst the Ancient Northern Europeans will be the topic of this 

first section.  

IV.1 The Earliest Sources 

This first section of the thesis will turn to some of the earliest textual sources to people in 

the north of the European continent to see what they say about the acts of propitiating, 

mythopoesis, or deification related to the sea that were possibly performed in PCRN during 

the Early Iron Age. Its focus is first and foremost on the latter half of the Early Iron Age, 

the so-called Roman Iron Age from which time a number of written sources will be 

addressed in the first three sub-chapters, in addition to several figurial and pictorial 

representations and the other, archæological evidence which will be considered in the latter 

two sub-chapters. The first sub-chapter, however, will also open a potentially much wider 

timeframe, the earliest source discussed here possibly coming from the Pre-Roman Iron 

Age. 

IV.1.1 The ‘Flood-Fight(ing)’ of the Kímbroi (Coastal Germanoí or Ocean-Keltoi)  

One of the earliest mentions of the sea as the recipient of cultic activity which has been 

linked to PCRN is found in the work of the Jewish-Alexandrian writer Φίλων [Phílōn] 

(c.15BCE–c.45CE) who is known under a number of bynames in Latin: Philo Iudaeus, 
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Alexandrinus, Christianus; or in Hebrew as ֵהן  262 As a learned.[Yedidia HaCohen] ְיִדיְדָיה ַהכֹּ

member of the (formerly Hellenistic) Jewish community of Ἀλεξάνδρεια [Alexándreia], 

Phílōn became renowned for his exegetic studies. One of them is a tractate on the divine 

origin of dreams (Περὶ τοῦ θεοπέμπτους εἶναι τοὺς ὀνείρους [Perì toû theopémptous eînai 

toùs oneírous], commonly known as De somniis),263 which probably originated between 

c.10–35 CE in the context of the Jewish community in Alexándreia. 

Somewhat surprisingly, in the surviving second book of the tractate, Phílōn describes 

how a Germanic tribe on the shores of what must have been the North Sea faces and eagerly 

fights the approaching floods of the sea with raised swords: 

121 Γερμανῶν δὲ πολυανθρωποτάτην μοῖραν – ἀμπωτίζει δὲ παρ’ αὐτοῖς ἡ 

θάλαττα – λόγος ἔχει κατὰ τὰς ἐκεῖ παλιρροίας ἐπιδρομὰς ὠθουμένους μετὰ 

σπουδῆς, ἐπανατεινομένους γυμνὰ τὰ ξίφη, θέοντας ὡς στῖφος πολεμίων τὸ 

κυματούμενον πέλαγος ὑπαντιάζειν·122 ⟨οὓς⟩ ἄξιον μισεῖν μέν, ὅτι ἐναντία 

ὅπλα δι’ ἀθεότητα κατὰ τῶν ἀδουλώτων τῆς φύσεως αἱρεῖσθαι τολμῶσι 

μερῶν, χλευάζειν δέ, ὅτι ἀδυνάτοις ἐγχειροῦσιν ὡς δυνατοῖς, νομίζοντες ὡς 

ζῷον καὶ ὕδωρ κεντεῖσθαι, τιτρώσκεσθαι, κτείνεσθαι δύνασθαι, καὶ πάλιν 

ἀλγεῖν, δεδιέναι, φόβῳ τῶν ἐπιόντων ἀποδιδράσκειν καὶ ὅσα ψυχῆς πάθη 

κατά τε ἡδονὰς καὶ ἀλγηδόνας ἀναδέχεσθαι. (ed. Cohn and Wendland 

1896–1915/III: 278).  

[121] And the Germans of the most thickly populated part, where the sea 

ebbs and flows, when the flood-time comes there, try eagerly, we are told, 

to repel its onsets, brandishing their unsheathed swords and running like a 

hostile band to meet the oncoming waves. [122] They deserve our 

detestation in that in their godlessness they dared to take arms to oppose the 

parts of nature which know no servitude. They deserve our ridicule because 

they attempt the impossible as though it were possible, and think that water 

like a living creature can be speared, wounded, killed, or again can feel pain 

and fear, or, on its terror at the attack, run away, and in fact feel all the 

sensations of the living soul, both pleasurable and painful. (Phílōn; transl. 

Colson and Whitaker 1934: 497) 

The account of what appears to have been some kind of cult-act performed by some 

Germanic people—in the following called the cultic ‘flood-fight(ing)’—evidently served 

as an exemplum about unreasonable behaviour. Phílōn, however, does more than this and 

explains the Germanic behaviour as a belief in the sea as a living entity, a ζῷον [zôion]. 

 
262  There is little precise information about Phílōn’s life, except that he was on a diplomatic mission from 

Alexandria to Gaius Caligula in 39CE. For overviews, see, for instance ,Schwartz (2009). 
263 On the basis of Εὐσέβιος τῆς Καισαρείας [Eusébios tés Kaisareías] (260/65–339/40CE), it is commonly 

believed that the tractate once consisted of five books, belonging to a larger series of allegorical commentary 

on Genesis (see Royse 2009: 44; Royse [with Kamesar] 2009). Nonetheless, as Maren Niehoff states, 

summarizing arguments about the tractate: “There is uncertainty whether this […] belong[s] to the series to 

which [it is] customarily assigned” (2018: Appendix 1). 
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One may nonetheless wonder how Phílōn knew about this Germanic ritual and what 

source-value it may have for the study of PCRN.  

To my knowledge, the only commentatary on this passage within the field of PCRN is 

that by Edgar C. Polomé from 1992, in which Polomé evaluates the overall source-value of 

the writers of Classical Antiquity for the study of PCRN. Here, Polomé states by 

paraphrazing Phílōn, saying that: 

[Phílōn] spottet […] über ihre dumme Furcht vor den anstürmenden Wellen 

und ihren naivem Glauben, daß sie das Wasser wie ein Lebewesen 

verwundet haben, wenn es sich zurückzieht. Es ist eigentlich zu vermuten, 

daß diese Betrachtungen zu einem sonst unbelegten, vielleicht völlig falsch 

interpretierten rituellen Benehmen die Erfindung Philons sind und gar keine 

tatsächlichen Vorstellungen der Germanen wiedergeben264 (Polomé 1992: 

409).  

For Polomé, Phílōn’s account serves as just one example of several mentions in Classical 

literature that should not be trusted (1992:408).  

A closer investigation of the passage nonetheless underlines that Polomé’s conclusion 

is completely unjustified, for it is simply not true that this mention lacks parallels outside 

Phílōn’s writing. As early editors and translators of Phílōn’s work like Wendland (1898: 

278 n.8), Adler (1938: 245 n.3), or Colson and Whitaker (1934: 608f.) have noted, similar 

accounts can actually be found in other Græco-Roman works. These will be compared and 

discussed in the following, along with the additional material they provide. 

Indeed, it is clear that another learned man, Στράβων [Strábōn] (c.64BCE–c.24CE), just a 

generation or two older than Phílōn, wrote something very similar in his monumental work 

known as Γεωγραφικά [Geôgraphiká] which gathered information about the known world 

of Strábōn’s time. Speaking of the Κίμβροι [Kímbroi] (or Kimbrians), who Strábōn earlier 

says who were forced into migration by the flooding of their homelands,265 Strábōn simply 

 
264  ‘[Phílōn] mocks […] their stupid fear of the rushing waves and their naïve belief that they must have 

wounded the water like a living being when it draws back. One must assume that these observations of an 

otherwise unattested, perhaps completely misinterpreted ritual behaviour, are the invention of Philo and do 

not represent the actual ideas of the Germanic people.’ 
265  VII.2.1: “περὶ δὲ Κίμβρων τὰ μὲν οὐκ εὖ λέγεται, τὰ δ᾽ ἔχει πιθανότητας οὐ μετρίας. οὔτε γὰρ τὴν 

τοιαύτην αἰτίαν τοῦ πλάνητας γενέσθαι καὶ λῃστρικοὺς ἀποδέξαιτ᾽ ἄν τις, ὅτι χερρόνησον οἰκοῦντες μεγάλῃ 

πλημμυρίδι ἐξελαθεῖεν ἐκ τῶν τόπων: καὶ γὰρ νῦν ἔχουσι τὴν χώραν ἣν εἶχον πρότερον […]: γελοῖον δὲ τῷ 

φυσικῷ καὶ αἰωνίῳ πάθει δὶς ἑκάστης ἡμέρας συμβαίνοντι προσοργισθέντας ἀπελθεῖν ἐκ τοῦ τόπου” (ed. 

Meineke 1853: 402); “(1) Concerning the Kimbrians, some things said about them are not correct, and others 

are most unbelievable. One cannot accept that the reason they became wanderers and brigands is because 

while living on a peninsula they were driven out of the place by a great flood tide. Today they have the 

territory that they formerly had, […]. It is absurd that because of something that is natural and eternal which 

occurs twice a day they became angry and left the place. It seems a fiction that an excessive flood-tide 

occurred once, for when the Ocean is affected in this way it is ordered and periodic”, transl. Roller 2014: 289.  
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states that they ‘take up implements against the floodtide’ (“ὅπλα αἴρεσθαι πρὸς τὰς 

πλημμυρίδας”, VII.2.1), without elaborating any further on this particular matter: 

οὐκ εὖ δ᾽ οὐδὲ ὁ φήσας ὅπλα αἴρεσϑαι πρὸς τὰς πλημμυρίδας τοὺς 

Κίμβρους, οὐδ᾽ ὅτι ἀφοβίαν οἱ Κελτοὶ ἀσκοῦντες κατακλύζεσϑαι τὰς οἰκίας 

ὑπομένουσιν, εἶτ᾽ ἀνοικοδομοῦσι, καὶ ὅτι πλείων αὐτοῖς συμβαίνει φϑόρος 

ἐξ ὕδατος ἢ πολέμου, ὅπερ Ἔφορός φησιν. ἡ γὰρ τάξις ἡ τῶν πλημμυρίδων 

καὶ τὸ τὴν ἐπικλυζομένην χώραν εἶναι γνώριμον οὐκ ἔμελλε τοιαύτας τὰς 

ἀτοπίας παρέξειν. δὶς γὰρ ἑκάστης ἡμέρας | τούτου συμβαίνοντος τὸ μηδ᾽ 

ἅπαξ αἰσϑάνεσϑαι φυσικὴν οὖσαν τὴν παλίρροιαν καὶ ἀβλαβῆ, καὶ οὐ 

μόνοις τούτοις συμβαίνουσαν ἀλλὰ τοῖς παρωκεανίταις πᾶσι, πῶς οὐκ 

ἀπίϑανον” (VII.2.1; ed. Meineke 1853: 402f.).266 

Whoever said that the Kimbrians took up arms against the flood tide is […] 

not correct, nor is it that the Kelts, trained to be fearless, submitted to the 

inundation of their homes and then rebuilt them, or that they suffered greater 

destruction by water than in war, as Ephoros […] says. The regularity of the 

flood tides and the knowledge | about the territory that could be inundated 

would make such absurdities improbable. Since it happens twice each day, 

how could they not understand and believe at once that the flowing back 

was natural and harmless, and that it occurred not only among them but 

everywhere along the Ocean? (transl. Roller 2014: 289f.) 

As can be seen here the Kímbroi are compared with the Κελτοi [Keltoi] (or Kelts). The 

focus is nonetheless on the tides as physical phenomenon, which he cannot believe as being 

the cause of the Kimbrian migrations.267  

In Strábōn’s account, this episode appears suddenly within an excursus about the 

Kímbroi. This itself comes in a section about the geography of Northern Europe as far as 

it had been explored by then (cf. VII.2.4), reaching as far as modern-day Jylland which is 

seen as being the northernmost promontory of the known world—and at the same time the 

southernmost promontory of what was commonly counted as being the Ancient 

Scandinavian world. Here, amidst the listing and locating of tribes in this region, Strábōn 

discusses the Kímbroi and their migrations (VII.2.1). The information which this excursus 

is built on is commonly seen as stemming largely from yet another writer, Ποσειδώνιος 

 
266  For a discussion of textual issues, see Kidd 1988: 922–8. 
267  Strábōn later adds another, similar but historically and geographically unrelated incident (without 

mentioning this, however) by citing an account by Κλείταρχος [Kleítarchos] (fourth or third century BCE) 

which he finds erroneous, too. The purpose of this further example is rejected down with a similar 

explanation, based on the tide’s daily occurence, namely that: “οὔτε δὲ τοσούτῳ τάχει τὴν ἐπίβασιν 

ὁϱμωμένην ἱστοϱοῦμεν, ἀλλὰ λεληϑότως πϱοσιοῦσαν τὴν ϑάλατταν: […] τοσοῦτον ἔμελλε παϱέξεσϑαι 

φόβον ὥστε φεύγειν, ὡς ἂν εἰ ἐξ ἀδοκήτου πϱοσέπεσε” (VII.2.1, ed. Maineke 1853: 103); “We have observed 

that the onset does not advance with such a speed, but the sea comes imperceptibly, and […] would not have 

created such fear as to cause them to flee, as if it had happened unexpectedly”, transl. Roller 2014:290.  
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[Poseidṓnios] (c.135–c.51BCE),268 although Strábōn makes no direct reference to him in this 

section where he begins polemizing against earlier explanations of the ‘Kimbrian 

migrations’ (see above). He does mention the other author in the section that follow 

(VII.2.2). Indeed, when Strábōn rejects the idea that the Kímbroi were driven out from their 

peninsula due to extensive flooding (VII.2.1; cf. II.3.6), this also echoes his earlier 

discussion of the flood-tides as physical phænomenon (III.5.8), something which is clearly 

attributed to Poseidṓnios.269 

Strábōn’s mention of the ‘Kimbrian flood-fighting’ is clearly itself not without 

problems. It is worth noting, however, that when Strábōn speaks of the Kímbroi at the 

beginning of the episode, he compares or connects them with the Keltoi. Earlier in his 

work, he identifies the Kímbroi as Γερμανοί [Germanoí] ‘Germanic people’ (IV.4.3; cf. 

IV.3.3), and later places them amongst other Germanic tribes settling the North-Sea coast 

from the Rhine up to today’s Jutland (VII.1.1). Strábōn thus seems to make a general 

distinction between the Germanic Kímbroi on the one hand, and the Keltoi on the other.270 

This distinction of Keltic and Germanic people, however, was still admittedly recent at the 

time of Strábōn’s writing, having been probably introduced for the first time by Gaius 

Iulius Caesar (100–44BCE)—although there is a possibility that Poseidṓnios already knew 

the distinction (see Roller 2018: 339; Timpe 1998: 3f.; Norden 1920: 81f.; Jacoby 1926: 169f.; 

205).  

A far greater issue is that while Strábōn’s reference to the Keltoi is said to come from 

Ἔφορος ὁ Κυμαῖος [Éphoros ho Kymaîos] (c.400–330BCE), his original source for the 

behaviour of the Kímbroi remains unmentioned.271 While it has been suggested that this 

 
268  So for instance Roller (2018: 345); Martin (2003); Kidd 1988: 922f.. A question that remains unclear, 

however, is how far Strábōn’s account follows that of Poseidōnios. For a discussion, see Kidd 1999: 342; cf. 

Roller 2018: 345f.; Theiler 1982: 55. 
269  Here, it may appear as if Strábōn misconceived Poseidṓnios, believing that no extraordinary floods other 

than the daily tides are possible—as Éphoros and Kleítarchos would have done, too (Jacoby 1926: 179–84; 

Theiler 1982/ii: 56); but cf. Kidd 1988: 928; Roller 2018: 345. Indeed, Strábōn as noted above, questions the 

possibility that a tidal event could have caused the ‘Kimbrian migrations’. However, he may actually have 

been following Poseidṓnios in his argumentation against that of Éphoros who appears to have only talked of 

the fear of the sea (especially floods). Poseidōnios may thus have opposed authors who found an explanation 

only in the tides, connecting the ‘Kimbrian migration’ to a more extreme event. This idea finds support in a 

recent, well-argued article from 2016 by Rita Compatangelo-Soussignan, arguing that Strábōn’s account still 

leaves room for a storm-flood, most likely within the context of worsened climato-ecological conditions on 

a larger scale (2016: 17f.; cf. Drake 2017). 
270  See, however, Timpe (1998: 3f.) for a more nuanced view. 
271  It is possible that Strábōn had another source for this account than Poseidṓnios (cf. Kidd 1988: 927). In 

fact, Strábōn begins the next paragraph VII.2.2by stating that: “ταῦτά τε δὴ δικαίως ἐπιτιμᾷ τοῖς συγγϱαφεῦσι 

Ποσειδώνιος καὶ οὐ κακῶς εἰκάζει”, ed. Meineke 1853: 403; “Poseidonios […] is right in finding fault with 

the historians about these things”, transl. Roller 2014: 290. While it is unproblematic to see this as a direct 
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source was also Éphoros, he could not have known the Kímbroi, so his account would have 

to been altered later, perhaps in the time of Poseidṓnios (Malitz 1983: 206 n.60). As will 

be shown below both an earlier and a contemporary source exist (as well as another one 

from much later) connecting this event to the Keltoi instead. This, however, is complicated 

by the fact that Phílōn only speaks of Germanic people. While Phílōn may have read 

Poseidṓnios, he never mentions Poseidṓnios by name (Lévy 2018). Nonetheless, according 

to Theiler (1982: 6), Phílōn alludes to the title of Poseidṓnios’s work on the ocean, Περὶ 

Ωκεανοῦ [Perì Ōkeanoû] raising the question of whether Phílōn also got his information 

about the ‘Germanic flood-fighting’ from Poseidṓnios or from another unknown source 

which Poseidṓnios also may have used as the vague mention by Strábōn might suggest. 

Strábōn also knew some of the work of his contemporary Νικόλαος Δαμασκηνός 

[Nikolāos Damaskēnos] (c.64BCE–tpq.4CE ), who also spent large parts of his life (around 30 

CE) in Alexándreia (Roller 2014: 26; Meister 2000: 920), probably about the same time as 

Poseidṓnios. The following fragment of Nikolāos’s work survives in the form of a quote 

by Ἰωάννης Στοβαῖος [Iōánnēs Stobaîos] (fifth century CE) in Book III.7.39 of his work 

known as Ἀνθολόγιον [Anthológion]: 

[1] Κελτοὶ οἱ τῷ ὠϰεανῷ γειτνιῶντες αἰσχϱὸν ἡγοῦνται τοῖχον 

ϰαταπίπτοντα ἢ οἰϰίαν φεύγειν. [2] Πλημμυϱίδος δὲ ἐϰ τῆς ἔξω θαλάττης 

ἐπεϱχομένης μεϑ ὄπλων ἀπαντῶντες ὑπομένουσιν ἕως ϰαταϰλύζονται, ἵνα 

μὴ δοϰῶσι φεύγοντες τὸν θάνατον φοβεῖσθαι. (FGrHist 90 F109)  

[1] The Celts who live by the ocean consider it a shame to run away when a 

wall or house collapses. [2] They stand against the waves of the ocean with 

weapons in their hands and remain on their way until they overwhelm them, 

rather than giving the impression of having fled for fear of death. (Nikolāos; 

transl. ______)  

Interestingly, this text with its talk of houses and arms closely resembles Strábōn’s 

account in content albeit not its sequence of events and also lacks the moral judgement. 

Due to Strábōn’s mention of Éphoros, scholars have regularly assumed Éphoros to be the 

original source of the whole of Nikolāos’s episode that includes the ‘flood-fight’, 

something supported by Edith Parmentier (2014) who notes various textual congruences 

suggesting that Nikolāos used Éphoros’s work quite extensively (see also Meister 2000: 

 

reference to the concluding sentence of VII.2.1 with its observations on the flood-tides, which came from 

Poseidṓnios, it remains somewhat conjectural to assume Poseidṓnios as having been the direct source for 

Strábōn on the ‘Kimbrian flood-fight’ (Kidd 1988: 929; but cf. Roller 2018:345; Martin 2003; 2011). If 

Poseidṓnios knew this, it is impossible to say where he got it from and why no mention is made of the original 

author. One can thus only consider the possibility of Poseidṓnios being the source. 
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920). Strábōn, however, only ascribes the loss of houses among the Keltoi explicitly to 

Éphoros, meaning that the ‘flood-fighting’ may come from an anonymous source, as noted 

above. Since there is good reason to assume that Strábōn based his account on Poseidṓnios, 

the likelihood is that the source is older than Nikolāos’s text. 272 One is thus left with three 

authors all mentioning a closely related anecdote at about the same time, the relationship 

between them remaining unclear if not unsolvable.  

There are, however, two other mentions of the ‘flood-fight’. One of them, a later 

account which can be mentioned in all its brevity, is that of the Roman Claudius Aelianus 

(c.165/70–c.225/35), who wrote in Greek and is thus also known as Κλαύδιος Αἰλιανός 

[Klaúdios Ailianós]) from Præneste. In Ποικίλη ἱστορία [Poikílē historía] (or Varia 

historia), XII.23, Aelianus describes the Keltoi as using the people who are most ready to 

take risks. In support of this, he collates various brief episodes, noting like Nikolāos how 

they find it shameful to flee from danger even when faced by their own houses collapsing 

and burning on top of them. He continues: 

πολλοὶ δὲ καὶ ἐπικλύζουσαν τὴν θάλασσαν ὑπομένουσιν. εἰσὶ δὲ καὶ οἳ ὅπλα 

λαμβάνοντες ἐμπίπτουσι τοῖς κύμασι καὶ τὴν ϕορὰν αὐτῶν ἐσδέχονται, 

γυμνὰ τὰ ξίϕη καὶ τὰ δόρατα προσείοντες, ὥσπερ οὖν ἢ ϕοβῆσαι δυνάμενοι 

ἢ τρῶσαι. (ed. Wilson 1997: 327) 

Many of them stand firm as the sea washes over them. Some pick up 

weapons, rush into the waves, and feel their impact, brandishing naked 

swords and spears, as if these could frighten or wound them. (transl. Wilson 

1997: 373) 

The little chapter abruptly ends and here Ποικίλη ἱστορία turns to another topic. As can be 

seen here, in addition to closely echoing that of Nikolāos (in content, order of events, and 

style), Aelianus’s description clearly shares features with that of both Strábōn and Phílōn 

(in diction), but as in most cases of his work, the original sources remain unknown 

(Rudolph 1884; 1891; 1894; Cohn 1894; cf. Wilson 1997: 11). 

Probably the earliest mention of the ‘flood-fight(ing)’ appears in the works of 

Ἀριστοτέλης [Aristotélēs] (384–22BCE). In the so-called Eudemian Ethics,273 III.1.25 

[1229B28f.], Aristotélēs speaks of the Keltoi as going fighting against the waves with 

 
272  For a discussion of Nikolāos’s poteential source, see Hofeneder 2008: 144, also who considers Aristotélēs 

(see below) as well as Éphoros and Poseidṓnios, leaving the matter undecided except for the fact that he 

excludes Poseidṓnios due to the missing moral criticism in Nikolāos’s account. Poseidṓnios can not be 

dismissed that easily, however, for Nikolāos appears to have used Poseidṓnios historiographic work in other 

places, something that becomes evident from other textual sources (Malitz 1983: 54f.). 
273  The title is a later invention. Ἀριστοτέλης himself referred to it in another place as τά ἠθῐκᾰ́ [tá ēthiká] 

‘the ethics’, as Kraut (2018) points out. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%BC%A0%CE%B8%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%AC&action=edit&redlink=1
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weapons (“οἷον οἱ Κελτοὶ πρὸς τὰ κύματα ὅπλα ἀπαντῶσι λαβόντες”, ed. Walzer and 

Mingay 1991: 55; [“the Celts take up arms and go to meet the waves”, transl. Inwood and 

Woolf 2013: 45]). This passage appears to be loosely connected to Aristotélēs’s other ethical 

work, the so-called Nikodemian Ethics, III.7 [1115B27], which states that the Keltoi feared 

neither earthquakes nor the sea: “εἰ μηδὲν φοβοῖτο, μήτε σεισμὸν μήτε τὰ κύματα, καθάπερ 

φασὶ τοὺς Κελτοὺς” (ed. Rackham 1926: 158) [“Among the excessive, the person who […] 

feared nothing – not even an earthquake or rough seas, as people say of the Celts – he 

would be a sort of madman or insensible” (transl. Crisp 2000:50)]. 

The earliest source on the ‘flood-fight(ing)’ thus appears to be Aristotélēs. It should be 

mentioned that in contrast to the historiographical works discussed above, Aristotélēs’s 

works were intended for philosophical instruction and were thus never published but rather 

circulated as constantly changed and actualized text (Hofeneder 2005: 35; Inwood and 

Woolf 2013: viii–xiii). In its present state of preservation, the Eudemian Ethics seems to be 

heavily reworked, the earliest textual witnesses coming from the Middle Ages. It is thus 

practically impossible to say exactly how much of the transmitted text goes back to 

Aristotélēs, and how much derives from later interpolations. Many scholars nonetheless 

believe the idea of ‘flood-fighting’ is original to the Eudemian Ethics—the same applying 

to the similar reference found in the Nikodemian Ethics (Dobesch 2007 with literature); 

“original” here being used in the sense of going back to some version of the text(s) that 

took the form of a working-paper passed on by Aristotélēs or his school.274 It has 

nonetheless been suggested that the source of the episodes in the Eudemian Ethics and 

Nikodemian Ethics might be the historiography of Éphoros (see, for instance, Dobesch 

2007; but cf. Hofeneder 2005: 37), whose knowledge about the European northwest 

nonetheless appears to have been very limited and largely based on hearsay (Malitz 1983: 

171). 

 
274  In the end, everything seems to go back to Aristotélēs who Nikolāos (and Aelianus) refer to directly in 

speaking of the Keltoi, while Strábōn and Phílōn appear to have received the original tale in a seemingly 

modified form, associating it to the Kímbroi or Germanoi respectively: Either they had a different (altered or 

faulty?) version of Aristotélēs’s Eudemian Ethics in front of them, or it could also be a simple mistake on 

their side. Karl Müllenhoff (1870: 231), for example, argued that Éphorus only mentions the Keltoi who 

Poseidṓnios would have used as part of his discussion about the Kímbroi, while Strábōn, then, mixed things 

up. Following this line of argument, all sources would go to an original Keltic ‘flood-fight’. With regard to 

this model, I have objected that while Strábōn clearly takes the mention of the ‘flood-fight’ from Éphoros, 

he is not explicit about Poseidṓnios, which may suggest an anonymous, independent transmission to which 

Phílōn would also belong—and perhaps even Poseidṓnios. Is it likely that both Strábōn and Phílōn 

independently connected the association of the ‘flood-fight’ to the Germanoi/ Kímbroi? Earlier commentators 

like Müllenhof did not include Phílōn’s transmission in their reasoning.  
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Yet other scholars, however, see other potential roots in the observations made by 

Ancient Greek sailors and traders who travelled along the coasts of the North Sea, like the 

famous Πυθέας ὁ Μασσαλιώτης [Pythéas ho Massaliōtēs] (c.380–310BCE), who appears to 

have published his experiences of an expedition into the North Sea in the early Iron Age, 

a work which Poseidṓnios, and thus, indirectly, also Strábōn, made use of (Malitz 1983: 

201f.; see, earlier Beckers 1911: 666; cf. Müllenhoff 1870: 231f.). As Jürgen Malitz writes: 

“Durch die Gespräche der Händler erhielten die Griechen wohl auch Kenntnis von den 

Gefahren des Nordmeers; die griechische Tradition über den Kampf der Kelten mit den 

Sturmfluten, die mit Aristoteles beginnt, ist ein Zeugniss dafür”275 (1983: 202).276  

The piece of information given in Strábōn’s account (VII.2.1), ascribed to Éphoros, 

describing the homes of the Keltoi as being regularly destroyed by the sea and constantly 

rebuilt, has certainly been given credibility in a recent work by Rita Compatangelo-

Soussignan (2016), thinking of the so-called warften/wurten or terpen (see Meier 2003; 

2004), a type of settlement found along the Wadden Sea, along the shores of the (later) 

Frisian coast, dating back to the early Iron Age. As she writes:  

It may […] be surmised that when fourth century B.C.E. Greek authors 

described the Celts as busy repeatedly rebuilding their dwelling destroyed 

by the Ocean tides, they relied on authentic reports of the coastal dwellings 

along the North Sea. Sailing along that sea’s coasts, Pytheas may well have 

seen the raised dwellings of the Freesi’s ancestors who had settled the 

seaboard beyond the River Rhine as early as 600 B.C.E. (Compatangelo-

Soussignan 2016: 11) 

This factual, (pre-)historical context which Compatangelo-Soussignan suggests for the 

texts under discussion here, certainly provides the account with an enhanced credibility. 

As has been noted above, prior to the time of Caesar no clear notion of the Germanic people 

existed; they were seen as being blended with the Keltoi (see Hofeneder 2005: 11). In short, 

the Keltoi described in these accounts as living by the (northern) sea, were almost certainly 

Germanic people living on the shores running from the Rhine Delta to southern Jutland 

(around the mouths of rivers Elbe and Eider). 

 
275  Transl.: ‘The Greek received knowledge about the dangers of the North Sea through the conversations 

of the traders; this is shown by the Greek tradition of the fight of the Keltoi with the storm-floods, that goes 

back to Aristotélēs.’ 
276  In opposition to the idea of the ‘flood-fight(ing)’ being passed on directly by Greek informants who had 

been to the shores of the North Sea, Compatangelo-Soussignan suggests Poseidṓnios may have picked up 

his knowledge of the ‘flood-fight’ from his own visits to (central) Gallia where he may have heard of 

particularities relating to the Kímbroi (Compatangelo-Soussignan 2016: 16–18). 
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In conclusion, there would seem to be good reason to assume that the story of the 

(Germanic) ‘flood-fight(ing)’ goes as far back to (the time of) Poseidṓnios, and that it was 

based on first- or second-hand knowledge. From here, we see the birth of a tradition shared 

by Strábōn and Phílōn, who both spent larger spans of their working life in Alexándreia,277 

which may provide an indication for why their statements about Kímbroi/Germanoí 

resembled each other so closely.278 

If we end this section by going back to the main point of the significance the 

aforementioned sources might have for PCRN, one needs to bear in mind that the material 

noted above has so far only been interpreted in the light of pre-Christian Keltic beliefs: In 

his meticulous collection of literary sources on the pre-Christian religion of the Kelts, 

Andreas Hofeneder connects the ‘flood-fighting’ to religious practices and especially ideas 

about the realm of death, afterlife, and the otherworld in pre-Christian Keltic religion (see 

esp. Hofeneder 2005–11/i: 34; /ii: 144 n.916; /iii: 194). A predominant position has seen 

Keltic ideas of afterlife playng into it, though More recently, Gerhard Dobesch (2007) has 

discussed the ‘flood-fight(ing)’ somewhat less credibly by comparing the accounts to other 

material from Mediæval Irish literature and Modern Scottish folklore (2007: 90f., 93–7).279 

Another less imaginative or dogmatic explanation, apparently unnoticed by Drobesch, had 

nonetheless been put forward by Bernhard Maier (2000). For Maier while the idea of the 

armed fight against the floods carries some truthfulness, “all graphic details referring to 

senseless bravery, spring tides, inundations and loss of lives have to be regarded as later 

embellishments superimposed upon a piece of ethnographic information whose original 

context was no longer known” (2000: 6). Maier then points out ethnographical material 

which might support his conclusions. 

 
277  Indeed, as has been noted above, Nikolāos also spent time in Alexándreia, perhaps at the same time as 

Strábōn (and Phílōn?), and knew Poseidṓnios’s historiographical writings (see above)—yet did not share 

their terminology. 
278  While the dating and transmission history of Strábōn’s writing remains uncertain if not obscure, Roller 

(2014: 13–15) suggests that Strábōn had begun planning his work around 20 BCE, later editing, and at times 

updating his writing, probably until 23/24 CE. What must also be noted is that when Strábōn died soon after, 

his manuscript had remained unpublished, leaving it unknown for a century (Roller 2014: 16). So how could 

Phílōn and Strábōn have similar accounts if Phílōn had not seen Strábōn’s final work? Both lived in 

Alexándreia—Strábōn for a longer period during which he conducted much of his research as Roller (2014: 

26; cf. 9f.) suggests, but he was not there when he died. Roller believes that Strábōn retired to Anatolia after 

20 CE (2014: 15). Both Strábōn and Phílōn could thus have had access to the same original source, most likely 

at the famous library of Alexándreia, 
279  Deriving the ‘flood-fight’ from an ancient heroic tale first recorded by Éphoros, Dobesch strips the later 

accounts of any historical (religious) value, seeing in them the beginning of an orally transmitted heroic 

legend. 
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How, then, can this material have any relevance for the study of PCRN? As the 

discussions of the sources above shew, in spite of their references to Keltoi, none of the 

Greek accounts can be safely connected to the Keltic world in the contemporary sense. 

Strábōn however, talks of the Kímbroi, and Phílōn, who is often ignored, mentions 

Germanoí. While both Phílōn and Strábōn seem to belong to a separate, late tradition 

drawing on an older account about the Keltoi, it seems likely that the account goes back to 

Poseidṓnios, who, as has been shown, may well have gained a trustworthy knowledge 

about the Kímbroi (see also Malitz 1983: 198; 202). 

Particularly interesting in this context, is the literal attitude of Strábōn (also perhaps 

going back to Poseidōnios) with regard to the stated action anchored in a belief that waves 

can be fought back with arms. Indeed, he seems to have little concern about the reality of 

this ritual(?) act (which might even be a religious cult-practice?) and does not ridicule it as 

Aristotélēs, Nikolāos, or Aelianus do. Even more intriguing is Phílōn’s suggestion that the 

sea had the quality of a living being that the Germanoí would fight. It is this point that 

provides the whole idea of a ‘flood-fight’ not only with meaning but also a religious context 

especially if one considers that people were apparently not simply hitting the water but 

running at and into the waves with their weapons. 

Of course, the extant sources hardly allow for an unambiguous result. They nonetheless 

point towards the potential exitence of a Germano-Kimbrian ‘flood-fighting’ cult-act or 

even potentially weapon-deposition going back at least to second to first century BCE as 

suggested by Terry Gunnell (in a personal communication from 12.10.2020). Whether there 

may indeed be a connection to depositional practice will be discussed later on in this thesis 

(see Ch.IV.2.1). First, though, other sources from Græco-Roman Antiquity need to be 

discussed, with regard to what they say about religious concepts, ideas, and expressions of 

belief related to the sea amongst the Nordic and Germanic people. 

IV.1.2 Tacitus, Annales XIII.55–7 

In the first century CE, Roman interactions with the people of the Germānī behind the limes, 

the Roman boarder, had increased and thus also knowledge about their religious beliefs. 

While these Roman observations obviously did not reach as far as Scandinavia itself, first, 

they still offer some valuable information on what might be the southernmost PCRN and 

their connection to the sea. The Roman historiographer (Pūblius?) Cornēlius Tacitus (c.56–

c.120) thus turns to a description of events in the Germānia Lībera in his so-called Annales, 

XIII.53–7, where he deals in particular with the situation north of the Rhēnus and between 
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the Ōceanus (that is, the North Sea). Here it is told how along the shores of the Rhēnus, 

strips of land, which were originally left uninhabited to act as a military buffer-zone, were 

some time after 58 CE occupied by the Germanic Am(p)sivariī. Becoming the main topic 

of Annales XIII.55–6, this account provides another brief but interesting early source 

witnessing a particular religious relation of people to the sea that falls within the 

southermost PCRN.280 

In his account about the events that took place in the wake of this land-taking by the 

Am(p)sivariī, Tacitus notes an episode involving Boiocalus, a leader-figure amongst the 

tribe, who had previously had good relations with the Imperium Rōmānum.281 Arguing, 

why his tribe had come to settle the deserted area, Boiocalus states, according to Tacitus: 

sicuti caelum deis, ita terras generi mortalium datas; quaeque vacuae eas 

publicas esse. solem inde suspiciens et cetera sidera vocans quasi coram 

interrogabat vellentne contueri inane solum: potius mare superfundere⟨nt⟩ 
adversus terrarum ereptores. (XIII.55.2–3; ed. Heubner 1994: 305) 

As heaven had been allocated to the gods, so the earth had been granted to 

the race of mortals; and whatever was unoccupied belonged to everybody. 

Then, looking up at the sun and invoking the other heavenly bodies, he kept 

asking, as though face-to-face with them, whether what they wanted to look 

upon was empty soil. Better, he said, for them to pour the sea over it to 

combat these robbers of land! (transl. Yardley 2008: 300) 

Of course, the Roman military leader in charge of settling the issue with the Am(p)sivariī, 

did not accept this sort of decision-making. All the same, what is relevant here is how 

Boiocalus’s declaration provides some interesting insights into certain aspects of the 

cosmology and constitution of these people’s religion—as long as we can regard Tacitus 

account or that of his source(s) credible (cf. Woodman 2004: xiv–xix; Barrett 2008: xxi–

xxv). First, a clear division between heaven (caelum) and earth (terra) is drawn, whereby 

heaven is said to belong to the gods, and the earth to mortals. According to this world-

 
280  Based on their name, one can assume that those people originate from an area around the river Ems 

(Dietz 1996). They may thus have the potential of representing a collective closely related to the 

Kímbroi/Cimbrī discussed in the previous chapter, at least in geographic terms, having roots amongst the 

tribes living on the shores of the North Sea with tight ties to, if not on the coastal cultural continuum with 

(southern) Scandināvia/(*Skaþinawjō). 
281  See XIII.55.1: “aderatque iis clarus per illas gentis et nobis quoque fidus nomine Boiocalus, vinctum se 

rebellione Cherusca iussu Arminii referens, mox Tiberio, Germanico ducibus stipendia meruisse, et 

quinquaginta annorum obsequio id quoque adiungere quod gentem suam dicioni nostrae subiceret”. (ed. 

Heubner 1994: 305) [“They were also helped by a man called Boiocalus, who was famous amongst those 

peoples and who was also loyal to us. Boiocalus declared that he had been put in irons on Arminius’ orders 

during the Cheruscan uprising; that he had later served under the leadership of Tiberius and Germanicus; and 

that he was now further adding to his fifty years of faithful service by bringing his people under our sway”; 

trans. Yardley 2008:300)]. 
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view, whatever parts of the earth which are vacant belong to the public at large. This 

provides the reasoning or legitimation for the Am(p)sivariī’s land-taking. Secondly, the act 

of turning to the sun (sōl) and other stars (sīdera), and addressing them face-to-face (quasi 

cōram) as the quote states, equates the gods with heavenly phenomena. 

Clearly, this cosmological model could fit a Roman perspective well, and could easily 

be superimposed onto the bárbara of all kinds. This idea is also somewhat reminiscent of 

a (famous) description by Gāius Iūlius Caesar (100–44 BCE) in his so-called Commentarii 

de bello Gallico (cf. Schönberg ⁴2013: 664), written possibly 52–1 BCE, about how the 

Germanic worship of deities was limited to heavenly bodies, to what is visible alone.282 

What stands out, however, is of course that Caesar does not mention the sea. All the same, 

one could now argue that Tacitus’s account like that of Caesar reproduces Roman 

ethnographic clichés. It is worth considering, however, that in his Annales Tacitus gives 

yet a slightly more nuanced picture, going beyond reducing the worship of gods to some 

simple awe for the heavenly bodies—instead, they are accounted for as a divinities who 

the Am(p)sivariī interact with.283 In the end, Boiocalus also implies that the gods also 

possessed active power over the sea, which they apparently could direct to go over the land 

as a form of punishment. Interestingly, it is solely the sea and no other part of the physical 

world that is presented here as being a thief land, directed by the gods.The whole episode 

seems to closely expouse a particular world-view which appears to correspond with the 

maritime discussed in the previous example dealing with the Kímbroi/Cimbrī. 

 
282  In a lengthy excursus (VI.11–28) dealing with the Germāniī, Caesar writes: “Germani multum ab hac 

consuetudine different. nam neque druides habent, qui rebus divinis praesint, neque sacrificiis student. 

deorum numero eos solos ducunt, quos cernunt et quorum aperte opibus iuvantur, Solem et Vulcanum et 

Lunam. reliquos ne fama quidem acceperunt” (VI.21.2, ed. Hering 1987: 98) [“The Germans differ much from 

this manner of living. They have no Druids to regulate divine worship, no zeal for sacrifices. They reckon 

among the gods those only whom they see and by whose offices they are openly assisted—to wit, the Sun, 

the Fire-god, and the Moon; of the rest they have learnt | not even by report” (transl. Henderson 1917: 345, 

347)]. It has been argued by modern scholars that Caesar here is using with stereotypical images, tópoi or 

‘common-places’, constructing an ethnography that goes beyond reality (see, for example, Schadee 2008), 

and so it is no wonder that Tacitus in his so-called Germania (see below) contradicts Caesar with regard to 

nearly all of the claims cited above. 
283  The focus on heavenly bodies finds interestingly support from the rich solar imagery between the Bronze 

Age and the Early Iron Age in Northern Europe, which has let Flemming Kaul (1998; 2004) develop a 

convincing model of a sun-worship for the Scandinavian Bronze Age. This has been the base for further 

investigation of a possible continued worship of the sun into the Early Iron Age, at least in parts of 

Scandinavia by Anders Andrén (2012; 2014), who draws in particular from the picture-stones from Gotland 

(cf. Ch.IV.2.2). It should be noted, however, that Andrén observes an absence, or at least reduction of solar 

iconography in many areas for the period c.500BCE–200CE, which might affect the presently discussed case. 

All the same, Andrén’s interpretation has been supported by Thomas A. DuBois (2017) in a well-argued 

contributiony comparing evidence from the Old Icelandic sources with Finno-Baltic folklore. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sidera#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=%CF%84%CF%8C%CF%80%CE%BF%CE%B9&action=edit&redlink=1
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IV.1.3 Tacitus, Germania 9.1. and the Archæology of Ship-Symbols 

If we stay with P. Cornelius Tacitus for a little while longer, his work may be helpful to 

cast further light onto potential forms of sea-worship practiced in the North, in particular 

with regard to votive practice and cult-objects. This will be a natural lead into a discussion 

of certain votive stones and ship-symbols found in archæological contexts. The point of 

departure here is another, much smaller and earlier work by Tacitus: De origine et situ 

Germanorum, commonly called Germania. Based solely on written accounts by other 

authors, administrative reports, and orally transmitted accounts from eyewitnesses (cf. 

Timpe 1992: 461; 463),284 Tacitus’s Germania was written in or soon after 98 CE, but 

handed down into Modern times by means of Mediæval copies.  

While the Germania is in many ways a gold-mine for scholars working on PCRN as, 

in many cases, it is the only source on particular issues (Timpe 1992: 480f.), it still needs 

to be used with care (see Ch.III.1.; cf. Janson 2018; Abram 2013; Timpe 1992: 434f.; 

484f.).285 One can observe that Tacitus does not only compare Germanic habits and beliefs 

with Roman culture, he regularly aligns the two, intertwining the foreign with the familiar 

to help explain things for this readers (Janson 2018: 10; Timpe 1992: 449–55). In spite of 

this, a number of Tacitus’s descriptions have found support from the archæological 

material as well as later written sources. This applies among other things to Tacitus’s 

famous account of the cult of Nerthus in Germania 40, which will be presented briefly in 

the following as it potential links to the sea or the watery sphere. 

Tacitus’s account describes a female deity, assigned by him the rôle of a terra mater, 

of the kind he worshipped himself, a figure who played a central rôle in a regional cult 

based on a sacred grove which involved a procession with the cult-image on a wagon. The 

deity’s name is commonly given as Nerthus,286 which can be considered a direct historical 

cognate to Old Icelandic Njǫrðr, a theonym clearly associated with the sea in the later 

tradition (see Ch.V.2). The account Germania 40 follows a description of the Langobardī, 

 
284  As it is impossible to determine securely sources to De origine et situ Germanorum, it is hard to be 

certain whether Tacitus’s work reflects actual conditions at the time of his writing (Lund 1991).  
285  Some scholars have thus treated Tacitus’s descriptions with general scepticism, seeing little value in 

them for the historical study of religion (see, for instance, Woolf 2013), while most others regarded his works 

as worthy source as long as one recognizes Tacitus’s literary principles and perspectives, especially how 

Germania adheres to a Roman tradition of ethnographic writing, reproducing certain topoi [common-places] 

(Timpe 1992:435–40; Norden ³1922). Tacitus’s work thus imposes an apparently biased view of the Germanic 

people seeing them a more primitive, yet at times idealized people compared to Roman civilization, and must 

not be considered an unproblematic work (Lund 2007: 294; 1991; cf. Ch. III.1.2). 
286  But note the text-critical commentaries in the note below. 
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as well as the Reudingī, the Avionēs, Angliī, Varīnī, Eudosēs, Suardonēs/Suarinēs, and 

Nuit(h)onēs who live next to them, separated by rivers and forests: 

[…] nec quicquam notabile in singulis, nisi quod in commune Nerthum, id 

est Terram matrem, colunt eamque interuenire rebus hominum, inuehi 

populis arbitrantur. Est in insula Oceani castum nemus dicatumque in eo 

uehiculum ueste contectum; attingere uni sacerdoti concessum. Is adesse 

penetrali deam intellegit uectamque bubus feminis multa cum ueneratione 

prosequitur. Laeti tunc dies, festa loca, quaecumque aduentu hospitioque 

dignatur. Non bella ineunt, non arma sumunt; clausum omne ferrum; pax et 

quies tunc tantum nota, tunc tantum amata, donec idem sacerdos satiatam 

conuersatione mortalium deam templo reddat. Mox uehiculum et uestis et, 

si credere uelis, numen ipsum secreto lacu abluitur. Serui ministrant, quos 

statim idem lacus haurit. Arcanus hinc terror sanctaque ignorantia, quid sit 

illud, quod tantum perituri uident. (ed. Robinson 1935: 317)287 

There is nothing noteworthy about these peoples individually, but they are 

distinguished by a common worship of Nerthus, or Mother Earth. They 

believe that she interests herself in human affairs and rides among their 

peoples. In an island of the Ocean stands a sacred grove, and in the grove a 

consecrated cart, draped with cloth, which none but the priest may touch. 

The priest perceives the presence of the goddess in this holy of holies and 

attends her, in deepest reverence, as her cart is drawn by heifers. Then 

follow days of rejoicing and merry-making in every place that she designs 

to visit and be entertained. No one goes to war, no one takes up arms; every 

object of iron is locked away; then, and only then, are peace and quiet 

known and loved, until the priest again restores the goddess to her temple, 

when she has had her fill of human company. After that the cart, the cloth 

and, if you care to believe it, the goddess herself are washed in clean in a 

secluded lake. This service is performed by slaves who are immediately 

afterwards drowned in the lake. Thus mystery begets terror and pious 

reluctance to ask what the sight can be that only those doomed to die may 

see. (transl. Rives 2010) 

This account of Nerthus if it can be trusted provides a rich source of information on belief 

and cult-practice amongst those tribes that must have lived somewhere in or close to the 

Scandinavian south between the eastern North Sea and the western Baltic Sea.  

Remarkably, Germania 40 distinguishes itself from many other sources by providing 

the name of the worshipped goddess in the (Latinized) original—although the mss do not 

agree on its spelling (cf. n.308).288 Another problem is that while the form Nerthus has the 

 
287  From amongst the notes which Robinson’s text-critical apparatus provides to the text, one should note 

particularly the manuscript-variants: ‹necthum›, ‹Neithum›, ‹Nertum›, ‹herthum›, ‹Nehertum›, ‹Verthum› to 

Nerthum in l.1 of the quote; and the variant: Terram] deum in l.2 of the quote (cf. ed. Robinson 1935: 317). 
288  Precisely the variant spellings cause some trouble. As the edited text shows (see above), the manuscript-

transmission of the Germania does not agree with regard to this unique and unfamiliar name, containing the 

variants ‹nertum›, ‹necthum›, ‹neithum›, ‹herthum›, ‹Neherthum›, and ‹Verthum›, as Lotte Motz 1993:3f. has 
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clear advantage of being an early cognate to the forms Old Icelandic Njǫrðr and Old 

Swedish Njärd‑*, it creates problems in terms of gender-(in)congruence (which will be 

returned to in more detail in Ch.V.2).289 All in all, whether the name is right or not, one 

notes the mentions of the (maritime) location (in īnsula ōceanī). The religious dimension 

is stressed at the start, and one also notes the lake, where at the end of the ritual, the slaves 

who have washed the cult-image and -wagon get drowned. Also worth mentioning is that 

the seemingly fertilizing and peace-bringing effect of the ritual has its point of departure 

on a holy island in the sea. From there, H/Nerthus comes and travels over the land to 

present its power, and to there she returns to at the end of her journey.290  

Tacitus provides another interesting but perhaps little less ambiguous piece of 

information in his Germania (9.1), which potentially has an even closer connection to 

worship relating to the sea. The passage runs: 

[…] pars Sueborum et Isidi sacrificat. Vnde causa et origo peregrino sacro, 

parum comperi, nisi quod signum ipsum in modum liburnae figuratum 

docet advectam religionem. (ed. Robinson 1935:284f.) 

A part of the Suēbī sacrifices to Īsis. Where reason and origin of his foreign 

cult are, I could not find out, except that the sign in form of a liburna-ship 

is used, indicating that the religious habit was imported. (author’s transl.)  

For Tacitus, the use of the term Suēbī is both an ethnographical umbrella-term, denoting a 

federation of tribes across the (north-eastern) Germānia Lībera, and also applies to a 

limited group of tribes in connection with Maroboduus, king of the Marcomanni, who 

settled at the Main until 9 BCE, after which they moved into the Boiohaemum [Modern 

Bohemia] (Lund 1989; Wiegels 2006; cf. Rübekeil 1992[2017: 219–22]; Losemann 2006), 

 

observed. While Motz considered a form Hertha in the light of later German folklore albeit without favouring 

it, Allan A. Lund 2007: 306f. and 1998: 95–110, however, has highlighted the fact that a form [h]ertha would 

closely resemble Germanic *erþō [‘earth’] (see also Simek 2003: 56f.; Battaglia 2001). This would make a 

clear linguistic parallel to the terra mater whom Tacitus mentions. 
289  Some recent commentators have stressed that when it comes down to it, the name does not matter as 

other individual details of the account as well as the equation with terra mater provide enough clues about 

the nature of the cult (Janson 2018:11). For the present thesis, however, the linguistic and religious history of 

Njǫrðr is pivotal, will discuss in greater detail later (see Ch.V.2).  
290  As many scholars have noted before, this cult, involving a cult-cart and a sacred lake, finds remarkable 

parallels in the archæological record, first and foremost the famous Dejbjerg-wagons and Rappendam-wagon 

and similar finds from around southern Scandinavia. Indeed, there are much older traces of carts, or at least 

wheeled, horse-driven cult-images like the sun-chariot from Trundholm, which dates back to c.1400 BCE. 

Flemming Kaul’s earlier-noted model for the sun-worship in Bronze-Age religion of Scandinavia, tells of 

the sun’s journey across the sky and its departure and return to the sea. Whether this idea survived or 

continued into early Iron-Age PCRN is an interesting question, supported by Anders Andrén 2012; 2014 and 

DuBois 2017 (see above). Tacitus’s account of Germania 40 nonetheless makes no direct or definite mention 

to the sea which is why I will refrain from further speculations at this point. 
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making the precise significance of this description somewhat unclear.291 The Latin liburna 

meanwhile denotes a certain ship-type which had become common in the Mediterranean 

and the Roman provinces (Höckmann 1997) in Tacitus’s time. 

In the context of Germania 9, Tacitus discusses Mercurius as the major deity who 

receives humans as offering on certain days, as well as Herculēs and Mārs who the 

Germanic people appeal to with animal gifts, before he comes the worship of Īsis who is 

the last deity mentioned by name in this section (Germania 9.1). All of these names clearly 

evoke the impression of the use of interpretātiō rōmāna,292 for one notes that Īsis, while 

of course originating in Ancient Egypt, had become a sacrum publicum [‘official cult’] by 

the middle of the first century CE in the Imperium (Takacz 1998). Nonetheless, the mention 

of Īsis stands out for Tacitus addresses her cult as peregrīnō sacrō, saying he was not able 

to trace her origin,293 but assumes that it must come from somewhere else.294 

Scholars have tried to make sense out of Tacitus’s mention of an Īsis-cult amongst the 

Germanī in various ways (see, for instance, Helm 1913: 309–11; 1918; de Vries 1956–58/i: 

471f.; 1956–57/ii: 314–16 with references),295 albeit few going on to make more detailed 

investigations (see below). Early scholarship after Kauffmann (1892; see also Karl Helm 

1913: 309–11) largely followed the idea that Germania 9.1 was referring to the cult of 

Nehalennia, a local deity known from Latin inscriptions found on stone altars in the border-

area of the Roman provinces Germānia inferior and Gallia Belgica, who had some relation 

to seafaring in various ways, amongst other things because of the way in which boats or 

boat-parts were seen as her attributes (see more further below). This idea clearly had an 

 
291  It may also be noted that while Caesar encounters the Suēbī at the Rhēnus, during the Early Roman Iron 

Age others locate Suebi at the lower Nicer [Modern Neckar], still at the Rhēnus and upper Moenus [Main], 

and during the second century CE at the ὁ Ἴστρος [ho Ístros] or Danuvius [Donau] (see Wiegels 2006). 
292  The principle of interpretātiō rōmāna describes the Roman tradition of imposing the closest familiar or 

similar theophoric name from their own religion onto foreign metaphysical concepts and is first used by 

named so after Tacitus himself (Germania 43.3). The term has been introduced into Modern scholarship by 

G. Wissowa (1918) and widely used, also by scholars of PCRN (see, e.g., de Vries 1935–37/ii: 165f.), but this 

has recently been criticized by Allan A. Lund (2007), and shown to be too simple a model that does not 

satisfactory cover the actual, rather multifarious practice of describing foreign deities employed by Tacitus. 
293  Tacitus does not talk about the origin of the other gods of the chapter, which may suggest that they were 

native to the Germānia. 
294  Lund suggests from the wording of the above cited passage from Germania.9.1, that Tacitus’s position 

was not overtly negative, something Lund explaines with the cult of Īsis existing in Rōma (1991: 1893). 
295  For older rather wild speculations from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, regarding Īsis and the 

originally Egyptian goddess’s place in northern European (Germanic/ Scandinavian) religion, see Günter 

Grimm’s helpful overview and discussion of previous scholarship (1969; esp. 1–4; 98–100). 
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impact especially when reiterated by Jan de Vries (1956–57/ii: 314–16).296 Rudolf Simek 

(2006: 224) who considers this idea and provides a brief but helpful overview of the debate, 

nonetheless playing down the question of the location or tribal association of the Īsis-cult. 

He prioritizes the question of whom Īsis represents in PCRN, being convinced that one is 

dealing with another example of interpretātiō rōmāna here (Simek 2006: 224).297 This 

framework helps one understand why so many scholars have tried to find a common 

solution to assume/find Old Scandinavian equivalents for Īsis (as well as Nehalennia and 

Nerthus) in the Old Nordic vanir-gods (in general, or more specifically in Njǫrðr and the 

Freyja–Frigg-complex). Such a model inevitably requires there to have been close 

association of Īsis, Nehalennia, and Nerthus which cannot be proved.  

What characterizes most of the earlier interpretations, is that their arguments are based 

ā priōrī on the assumption that one is dealing with an interpretātiō rōmāna in the 

Wissowian sense, that is, a Roman translation of a Germanic god, meaning the Īsis-name 

must refer to a Germanic goddess. What these explanations also share is a reliance on 

additional, external evidence from outside Tacitus, reaching beyond his historical context. 

It is logically worthwhile approaching Īsis from a different angle to see if there are any 

other possibilities. 

Recent scholarship, relating to the study of epigraphical and archæological sources 

from the northwestern provinces of the Imperium Rōmānum has suggested that Tacitus’s 

reference to Īsis should be seen in the light of other foreign divinities that which were 

adopted as Græco-Roman mystery-cults (see Graf 2006; Takacs 1998: 1126, 1129f.).298 The 

cult of Īsis in the shape of a universal mother-goddess worshipped all over the Roman 

world has an important position here and one notes her particular connection to the sea and 

sailing, amongst other things (Takacs 1998: 1130; see further: Bricault 2020). Here rôle in 

the northwestern provinces, and in particular in the two Roman Germaniae, has received 

little or no attention compared to other forms of local, provincial religion (Haase 2005: 108 

 
296  The overall stress of recent scholarly interpretations of Īsis is on fertility and a connection to vanir-deities 

like (Nerthus–)Freyja (Ellis Davidson 1964: 100; 137), Frigg (Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1988: 17), or both 

Frigg and Freyja (Ingunn Ásdisardóttir 2007: 118; Abram 2013: 56f). 
297  Simek (2006: 224) names Nehalennia and Nerthus/Njǫrðr as possibilities (cf. 2006: 296), yet, more 

interestingly, doubts whether the use of the ship as cult-object (known throughout both the Bronze and Iron 

Ages) can be seen as having association with the Germanic Īsis—whoever she was.  
298  Originating in the Northern African and Western Asian regions of the Near East, various cults of this 

kind reached the northernmost provinces of Rōma, a good example being the cult of Mythras or Μίθρας 

which became established quite firmly amongst the military and wider populations of the Roman provinces 

and possibly influenced beliefs in Wōtan–Wōden–Óðinn, as argued by Kaliff and Sundquist 2006. 
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with references), largely because little was known about her worship in the Germanic 

provinces. This has nonetheless changed quite drastically in the past years. 

Until recently, certain chronological issues made it unlikely that Tacitus would have 

had any knowledge of a Roman Īsis-cult in the provinces when writing his Germania, 

archæological and epigraphical material relating to such a cult not being older than c.150 

CE (Grimm 1969: 88; cf. Haase 2004: 111f.; 2001: 319).299 Several recent investigations, 

however, have raised the possibility that Tacitus may well have encountered an early form 

of the provincial Īsis-mystery which was evidently in the process of gaining foothold in 

the north of the Roman world in his times (Haase 2001; 2004; Liertz 2003; 2005). 

Conclusions of this kind, one may argue, make previous speculations about the nature of 

the Suebian Īsis-cult principally obsolete, or, at least, little more than daring alternatives. 

Mareile Haase has devoted two recent articles to the cult of Īsis in the Germanic 

provinces, discussing the new material since the opīniō commūnis expressed by Günther 

Grimm (1969) on the beginning of an Īsis-cult. In both contributions, Haase takes Tacitus’s 

account as a point of departure. In 2001 she argued that the ship-signum could be connected 

with boat-shaped lamps used in the cult of Īsis. In a later paper from 2004, she suggested 

a dating of the Īsis-cult in the Germanic provinces, based on recent excavations in Mainz, 

the Roman Mogontiacum, which was the capital of Germānia superior. These related to a 

sanctuary established between 69–79 CE, with a temple-building and several votive 

inscriptions apparently devoted to Īsis and Magna māter (Haase 2004: 116 with references). 

Further support for her argument came from the overall evidence of so-called matronae-

stones,300 pointing to local worship of female deities, and in particular the co-occurrence 

of finds of votive stones to Īsis (Haase 2004: 110f. with literature; cf. Parlasca 1955; 

Galsterer 1999), alongside other inscriptions mentioning Suebiae found in Köln, the former 

Colonia Agrippina (Liertz 2005: 843; see Eck and Koßmann 2009: 79f.).301 

It thus appears that Tacitus’s account of a cult of the Egypto-Roman Īsis existed 

amongst the Suēbī may well have had some credibility, yet something that weakens its 

 
299  Such ideas correspond with the idea that votive inscriptions found within the Germanic provinces 

reached a peak after 150 CE, as Ton Derks has suggested, in other words between c.180–230 (Derks 1998: 90). 
300  Werner Eck and Dirk Koßmann in a recent overview refer to a total of 60 sites of matronae-cult in the 

Germania inferior (2009: 73), some with numbers reaching into the hundreds. They associate the cult in 

particular with the Ubii and the Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium [Modern Köln]. Today it is commonly 

accepted that the practice of erecting such votive stones became popular during the latter half of the first 

century CE, something excavations of the sanctuary at Pesch, amongst other places, confirm (Eck and 

Koßmann 2009: 84; 90). The matronae-cult has thus only fairly recently been dated back a century. 
301  Haase (2004: 107 n.2) also mentions inscriptions to Serāpis and Osīris from the Colonia Agrippina. Their 

cult spread together with that of Īsis. 
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value for the present study into PCRN and the sea. One must therefore reject Lund’s 

conclusion: “Übrigens gab es den Isis-Kult damals in Germanien nicht”302 (1991: 1983; cf. 

Polomé 1986: 267). The insight that a cult-form with a clearly maritime dimension, 

originating deep in the Mediterranean, was able to spread so far north and find wide 

acceptance, even popularity amongst Germanic people of central Europe, is nonetheless a 

noteworthy outcome, even though it has most significance for the Roman provinces and its 

direct Hinterlands (but see some further suggestions below). One may thus ask whether 

there is any reason to trust the previous interpretations proposed by scholars relating to 

Germania 9.1 for the study of PCRN (cf. Haase 2001; 2004; Liertz 2005), since Tacitus’s 

mention of Īsis appears to belong in the context of central mainland-Germānia.  

Before leaving the subject of Īsis, however, it is worth considering her possible relation 

to Nehalen(n)ia, the archæological finds connected to her impress in many regards. 

Currently, more than 160 votive-stones are known to be dedicated to her (Spickermann 

2006),303 mainly in Domburg (Walcheren) and on Colijnsplaat (Noord-Beveland) in the 

river Oosterschelde (in the Netherlands), although some spread are found in neighbouring 

areas further inland up the Rhein and Mosel (Dercks 2014). These votive stones feature 

numerous details showing influence from Roman iconography and the earlier-mentioned 

provincial mātrōnae-stones. Depictions of dogs, fruit, drinking horns, and rudders 

dominate as attributes, as well as figures shown standing with one foot on a ship’s bow. 

All of this points to clear links between Nehelennia and the iconography of Īsis and some 

other Roman deities (Derks 2014; de Vries 1957: 314f.; Helm 1913: 386f.). Of particular 

importance here is that Nehelennia shows a clear connection to seafaring and the shipping 

of goods (Spickermann 2006; Derks 2014). The association between her stones and the most 

important shipping rivers in the Roman north cannot be accidental,304 especially with its 

main concentration on the Schelde-mouth, close to Roman Britannia. 

In the end, it may seem that the material discussed in the present chapter has little real 

value for the present thesis, especially for anyone interested primarily in PCRN. The 

evidence relating to the Lower Germanic Nehalennia, nonetheless, provides a fascinating 

case for a worship dedicated to a local goddess of seafaring and shipping existing in north-

 
302  ‘Incidentally, there was no Īsis-cult in the Germānia at that time.’ 
303  In his overview, de Vries knew only 26 (1956–57/ii: 314). 
304  Ellis Davidson links her shrines with travellers hoping for safe passage over to Britain (1964: 137), but 

also sees Nehalennia as being clearly linked with the vanir (1964: 166), without elaborating on this claim any 

further in this publication. Later, however, Ellis Davidson connects Nehalennia and Freyja (1969/1982: 93). 
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western Europe (and potentially further south). Adopting a whole epigraphic and 

iconographic heritage that shows strong Roman influences, the Nehalennia-cult appears to 

have taken shape during the third and fourth century CE (Derks 2014). As argued above, 

there is little evidence that this goddess represents a variant of Freyja–Frigg, or (female) 

Njǫrðr–Freyr. Her main value is that she offers a comparative case for the gods known 

later in PCRN. It is also tempting to assume some direct influences between comparable 

religions in Roman Germānia during the final phase of the Roman Iron Age.  

IV.2 Archæological Sources 

IV.2.1 Watery Worship and Sacrifices on the Shore 

If one searches for specific sites of cult connected to the sea, it is astonishing how little has 

been survived in the record. At the same time, evidence of, various forms of depositions 

being carried out in connection with inland waters and wetlands shows that such rituals 

were taking place all the way from the Late Stone Age until the Iron Age of Scandinavia 

(Müller-Wille 2002:135). This evidence includes depositions of, among other things, pots 

(containing food and other things), tools and weapons, as well as bones and jewellery, all 

of which must be considered to be some form of sacrifices, have been found in bogs, lakes, 

brooks / (small) streams, springs, wells, and waterfalls, as well as in larger rivers teeming 

into the sea. In recent scholarship, especially since the work of Charlotte Fabech (1991) and 

Ulf Näsman (1991), the common view has it that inland waters, along with certain groves, 

islands, and inland shrines (vé) were the primary sacred sites for sacrifices throughout 

prehistory up until the middle of the first millennium CE (Bradley 2000: 155; Müller-Wille 

2002: 157; Gunnell 2020). According to this scheme, such wetland deposits were gradually 

superseded in many areas by a re-orientation of cult towards the élite seats of power and 

their hall-buildings between 400–550 CE (Fabech 1991:292), although this view has become 

slightly more contested in recent research (Lund 2013).305 

 
305  For instance, Torun Zachrisson (1998: 118) as well as Lotte Hedeager (1999) pointed out that there is 

evidence that watery sites continued to be in use for deposits into the Viking Age. Other scholars have also 

demonstrated that there is evidence of sacrifices and rituals associated with élite buildings predating the 

turning point proposed by Fabech (1991) for c.400–550 CE (see Carlie 2005; Hansen 2006). By way of a 

summary, Julie Lund writes that: “In Northern Europe acts of deposition of weapons in wetlands—in lakes, 

bogs, rivers and the sea—took place from the Mesolithic to the Late Iron Age. It is generally believed that 

this practice ended in Northern Europe in the Merovingian period. However, this seems to be a rule with 

notable exceptions. In Germany weapons from the Carolingian period are found in a number of rivers. 

Several recent studies show that acts of weapon deposition continued in many parts of Central and Southern 

Scandinavia during the Viking Age” (Lund 2013:171). 
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The fact the sea had so far relatively little or no space within this schematic model of 

ritual practice relating to worship in PCRN,306 this may be partly due to the nature early 

archæological practice, where mere accidents of discovery may have led to the creation of 

a somewhat uneven picture.307 Underwater archæology is a relatively recent field, and one 

needs to have in mind the greatly different and difficult physical conditions of maritime 

environments, which can make the preservation of archæological material difficult. This 

cam easily result in a mere argumentum ex silentio or a kind of second and third grade 

comparitivism building solely on foreign-but-neighbouring as well as far more remote 

religions (cf. Schjødt 2017)—being used to suggest that sacrifices to the sea were also 

performed but not generally preserved.  

Trying to avoid such an approach, the following discussions will focus on the few 

extant examples of archæological material that can shed some light on the issue. The 

examples presented may at first look like a handful of isolated stray-finds of objects, which 

especially take the form of weapons, which have been found along the shores of 

Scandinavia and other Scandinavian settled areas of northern Europe. Certain features of 

this material make it plausible that these weapons represent ritual depositions. In addition 

to these, a particular Norwegian phenomenon of finds of pottery in boathouses which seem 

to have a tentative maritime connection will be discussed. Finally, the discussion will turn 

to what is perhaps the most intriguing find of all, which is a maritime cult-site (or cult-

beach) found at the intersection of what is commonly believed to have beeen Scandinavian 

and Slavic culture and religion.  

The earliest evidence of archæological evidence for human interactions with the sea 

by means of ritual offerings, may come from the Mesolithic to the Bronze Age, something 

relating especially to the dynamics of post-glacial coastal changes. As Robert Van de Noort 

(2011: 64f.) points out, limited evidence exist from areas off the coasts of the southern North 

Sea and in the Channel of Mesolithic and Neolithic deposits being made on the regressing 

shores. Potentially more convincing finds of axes and swords come from the Bronze Age 

(see Van de Noort 2011: 60f.). These now submerged areas of the North Sea once formed 

the outer margins of the European mainland during the extreme floodings that took place 

 
306  As a minor exception to this rule one may consider the claim by Lotte Hedeager (1999) that the larger 

part of depositions from both Migration Period and Viking Age in wetlands and unsettled útmark-landscapes 

frequently took place where land and sea meet. 
307  To my knowledge, however, no systematic study investigating wetland deposits has yet taken place in 

present-day Norway. 
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in the Mesolithic period (see Priece 2015: 14–18; Van de Noort 2011: 13; 49–55), continuing 

in the Neolithic albeit slowing down until they were in turn superseded by the transgression 

of costal and riverine mires and other wetlands (Priece 2015: 18; Van de Noort 2011 :64). 

Interestingly, archæological evidence indicates that around the southern North Sea, 

deposits shifted away from the shores, coastal wetlands, and estuaries to inland areas 

behind the sea when the aforementioned marine transgression almost came to an halt there 

in c.1000 cal
BCE (Van de Noort 2011 :69; cf. Roymans 1991: 24; 26f.; tab.3). As the possible 

deposits noted above seem to have followed the marine transgression, Van de Noort (2011: 

65–9; 70f.) suggests that they might point to the sea having been perceived as a living entity 

at which the ritual deposits would have been directed in an attempt to halt its enchroaches, 

perhaps in a similar form to the activities by Classical authors (see Ch.IV.1.1).  

While some of these earliest finds from the Bronze Age have been found off the coast 

of Sjælland, secure evidence of Scandinavian offerings performed on the shores are rare. 

Nonetheless, Julie Lund, who has famously discussed deposits at inland waters on several 

occasions (for instance, 2004; 2010; 2013), claiming their long durée (see above), has noted 

several weapons found at different littoral locations, including river-mouths, harbours, and 

beaches along the shores of Late-Iron-Age Northern Europe (see Tab.1). Although their 

number appears marginal compared to other watery contexts, she sees them equally as 

deliberate depositions as they fit into the larger scheme of inland finds.308 Lund thus 

favours an interpretative model in which the finds from watery contexts of all kinds 

functioned essentially as ritual depositions,309 although whether these rituals were sacred 

or profane is left open, Lund employing a concept of PCRN that includes the political and 

juridical sphere equally (2004:202; 2013:172f.). 

“In Scandinavia”, Lund states, “weapons, mainly swords, are found in natural 

harbours and at the mouths of streams” (2013:174; cf. 2004:203). This statement is based on 

the evidence provided by Lund (2004), who has compiled all these weapons, in particular 

swords (in certain cases with sheaths, at times only hilts and pommels) as well as spear-

 
308  In the first or, at least, most successful attempt to bring together all the evidence of weapon-deposits in 

watery contexts, Lund (2004) contests the common opinion that these weapon-finds are accidental losses. 

Indeed, judging by the numbers—which reach up into the hundreds in some regions (Sjælland and Skåne: 

more than 140 weapons; Gotland: several hundred weapons; see Lund 2004: 197)—Lund argues that this 

explanation holds little plausibility (Lund 2013: 172). She also rules out warfare as being the general cause of 

such weapon-finds, mainly due to the regularity of offerings and the timespans between the use of individual 

sites (Lund 2004: 211; 2013: 172). 
309  Essentially, Lund’s conclusions have been supported by various scholars, amongst others by Anders 

Andrén (2002: 316), Fedir Androshchuk (2010), Christina Fredengren (2011; 2018), Anne Monikander (2010), 

and Terry Gunnell (2020). 
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heads, found at the mouths and lower ends of rivers as well as harbours across southern 

Scandinavia (Schleswig-Holstein, Sjælland, and Skåne). 

Table 1: Systematization of shoreline deposits after Lund 2004 

Location Deposition Designation Dating Placement 

Køge Å  sword-

pommel  

NM 15556 c.925–950 river mouth 

Tude Å at 

Frølunde Fed 

sword, 

spearhead 

NM C5821,  

NM C5822 

c.925–950 river mouth / 

seashore 

Tude Å at 

Næsby strand  

sword  DKC 040319-

111 

1000–1250 river mouth / 

seashore 

Kävlingeån / 

Lödde å 

sword  LUHM 10143 12th century river mouth 

Munkens bro 

near Lödde 

å’s mouth 

sword  LUHM 12343 14th century river mouth / 

seashore 

Gudenåen × 

Randers fjord 

sword  DKC 140908-

93 

late 

mediæval 

river mouth / 

fjord 

Haddeby 

harbour 
sword-hilt  Geibig 1990: 

252ff. 

 harbour 

 

To this material, one can add several finds of Scandinavian origin found outside the 

Scandinavia, for instance, an axe found in the harbour in Limerick, and a sword which was 

found on the shore at Morragh at Wicklow (Lund 2013; cf. Ó Floinn 1998: 148; Walsh 1998: 

231). In 2004, Lund suggested that such finds might belong to rituals relating to journeys, 

marking these as transitional places. 

Interestingly, Christina Fredengren has embraced a similar perspective in her recent 

studies (2011; 2015; 2017) of wet deposits in Sweden, providing evenmore detailed insights 

based on new investigations of historical shore-line developments. In her 2011-study, 

Fredengren focuses on the Mälar-valley during the (Later) Bronze Age and (Earliest) Iron 

Age of Scandinavia. Beginning with a discussion of finds from different forms of wetland 

within the current landscape, Fredengren pays special attention to sea-level changes within 

the given timeframe, something which leads her to conclude that the ritual deposits were 

actually placed in a clearly maritime environment during the time when they were carried 

out (2011: 112f; 115; 124), something that suggests a potential connection to long-distance 

travels (2015: 168). While this is only a side-product of her work, Fredengren’s 2015-article 

on Uppland provides an interesting foil to her earlier study (Fredengren 2011). Here she 

points to a number of artefacts from the river Fyrisån, in particular weapons, including a 

miniature sword from the Viking Age (UMF 1096), which was found “just downstream 
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from the Islandsbron bridge” and the rapids of Islandsfallet (2015: 170; 176; Ljungkvist 

2006: 177f.) in contemporary Uppsala (former Östra Aros). Today, this area marks the point 

from which Fyrisån can be navigated by ship. During the Iron Age, however, this area 

downstream from Islandsbron is believed to have been an occasional harbour (Gräslund 

1993: 177). As Fredengren (2015: 170) notes, Ljungkvist (2006: 176–8) earlier argued in 

favour of an interpretation of the objects found here as being ritual deposits, possibly 

associated with war if one rules out the idea that the weapons were unintentionally lost by 

accident or in battle.310 All the same, as Fedengren notes: “The depositions were carried 

out at a spot where the river met the sea and where large ships could seek harbour” 

(Fredengren 2015: 171).311 Fredengren goes on to conclude that “there are similarities 

between the location chosen for the depositions and some of the earlier artefact 

depositions” (2015:171), here apparently referring to the Bronze-Age depositions discussed 

earlier (2011). Fredengren thus points out intriguing connections between Bronze- and 

Viking-Age Scandinavian ritual practice involving deposits at access-points to the sea. 

The aforementioned material leaves open the question of whether one is facing an 

actual cult-continuity or rather a reuse or revival in the choice of both the sites and, ins 

some way, also the artefacts. All the same, the somewhat narrow geographical focus of 

some of Lund’s and Fredengren’s research might give it limited relevance to PCRN as a 

whole. An exception is the 2008-dissertation Åsted og vadested by Julie Lund (2009), 

which, to my knowledge, is the best work involving respective finds from Norway. Other, 

more comprehensive studies unfortunately do not exist (Lund 2009: 163).312  

In the absence of reliable data relating to coastal–maritime depositions for Norway, I 

will now turn to a different kind of material coming from four Norwegian boathouses 

which were excavated and published by Perry Rolfsen (1974), three on the Jærkysten and 

 
310  In support of such an explanation of these being deliberate depositions (or offerings), one can mention 

the Mediæval swords found around the same area as the Viking-Age objects. At least three swords (UMF B 

72, 74, and 78) with a dating between 1000–1400 were discovered around Islandsbron and Hamnplanen, and 

are thus clearly seen as a folkloric continuation of the earlier depositional practice (Fredengren 2015: 172), 

underpinning an interpretation of these being ritual offerings. 
311  In addition to Östra Aros, further parallels for the same period may come from Gudme, an important, 

early central place in c.200–600 CE, although the timeframe reaches into the Viking Age when the 

surrounding settlements are taken into consideration, in particular the harbour of Lundeborg (see, for 

instance, Rood 2017 62–5; 82f.). Gudme lies about 4km from the shore, and downstream from Tange å, 

reaching the sea, human remains have been retrieved around the river’s mouth in a harbour-area (Fredengren 

2015:171). 
312  In her dissertation, Lund (2009) points out a further find in a sjørind(e), thus at the ‘sea-rim’, from Tjora 

at Sola in Rogaland. The find of several artefacts resembling a full warrior’s gear, something typical for 

‘male’ élite burials, nonetheless raises questions about the connection to the sea. It may actually belong to a 

washed-over burial (Lund 2009: 150f.). 
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another in Hafrsfjord. This intriguing material involves a certain type of clayware, 

commonly known as bucket-shaped pottery, in Norwegian urtepotteforma or spannforma 

leirkar.313 These cylindric, richly decorated, and elaborately produced vessels represent a 

specific Norwegian category of high-end ceramics, most densely distributed on the 

southwestern coast.314 It comes only from the late third century to the middle of the sixth 

century, at which point it vanishes abruptly (Magnus and Kristoffersen 2010). Particularly 

characteristic for these pots is their find-contexts, which are primarily graves, settlements, 

and boathouses (Magnus 1980: 275; Kleppe 1993: 293), although only those finds from 

graves have sofar been studied systematically.  

The main question which has endlessly troubled scholars, is the function or purpose of 

these pots. While traces of burning have been seen by earlier scholar as a sign of their use 

in cooking s, recent research has found that this interpretation is rather unlikely 

(Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010: 10; Jørgensen 1988).315 Although the evidence is not as 

conclusive as one might hope it to be, the current tendency is to link bucket-shaped pottery 

with drinking ceremonies and ritual feasting,316 an idea in particular suggested by Per 

Ditlev Fredriksen (2006: 131f.). More recently, it has been sugpported by Christian Løchsen 

Rødsrud who sees it in the context of the social history of Iron-Age Norway, and 

contextually linked to the warband-system of the Roman Iron Age and Migration Period, 

finally joining with the emerging hall-culture during the late Migration Period (2012: 187–

91; 2016: 80f.). 

The relationship between bucket-shaped pottery and boathouses nonetheless remains 

prominently ignored in these major scholarly works. Of course, the finds from graves are 

 
313  This type of pottery gained its ‘bucket-shaped’ description based on ots simple cylindric form, with no 

handles but usually with complex ornamentation. It is a compound-ceramic in which the percentage of clay 

is lower than other material: “Spannformete kar er betegnelsen på hankeløse kar der finrevet asbest eller 

kleberstein utgjør hovedbestanddelen av godset, og leiren har en funksjon som bindemiddel. Karene er 

vanligvis dekorerte, og mange har heldekkende dekor. Karene har tilnærmet sylindrisk eller svakt buket form 

med at bunn og noe utbrettet munningsrand. Munningsdiameter og høyde er større enn bunndiameteren. 

(Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010: 10) 
314  They are found almost exclusively along the shores of western Norway, in particular in Rogaland, but 

also in Møre, Trøndelag, Nordland, and some areas of Østlandet. Some individual finds also come from 

Bohuslän, Medelpad, and Ångermannland in modern-day’s Sweden (Magnus 2012:19; Fredriksen 2005:189). 
315  As Bente Magnus (1980) also showed, many of the pots were mended, this being another feature 

underpinning the special importance and value ascribed to these pots. It should be noted that such repairs 

were conducted in a fashion guaranteeing that the pots would stay completely watertight, not just closed off 

enough for storing dry goods. This particular detail stresses the association between bucket-shaped pottery 

and drinking, and there are further arguments that associate them with both ritual drinking ceremonies and 

feasting (see below). 
316  One may note that already Engevik (2002) draws up a number of scenarios for ritual use of bucket-

shaped pottery in an agricultural society, with interesting parallels from (early) Modern Norway. 
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more common. These finds however, differ in nature from the material found in boathouses, 

which is preserved in such enormous amounts, indicating that it can hardly be accidental. 

While Fredriksen’s and Rødsrud’s earlier-noted models can explain many aspects relating to 

the production and use of this bucket-shaped pottery, and especially its relation to social 

change during the early Iron Age, many other aspects have been left uncovered, in particular 

since the coastal or maritime association has been left unaccounted for.  

Here, I do not merely mean their distribution along the Norwegian shoreline 

(Jørgensen 1988),317 which naturally makes the pots relevant for the present thesis. More 

interesting is the question of why this pottery occurred in boathouses albeit usually being 

found entirely broken into pieces. In his investigations of the four boathouses from Jæren 

and Hafrsfjord, Rolfsen’s finding of a great quantity of ceramics, including bucket-shaped 

pottery led him to assume that this pottery must have served as trading-goods designed to 

be freighted by sea (Rolfsen 1974: 95–7).318 Most aspects of his theory have, however, been 

criticized or rejected in more recent research. As Kristin Armstrong Oma writes: “[…] 

denne tolkinga gjev ikkje meining i forhold til at så store mengder keramikk er knust, som 

ser ut som spor av bruk. Vidare er det store konsentrasjonar av funn av lokal keramikk 

over heile vestlandet, og ingenting som tyder på at desse var handelsvare” (Oma 2013:13; 

cf. Magnus 2012).  

In her archæological report about Hafrsfjord, Oma (2013) revisited Perry Rolfsen’s 

study along with other material. She proposes that: 

Ei meir truleg forklaring [than Rolfsen’s] er at nausta har hatt andre 

funksjonar i tillegg til som opplagsplass for båtar og skip. Mange av nausta 

er store bygg, og det er foreslått at mellomaldernausta har hatt hall-funksjon 

[…]. Truleg har nausta i jernalder vore multi-funksjonelle, med mellom 

anna hallfunksjon. Dette stemmer overeins med at Rolfsen fann eldstader 

inne i nausta. Markeringar av starten på store havseilas, og likeeins av skip 

og mannskap som returnerte etter lange periodar borte, er naturleg å tenka 

seg i samband med nausta sin hall-funksjon. I samband med å senda ut eit 

skip med mannskap på seilas har det truleg foregått intens rituell aktivitet, 

der føremålet var å be maktene gripa inn og syta for trygg seilas og hell og 

 
317  Discussing bucket-shaped pottery with a deliberately northern Norwegian perspective, Roger Jørgensen 

proposed that: “[…] oppkomsten av denne keramikken [may be seen] som et resultat av samtidige, kulturelle 

prosesser der keramikken inngikk i et symbolsk repertoir. De spannforma leirkar kan […] ha fungert som et 

symbolsk redskap, et identifikasjonskriterium, som bidro til konstitueringen og vedlikehold av den «norrøne» 

gruppetilhørighet langs kysten” (1988:61). Indeed, there is no denying that the pots have a particular coastal 

distribution, which may speak for their importance as a feature expressing a particular ‘Nordic’ identity along 

the shoreline of Norway. 
318  Kleppe (1993: 294) also believed it plausible that the pottery was stored alongside the walls of the 

boathouses, containing either food (and drinks) for the sailors or trading goods, thereby echoing Rolfsen’s 

model (cf. Fredriksen 2005: 264). 
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lukke med intensjonen med reisa, anten det var handel eller plyndring (Oma 

2013: 13). 

Oma thus suggests a new model for the use of the beakers at boathouses as part of the 

performance of rituals related to the acts of putting out to sea or returning back into land 

or harbour. Interestingly, this would offer a potentil parallel to the ritual deposits discussed 

even though the beakers are found indoors. Oma’s interpretation, nonetheless, remains 

somewhat conjectural, and has not been taken up by other scholars as to my knowledge. 

All the same, Oliver Grimm (2006; 2004b) and Frans-Arne Stylegar (Stylager and Grimm 

2005) who have studied the evidence on Scandinavian boathouses in and around the Iron 

Age, have both earlier argued that boathouses may have also functioned as location for 

feasting and assemblies, supporting an idea proposed by Schnall (1978) and Hinsch 

(1960).319  

It is worth remembering in this context that as was noted earlier, bucket-shaped pottery 

disappeared all of a sudden around the middle of the sixth century, not only from 

boathouses but everywhere. Seemingly, this coincides with the so-called 536-event (see 

Ch.III.3). Per Ditlev Fredriksen, Erna Siv Kristoffersen, and Ulrich Zimmermann (2014) 

have discussed this issue, and Rødsrud (2016) dedicating a complete article to this question, 

seeing social change during the Migration Period as the main reason for the decline in 

production and use of the pottery. All the same, both articles assume that the climatic 

events of the 530s and 540s played only a minor rôle, social changes being seen as the 

major cause for the demise of pottery.320 The two were nonetheless evidently related and it 

would be interesting to consider whether the possibility that the 536-event could have 

affected ritualistic activities and belief as, for instance, Anders Andrén (2012; 2014) has 

convincingly argued with regard to the sun-worship on Gotland. If this was so, the 

disappearance of the pottery argued this line could support the idea of their being related 

to rituals of some kind. While various other types of vessels continued to be used in burial 

practice, they disappear from boathouses, how until the (late) Viking Age or (early) 

Scandinavian Middle Age (Grimm 2006: 326–405). One wonders whether their 

 
319  In this context, it might be noted that according to Hákonar saga Hákonarsonar k.258 (ed.), Norwegian 

king Hákonr hold his coronation-ceremony in the huge boathouse of Bergen in 1247. Nonetheless, there is 

some more tentative evidence from the earlier Middle Age in Norway, leading Hinsch (1960) to formulate a 

‘hall-theory’, these accounts remain vague (see Grimm 2006:94–6; Schnall 1978 for discussions). 
320  For a slightly more nuanced discussion involving theories of climatic change, see Ingar M. Gundersen 

(2019). 
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discontinuation might relate to a changing perception of the sea or seafaring in the local 

ontology and PCRN. 

The two cases of ritual practice potentially associated with the sea and seafaring point 

to a possible long-time ritual practice relating to maritime locations, the depositions lasting 

perhaps 2000 years. Many questions remain nonetheless unanswered.321 In contrast to this, 

the yet available evidence of boathouse-rituals remain rather vague, local, and limited to a 

relatively short period of perhaps some 250 years. What might link the cases is the currently 

dominating interpretations of all the finds as being related to journeys which is not the only 

plausible interpretation.322  

Regarding the coastal deposits, it is worth noting that the weapon-deposits appear at 

times in the same or similar contexts as skeletal remains.323 If one considers that the 

animals and humans might also be ritual deposits, there is certainly good reasons to wonder 

whether these are simply a ritual of transition linked to travelling at sea? Or should one 

assume different types of activities being carried out for different purposes at the same 

locations, some relating to protection at sea while traveling or protection from storms and 

floods by those living on the coast, while other activites might be related to fertility-rituals, 

hoping for good fishing, like those carried out in other contexts?  

As long as no clear cult-site comes to light or any other clear evidence such proposals 

can be little more than suggestion. Nonetheless, in this context is is worth looking at the 

closely related comparative evidence of a unique cult-site excavated at Ralswiek on the 

Baltic island of Rügen off the Pomeranian coast, where a cult-beach was excavated in 

1972–1989 as part of excavations of the former emporium Ralswiek. The ecidence was 

subsequently published by Joachim Herrmann (1998), leading to the emporium at Ralswiek 

being considered as a Slavic–Scandinavian settlement, comparable to not Wolin and Groß 

Strömkendorf but also various southern Scandinavian sites (Jöns 2002; cf. Kleingärtner 

2009: 17),324 which was founded at the latest during the second half of the eighth century, 

 
321  One may nonetheless wonder how continuous these coastal–maritime deposits really were? Why are 

there gaps of several centuries? Is this simply due to problems of preservation, causing insufficient 

knowledge and a fragmentary picture? Was the later practice linked to the earlier deposits or not? And where 

is evidence from Norway and other Nordic-Scandinavian regions of PCRN? 
322  The liminal location and the potential link between ceremonial drinking and the spannforma leirkar may 

of course suggest an interpretation linked to sea-travels. These aspects will returned to later (Ch.IV.2.1. 
323  The question of whether these different watery deposits can be studied together, or whether sea- and 

inland-water depositions should be understood independently has, to my mind, received too little attention. 
324  For opposition to the interpretation relating to Ralswiek as a Scandinavian settlement-type, see 

Kleingärtner and Tummuscheit 2007. Other finds from burials nonetheless underline the Scandinavian or at 
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possibly on a Scandinavian initiative (Kahl 2000: 226; cf. Biermann 2012: 77f.: 89f.).325 

From the time of the founding of the settlement, cult-activities were evidently performed 

here directly on the beaches, for which platforms were built up and buildings raised on 

them during the ninth and tenth century. During the eleventh century, embankments were 

then secured with wickerwork, and a larger plateau built upon the earlier platforms 

(Herrmann 1998: 11). The cult-site provided finds of ceramics, skeletal remains of humans 

and animals, remains of wooden sculptures, tools, textiles, and some few pieces of personal 

adornment from the early phase (Herrmann 1998: 16; 23f. [tab.2]; 38 [tab.8]; 46 [tab.9]). A 

cult-house was also erected on the site during the first settlement period, initially secured 

on platforms, going on to be replaced by a new construction in the second phase (Herrmann 

1998: 43–5).  

Several features of the Ralswiek cult-site, in particular the nature of the sacrifices 

including humans, dogs, and horses along with other animals, have led scholars to suggest 

a close connection between Ralswiek—and perhaps also Arkona, also on Rügen—with 

Scandinavian cult-practice (see Herrmann 1998: 36 for a discussion and references).326 In 

this context one must considered what Adamus Bremensis writes about both Rethre (Gesta 

Hammaburgensis ecclesiae Pontificum: II.31, 62) and Uppsala (cap. 26, 27), and 

Thietmarus’s Merseburgensis account of Riedegost (Chronicon: VI.23, and Lejre (cap. 17). 

Since the archæological data is all we have about local belief and worship at Ralswiek,327 

these textual sources may help understand the evidence. What is hard to ignore is its 

location, showing a direct relation between the people and the sea. Especially worth noting 

is that the structure on the beach was continuously updated to maintain access to the sea 

(or lagoon, a so-called Bodden) during changes in water-level (Herrmann 1998: 40). Even 

more fascinating, however, is the fact that the cult-place ceased to be used during the same 

phase in which the seawater ceased to rise, in the area as Joachim Herrmann has noted in 

passing. Although we cannot (yet or ever?) tell with certainty whether these two processes 

 

least mixed Slavonic-Scandinavian background of Ralswiek and its inhabitants. See, for example, Warnke 

1981 for a burial in the vicinity of Ralswiek containing Scandinavian ship-parts. 
325  The Scandinavian connections of Ralswiek are discussed on a broader basis by Sindbæk 2008. 
326  I will come back to another interesting object from Ralswiek, providing a cultural connection of 

Ralswiek and Scandinavia, in my discussion of ships’ figureheads (see Ch.IV.2.2). 
327  Some details of the cult practice can be reconstructed from the archæological record, though these do 

not answer any questions about the specific nature of the worship. During the first phase of use, human and 

animal skeletons, along with other objects, were placed openly on the cult-beach, later being placed in a more 

protected way around the cult-house and/or dropped from the platform into the seawater (Herrmann 1998). 

While the skeletal remains often show cutmarks, indicating the deliberate separation of flesh from the bones, 

this does not say anything about where these people were killed or whether they sacrificially killed at all.  
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were linked, it provides an attractive explanation for this unique site, being linked to 

changes in the behaviour of the sea. 

As can be seen here, the archæological material presents a very fragmented picture, 

hardly allowing for any conclusive insights. All the same, there is good reason to consider 

the coastal–maritime evidence of onshore deposits as a separate type compared to other 

watery depositions.328 The evidence of all such depositions and the potential connections 

between them is nonetheless far more complex than can be discussed here.329 No matter 

the find-context—be it inland or coastal water, if waterly context at all—one major issue 

that always arises is the question of why such sacrifices were executed, whom were they 

offered to, and which functions did they fulfil. The material discussed above can naturally 

only lead to tentative suggestions. Questions regarding the nature of the receiver and 

reasoning will nonetheles be returned to shortly.330  

IV.2.2 Guldbåderne fra Nors 

In a mound known as T(h)orshøj, located near Nors in Thy (northern Jylland), a clay vessel 

containing about one hundred tiny boat-models was discovered in 1885 (fig.1). Each 

figurine measures 10–17 cm, and is produced of thin gold-foil, stamped with circular motifs. 

On the insides, frames and rails made of bronze-wire were attached. The find was first 

described by Sophus Müller (1846–1934) in 1886 (: 236f.; 238[fig.11]; cf. 1897: 387), who 

dated the foil-boats as coming from the Bronze Age. This dating was maintained in later 

scholarship, based on the stamped circle-motifs on the gold-boats and supported by the 

find of an arm-ring of gold excavated at a two-metre distance from the boat-miniatures, 

 
328  Focusing on the long Iron Age of Scandinavia, recent discussions have sought to establish a major 

differentiation in worship considering still waters on one side and running waters on the other. Torun 

Zachrisson 1998 (see also Fredengren 2011) has recently argued that there may be an association between 

standing waters (such as lakes and mires) and the female sphere, based on the dominance of female 

adornment and household-items commonly connected with female gender. Weapons, tools, and other “male” 

objects are meanwhile more commonly found in rivers and streams. Terry Gunnell 2020 has also argued for 

an association between female beings with lakes and standing waters, providing evidence from a broad range 

of sources, and also mentions rivers in Keltic belief. It would be interesting to consider whether similar 

gender-oriented questions can be related to the sea and different coastal waters. 
329  While explanatory models like that posed by Zachrisson or Gunnell may suit the Late-Iron-Age evidence 

from the Viking Age, it should never be forgotten that conditions during earlier periods were very different, 

or that the question as a whole may escape our full understanding. Considering the Early Iron Age, lakes and 

wetlands like Hjortspring, Tjorsberg, Nydam, or Illerup ådal were prominently dominated by large-scale 

depositions of military equipment, and therefore evoke an association with male gendering (cf. previous 

footnote).  
330  Certain questions concerning the deities worshipped with the help of inland wet depositions may provide 

fruitful thoughts for a better understanding of the sea-related rituals discussed above (see Ch.IV.1.1), as in 

the case of general aspects of gendering and fertility. Place-names may also provide helpful hints. 

Nonetheless, one needs to be careful not to overemphasize this evidence and thus I question, how far one can 

really go in identifying the mentioned depositions with named deities. 
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although it this considered an unusual piece by Jørgensen and Vang Petersen (1998: 71; 

90).  

This dating for the boats themselves, however, may not be fully conclusive as Morten 

Ravn (2011) recently argued. Stamped circle-motifs like that on the gold-boats from Nors, 

while commonly attributed to the Bronze Age, can also be found on later artefacts as 

Johannes Brøndsted (1960: 234) has pointed out, suggesting the Late Roman Iron Age, 

about 200–400 CE. Ravn adds that the clay-pot in which the boats were found, has also 

been variously dated to both sides of the (Early) Roman Iron Age (see Ravn 2011:49 with 

references) meaning that the pottery provides no certain clues for dating. Other suggestions 

have been made based on the shape of the boats, which echos that of a number of different 

finds of expanded log-boats found across southern Scandinavia, and in particular certain 

boats from Slusegård dating to about 100–250 CE (Crumlin-Pedersen and Jensen 2018), but 

also further boats from the Roman Iron Age are discussed by Ravn (2011:50; cf. Capelle 

1990; Brøndsted 1960:234).331 These observations thus opne up a rather broad range of 

possible dates, stretching across some one thousand years (from around 600 BCE to 400 

CE), although the latter half might be preferred. Ravn’s discussion underlines that the Nors-

boats resemble expanded log-boats, a kind which is currently considered to originate in 

and around southern Scandinavia and the Baltic during the first to fifth century CE 

(Crumlin-Pedersen and Jensen 2018), although it should be noted that a Bronze-Age dating 

has been maintained by Berntsson (2005:72; cf. Ravn 2011: 52). 

In this context, one also needs to mention the possibility of parallels being found in 

similar miniature gold-boats found in Norway, which have been rightfully connected to 

the Nors-find by Ravn (2011). Ravn believes that these Norwegian examples might provide 

further evidence for an Iron-Age dating—or at least the potential existence of similar 

miniature boats during the Migration Period. The respective find comes from Kongsvik, 

Nordland, where these boat-miniatures were discovered during 1744–1747 as part of a 

hoard of different gold objects that had been placed in the ground. Most importantly, a 

number of gold-bracteates were also found in the deposit, which makes it possible to date 

the finds to the Early Germanic Iron Age (c.400–600 CE), although all of these objects 

disappeared soon after their discovery. The only extant evidence is from a juridical protocol 

(Justisprotokol for Salten sorenskriveri for årene 1745–1750), in which the find was 

 
331  So-called expanded log-boats might indeed provide the most promising parallel. See also the Björke-

boat, more recently dated to the third to sixth century CE (Crumlin-Pedersen and Jensen 2018). 
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registered in a hearing in 1749.332 When the find was first discussed by P. Simonsen and G. 

Stamsø Munch (1969), they recognized the inclusion of the small boat-figures, in the 

protocol characterized as being made of “løvtyndt” gold. Their description and given 

weight led Simonsen and Stamsø Munch to conclude that these boat-figures may have been 

similar to those found at Nors in Thy (1969), a theory that has some logic. 

If this find-report can be trusted, one may reconstruct a potential ritual context based 

on the archæological setting of the Kongsvik-find which was potentially different from that 

in the Nors-boats’ deposition in which the boat-miniatures were not part of a mixed 

hoard.333 This difference, however, could be minimized if one considers the deposition of 

the arm-ring at the same site. Perhaps even more helpful is the fact that Kongsvik has a 

clear maritime connection, lying in Hinnøy, Norway’s largest island, and looking 

Tjaldsund, an important junction on the sailing-route of the northernmost sections of the 

Norðvegr.334 While the hoard was discovered under a flat stone in the earth, mixed with 

sand within a mound or cairn nearby the farmstead (Simonsen and Stamsø Munch 1969), 

and the Nors-find was contained in a clay-vessel it might be noted that at Nors the 

deposition was also placed under a stone-plate in a stone-/gravel-mound or cairn (cf. 

Müller 1897: 387). Neither of the sites is known to have contained burials, suggesting 

another function.335 

While the purpose of the Kongsvik-boats remains uncertain, the Nors-find has 

regularly been interpreted as a votive deposition (Müller 1897: 387; Capelle 1990: 10), while 

Brøndsted specifically writes: “At fundet er en offergave og de smaa baade kun lavet for 

anledningen er udenfor tvivl. Lad os tolke det som saa: en skipper eller redet har til tak for 

sin flaades heldige hjemkomst overgivet skibsfartens naaderige værneguddom denne 

 
332  The protocol mentions golden pearls, gold-wire, pieces of metal (perhaps gilded silver), a golden ring, 

and some other pieces of gold. It further speaks of small gold-images, which can be identified as gold-

bracteates due to a mention by Erich Potpoppidan (1698–1764), who discribed some of the finds (1752: 295). 
333  This raises naturally questions about the nature of the deposited material or hoard-composition and their 

connection to the cult-landscape (cf. Ch.IV.A.d). In this case, one may wonder what rôle the specific 

combination of different materials may have played, whether the materials were chosen in a context-specific 

manner based on varying purposes or whether factors independent of the local environment and votive 

context governed the different kinds of depositions. Of course, the scattered, or even weak evidence of the 

material presented here can not answer such questions which must therefore remain open for discussion. 
334  One could emphasize the location of Kongsvik or the bay Kongsvika, strategically well-placed on the 

northern shore of Tjeldsundet, which separates Hinnøya from the mainland. The strait was clearly an 

important waterway, the route closest to the coast that was physically best protected. Note, however, that 

Kongsvik, which could be translated as ‘king’s bay’, appears the be a placename of a younger date, and 

originates rather from the form *Kaunsvík based on a landscape-feature of the bay (Rygh NG/16:305f.) 
335  How maritime the site Nors would have been in landscape-geographical terms during the period in 

question must remain open to question since sea-levels changed seemingly in both directions during the Iron 

Age of Denmark. 
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kostbare gave” (1960: 234). Torsten Capelle goes even further in painting a colourful 

scenario in which the gold-boats from Nors would have belonged. Regarding such 

depositions, he states that: 

In der Regel wird ja nur als Dank oder als vorsorgliche Bitte geweiht. Bei 

Nors stünde diese Gabe demnach mit der Fahrt einer ganzen Flotte in 

Verbindung. Da sich Jüten nachweislich der großen Auswanderungswelle 

[to the British Isles; JK] angeschlossen haben, könnte hier ein Hinweis auf 

den Umfang einer Auswanderungsflotte gegeben sein, deren Teilnehmer 

vor der Abfahrt zur Gewährleistung einer sicheren Überfahrt ihre Boote 

symbolisch in Form von kleinen goldenen Nachbildungen einer höheren 

Machtanvertrauten.336 (Capelle 1990: 10) 

Capelle thus suggests a link between the Nors-boats and the migration of Jutes to the 

British Isles around the fifth century, the gold-boats being deposited as an offering in 

connection with sea-travels. While being an attractive interpretation, tentatively also 

accepted by Ravn (2011: 52),337 there is little solid proof in support of this link between the 

golden boat-miniatures from Nors with the great migrations of the Early Germanic Iron 

Age. 

In spite of these different colorful scenarios, all in all, one cannot go much further than 

Ravn’s final conclusion that: “Norsbådene antagelig er et offer til en gud. Givet i håpet om 

en sikker sørejse” (2011: 52). A natural question is which deity would have been the 

sacrifices receiver. Most commonly, the considered scholars have only spoken of an 

unspecified deity—albeit a værneguddom for Brøndsted (1960). One might admittedly be 

reminded of the ship that functioned as some kind of signum for Īsis, according to Tacitus 

in Germania 9.1 also amongst Germanic people, as discussed above (Ch.IV.1.3). A similar 

case discussed there were also the votive stones dedicated to Nehalennia.338 Nonetheless, 

 
336  ‘As a rule, it is consecrated only as a thank you or as a precautionary request. In Nors, this gift would 

therefore be linked to the journey of an entire fleet. Since the Jutes, as has been shown, participated in the 

great wave of emigration [to the British Isles; JK], there may be an indication of the size of an emigration 

fleet here, whose participants symbolically use their boats in the form of small golden replicas of a higher 

authority before leaving to ensure a safe passage.’ 
337  Capelle (1990) arrives at his conclusions on the votive character of the Nors-boats after pointing out 

similarities between the gold-boats from Nors with the Nydam-boat, which may well have been a sea-going 

craft similar to the ships that would have been used during the Saxon, Anglish, and Jutish migrations to the 

British Isles of the fifth century. Generally favouring this explanation, Ravn (2011) nonetheless rejects the 

similarities with the Nydam-boat. 
338  Potentially the gold-boats could have been taken up as a result of a process of acculturation as a result 

of the maritime networks which were already encountered above in the case of Īsis and Nehalennia. As noted 

above, (Ch.IV.1.3) the Nehalennia-shrines were gradually adopting elements from a common Īsis-

iconography. If a Migration-Period date is correct for the gold-boats they might have evolved in a seemingly 

similar fashion from the (Germanic) Īsis-worship as gold-bracteates which have their roots in worship of the 

Roman imperator, certain medallions forming the model for the Germanic gold-bracteates. After all, the 

hoard-deposition at Kongsvik included both types along with other material. 
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both the chronological uncertainties, and also the immense geographical distance between 

these sources call for caution, and it might be wise not to assume any direct connections, 

but rather point to a similar concept. 

Whatever the case, the deposition at Nors would seem to point to the existence of a 

‘higher force’ with power in connection with (shore-near?) sea-travel, possibly sharing 

features with (North)Western-Germanic cults of goddesses worshiped by seafarers, (see 

Ch.IV.1.3). In these Roman-influenced contexts, however, I see the ship itself as being 

essentially a pictorial representation of the real ships rather than a reference to a particular 

deity or the ship as a potential means of trasport into the world of death, briefly returned 

to in the discussion of (Gotlandic) picture-stones further below (Ch.IV.A.e.γ). In the 

present case, such a connection is unlikely not least because they do not to have any 

obvious relation to an afterlife-journey. 

Due to the number of occurring unusual features of the Nors-find, Lars Jørgensen and 

Peter Vang Petersen raise the possibility of “fundets tilknytning til en kultplatds ved den 

anseelige Thorshøj” (1998:90; cf. 71). Such a vague proposition is possible, although this 

need further research into whether the place-name Thorshøj can be connected to Þórr, 

whose role as a protector at sea will be returned to below (esp. Ch.V.1). If boats were 

deposited most likely in connection with seafaring, all that can be taken away from this is 

that the sea was considered a possible threat. Whether it was a supernatual threat is another 

question that has a direct relation to the next section. 

IV.3 Figureheads, Picture-Stones, and Sea-Monsters? 

In the following section, the thesis’s focus shifts to iconographic sources in the current 

sense of the field of Bildwissenschaften (see above), including both pictorial as well as 

figurative representations. The source-material considered here comes from different parts 

of Scandinavia, similar in distribution to the material discussed in the previous section, and 

basically cover the entire Nordic Iron Age, culminating in terms of time in the period 

around the Late Iron Age, that spans from the Migration Period to the Viking Age. The 

sources discussed here take up some questions already raised in the previous section, the 

chapter largely continuing from where the previous one left off. Indeed, the first case 

considered, the guldbåderne or ‘gold-boats’ of subsection IV.A.e.α, itself comes from a 

deposition. While in archæological terms this is a find of the same category discussed in 

IV.A.d, here we are not dealing with artefacts belonging to a specific sphere of everyday 

life usually separated from the sea, which, are included in cult-acts directed towards the 
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sea. Instead, these boat-miniatures represent ships, while they do not represent the sea 

directly, they potentially imply a direct connection to the sea through seafaring and more 

broader aspects of the nautical life. This aspect will be deepened in the following case 

dealing with figureheads, another category of figural artwork that is even more closely 

linked to the nautical sphere through their attachment to actual ships. Discussion about 

them will lead over to discussion of the pictorial representations found on so-called picture-

stones.  

IV.3.1 Ships’ Figureheads and Sea-vættir 

Moving on from miniatures of boats, actual ships or rather parts of ships may potentially 

help shed more light on how the sea itself was understood. The most promising category 

here are figureheads of ships, which in many cultures through history have been associated, 

amongst other things, with certain rituals and beliefs (see, for instance, Van de Noort 

2011:41; 203). With regard to the character and role of such figureheads in PCRN,339 one 

can return to the River Schelde, which was addressed earlier (Ch.IV.1.3) in relation to the 

concentration of main locations for Nehalennia-shrines found at the river’s mouth. Three 

carved figureheads from the pre-Viking Iron Age have been found at three locations further 

up the river in Ooster-Flanders, Belgium,340 coming from only couple of centuries after the 

aforementioned stone-monuments were erected. One figurehead (fig.2) was discovered in 

1934 at Appels near Termonde (C14-dated 400±150), the second (fig.3) in 1939/40 few 

kilometres below at Moerseke-Mariekerke near Antwerp (dated 350±70), while a third 

(fig.4) was unearthed in 1951 (dated 690±180)341 at Zele (Bruce-Mitford 1967; 1970; 1974: 

175-87; Ellmers ²1984: 288–91). Datings for these objects have traditionally varied, but 

dendrochronological investigations have provided the plausible dates given above, placing 

all three objects around the late fourth and fifth century, in other words to the Migration 

Period. These datings, along with the particular patterns on the shaft (in particular Appels) 

 
339  In the Scandinavian context, one needs to mention Stone- to Bronze-Age rock-carvings, showing what 

appears either horse- or elk-heads mounted on the bows of rowing vessels depicted in rock carvings found 

in many areas and over long periods. These animal heads as meaningful ornamental elements addressed by 

Christer Westerdahl (2005:13), promoting the idea that the seemingly exclusive use of either horses or elk 

reasons underline their perception as liminal agents. One probable reason Westerdahl mentions for this are 

the good swimming abilities of these animals. One has to imagine, that such ideas were imitated by or even 

passed on the be used on the boats of Scandinavians during the Bronze Age (2005:13). For similar ideas, 

drawing on the concept of ‘personhood’, see Van de Noort (2011:41; 2015f.). Westerdahl’s convincing 

argumentation would, however, potentially separates the Bronze-Age tradition of figureheads from the later 

figureheads of the Scandinavian Iron Age (see below). 
340  See Bruce-Mitford 1970: 178 fig.20 for a map of distribution. 
341  This date, however, might be somewhat compromised by an already initiated conservation of the piece. 
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and the proportions of the head suggest late provincial-Roman influence rather than a 

solely Germanic style (Bruce-Midtford 1967). All the same, one may consider the Schelde-

finds an important missing link for the development of Scandinavian figureheads, bridging 

finds from the Stone and Bronze Age (see note 339) and later finds from the Viking period.  

The evidence of actual figureheads from Scandinavia is admittedly meagre and does 

not occur prior to the Viking Age. The Oseberg-ship excavation produced preserved 

fragmentary remains of a curled figurehead (Shetelig 1917:340; Sjøvold 1957), something 

which finds parallels a few further archæological finds and iconographic sources, recently 

discussed by Sven Kalmring and Lena Holmquist (2018: 750–3). The best Scandinavian 

evidence of a zoomorphic figurehead comes from Midtvåge (or Våge Midtre) in Tysnes, 

Vestland (former Hordaland), where at a location near a beach the 42,5cm long bow-piece 

was discovered around 1938 (UmB#10043). Probably the bow of a smaller Viking-Age 

craft, it ends in a damaged zoomorphic head, with sharp eyes and teeth-displaying 

mouth/jaw (fig.5), and on stylistic grounds (of the animal style) has been dated to the 

eleventh century (Ellmers 1984:336 nr.182). 

In contrast to the sparse archæological evidence from Scandinavia, the carved 

figureheads from the Schelde are in many regards outstanding finds, not only because of 

their comparably outstanding preservation and skilled production, but also because the 

beautifully carved figureheads show a high degree of similarity to figureheads depicted on 

carved stones from the Baltic island of Gotland (see below; cf. Ch.III.1.1.2), as well as 

elsewhere in a wider array of sources. While some of the early Gotlandic picture-stones 

are contemporary to the Schelde-figureheads, it is nonetheless noteworthy that they lack 

figureheads, which so far only appear ont the later types of picture-stones (of the so-called 

type C/D) (see below). Alongside these, on must consider the carved standing stone from 

Austrheim in Nordfjord in Norway (fig.6), which appears not only to be contemporary with 

the Schelde-finds but also to show a figurehead according to the reinvestigation by Eldrid 

Straume (in Skjelsvik and Straume (1957:17), the evidence is not so clear due to heavy 

weathering of the stone’s surface.342 Figurheads from the Late-Viking to Mediæval times 

are found depicted on a wooden sticks from Bryggen in Bergen (see Herteig 1969: fig. 35). 

There is thus good iconographical evidence for figureheads on Scandinavian ships from 

 
342  If this iconographical feature of the carving could be verified, it would provide an immensely interesting 

and important piece of evidence, attesting the existence of figureheads in Norway during the Germanic Iron 

Age. 
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the Viking Age and Middle Ages, which recently has been assembled and discussed in an 

exemplary manner by François-Xavier Dillmann (2007).343 

If we look at the nature of the images themselves, it can be noted that this 

archæological and iconographical evidence has certain reoccurring features, most 

prominently the gaping and snarling jaws of dragon-like beings, and also the the fact that 

the figureheads are seemingly removeable (see Dillmann 2007). This material alone does 

not reveal any details about these figureheads’ function, however. The most important 

insights with regards to this seem to come from later literary evidence. The so-called 

Hauksbók-redaction (AM 105 fol.; c.1650/60) of Landnámabók k.H268, tells of the laws 

which Úlfljótr ‘lǫgmanni’ obtained during a stay of three winters at the Gulaþing in 

Norway, “þau er siþan voru kollut Vlfliotz ʟog” (ed. KNOS 1892–96: 95; cf. ed. ÍF/i 1968: 

312f. n.8). These laws apparently became “ratified” at the Alþingi in 930 until replaced by 

later laws, certain regulations remaining in place into later times.344 The surviving article 

of the law, which is of particular relevance here, relates to the moment of arrival in Iceland, 

stating: “þat var vpphaf hinnv heidnv ʟaga at men skylldv ei hafa hofud skip i haf. enn ef 

þeir hefdi þa skylldi þeir af taka hofud adr þeir kvæmi i landssýn ok sigla ei | at landi med 

gapandi hofdum eda ginandi trionum sva at landvettir fælist vid” (ed. KNOS 1892–

96:95f.).345 These landvættir must represent the protective spirits seen as inhabiting Iceland 

from before its settlement (Gunnell 2007; Simek 2006: 241). Evidently there was a feeling 

that these could be offended or harmed by the hǫfuð which ships carried as figureheads.346 

As can be seen here, this source only refers to ‘land-spirits’, but implies that the 

figureheards were of most use at sea, the implication being that they could ward off other 

potentially harmful vættir there. It nontheless says nothing about who they are. The 

 
343  Another related, rather curious category of sources are those figurehead-formed small artefacts recently 

discussed in great detail by Kalmring and Holmquist 2018. The authors refer to the artefacts as dragonheads, 

and believe they functioned as dress-pins, something supported in particular by a find from Haddeby, 

Ralswiek, Sjonhem, and a newly discovered find from Birka which is the focus of their paper. In the course 

of their contribution, Kalmring and Holmquist 2018:750f. also address the interesting but fragmentary finds 

of the iron curls which seem to have formed part of extended figureheads, and also are supported by the 

dragonhead-pins. 
344  As Dillmann 2007:407 points out, the authenticity of the Úlfljótslǫg was rejected by scholars of the 

twentieth century’s latter half, but more recent voices have convincingly argued for the reliability of the oral 

transmission of these articles of law. The credibility is also supported by Nyere Gulathings Christenret §.3 

(ed. NGL/ii 1848:308) which also—or rather still—knows of landvættir. 
345  See also the appendix of the Þórðarbók-redaction of Landnámabók (ed. KfAL 1921: 144). The episode is 

repeated in Þorsteins þáttr uxafóts k.1[=k.201 in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar] (ed. ÍF/xiii 1991:342) and (Brot 

af) Þórðar saga hreðu k.1. (ed. ÍF/xiv 1959:231). Another episode in Landnámabók k.S329–30 / H289 mentions 

landvættir which an early Icelander encounters.  
346  See also how in Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar k.57 a so-called niðstǫng is used in a similar fashion to 

the way in which the figureheads may have been believed to work. For a discussion, see Gunnell 2007: 118. 
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existence and nature of such of sea-vættir can only be assumed through indirect evidence 

as they are nowhere mentioned expressi verbis. The closest one might get to a being 

referred to by this term is perhaps in the ‘legendary’ Óláfs saga hins helga k.15 [14] (ms. 

DG 8 c.1225–1250), which describes a margýgr as a vættr: “En þegar er hanſ ſkıp kom ı 

oſ|enn þa kꝍmr margrẏgren þegar upp oc foꝛ gınanꝺe at ſkıpı Olafs þa ſkaut Olafr ſpıote 

ımote hænne oc mıſtı æıgı oc lauſt hana ſva at ſu hín ılla vetr ſpracc þar” (ed. NHKS/47 

1922:15). A comparison reveals that the formula ‘illa vættr’ occurs in a number of other 

contexts (ONP s.v. vættr), with likely Christian undertones. While it must remain doubtful 

whether a corresponding notion sævættir or sævarvættir ever existed in Old Icelandic, the 

margýgr of Óláfs saga helga would fit nicely to fill this gap. The saga’s margýgr, however, 

bears the mark of foreign influence as becomes immanent from her description at the 

begining of the same kapitúli of the saga,347 which is similar to that found in Konungs 

skuggsjá k.65 (ed. Holm-Olsen 1945:27): woman above the waist, fish or whale below, the 

being closely resembles creatures known from the Mediterranean already centuries and 

millennia earlier (see, for instance, Karoglou 2018:36–43).348 It might nonetheless be 

mentioned as a curiosity, margýgur are said to have been intercepted off Iceland, according 

to Skálholts-Annalar (D) for 1327–32: “Sáz margygr af landi ok miok nær suðr fyrir 

Nesium” (AM 420 a 4° c.1362; ed. Storm 1888:206).349 This however was in the 1200s.  

More likely is the figure of the marbendill, whose existence in Mediæval Iceland 

would seem to have stronger roots in Nordic maritime folklore. Such marbendlar which 

are remarkably widely known, into (Early-)Modern folklore from Iceland, the Færo 

Islands, and Norway. The earliest mention of marmennill is in Landnámabók Hk.56 (ed. 

ÍF/i: 96f.) as well as in Hálfs saga ok Hálfsrekka k.3 (ed. SÁM/20: 173–6), both cases 

telling the same story of how it is fished up, providing prophetic wisdom to the finders. 

The folkloric traits of this story that clearly link it to folklore from the British Isles and 

even Græco-Roman tales (Christiansen 1970: 373), make it difficult to place marbendlar 

properly in PCRN. Their wide-spread and early dissemination is nonetheless intruiguing, 

perhaps best best explained by migration over sea.  

 
347  A later redaction of the saga, Holm perg 1 fol (c.1400-1425), adds also the name “ibvsirena” [sic!] (ed. 

(Johnsen and Jón Helgason 1941:753), thus doubtless referring to the original Greek Σειρήν [Seirḗn]. 
348  Here, Konungs skuggsjá describes also the hafstrambr as being man-like above waist, reaching quite 

high out of the sea. Historia Norwegie k.II.15, on the other hand, mentions the hafstrambr in the context of 

whales, only showing up when great danger is nearing: “non nisi nautarum pericula præfiguret, apparet” (ed. 

Ekrem and Mortensen 2003: 56). 
349  See also Flatey-ánnalar (A) 1303–5 (GKS 1005 fol c1387-1395; ed. Storm 1888:389) for another 

observation-report. 
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While the aforementioned creatures are commonly considered sea-vættir (see 

Christiansen 1970), one may summarize that the evidence remains inconclusive and 

perhaps most overwhelmingly under the impression of Mediæval folklore. In terms of 

contemporary pre-Christain evidence, one needs to go back to the earlier noted picture-

stones which will be returned to in the next Chapter. If one nonetheless acknowledges the 

idea that also pre-Mediæval people at sea believed such monstrous creatures as described 

in detail by Konungs skuggsjá and Historia Norwegie in greater numbers, this becomes 

probable precisely because of the relatively wide-spread sources. Then we are yet left with 

the question whether beings were regarded as having any particular powers over the sea, 

or whether they merely inhabit this vast world. Interestingly, they appear in a variety of 

shapes, and so do also the figureheads. 

In his still most valuable discussion of Scandinavian figureheads in Mediæval sources 

and material culture, Hjalmar Falk (1914:39–42) notes that the literary evidence points to 

the drekahǫfuð as being the most common type of figurehead (often mounted both front 

and aft), although those on the stern could also end in hooks or tails. Besides ‘dragon’s 

heads’, various animals are mentioned in the Mediæval Icelandic literature (see Falk 

1914:40f.), but considering the possibility of images of PCRN gods being mounted as 

figureheads—which would parallel Græco-Roman practice—Falk (1914: 41) does not find 

enough support. The cited passage from Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar (AM 310 4to [A]; 

c.1250–1300: “Eirikr jarl hafði áðr haft í stafni skipi sínu Þór; en nú lét hann koma í 

staðinn hinn helga kross”, ed. 336–337), may simply refer to (the carving of?) a Þórr’s 

hammer. Landnámabók k.H164 on an association of Þórr with the helm of Kráku-Hreiðarr’s 

ship (cf. k.S197) is not very clear either (see further Ch.V.1 on Þórr). 

All in all, the liklihood us that the figureheads of Scandinavian ships of the Iron Age 

were not associated with particular deities but rather certain animals, dragonlike beings, 

which the literature refers to as dreki (ONP s.v. dreki 4), clearly dominating. From what 

can be reconstructed, these beings must have been understood as powerful protecton 

against other forces in the sea, possessing a form of agency which could be evoked for the 

benefits of people of sea when used correctly. In order to try a determine what this agency 

might have worked against, I will turn to the fascinating picture-stones of Gotland.  
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IV.3.2 Beings and Entities of the Sea on Gotlandic Picture-Stones 

Amongst these unique sources, we find the stone HABLINGBO HAVOR II (GF C10398 / SHS 

21879; Lindqvist 1941–42//ii: 54f.) Fig.7350 which will serve as starting point for the 

following discussions. The stone was discovered in 1886 within a larger burial-site 

northwest of Havor on Gotland. The front is smoothed and incised with bands around 1–

2,5cm broad as well as more figurative carvings. On the lower half of the stone, two 

serpentine beings are displayed —each facing each other with gaping mouths, in-between 

them is a circular feature carved with the same technique as their heads. My interest lies in 

the two carved elements found along the left- and righthand sides as well as that along the 

top. In Lindqvist’s edition of the stone from 1941–42, the patterns on the right and the left 

side are interpreted as “laufender Hund” [running dog], as animal heads can be found on 

all the peaks of the zigzag-line (Lindqvist 1941–42/ii:55).351 The pattern along the top, on 

the other hand, is referred to by Lindqvist as a plant-tendril, but has the middle leaf 

transformed into an animal head. This is rather strange interpretation, considering the fact 

that there is a clear waveform underlying the motif, though one notes that Lindqvist seemed 

himself in need of making some odd adjustments to his argument, especially regarding the 

pattern at the top. The iconography was discussed in even greater detail by Wilhelm 

Holmqvist (1939; 1952) who nonetheless argued in favour of Lindqvist’s interpretation 

which he saw as being backed up by classical-Roman and late-Antique mosaics and other 

iconographic sources—although he naturally notes a chronological gap of several centuries 

between the southern evidence and HABLINGBO HAVOR II (Holmqvist 1952:13–6). 

This interpretation can nonetheless appear problematic for various reasons. First and 

foremost, the recent re-dating of this as a ‘post-classical’ A-stone (see note 355 above) 

 
350  The stone was categorized by Sune Lindqvist as an A-stone, thus belonging to the period 400-600 CE, 

although it should be noted that HABLINGBO HAVOR II is rather atypical in style as already noted by Lindqvist 

1941–42/i: 112–15 and Holmqvist 1939:51; 1952:13. Recently, Pearl 2014 has taken up arguments by Nils Åberg 

(see below and following note), who identified the stone’s stylistic features as fitting with Salin’s style II, 

which is associated with the Vendel period in Sweden (c.540–790 CE). As a late style II, Pearl 2014:138argues 

that a later dating than that proposed by Lindqvist should be favoured as the style extends into c.630–90 CE. 

While HABLINGBO HAVOR II may indeed represent a late A-stone, Oehrl 2019/1:8–10 has recently shown that 

a date deep into the seventh century is implausible for A-stones. 
351  Lindqvist applies here the common terminology used at the time for the animal-style (known as Salin’s 

type II) of the Vendel Period, which developed out of the Migration Period’s animal-style (Salin’s type I). 

Åberg 1946 made the noteworthy observation that style II adopted a particular development in Scandinavia, 

not followed by the continental art, in which the interlaced animals of style I were slightly rearranged into 

waveforms, with animal heads forming the ‘crests’ of these ‘waves’. Åberg refers to this as (“nordiska” or 

“löpande”) “djurhuvudvågen” (1946:13, 14, passim) in his article as a purely technical terminology. 
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makes Holmqvist’s considerations even less plausible.352 Of course, it is very likely that 

the picture-stones of Gotland received a great many impulses from the Mediterranean and 

Near-Eastern world as was argued early on by Holmqvist and Lindqvist, and this idea has 

been taken up by others in later times.353 Nonetheless, one must be cautious not to 

exaggerate the comparative evidence and regard everything ultimately as being a foreign 

loan (both motifs and their meaning) and consider also the probability of local traditions. 

There is also a great danger of over- or misusing Mediæval Icelandic literature in lieux of 

lost Gotlandic traditions, a point which will be returned to below when discussing some of 

the recent theories of Sigmund Oehrl who takes a more nuanced position (see below). 

Unfortunately, HABLINGBO HAVOR II is not considered much in the work of Oehrl or that of 

others with regard to the present focus, one exception being a contribution by Frederic B. 

Pearl (2014), which puts a special and original emphasis on the maritime dimension of this 

particular stone.  

Similar to my own observations above, Pearl noted a maritime dimension in the 

ornamentation on the stone’s two sides, which he addresses as “dragon-headed waves”.354 

It should be noted, however, that Pearl goes further than this. By speaking of “dragon-

headed waves”, Pearl is clearly refering back to Åberg’s (1946) terminology for the late 

animal style II (in Salin’s typology),355 which he nonetheless adjusts by stating that “the 

border of continuous waves with the crests of the waves transformed into ‘Water Dragons’ 

that form the lateral edges.” (2014:141). Unfortunately, it is not immediately clear how Pearl 

arrives at his notion of ‘water-dragons’ on HABLINGBO HAVOR II. The likelihood is that he 

has ‘transformed’ the technical term used by Åberg (cf. my note 356 above) from 

djurhuvudvågen to actual ‘water-dragons’.  

 
352  Worth noting is that due to its possible late date as an A-stone, HABLINGBO HAVOR II represents a more 

unique and isolated find than has been stressed above. It has no immediate counterpart within the corpus—

although this is partly revised in the discussions below.  
353  For a helpful discussion and critical evaluation (with references) see Oehrl 2019/1:1–7, 23–8). 
354  Here, Pearl notes that: “Although there is no boat in the lower frame, the stone exhibits maritime 

symbolism in the form of dragon-headed waves along the lateral edges” (2014:141). Obviously, he refers to 

the common boat-motif on many picture-stones as a diagnostic feature for picture-stones, which he sees here 

replaced by the wave-motive that is of interest for the present argument. This is an interesting point, which 

may however overestimate the diagnosticity of the boat-motif a little, Pearl’s general point here nonetheless 

highlights the picture-stones’ association with a maritime worldview, which to my mind can be maintained. 
355  Pearl further notes that: “The top border shows the late Style II dragon motif. Here we can clearly see 

the four appendages of the beast, though its head form clearly links it with the wave-crest creatures. This 

upper symbolic representation portends the complex interwoven gripping dragons seen on the later Type E 

picture stones, in Style III, and in the Urnes style which belongs to the Early Medieval period. The lateral 

borders of dragon-headed wave crests are also representative of late Style II” (2014:142). 
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Noting that the lateral patterns (on the left and right) appear slightly differently 

executed, Pearl believes that the of these ornaments conveyed meaning (2014:142). He links 

them with the two beings depicted in the lower middle and consequently proposes that:  

The two snakes on Hablingbo Havor II resemble the Water Dragons 

composing the left border, yet their size and shape are juvenile by 

comparison. Following the fertility theme of När Smiss III suggests the 

possibility that the left and right borders represent male and female aspects 

of the Water Dragon, and that the central twins represent their offspring. 

(Pearl 2014:149)  

Questioning this interpretation, one may point out that the ornamentation on the left and 

right borders of HABLINGBO HAVOR II actually varies minimally, while the dragonesque 

‘twins’ in the centre have little in common with them. As seen above, crucial for Pearl’s 

argument is a connection to the NÄR SMISS 3 stone (GF C10261; Lindqvist 1955:42–8) Fig.8, 

the unique iconography of which involves a zoomorphic triskele-motif of three interlaced 

animal bodies, each of which ends in a different head in the upper half, along with an 

anthropomorphic figure shown holding up two snake-/worm-like beings to its head on the 

lower part. These images have been related to the myth of Hafþi and Huitastierna, told in 

the so-called Guta saga [1] (see Peel 1999:xxiii; 18–20), and Pearl follows this 

interpretation.356  

Pearl’s interpretation thus becomes highly artificial and complex. It may be noted, 

however, that a similarity between the antithetical snakes/worms of HABLINGBO HAVOR II 

and the monstrous creature of other stones was noted earlier by Lindqvist (1962: 11) and 

lately Oehrl (2019/1: 109), pointing towards a different context that associates the creatures 

with Antiquity’s sea-monsters. While Pearl notes further interesting associations between 

dragons and Viking-Age ships as can be seen in the examples of dragon-like figureheads 

depicted on the later C/D-stones, the mention of drekahǫfuð in Old Icelandic, and the term 

dreki employed in Old Icelandic for certain longboats (see Ch.IV.3.1), Pearl’s belief in a 

“pan-Nordic association between the dragon and the sea” (2014: 151) might go too far.357 

 
356  The myth includes a prophetical dream about Huitastierna carrying three snakes in her womb prior to 

her birth of three sons Guti, Giarpr, and Gunfiaun who would become the eponymous heroes of Gotland’s 

later tripartite division. 
357  Indeed, as Judith Jesch shows, the word dreki is very little used for ships in literature, only being used 

in seven skáldic stanzas. As she writes: “Some poets, having chosen to call a ship a ‘dragon’, develop the 

metaphor by referring to different parts of the ship in terms of the beast’s anatomy” (2001:127). As Jesch 

points out, other related terms like ormr or naðr are used interchangeably in skáldic poetry. 
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Thus, the association of ships with dragons is not particularly clear, occurring only in rather 

small numbers and being tentatively late.358  

I would nonetheless like to return to Pearl’s association of ‘water-dragons’ with 

‘diamond-headed wave crests’ (2014: 149), something which remains associative and 

unelaborated in his work. Indeed, HABLINGBO HAVOR II can effectively be compared with the 

other material, the dragon-like pattern so characteristic of HABLINGBO HAVOR II reminding 

us of the more general design used to depict what seems to be waves across a broader range 

of picture-stones. Good examples, if more simplistic in style, are especially HALLA BROA II 

(GF 2088; Lindqvist 1941–42/ii: 59f.) Fig.9, HALLA BROA III (GF 2089; Lindqvist 1941–42/ii: 

60f.) Fig.10, and also the slightly different HALLA BROA XVI (SHM 17391; Lindqvist 

1942:67f.; Fig.11), all of which show the outlines of cresting waves.  

The simple wave-forms of these A-stones are contrasted by the more elaborate patterns 

found on later stones of type C/D, for instance, on HEJNUM RIDDARE (RAÄ 40; Lindqvist 

1941–42/i: fig.79–80; 1941–42/ii: fig.417) Fig.12, which shows at least five waves. Four of 

them under the ship’s hull, show the same stylised crest (Pearl’s ‘diamond-headed crest’), 

and Lindqvist assumes that the same applies to a further wave under the ship’s bow (GB/ii: 

72). Judging from Lindqvist (GB/i: fig.80), however, the wave beneath the ship’s prow 

might have a slightly different, albeit unclear, design. The same applies to the last wave 

beneath the ship’s stern which has a simpler form than the rest, but has an interesting 

geometrical figure composed of three interlaced triangles above it. Another stone, LÄRBRO 

STORA HAMMARS (DÄGGÄNG) I (GB/i: fig.81; /ii: 87 fig.435) Fig.13, contains a very similar 

design in all ways, including the border-ornamentation and the large ship in the centre. If 

one looks closer at the waves, one finds the same type of crests on five waves beneath the 

ship, and once again is differently shaped wave under the stern (again with another 

somewhat more unclear carving above it between wave and stern). The wave in front of 

the prow, however, which in basic shape and filling is similar to the stern-wave, is extended 

on its crest by some different shape which in fact has some resemblance to the prow-wave 

of HEJNUM RIDDARE. This is also mirrored by the waves on LÄRBRO ST. HAMMARS (DÄGGÄNG)  

 
358  Another point that might be considered here is the structural similitude that Pearl establishes between 

the ‘dragon’ used for sailing and the ‘water-dragons’ shown below the keel. In my foregoing discussion on 

figureheads, I have tried to show that figureheads were attributed a function against vættir in Mediæval 

Iceland and Norway, or against mythical entities and forces of the sea more generally speaking. This, 

however, does not imply that the two were structurally the same. In fact, the clear association of figureheads 

in the literary evidence with vættir makes Pearl’s focus on ‘dragons’ appear misplaced. One may even say 

against his interpretation that, apart from miðgarðsormur which will be returned to below (see Ch.IV.3.3), 

there is very limited emphasis on dragon- or (lind)worm-like creatures in Old Icelandic literature.  
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III (GB/i: fig.84–5; GB/ii:87 fig.441) Fig.14, and in a more interlacing fashion, BUTTLE ÄNGE 

I (RAÄ Buttle 42; GB/i: fig.125–7; GB/ii: 38f. fig.333–4) Fig.15 which depicts the frontal 

wave and has the stern-wave stretching up high. 

Of course, one could explain the different handling and depiction of the waves on the 

stones in terms of artistic convention and a certain stylistic decision to fill the space below 

the keel differently to that fore and aft. They could be an attempt to simply reflect the 

physics of waves around a moving vessel, underlying the stern-waves and bow-waves 

formed aft and fore by a boat underway, which create the wake of a boat. As the waves 

formed by a vessel have a direct effect on its sailing qualities and speed, such phenomena 

are of great importance for shipbuilding. It would be natural for Gotlanders for whom the 

seafaring life was essential, to note these, just as they pay attention to the rigging of ships. 

Another intriguing observation can be made about other picture-stones such as KLINTE 

HUNNINGE I (GF C9286; GB/i: fig.128–31; GB/ii: 80f. fig.428) Fig.16, which exhibits a 

particularly figural bow-wave with a crest, which is highly reminiscent of a head with an 

open mouth and tongue, although it should be noted that Lindqvist regards the reading of 

this part as being problematic, commenting that the shape is today unclear. Another stone, 

STENKYRKA SMISS I (GF 3428; GB/i: fig.97–102; GB/ii: 128f.) Fig.17, looks even more 

extraordinary, depicting not only an interlaced stern-wave but furthermore a long, pointed 

pictorial element which reaches nearly all the way up to the stem where an animal 

figurehead stares down at it. Here, as possibly on KLINTE HUNNINGE I, the crest—if it is a 

wave—could be said to resemble some kind of sea-being as there is a chance that it ends 

in a zoomorphic head. Since such an image is unparalleled in the remaining material for 

this period, however, this interpretation is uncertain—but it is not impossible, especially if 

one considers the earlier “dog-headed” waves. Returning to the earlier discussion about 

the ships’ figureheads as mentioned in the Mediæval Old Icelandic sources, (see Ch.IV.3.1), 

there is clearæy some logic to the idea of the waves being viewed as fierce forces or 

cosmological creatures of the sea, forces known in Old Nordic as vættir/véttir—or even 

that the sea was seen as an entity in itself. 

What could be carefully concluded at this point from this cautious interpretation of the 

source-material is the great attention paid to nautical detail seen in the carvings. 

Shipbuilders seemingly knew what they were doing when building a boat. At the same 

time, the depiction of oceanic features infers the knowledge that certain people or 

collectives had gained about the sea itself, which appears to include and stress the sea’s 

materiality. On the basis of some of the images on the stones, however, there is some 
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evidence that the sea was believed to behave independently, having the traits of a self-

governing entity or a group of many such beings that together populated the vast seas, in 

other words, monsters which countered the monstrous figureheads. 

IV.3.3 Sea-Monsters on Picture-Stones and Beyond: With an Excursus on miðgarðsormr 

While the wave-beings of HABLINGBO HAVOR II show clear zoomorphic traits, and the other 

sea-beings discussed above from stones like KLINTE HUNNINGE I or STENKYRKA SMISS I show 

similar zoomorphism, they may all—despite their stylistic variances359—actually represent 

an understanding of the sea as being composed of living entities or as the home of a living 

water. Only the latter stone and other C/D-stones suggest an idea of sea-entities in terms 

of sea-monsters of some kind. Based on my earlier discussion of figureheads (see 

Ch.IV.2.2), it is possible to connect these representations with vættir, meaning that these 

stones might make up for the missing sea-vættir in the Mediæval written sources—unless 

one wishes to include the accounts of marbendlar, hafstrambr, and margýgjur (see above). 

The Gotlandic picture-stones, however, may also provide us with evidence for a different 

idea of sea-monsters—or, better perhaps, mythical beings linked to the sea—of a 

cosmological kind. Central to the argument here are several A-stones showing serpentine 

creatures, fighting scenes, and rowing boats.  

Earlier discussion had focused especially on stones like HANGVAR AUSTERS I
360 (Fig.18), 

and MARTEBO KYRKA 2361 (Fig.19), where large, serpentine beings are carved, usually above 

the huge rondel-motif, but also SANDA KYRKA IV
362 (Fig.20) has also been considered to 

show a serpent below the disks.363 Common features are a head with wide-open, pointy 

jaws, a long body ending in a tail of some kind, at times curled up as on HELLVI IRE IV 

(Fig.21) and BRO KYRKA II (Fig.22). Interestingly, the bodies of most of these creatures are 

covered with thin appendices which early researchers often saw as representing the feet of 

centipedes, but Oehrl shows on good reasons that this is implausible, making the creatures 

for him either footless or two-, or four-footed, with a serpent- or with fish-tail (2019/1:109, 

 
359  From the available evidence, one may suggest that the representational differences between the only 

(late) A-stone and the evidence from C/D-stones, are conventional, the different iconographies depending on 

the different traditions. Nonetheless, clear conclusions are not feasible at present. 
360  GF C1033. See: Lindqvist 1941: Fig.27; 1942: 69, Fig.403f. 
361  RAÄ Martebo 67. See: Svahnström 1972:25; Lamm and Nylén 2003:32–5. 
362  SHM 13127 / GF C10121:1. See: GB/i:fig.5; 1942:110 fig.481; Lindqvist 1962; Oehrl (2019:105–20). 
363  Other stones within this iconographic category are HABLINGBO HAVOR I (SHM 6915; GB/i:Fig.18, 177; 

GB/ii:53f. Fig.366), HELLEVI IRE IV (SHM 20826; GB/i:Fig.205–6; GB/ii:74), and BRO KYRKA II (RAÄ Bro 

24; GB/i:Fig.13, 15; GB/ii:29–32), although the previously discussed HABLINGBO HAVOR II (see pp.XX–XY 

above) can be counted within the same category due to the small creatures in the lower centre. 
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121; 2012:102). Indeed, Oehrl sees them as being sea-monsters, with strong parallels to 

Mediterranean sea-monsters.364 If correct, Oehrl’s analysis of the creature could have far-

reaching consequences for the overall understanding of the pictorial art of the Nordic Iron 

Age,365 since it offers an intriguing potential connection with scenes depicting different 

kinds of monster-fight, and the Ancient Mediterranean representations of legendary 

contests between a mythical/religious hero and a sea-monster.  

Numerous previous interpretations have been given for this motif on the stones, which 

tend to associate these scenes with either the miðgarðsormr or the fenrisúlfr, interpretations 

which are reviewed at length by Oehrl. Oehrl favours an association with Þórr and the 

miðgarðsormr (2019/1: 142f.) as the most likely candidate, in part on the basis of the boat 

depicted in the lower part of the two stones. These are then seen in an eschatological 

context. Since in Oehrl’s opinion (2019/1: 55–8) the boat represents the afterlife-journey of 

the dead, the cosmic, underworldly ‘sea-monster-fight’ is seen as having something to do 

with this (2019/1: 143). This is a problematic claim, which needs even further elaboration. 

Important in this context is another stone, SANDA KYRKA IV, on which a monster appears 

in the lower half placed below a tree, standing on a short horizontal line at the stone’s 

centre, and above a rowing boat at the bottom. This image has been interpreted by earlier 

scholars, 366 commonly along similar speculative lines as those used with HANGVAR AUSTERS 

I and MARTEBO KYRKA 2 (see Oehrl 2019/1: 109–11 for a discussion). Oehrl has now re-read 

 
364  Oehrl’s observations that the creatures are not centipedes at all as well as the fact that they possess 

different tails, have led Oehrl to associate these creatures with the Antiquity’s sea-monsters, the Ancient 

Greek κῆτος [kêtos] (pl. κήτη [kḗtē]; Latinized cetus), and in certain cases, the ῐ̔ππόκᾰμπος [hippókampos] 

(Latinized hippocampus), in short, ‘dragon-like’ beings. Oehrl’s suggestions would fit with the consensus 

that many strong connections can be found in Scandinavia to Classical and Christian Mediterranean traditions 

(see, for example, Holmqvist 1939; 1952). Although one might not accept all such interpretations, the kêtos-

like representations seem to be clear Nordic offsprings of such Mediterranean creatures (Oehrl 2019/1:111)—

at least in iconographical terms (see below, however). As Oehrl noted on an earlier occasion: “De anatomiska 

egenskaperna hos monstren på hangar AUSTERS I, HELLEVI IRE IV och MARTEBO KYRKA 2 visat att 

avbildningarna följer antikens bildkonventioner. Det så kallade ketosmonstret har en vargs huvud och 

framben men en ormlik kropp. Kroppen kan sluta som en spets eller fiskstjärt. Den senare varianten dyker 

upp under tidigkristen tid som den vattendemon som svalde Jona. Motivet förekommer även i karolingisk 

konst […]” (Oehrl 2012:102). Later, Oehrl considers connections to other beings found in Mediterranean 

mythologies like the līvəyāṯān, and the ourobórus (see below). 
365  Oehrl also believes that examples of the same motif can be found in the pictorial art of the Germanic 

Migration Period, pointing to the gold-bracteate (IK 278-B) HOHENMEMMINGEN from Baden-Würtemberg, 

which he links to the killing of Óðinn by the fenrisúlfr (Oehrl 2012: 102 with literature). Such speculative 

identifications remain unconvincing. 
366  Worth special emphasis is an interpretation by Hilda Ellis Davidson who saw the tree as representing 

the “World Tree”, the zoomorphic being “a dragon-like creature which could represent the serpent in the 

depths”, the boat being regarded as potentially representing the “surrounding ocean”, but also “evidently 

associated with the journey of the dead to the Other Word” (1988: 169). Obviously, these two aspects of the 

boat-motif did not pose a contradiction in her perspective, and nor did the existence of two serpentine beings 

curling around the upper disk-motifs, which are left unconsidered by Ellis Davidson. 
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the scene between the tree and the boat with the help of using digital technology which 

proves that it shows an armed rider engaging with a partly preserved sea-monster (2013; 

2019/1: 106–11). Oehrl sees the scene as being influenced by the late Antique imagery of 

warrior-saints (2019/1: 109–11). As such, the previously preferred links to the miðgarðsormr 

lose their foundation. In Oehrl’s view it shows a mythical fight in the underworld, which 

mirrors the heavenly battles (of ragnarøk(k)/-r), and involves a monster modelled after the 

aforementioned Mediterranean kêtos-like sea-monsters (2019/1: 109). That the boat-motif 

stands for the vehicle carrying the dead on their afterlife-journey is seen as self-evident by 

Oehrl (2019/1: 55–8). This allows him to arrive at a general pattern with a bipartite scheme, 

divided into an upper, overground section relating to the sky and a lower, subterranean 

section relating to the underworld (2019/1: 120).367 

Oehrl’s model of interpretation is nonetheless problematic with regard to several 

points: Firstly, the association of the serpentine creatures of A-stones with Ancient 

Mediterranean kêtos-like monsters is essentially based solely on Oehrl’s reading of the 

creature on MARTEBO KYRKJA 2 as having a fish-tail (2019/1: 123; 2019/2: fig.92; 104). This is 

far from certain. In fact, the tail ends in a clear line, which of course could be likened to 

the flipper of a fish, although this likeness is at best vague, if not ambiguous. Perhaps the 

image is cut off out of consideration for the stone’s framing decoration. Whatever the case, 

the implication is that the ‘monster-fights’ on the stones have little to do with Antiquity’s 

traditions of sea-monsters, something which would be supported by the fact that no 

association with the sea is given: indeed, the fights appear to happen on dry ground.368 

Admittedly, similarities exist between the world-girding creatures surrounding the disk-

motifs and those involved in battles with humanoid figures, suggesting they might be 

variants of each other or at least related beings of a cosmological kind.369 All the same, the 

similarities could also be merely stylistic.  

Indeed, one cannot ignore the fact that structurally, the ‘monster-fighting’ scenes 

resemble other battles depicted on the Gotlandic picture-stones from the same period, 

suggesting they might be considered part of a general motif of fights between humanoid, 

 
367  The scenes showing monster-fights thus happen both above and below ground in the two mythological 

realms, though the latter finds no support in the extant sources as Oehrl 2019/1:120 admits himself. 
368  One may consider the question of whether or not this is relevant for a cosmic or celestial fight. 
369  This, when it comes down to it, could be supported by the close relationship of fenrisúlfr and 

miðgarðsormr, both described as fenriskindir. See especially Höckert 1930:48f.n.3. 
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animal, and monstrous antagonists.370 Choosing an interpretation based only on one of 

these battle-scenes because it appears to fit a vast body of widely spread and only partly 

connected sources at the expense of considering internal coherence and a holistic picture 

of the picture-stones feels artificially far-fetched, and admittedly hypothetical (cf. Oehrl 

2019/1: 160), if not methodologically problematic. It is worth noting that alternative models 

have been proposed in recent years, by scholars such as Egon Wamers and Anders 

Andrén,371 both of whom consider more holistic dimensions of the picture-stones. While 

their approaches may at first sight appear rather different, it is possible that they imply links 

between warriors’, animals’, and monsters’ fights, and the act of seafaring, all being liminal 

activities carried out in order to keep the world going on either the individual or the 

cosmological level. Unfortunately, it is hard to come to a definite solution about this 

problem here. 

The third problem with Oehrl’s proposition relates to the boat-motif which is a core-

problem in the study of the picture-stones. Almost exclusively, the boat on both A- and 

C/D-stones has tended to be associated with afterlife-journeys, and as noted above, the 

same applies in Oehrl’s work (2019/1: 55–8). Important exceptions are Andrén (2012; 2014) 

who, as noted below, interpreted the boats on A-stones as the night-boat carrying the sun 

beneath the earth during night (see Kaul 1998; 2004), and Guber (2011), who prefers to read 

the stones in real-worldly contexts as showing actual deeds or events, in this case boat-

journeys undertaken by deceased, honoured individuals. For Oehrl and most others, the 

idea that the boat is the ship of the dead is actually based on a thin body of vague literary 

references, and ambiguous archæological evidence.372  

 
370  Here, one may consider the stones VALLSTENA VALLSTENARUM I and BRO KYRKA I (see Oehrl 2019/2: fig.142–

54; 155a–b; 157–58) showing opposing fighters on foot, and MARTEBO KYKA I (see Oehrl 2019/2: fig.39e; 52; 

62a–b; 87a) with men on horseback, seemingly charging each other, while ESKELHEM LASARVE II, HELLVI IRE 7, 

GARDA KYRKA 3, VÄSKINDE KYRKA 5, HABLINGBO HAVOR I show two quadrupeds opposed to each other. 
371  Egon Wamers (2009) sees the depictions as reflecting the arena-fights between bestiarii or venatores and 

wild animals that took place throughout later Roman and provincial Antiquity. This issue has been discussed 

by Oehrl (2012/1: 187–92) who concludes that it remains uncertain as to whether a mythical or heroic meaning 

is conveyed. Wamers’ proposal nonetheless could provide a context for historical–autobiographical themed 

monuments making references to actual glorified deeds or legendary references which might have been 

important ingredients of the idealized imagination that formed part of the warrior élite’s ideology. The 

depicted fighting, horse-chasing?, and rowing scenes could well refer to initiation-rituals or other rites des 

passage (see Schjødt 2008). A different cosmological perspective is developed by Anders Andrén who also 

proposes a cosmological interpretation based on the whirl-rondels as ‘sun-disks’ (2012: 2014). In his view, 

the picture-stones offer versions of the sun-cycle which formed the basis of the Bronze Age solar religion as 

proposed by Flemming Kaul (e.g. 1998; 2004).The ship at the bottom thus becomes the ship that carries the 

sun through the night. 
372  The debate about the image is thus old and has hardly ever reached any convincing consensus. This is 

why I second the recent contribution by Jan Bill (2018), providing a fresh interpretation of the available 
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Admittedly, this discussion leaves behind an ambiguous picture with more questions 

than answers and suggests first and foremost associations of a world-girding serpent in a 

cosmological–ontological model in which the sea may have played some rôle—although 

this seems no way as clear as Oehrl suggested thinking primarily of a connection to the 

realm of death. 

We can now turn to the myth that is probably best accounted for not only in the written 

Mediæval Icelandic sources (which will be turned to more broadly in the next Section) but 

also beyond, passed on by a variety of sources that have been seen to show the same myth 

in some form or another: the myth of how Þórr pulled up the miðgarðsormr, which is 

loosely translated the title GKS 2365 4to gives to the tale. The sea- or ‘world’-serpent, 

known as the miðgarðsormr or jǫrmungandr, is best known as the nemesis of Þórr (Taggart 

2018: 14; cf. Turville-Petre 1964: 75; de Vries 1935–37/ii: 225), who encounters it in a violent 

struggle on three ‘known occasions’, that is in three seemingly separate myths. The first 

describes how Þórr lifted the miðgarðsormr by trickery when involved in a series of quests 

during his visit to Útgarðaloki. While U[t]garthilocus also appears in Saxo’s Gesta 

Danorum, the miðgarðsormr is only mentioned in the Edda (see McKinnell 1994: 82–5. 

The second myth is commonly referred to as ‘Þórr’s fishing’ (or in related terms) which is 

closely connected to the first myth in the version that is found in Snorri’s Edda. According 

to this myth, Þórr rows out onto the sea to catch the miðgarðsormr, according to Snorri out 

of revenge. In the closely related version of Hymiskviða, however, this event is seemingly 

unmotivated following a series of other deeds on Þórr’s journey to Hymir. What is most 

intriguing about this myth is that it also seems to be mentioned in a number of further 

sources, including skáldic verses and stone-carvings (see below). The third and last myth 

 

material (see above). It might be noted that Oehrl adds another argument based on a motif possibly found on 

a few stones which he explains with the idea of a consecrative spear, thrown over a boat as a means of 

dedicating it to the god of war. Originally a hypothesis developed and maintained by Karl Hauck over a 

number of iconographical studies (Oehrl 2019/1: 153 with references), it serves Oehrl as an indicator of the 

sepulchral dimension of the stones. Oehrl is critical towards Hauck’s reading of a Fluchspeer [‘curse-spear’] 

on VÄSKINDE BJÖRKOME I (SHM 7570; see: GB/I: fig.7; 10; GB/II:142f. fig.562; Oehrl 2019/2: fig.40, 135–41), 

and rather explains the feature in question as a fossil element, the remains of an Orthoceras (Oehrl 2019/1: 

153). In support of a “Totenschiffthese” [‘dead-ship-thesis’] (Oehr 2019/1: 152–4), he accepts a reading of 

such a spear on STENKYRKA KYRKA 46 (Oehrl 2019/1: 57f.; 60; 102), developing the idea as an interpretation 

for his newly discovered stone-fragment RUTE ST. VALLE 2 (Oehrl 2019/1: 227–42). This small piece of a 

picture-stone shows a remarkable scene with a smaller anthropomorphic figure hovering over a wave behind 

the stern of a ship, perhaps holding on to it. While it might indeed be carrying or thrusting a spear, the identity 

of the spear-like feature is no way certain. It might well represent a feature of the boats—an option seemingly 

not considered by Oehrl although he addresses the depiction of boats’ tents in another contexts (2019/i: 154). 

That the figure behind the boat should be Óðinn accompanying the men on the ship to the realm of death 

remains all in all an unconvincing interpretation.  
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relates to the events of ragnarøk(k)/r, where Þórr will apparently engage with the 

miðgarðsormr in a final, mutually fatal battle. 

While the lifting of the miðgarðsormr is only known from the Edda, the myth of the 

miðgarðsormr at ragnarøk(k)/r is also passed on in the two main redactions of Vǫluspá 

and in its adaption for Snorri’s Gylfaginning (see below). The preservation of the fishing-

myth in such a broad array of sources, including archæology, makes logical material for 

more detailed discussion here, before we go on to discuss the possible gods of or connected 

to the sea in PCRN. A number of pre-Mediæval carved stones have been said to be the 

earliest certain sources of the myth: the Gotlandic picture-stone ARDRE KYRKA VIII (SHM 

11118:VIII; Fig.23) from the ninth or tenth century (see GB/i: 95 fig.139f.; GB/ii: 22–4 

fig.311.) (a rare Dano-Scandinavian picture-stone HØRDUM (Fig.24) from Hørdum in Thy, 

Nordjylland (see Brøndsted 1955:98–102 fig.83f.); the rune-stone U 1161 ALTUNA (Fig.25) 

from Uppland (see SR/iv: 610–19; fig.137–39; von Friesen 1924: 343), carved around the 

middle of the eleventh century (von Friesen 1924:475; Heizmann 1999: 420f.; Oehrl 2019/1: 

186f.); and the GOSFORTH/6-stone (Fig.26) from Cumbria in Northumbria (see CASS/ii 

:108f.), dated to the years c.920–50 (Bailey 2000:18f.). 

When it comes down to it, ARDRE KYRKA VIII has recently been refuted as a source: Oehrl 

has applied polynomial texture mapping (or RTI) to the stone, providing more reliable data 

on certain previously ambiguous details of the carved images (2019/1:181–91). While 

several earlier scholars (such as Sonne 2013: 188) doubted the standard opinion, Oehr’s 

investigations have shown for certain that the stone’s scenes contain none of the 

characteristic elements commonly ascribed to the myth of ‘Þórr’s fishing’ (2019/1:187–91). 

HØRDUM thus has the potential to be the earliest representation, clearly showing two figures 

fishing a huge serpent.373 It nonetheless remains, however impossible to date HØRDUM any 

closer than to the Viking Age or Early Middle Ages (Brøndsted 1955:102). ALTUNA, 

meanwhile, shows only one fishing protagonist in the boat while the myth usually has two. 

These differences have been discussed and compared by previous scholars (see 

Meulengracht Sørensen 1986 and Heizmann 1999: 418; 421–4), which, when considering 

also the written sources (see below), makes for a hugely complex matter, hardly allowing 

 
373  Since Johannes Brøndsted’s 1955 initial discussion of HØRDUM, it is often stated in the recent literature 

(e.g. Oehrl 2019/1:187; Abram 2011:34) that no more than two lines of the serpent’s body can be seen, the rest 

having been lost to corrosion. Peter Vang Petersen 1993 has nonetheless observed that large corrosion of the 

stone must have taken place prior to the execution of the carving. In fact, Petersen felt that the complete head 

of the serpent can still be found intact on the stone, created by a naturally occurring rise in the stone’s surface. 

This is also why Petersen states that “[h]ele billedet er utvivlsomt improviseret” (1993:28). 
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any clear statements about what might have been the original story. Perhaps all these 

variations are best understood as mere oral variants of a highly popular tale (Gunnell: 

personal communication).  

Staying with the stone-carvings, we are in the dark about the purpose of the carvings. 

One nonetheless easily notices that they show a possible connection to the Christianisation 

of Scandinavia: HØRDUM is clearly associated with an early Mediæval church-site (cf. 

Brøndsted 1955:103); and also ALTUNA falls in a milieu of rune-carvers that cannot securely 

be considered “heathen” (cf. von Friesen 1924: 482), belonging to a culture in which rune-

stones with clearly Christian attitudes were being raised by the time the ALTUNA stone was 

errected.  

This leads to the famous GOSFORTH 6 the association of which with the Þórr-myth is 

somewhat uncertain owing to the absence of any serpent on the extant fragment. Other 

elements, however, fit the myth (see Meulengracht Sørensen 1986: 262–5), suggesting an 

Anglo-Scandinavian context for the stone. While this may be possible, the assumed mixed 

religiousity of the stone remains debatable, a the stone’s second panel showing what seems 

to be a clearly Christian motif: a hart trampling on two serpents, which is a widely used 

image on Christian stone-carvings, referencing “Christ’s battle with evil” (Kopár 2016: 

207). As Christopher Abram rightly observes, the fishing scene of GOSFORTH 6 can be 

explained without any great difficulties as being entirely Christian, if one draws on the 

biblical image of Jesus (and the apostles) as fishermen (Abram 2011:37f.). Indeed, it 

mayalso be noted that the stone appears the work of a stonemason known primarily for his 

production of Christian works.374 One is thus again left with many uncertainties here the 

regarding reading and contextualisation of the stone, as with the other stones HØRDUM and 

ALTUNA, which also rather easily have an early-Mediæval context around the time of the 

official conversion. This connection to the final phase of the Viking Age, naturally raises 

questions relating to the nature of the Christian mission and Scandinavian conversion both 

abroad and at home, in which the use of pictures was a key element in the early-Mediæval 

dissemination of Christianity (see, for instance, Kopár 2012; also Pétur Pétursson 2013; cf. 

Hultgård 2019). 375 

 
374  According to Bailey, another important work by the hand of the same master appears to be the famous 

stone-cross GOSFORTH 1. In addition, the ‘Gosforth master’ appears to have cut a so-called hogback-stone: 

the ‘SAINT’S TOMB’ hogback. 
375  One might, however, note the strategy of confronting an element of non-/pre-Christian belief with 

Christianity as a means of demonstrating its absurdity, something proposed by Daniel, Bishop of Winchester, 
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Turning to the dating of the literary evidence, one notes that a surprisingly high number 

of skáldic poems seem to refer to the same myth, many of which, following established 

opinions about skáldic poetry (see Ch.III.1.3) may possibly date back centuries before their 

final recording on parchment. This skáldic evidence, relating to Þórr encountering the 

miðgarðsormr in a contest at sea, has been collected in recent contributions by Gísli 

Sigurðsson (2013), and also summarized by Meulengracht Sørensen (1986) and Heizmann 

(1999). Interestingly, the stanzas in question are only preserved in the context of Snorri’s 

Edda, where the stanzas are listed to illustrate kenningar, primarily for Þórr. The material 

is nonetheless highly complex and complicated by numerous grammatical and semantic 

issues which make establishes its value an intricate matter (see, for instance, Örn Sævar 

Thorleifsson 2000). The same applies to the association of the stanzas with particular poets, 

and finally, their possible inclusion of Christian elements (see Kabell 1976). The major 

problem, perhaps, is nonetheless the fact that none of the extant verses identifies the 

miðgarðsormr as such by name. The kenningar used, like “jarðar reist” (Bragi Þórr 1III) 

have strong links to the earth or world, rather than the sea. Bragi’s “endiseiðs” (Bragi Þórr 

3III) is complicated by unclear variants, and whether or not it forms a kenning with “allra 

landa” is debatable. Nonetheless, it would again stress a terrestrial dimension, as does the 

similar “allra landa umgjǫrð” (Ǫlv Þórr 1III). Other formulations like “hringr inn ljóti” 

(Bragi Þórr 4III) simply point to serpents. 

The seemingly clearest reference comes from the following helmingr:  

Svá kvað Bragi skáld: (2) Vaðr lá Viðris arfa / vilgi slakr, es rakðisk, / á 

Eynæfis ǫndri, / jǫrmungandr at sandi376 (Bragi Þórr 2III). 

However, our only source that jǫrmungandr here is the miðgarðsormr is Snorri. Other 

recent scholars that have studied the name like Eldar Heide (2006) have pointed to 

jǫrmungandr having much more complex relations with potentially cosmological 

phenomena, making the connection to the sea once again problematic. 

Regarding the value of these stanzas as early evidence, one notes that while they are 

believed to come from the ninth-century skáld Bragi ‘hinn gamli’ Boddason (cf. Clunies 

Ross 2017:26), their attribution remains vague and might or might not relate also to another 

Bragi ‘skáld’ as has been pointed out by Örn Sævar Thorleifsson (2000). 

 

in a letter from 723 to Bonifacius (letter 23, ed. Tangl 1916: 38–41). See also Gschwantler (1968:147) for a 

discussion. 
376  “The fishing line of Viðrir’s <= Óðinn’s> heir [= Þórr] lay not at all slack on the ski of Eynæfir <sea-

king> [SHIP ], when Jǫrmungandr <= Miðgarðsormr> unwound himself on the sand.” (SkP) 
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From Bragi’s stanzas, st.4 establishes the clearest connection to the sea, which must 

be represented by borðróins barða brautr.377 On the other hand, st.5, or the helmingr of it, 

which is only found in R: 30v/25f. and T: 32r/12f. as a kenning for gold, and only in R 

attributed to Bragi ‘skáld’, makes associations to fishing: 

Því hefir Bragi skáld svá kveðit: (5.) Þás forns litar flotna / á fangboða ǫngli 

/ hrøkkviáll of hrokkinn / hekk Vǫlsunga drekku378 (Bragi Þórr 5III). 

Especially here, however, scholars like Aage Kabell (1976) have argued for Judeo-

Christian elements like the rôle of oxen in Judaism, which is a possible interpretation for 

litr. Again, without clear attribution to Þórr, any relation to PCRN remains debatable. 

A final fragment by Bragi that is believed to be associated with the myth, the helmingr 

stanza 6, is quoted in a very different section of Skáldskaparmál in a demonstration of 

terms for the sea and waves: Interestingly, here we have the only direct association with 

Þórr: 

Vágr, sem Bragi kvað: (6.) Vildit vrǫngum ofra / vágs byrsendir œgi, / hinns 

mjótygil máva / mœrar skar fyr Þóri379 (Bragi Þórr 6III). 

This might indeed seems to provide one of the clears associations with the sea. However, 

as John Lindow points out: “We depend upon Snorri to understand the last stanza […]” 

(2020a:41), referring to the paraphrasis of the myth (of ‘how Þórr pulled up the 

miðgarðsormr’). The identification of Hymir in the stanza has nonetheless caused several 

philological problems, both due to different variant-readings (byrsendir vs hyrsendir) and 

semantical issues in establishing Hymir as being either ‘wind- or ‘gold-sender’, matters 

which are comprehensively discussed by Clunies Ross (2017:52). To this one may add Örn 

Sævar’s discussion, questioning an association with a sea-serpent (2000), and suggesting 

instead a cutting of the waves. 

 
377  Interestingly, Clunies Ross notes that part of the same phrase, namely borðróinn barði is found in a 

lausavísur Eskál Lv 2b (Eg 125) by Einarr skálaglamm Helgason [c.940–c.990] in Egils saga 125 (2017:137), 

which Clunies Ross believes “may have been imitated from here in Eskál Lv 2b/3V” (2017:50). See also 

similar semantics in anonymous lausavísur from Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar in mesta, Anon ÓT 3/7: “Leika 

barðs á borði | byrhreins fyr þér einum | — gramr mun á foldu fremri | fár — sex tigir ára. | Mér leikr einn ok 

annarr | ǫldu sveipr í greipum | (því verðk) borðs á barða | (bæginn fyr þér vægja)” (ed. Heslop 2012:1085). 
378 “When the coiling eel of the drink of the Vǫlsungar [POISON > = Miðgarðsormr] hung coiled up on the 

fishing hook of the wrestling-challenger of the followers of ancient Litr <giant> [GIANTS > = Þórr]”. 
379  “The wind-sender of the sea [GI ANT  = Hymir] did not want to raise up the twisted terrifier, he who cut 

the slender string of the marshland of seagulls [SEA  > FI SH I NG L INE ] for Þórr.” 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=2400&p=verse
https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=2400&p=verse
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From Ǫlvir hnúfa, an incomplete stanza is preserved amongst the kenning-examples 

for Þórr (like sts 2–4 by Bragi, cited above). It is preserved in all four main mss of the 

Edda: 

Svá kvað Ǫlvir hnúfa: Œstisk allra landa / umgjǫrð ok sonr Jarðar380 (Ǫlv 

Þórr 1III). 

What is striking about this verse is perhaps not only the semantic similarities it shares with 

Bragi’s first stanza, but that once again it does not necessarily suggest a sea-serpent but 

rather a cosmological being of some kind, girding all lands. In addition to this one may 

note that John Lindow points out that “the middle-voice verb œsask is used especially of 

natural phenomena (‘især om elementerne’; [LP] 1931: 658 s.v. œsa) and the examples 

given include fire and the sea” (Lindow 2020a: 1061). This can be easily supplemented with 

further evidence from ONP (s.v. ǿsa). 

[…] we may well be justi-||fied in taking this brief fragment as an indication 

of the cosmic nature of the encounter between Þórr and the Miðgarðsormr: 

like flames or crashing seas, they rage at one another. A verb with initial 

vowel was, to be sure, required for alliteration with allra and umgjǫrð, but 

that hardly negates the semantics of what the poet composed. (Lindow 

2020a: 1061, 1063) 

With this interesting observation, Lindow notes a trait of this verse that serves the purpose 

of the present thesis well, pointing to aspects of the strong physicality of certain forces in 

or beyond the sea. While the stanza might not easily be connected to the myth of ‘how Þórr 

pulled up the miðgarðsormr’, it might still be reasonable to see in an even more powerful 

poetical image supporting the idea of an underlying myth to PCRN where Þórr engages 

with the sea (see below). 

In addition to the above are stanzas by the enigmatic Gamli gærvarðarskáld by whom 

only two helmingar have been preserved in mss. of the Edda (R:22r, T:22r, W:47, U:27v), 

albeit here ascribed to an unspecified Gamli here, and likewise the enigmatic Eysteinn 

Valdason, but of whom have left nothing behind them but some fragments of poetry. No 

information is known about their lives. Both men are commonly considered to have lived 

in pre-Christian times due to the content of their verses which seemingly deal with the 

Þórr-myth. Due to the circular nature of this argument and the absence of any contextual 

information, this once again makes them problematic source. I will therefore not discuss 

 
380  “The encircler of all lands [= Miðgarðsormr] and the son of Jǫrð <goddess> [= Þórr] became violent”, 

SkP 
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their poetry in any further detail, since they only provide variations on the above, a main 

point being that kenningar like grundar fiskr of Gamli gnævaðarskáld, , interpreted as ‘the 

fish of the sea-bed’, leading to the identification of the miðgarðsormr, can to my mind be 

questioned since it should rather be read as ‘the fish of the land’,381 thus more likely 

denoting a ‘snake, serpent’ along the common type of kenning for any sort of ‘snake, 

serpent’ (Meissner 1921:113f.). It should therefore be concluded, that Gamli’s stanza does 

not suggest the sea as the home of the ‘serpent’; in fact, the whole stanza might allude to 

any sort of fight between Þórr(?) and a serpent or dragon. 

We are somewhat better informed about the skáld Úlfr Uggason, an Icelander living 

around the year 1000, who composed the poem Húsdrápa (c.980), apparently about several 

myths depicted on within the hall of Óláfr pái at Hjarðarholt. Four stanzas (ÚlfrU Húsdr 

3–6III) seem to describe a battle between Þórr and a monstrous being, but neither is named 

and the verses remain so ambiguous that I choose not to reproduce them here. A critical 

discussion does not seem possible here, and thus I refer to the brief standard overview by 

Lindow (2020a:1058). All the same, the environment of the poem and Úlfr does not exclude 

a potential relationship to the Christian contexts mentioned above (and see below). In fact, 

Úlfr positive attitudes toward Christianity shine through in accounts about him (Marold in 

SkP/III: 402). 

All in all, it has been argued above from different angles that the myth in its form as 

preserved in Hymiskviða and Snorri’s versions(s), might well be a reworking of a Judeo-

Christian myth placed within the context of PCRN—although this doeas not exclude that 

some of its elements might have roots in PCRN. This hypothesis goes as far back as to 

Finnur Magnússon (Magnusen 1828: 212 n.**), who observed potential connections to 

Christian allegory, a thought repeated and developed in the following years by Grimm 

(1835: 559; cf. 124), but probably most seriously defended by K. G. Brøndsted in an article 

from 1882, in which Brøndsted examined the allegory of how the Christian god, YHWH, 

caught the devil using a fishing hook and Jesus as bait, an account which Brøndsted traced 

 
381  The first element grund denotes most commonly ‘(firm) ground’, also in the general sense of the ‘earth’s 

surface’, at times with more specific connotations meaning ‘meadow’ (ONP: s.v. grund sb. f.). Interestingly, 

ONP also gives the meaining ‘(sand)bank’, however without providing any evidential examples for this. In 

the poetical corpus it can be seen that grund only describes ‘land; earth’ according to the new preliminary 

online Lexicon Poeticum (pLP) of the SkP, something confimed by the corresponding data incorporated from 

the SkP in the ONP (see pLP: s.v. grund (noun f.) ‘earth, land’).  
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from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages. Important additions to this idea can be 

found in the collection of Johannes Zellinger (1925).382 

What is rarely noted in this more modern scholarship is that some of the earliest 

examples of Old Icelandic writing contain clear references to the aforementioned allegory. 

Indeed, a sermon for Palm Sunday in the Old Icelandic hómilíubók, Stockholm, Kb Holm. 

Perg. 15 4to from about the year 1200,383 provides the oldest witness for the use of the term 

miðgarðsormr. The section in question, Resurrectio Domini or Upprisa Drottins (33v34–

37r5) contains a detailed account of Gregorius’s allegory, which reads: ‹Moɴ eige þu draga 

levıaþıan ⸢mıþgaꝛþs ormr⸣ a ǫngle eþa boꝛa kıþr hans meþ baúge› (Holm. Perg. 15 4to: 

35r).384 As can be seen, a paralinear gloss by the same hand has added miðgarðsormr above 

leviaþan, underlining that both were considered being the same by the scribe.  

Also worth noting is the Evangelii Nicodemi (also Acta or Gesta Pilati) which was 

circulated widely among early Christian communities,385 and also reached Iceland. Part of 

this work, the so-called Descensus Christi ad infernos, was ‘translated’ as Niðrstigningar 

saga,386 perhaps as early as the twelfth century (but see below).387 In an interpolation to 

the text, not found in the Latin original, one reads: 

[…] Sa inn ricsti allvaldr [leit þa til Iorsalaborgar oc męlti. Gilldra] su er at 

Iorsolom er gørr verþi || Miþ[garþzormi at scaþa]. Hann fal þa øngull þann 

er hurvenn [var agni oc eigi sia m[53v]atte i [ęzl]ino þvi er i gilldrona var 

lagit oc sva vaþinn gat hann folget svat eigi of matte sia. […] (Niðrstigninga 

saga XX.3, ed. Bullitta 2017:139f. [based on A:53v]). 

 
382  See already Bang 1882:230f. with Jewish sources, or Fritzner 1891 in his OGNS/ii:688 mentioning the 

Mediæval Scandinavian allegorical literature discussed below. Cf. also Gschwantler 1968, who largely 

reproduces Zellinger’s material, with minor updates. A few scholars like Sophus Bugge (1881–9:10f.; 

1899:lxxvi–viii) and Karle Krohn (1922:157–60) added further observations about the non-Scandinavian 

origins of the myth, but they met similar resistance (cf. Gschwantler 1968:150). Due to their ‘extremist’ 

stance, they went largely unconsidered. More influential scholars like Jan de Vries (1935–37/II:225; 1956–

57/II:142f.), Gabriel Turville-Petre (1964:76), and later Preben Meulengracht Sørensen (1986) and Margaret 

Clunies Ross (1994:259f.) preferred a ‘Germanic’ or ‘Nordic’ origin, without necessarily proving the 

Christian hypothesis to be wrong or impossible. 
383  The work is closely related to the Old Norwegian hómilíubók AM 619 4°. Both mss. go back to older 

originals, probably from the second half of the twelfth century (Gschwantler 1968:151). 
384  The same text and gloss is found in the fragment AM 686 c 4to 1v, which reads: ‹Moɴ eige þv draga 

levıatʜan ⸢ᴍıþgarzoꝛmr⸣ aǫngle. eþa boꝛa kıþr hans meþ bꜹge›. 
385  Cf. the contributions in Izydorczyk 1997. 
386  In the most recent edition of the saga, Dario Bullitta explains that it is not a translation in the strict 

senseas the Latin apocryphon appears to have been slightly changed and reformulated in accordance with 

the translator’s taste. Beyond purely linguistic adjustments to the text, extraneous details have been added to 

it, which “are all biblical and patristic in nature” (2017:70). 
387  The two oldest preserved redactions, AM 645 4to and AM 623 4to, are from the former half of the 

thirteenth century. On the transmission of the saga and its text-witnesses, see Bullitta (2017). 
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Interestingly, the Old Icelandic saga contains the same idea of the miðgarðsormr as the 

hómilíubók does, using it instead of leviathan. One also notes the way in which the 

miðgarðsormr is described in the following as a shape of the fiend: 

[…] Þa bra hann ser i drecalike oc gørdiz þa sva mikill at hann þottesc liggia 

mundo umb heimenn allan utan. Hann sa þau tiþende ⟨er gørdoz⟩ at 

Iorsolom at Iesus Christus var þa i andlati oc for ⟨hann⟩ þangat begar oc 

ætlaþi at slita ondina þegar fra honom. Enn er hann com þar oc hugþez gløpa 

mundo hann oc hafa meþ ser þa beit øngullinn goddomens hann enn 

crossmarkit fell a hann ovann oc varþ hann ha sva veiddr se⟨m⟩ fiscr a øngle 

eþa mus under treketti eþa sem melracki i gilldro eptir þvi sem fyrer var 

spat. Þa for til Dominus Noster oc bat hann. […] (Niðrstigninga saga XXI.1, 

ed. Bullitta 2017:141 [based on A:53v]) 

One recognizes that the serpent in the present context is described in the very same terms 

used by Snorri in his Edda as encircling the earth. One also notes the stress on the 

krossmerki hitting the serpent from above—much like Þórr’s hammer in Hymiskviða and 

Gylfaginning. The clear implication is that the two accounts were connected. 

The first detailed examinations of these interpolations (Magnús Már Lárusson 1955:165; 

Turville-Petre 1953:128; Aho 1969; Gschwantler 1968:154f.), all favoured a pre-Christian 

Scandinavian origin. When the issue was investigated in even greater detail by James W. 

Marchand (1976), however, reasonable arguments and evidence were provided for a 

Christian origin of the whole myth of ‘how Þórr pulled up the miðgarðsormr’. While 

Marchand’s arguments have recently been subject to slight modification by Dario Bullitta 

in his study (and edition) of Niðrstigninga saga,388 Bullitta essentially confirmed the 

Christian origin of the interpolation noted above (Bullitta 2017: 78–85).389 

The implication of the above is that a strong Christian semantic existed in the 

twelfth and thirteenth century whereby the term miðgarðsormr was being used as a 

 
388  In contrast to earlier scholarship (cf. above), Bullitta shows that the interpolation on the miðgarðsormr 

is based on at least two sources and not to Gregorius’s allegory directly but rather Revelation 12.9 and the 

sermon De Quadragesima Ascensione Domini (Sermo 265D) by Aurelius Augustinus Hipponensis (354–430) 

in its Mediæval dissemination by Petrus Lombardus (c.1096–1160) (cf. also Gschwantler 1968:155). Bullitta 

thus reconsiders the dating of the Old Icelandic translation seeing it as being close to “second quarter of the 

thirteenth century” (2017:85). 
389  That the text of the interpolation in Niðrstigningar saga does not mirror Gregorius’s allegory in all detail 

was already noted by Gschwantler who interestingly for the present thesis pointed out that the saga does not 

picture Christ as the bait (1968:154). On this detail, see also Magnús Már Lárusson (1955:165f.), discussing 

the afterlife of this section of Niðurstigningar saga, which had an impact on Mediæval Icelandic poetry, as 

can be seen in the late-Mediæval poem Lilja sts.60f. (cf. Chase 2007:544–61), and also in a poem by Bishop 

Jón Arason, Niðurstigsvísur 27. Both lack the bait, but also show interesting variations of hook and cross 

onto which satan in a serpent’s shape bites. 
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translation for leviathan in particular, and satan more generally.390 All this may imply that 

the miðgarðsormr in the particular rôle it plays in not only Snorri’s Edda but apparently 

Hymiskviða, might be the result of a rather recent influence. One may thus claim that unlike 

the argument of Otto Gschwantler (1968) that the miðgarðsormr has ultimately existed in 

PCRN since Indo-European times, it may have had older roots that experienced reshaping, 

in which new elements were taken from Christianity (see Janson2004; 2013; Cöllen 2011). 

One may thus perhaps rather speak of a form of mythogenesis rather than syncretism? Of 

course, there is little that speaks against the allegory having become a popular tale before 

it came to be used in the above-cited Mediæval Christian literature. It could potentially 

have reached Scandinavia through pre-conversion contacts with, for instance, the British 

Isles. Indeed, such an early, oral scenario could serve well as an explanation for the many 

different details in the iconography and poetry. Particularly interesting would be the 

religious attitude of the seamen that then brought the tale home.  

All in all, this leads back to the key question of whether the idea of the Old Icelandic 

‘world-/sea-serpent’ ever had an independent existence as mythical being or representation 

of the sea and entity of PCRN before Christianization? When it comes down to it, the idea 

that the myth has a background in a worldview prevailing in PCRN in which the sea, 

represented by the sea-serpent was one of the ‘uncontrollable forces of nature’ (Clunies 

Ross 1994: 258–68), or forms part of a sensitive balance (Meulengracht Sørensen 1986; cf. 

Nordvig 2014; 2015), depends on the existence of an independent, Ancient Scandinavian 

origin of the myth, something which remains perhaps ultimately unprovable if one focuses 

primarily on Hymiskviða and Snorri’s Gylfaginning 31. The skáldic material certainly 

points towards other possible aspects of the miðgarðsormr–jǫrmungandr figure than the 

common (Mediæval?) version of the myth of how Þórr pulled up the miðgarðsormr may 

not account for. 

In this regard, it is natural to return to the last myth connected to the miðgarðsormr, 

that of its rôle at ragnarøk(k)/r. Unfortunately, Vǫluspá st.R47 [50] only briefly mentions 

that “ſnꝩz iormvngandr / i iotvn moði / ormr knꝩr vnir” (ed. EA-E/III: 25). If this 

jǫrmungandr and the ormr are indeed the same, then this is the best source outside Snorri’s 

Edda for connections between this being and the sea. What is, of course, interesting here 

 
390  This point is even more clearly illustrated in the final case of a source that directly mentions the 

miðgarðsormr. In the so-called Sǫgubrot k.3, found in the ms. fragment AM 1 e ß I fol (c.1300), the king Ívarr 

‘víðfaðmi’ is addressed by Horðr with the words: “Muntu vera ormr ſa, ſem verſtr er til, er heitir 

Miðgarðzormr” (ed. Petersens and Olson 1919–25:11). Here, the miðgarðsormr ultimately means the devil 
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is that the raging creature creates heavy waves as it moves on to the land. All the same, 

here it is just one of the enemies of the gods coming over the sea, and one notes that the 

creature leaves the sea. The final battles happen on the land, where the miðgarðsormr also 

originated according to Snorri. There are evidently other angles with which to approach 

the miðgarðsormr–jǫrmungandr than has commonly been done, which has primarily 

focused on the fishing-myth. This final appearance of the creature, leads to considerations 

of its major opponent, Þórr. 
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V. Of Gods and Giants: Deifying the Sea 

V.1 Sea-ǽsir 

This chapter deals in particular with Þórr, and thus connects directly on the previous 

discussions of the miðgarðsormr, providing a continuation of some kind from the previous 

chapter on the Gotlandic picture-stones. 

V.1.1 : Þórr as a Sea-God? 

In the previous discussion, we have seen Þórr as the main actor involved in fighting what 

has sometimes been regarded as a cosmological sea-serpent. The following discussion will 

investigate the question whether there is anything concrete to say about Þórr as a potential 

sea-deity or at least a deity imbued with powers over the sea? Indeed, of what character is 

the relationship between Þórr and the sea?391  

Out of necessity, the following discussion focuses primarily on those sources relating 

directly to Ancient Scandinavia. When it comes to Þórr, this is little problematic since both 

the local Scandinavian as well as external references are rich in references to Þórr that 

might have something to say about his role in PCRN of the Viking Period. Indeed, there is 

a fair amount of potentially contemporaneous evidence on Þórr in significant place-names 

studied by Per Vikstrand (2001: 141–65), which can shed some light on the deity’s function 

in religious cult (see also Lindow 2020a: 1092f.). Also intriguing are the many runic 

inscriptions from the Viking Age that mention Þórr both in connection with the act of vígja 

[blessing] of runes or by means of using them (Sonne 2013: 24–34; 86–102; Lindow 2020a: 

1093–7) and in other contexts (Taggart 2018: 162–86), and interestingly, among other 

things, in inscriptions related to bridges over water (Wills 2017: 422–28). In all cases, Þórr 

appears as a protector, securing the preservation of a runic inscription (or the rune-stone 

itself) as well as man-made river-crossings.392 Indeed, the element of travel is something 

one regularly encounters in connection with Þórr: He is pictured as journeying over the 

sky, drawn by a goat-pulled chariot (see Lindow 2020a: 1054 for a discussion), and called 

Ǫkuþórr by Snorri (see Taggart 2018: 36–42 for a discussion), and also regularly 

encountered as having travelled away and especially to the east and the world of the jǫtnar 

 
391  Of course, much can be said about Þórr as he takes a central rôle among the gods of PCRN and even 

beyond, with closely related cognates in the (southern) Germanic areas, and among the Germanic settlers of 

the British Isles. One also needs to consider related figures among the Sámi, Finnish, and Baltic people, as 

well as further Finno-Ugric collectives and potential links to figures like Zeus, Jupiter and Indra. 
392  Fittingly, Þórr also functions as the protector of Ásgarðr (see Taggart 2018: 80–3; Gunnell 2015: 65), 

which may behinted at by his by-name Véurr (cf. KzLE/2 :301f.). 
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(prominently in the ‘eddic’ poems Hárbarðsljóð, Lokasenna, Hymiskviða, and 

Þrymskviða, but also in other accounts on Þórr found in Snorri’s Edda and Saxo’s Gesta 

Danorum where he also appears in the rôle of Thurkillus). In some of these myths, Þórr 

isalso  interestingly pictured as a seafarer, something which will be returned to below. One 

also notes that Þórr is clearly associated with weather, and more generally with the physical 

elements and forces of this world (see below), and indeed many early scholars have argued 

that the idea of Þórr as god of thunder and lightning was his most original and primary 

function (see Taggart 2018 for a detailed review of this idea). It is not difficult to establish 

a connection between these two semantic fields or areas of responsibility, however. Surely 

travelling is something regularly affected by outer physical conditions. 

This is doubtless a very general picture drawn for Þórr who was evidently a figure that 

had many faces and facets. This has been emphasized particularly in recent works by 

Declan Taggart (2017; 2018), who sees ecological factors as being a decisive factor in why 

so many conceptual differences exist in the image of one god. Of most importance here, 

however, is that so many accounts seem to point to a connection existing between Þórr and 

water, especially the sea. The following examination attempts to see how these connections 

relate to Þórr is general rôle and functions. 

One of the earliest—but also one of the most puzzling— accounts connecting Þórr to 

the sea is that by Dudonis Sancti Quintini (cf. Ch.III.1.3).393 In his Historia Normannorum, 

cap.II, Dudonis describes the prehistory of the people who settled the Normandy, and under 

what circumstances they left their homelands in southern Scandinavia. In the course of this 

account, Dudonis describes an ancient ritual practice which the Scandinavian ancestors of 

the Normans apparently used to carry out in connection with migration:  

Caeterum in expletione suarum expulsionum atque exituum; sacrificabant 

olim uenerantes thur deum suum. Cui non aliquod pecudum neque 

pecorum. nec liberi patris. nec cereris litantes donum. sed sanguinem 

mactabant humanum. holocaustorum omnium putantes preciosissimum eo 

quod sacerdote sortilogo predestinante. iugo boum una uice diriter 

iacebantur in capite. collisoque unicuique singulari ictu; sorte electo 

celebro. sternebatur in tellure. perquirebaturque leuorsum fibra cordis 

scilicet uena. Cuius exausto sanguine ex more sua. suorumque capita 

linientes librant caeleriter nauium carbasa uentis. illosque tali negotio 

putantes placare uelociter nauium insurgebant remis. Sin uero maiori sorte 

equites egressi essent; mauortia erigebant uexilla praelii. Sicque suis a 

 
393  For a contextualization of the ‘migratory legend’ in the work of Dudonis, of which the presently 

discussed passage forms part, see Rix 2000: 66–8. 
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finibus elabentes; tenebant intentionem in gentium mortiferam 

concussionem394 (ed. Lifshitz 1998). 

This puzzling and disturbing account, seemingly describing cruel (human) sacrifices being 

carried out in connection with sea-travel, has long been used by scholars of PCRN as 

evidence in support of such practice being carried out during the Viking Age (see, for 

example, Turville-Petre 1964: 94; Nordvig 2014: 99f.).  

It can be noted, however, that since its earliest use by scholars as evidence on human 

sacrifice (in PCRN) to Þórr, the tone has changed somewhat in the more recent reception 

and source-criticism of this account.395 While current studies on Þórr have been in 

agreement that Dudonis is likely to have recorded some account rooted in the collective 

memory of the Normans (Perkins 2001:20f.; cf. van Houts 1984: 110), is is preserved in such 

a complicated state that it is questionable whether the described ritual was actually carried 

out during the Viking Age (the time of Dudonis) or much farther back in time (Sonne 

2013:77–84; Taggart 2018: 42). Due to its high complexity and ambiguity, and especially 

here, the passage has been translated in varying ways, most retaining the key element of 

human sacrifice. A useful summary accompanied by noteworthy criticism is found in the 

recent discussion of the account by Henrik Janson (2018) who paraphrases the rather 

difficult passage in the following way: 

According to Dudo, these Goths, the famous destroyers of Rome, lived in a 

state of constant overpopulation due to their immoral life, and from time to 

time some of the young Goths were chosen by lot to emigrate. As a 

fulfilment of their ritual exodus they made sacrifices in honour of ‘Thur, 

their God’ (Thur Deum suum). Nothing was good enough for him but ‘the 

blood of slaughtered humans’ (sanguinem mactabant hominum). Dudo 

then, in what is a quite different sequence of events than the offering to Thur, 

mentions a peculiar custom that they performed before setting off for hoped-

for conquests. The young men — so the text seems to say - [sic] who had 

been chosen by lot to emigrate struck violently at the heads of a pair of oxen 

until the crushed brains lay spread out over the ground. A soothsaying priest 

then thoroughly examined the animals’ aortas to predict the future, that is, 

in order to know where they should go. Thereafter, Dudo declares, they 

smeared their heads with the effused ox-blood, set their sails, if they did not 

go by horse, and sailed away ‘keeping their murderous intentions for the 

slaughter of other peoples in their minds’ (tenebant intentionem in gentium 

 
394  For a translation of this difficult text, see the paraphrasis by Jason 2018 cited below. 
395  For a general discussion considering recent source-criticism of the HN, see Christiansen [trans.] 1998: 

138. Rather surprisingly, none of the early or more recent editors and commentators on the HN has provided 

any helpful insights regarding this strange piece of information, to the best of the present author’s knowledge. 
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mortiferam concussionem), which was evidently what Dudo meant by 

human sacrifices to Thur (Janson 2018: 28f. n.8). 

It is thus clear that the passage, commonly assumed to describe human sacrifice to Þórr 

should be reconsidered. Instead of humans being chosen and killed to provide a sacrifice 

to Thur, the text should preferably be read in a different manner, speaking rather of the 

sacrificial slaying of oxen in order to guarantee safe passage by boat..  

The baseline of the account is little changed by this substitution. The. Oxen are being 

ritually killed in order to the appease the power(s) in charge of (providing fair) winds 

(“illosque tali negotio putantes placare uelociter nauium insurgebant remis”), by which 

Thur/Þórr is possibly still implied. Interestingly, the sacrifice is then ‘read’ for soothsaying, 

blood being directly applied to the seafarers’ heads, probably with the purpose of guidance 

or protection. In the end, we seem to have a ritual specifically linked to the sea and the 

dangers it poses for humans sailing it.396 How far exactly this relates to Þórr as a figure 

particularly related to travel or perhaps simply being the local god, remains uncertain (cf. 

Gunnell 2015). One also notes that the sacrifices are described as being an ancient tradition. 

As noted above, they might not have been performed in the present context or in the 

lifetime of Dudonis and his witnesses.397 

 
396  Note that although there might be a hint at travel in a more general sense is we consider Janson’s reading. 

The journeys on horseback mentioned by Dudonis right after the setting of sail might nonetheless be 

separated from the oxen-ritual (cf. Arnolds 2011: 68). 
397  Helpful for a better understanding of Dudonis might be a brief look at the use of his account in the work 

of Willelmus Gemmethicensis (eleventh century), who revised the HN for his own Gesta Normannorum 

Ducum [GND], starting about 1050. Willelmus gives a shorter and reinterpreted version of the account in 

GND, book I, ch.4(5) and 5(6), after having described the origin of the Danes and how they grew so much 

that the lands and islands were soon overpopulated. In this context, we read how under the reign of Lothrocus 

rex, that is Ragnarr ‘loðbrokar’, and his son Bier Costae Ferree, or Bjǫrn ‘jarnsiða’, was sent away with a 

whole army which eventually led to the conquest of Normandy. Willelmus places the Þórr-sacrifice at the 

beginning of Bjǫrn’s expedition. After ships, weapons, and supports have been prepared: “Inde uero statuto 

die pelago impelluntur naues, ad eas propere festinant milites. Eleuantur uexilla, librant uentis carbasa, 

uehuntut lupi pernices ad lacerandas dominicas oues, deo suo Thur humanum sanguinem libantes” (‘Then on 

the appointed day the ships are dragged down to the sea. Sailors board eagerly, banners are raised, sails flutter 

in the winds, and the pernicious wolves sail off to mangle the Lord’s sheep, offering their god Thor a taste of 

human blood’, ed./transl. van Houts 1992: 18f.). Note also the beginning of the following ch. 5(6): “Cuius 

cruore libaminis unamiter potati, uento flante secondo, Vermandensem aggrediuntur portum, […]” (“All 

alike partook of this blood sacrifice; a favourable wind blew them and they came to a harbour in the 

Vermandois […]”; ed./transl. van Houts 1992:18f.). Both quotes follow HN closely, but according to 

Elisabeth van Houts, Willhelmus was “[…] profoundly sceptical about the truthfulness of the early part of 

De moribus [i.e. HN]”(van Houts [ed./transl.] 1992: l), meaning that one might have expected a deliberate 

altering of HN there. Nonetheless, Willhelmus was closer source(s). We might thus find here a clue to the 

intended context and meaning of Dudonis’s account of human sacrifice to Þórr, namely its use in rather a 

metaphorical sense referring to the marauding and slaying of victims in the Christian lands of the British 

Isles and the Imperium Francorum, as Jason 2018: 29 argues.  
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Interestingly, Dudonis’s description may have possible predecessor in a similar 

account going back more than half a century. Gaius Sollius Modestus Apollinaris Sidonius, 

c.430–c.485, better known as Sidonius Appollinaris, in a letter from c.480, referred to as 

Sidonivs Namatio Suo Salutem (or ‘Sidonius to His Friend Namatius, Greeting’), describes 

the following custom amongst Saxon pirates: 

[15.] praeterea, priusquam de continenti in patriam vela laxantes hostico 

mordaces anchoras vado vellant, mos est remeaturis decimum quemque 

captorum per aquales et cruciarias poenas plus ob hoc tristi quod 

superstitioso ritu necare superque collectam turbam periturorum mortis 

iniquitatem sortis aequitate dispergere. talibus se ligant votis, victimis 

solvunt; et per huiusmodi non tam sacrificia purgati quam sacrilegia polluti 

religiosum putant caedis infaustae perpetratores de capite captivo magis 

exigere tormenta quam pretia 398 (Epistularum liber octavus vi; ed. Mohr 

1895: 181). 

Unfortunately, Sidonius does not name any particular deity the described sacrifice might 

have been dedicated to. Note, however, that the sacrifice takes an interesting middle 

position between earlier Græco-Roman accounts of sacrifices of prisoners of war and the 

account by Dudonis. Whether it relates to Þórr is impossible to say. Certainly, no other 

sources support the existence of human sacrifices to Þórr or the sea.399 While it is thus hard 

to support any longer the earlier idea of human sacrifices being made to Þórr in connection 

with seafaring, Dudonis at least establishes the possibility of sacrificial killings of oxen 

being associated with Þórr and sea-journeys.  

There are however several other more noteworthy sources on Þórr-cults which, with 

the use of certain liberties, might relate somehow to the sea. As mentioned above, Þórr is 

generally believed to have been associated with the physical world by many of his 

followers, something which might also be suggested by the famous quote by Adamus 

Bremensis in his Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum [GH] from the early 1070s 

(GH lib.IV.26–27): 

 
398 ‘Moreover, when ready to unfurl their sails for the voyage home from the continent and to lift their 

gripping anchors from enemy waters, they are accustomed on the eve of departure to kill one in ten of their 

prisoners by drowning or crucifixion, performing a rite which is all the more tragic for being due to 

superstition, and distributing to the collected band of doomed men the iniquity of death by the equity of the 

lot. Such are the obligations of their vows, and such the victims with which they pay their obligations. 

Polluting themselves by such sacrilege rather than purifying themselves by such sacrifices, the perpetrators 

of that unhallowed slaughter think it a religious duty to exact torture | rather than ransom from a prisoner’ 

(transl. Anderson 1965:431, 433) 
399  Other alleged human sacrifices have been discussed by modern scholars in connection with boatbuilding, 

in particular in relation to the term hlunnroð. This idea has been shown by François-Xavier Dillmann 2009 

to be based on a misunderstanding of the evidence. 
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[XXVI.] Nobilissimum illa gens templum habet, quod Ubsola dicitur, non 

longe positum ab Sictona civitate | [vel Birka]. In hoc templo, quod totum 

ex auro paratum est, statuas trium deorum veneratur populus, ita ut 

potentissimus eorum Thor in medio solium habeat triclinio; hinc et inde 

locum possident Wodan et Fricco. Quorum significationes eiusmodi sunt: 

‘Thor’, inquiunt, ‘praesidet in aere, qui tonitrus et fulmina, ventos 

ymbresque, serena et fruges gubernat. […] Thor autem cum sceptro Iovem 

| simulare videtur. […]  

XXVII. Omnibus itaque diis suis attributos habent sacerdotes, qui sacrificia 

populi offerant. Si pestis et famis imminet, Thor ydolo lybatur, si bellum, 

Wodani, si nuptiae celebrandae sunt, Fricconi400 (ed. Schmeidler 1917:257–

59). 

In this description401 Thor/Þórr is associated with the air and cælestial phænomena like 

thunder and lightning, wind and rain, as well as fair weather and crops. He is furthermore 

said to be specifically called upon in certain situations of distress, namely in times of plague 

and famine. While these calamities may not directly relate to the air, they underline that 

Þórr’s cosmic power extends into preserving the physical conditions for human life and 

survival (cf. Lindow 2020a: 1108).402  

While the aspect of Þórr as a god of thunder has been decisive for most of the history 

of research on Þórr since Grimm (1835) and Uhland (1836), it has recently been stressed 

that the Old Icelandic evidence linking Þórr to celestial phenomena is actually surprisingly 

 
400  ‘xxci (26). That folk has a very famous temple called Uppsala, situated not far from the city of Sigtuna 

and Björkö. In this temple. entirely decked out in gold, the people worshiped the statues of three gods in such 

wise that the mightiest of them, Thor, occupies a throne in the middle of the chamber; Wotan and Frikko 

have places on either side. The significance of these gods is as follows: Thor, they say, presides over the air, 

which governs the thunder and lightning, the winds and rains, fair weather and crops. […] Thor with his 

scepter apparently resembles Jove. […] xxvii (27). For all their gods there are appointed priests to offer 

sacrifices for the people. If plague and famine threaten, a libation is poured to the idol Thor; […].’ (transl. 

Tschan 1959:207) 
401  In his critical study Thor-kult i vikingetiden from 2013, Lasse Christian Arboe Sonne discusses the above 

cited passage in great detail, identifying certain patterns in the context of the passage which seems to hvae a 

clear Christian purpose. Sonne finds close parallels to the given account about Thor/Þórr in the Latin tradition 

of Jupiter, which makes him dismiss the information given by Adamus as a source of value for the study of 

PCRN. While much of the Christian and power-political context that surrounds the work of Adamus as a 

whole is important to keep in mind (see Sonne 2013:140–42, in particular nn.293–97 with references to central 

literature on the issue.), Sonne’s complete dismissal of the GH as source on Þórr has been meet with harsh 

criticism (Mundal 2014; Taggart 2017:3; Lindow 2020a). 
402  For some good examples of this, see Lindow 2020a:1077; 1079f. This aspect has been also interpreted in 

the light of the idea that Þórr essentially functions as protector of the cosmos, keeping order, according to 

Jens Peter Schjødt 2012:69f., by maintaining fertility—albeit not in the sexual sense for which Freyr is 

responsible in Schjødt’s interpretation. This idea must, of course, be understood alongside the earlier-

discussed aspect of Þórr as slayer of monstrous beings and jǫtnar (see also below). All this has contributed 

to the scholarly conception of Þórr as the protector of the cosmological balance (see Clunies Ross 1994; 

Meulengracht Sørensen 1986). For a carefully critical undertone, and in slight opposition to these theories, 

see Lindow 2020a: 1108; 1111. Taggart 2018 does not necessarily share the same view on cosmological balance 

either but emphasizes rather the element of Þórr’s strength. 
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meagre, as has been helpfully investigated by Declan Taggart (2018) and further stressed 

by John Lindow (2020a).403 If we stay, however, with potential protection at sea, Adamus’s 

information linking Þórr to weather, the rain and storms, appears one of the most promising 

starting points. Both rain and wind are, of course, linked to the nature of the sea, and 

interestingly, Mediæval sources show familiarity with such basic principles of physics. All 

the same, there is nothing in the sources that links Þórr explicitly to the sea itself, except 

perhaps for the attribution of the tides to Þórr, something which is encountered in Þórr’s 

earlier noted visit to Útgarðaloki (Gylfaginning 27–31). All the same, attempts have been 

made to link Þórr’s power over winds to fair sailing-conditions. The most serious and all-

in-all quite successful hypothesis developed with regard to this ability of Þórr’s is Richard 

Perkins’s book-long study Thor the Wind-Riser from 2001. In this well-researched and, to 

my mind, highly congenial study (for criticism, see, for instance, Abram 2011: 6f.; Kaplan 

2008: 479), Perkins investigates the connection between the scant literary mentions of Þórr 

‘blowing his beard’ and to the creation of wind, something reflected in Sámi and Finno-

Baltic traditions of wind-deities and ritual practice related to seafaring. Perkins thus (2001) 

creates a possible context for the EYRARLAND-figurine (Þjms 10880/1930-287) being a 

seafarer’s amulet. 

Several late sources, like the two lausavísur Lv 1 (Nj 41) and Lv 2 (Nj 40) by Steinunn 

Refs- or Dálksdóttir preserved in redactions of Kristni saga, Njáls saga, and Ólafs saga 

Tryggvasonar inn mesta, certainly show Þórr driving the ship of the missionary Þangbrandr 

away from land into the sea and back, throwing it against the cliffs. The first stanza goes: 

Þórr brá Þvinnils dýri / Þangbrands ór stað lǫngu, / hristi búss ok beysti / 

barðs ok laust við jǫrðu; / munat skíð of sæ síðan / sundfœrt Atals grundar, 

/ hregg þvít hart tók leggja / hǫ́num kent í spǫ́nu404 (ed. Skj BI: 127). 

However, as John Lindow (2020a: 1089f.) stresses, these verses fit better into the more 

common pattern of the latest Mediæval sources on Þórr, in which he is viewed in 

opposition to Christianity, becoming the adversary of Christ and even the devil himself. 

Bearing this in mind, a conspicuous feature of Þórr is how he is often encountered 

wading, something never associated with other gods, a pattern that has been noted in de 

 
403  In fact, as both Taggart and Lindow note, Norwegian sources give more cause to link Þórr to thunder 

and lightning as does the difficult Early-Modern folklore from Scandinavia (Lindow 2020a: 1106f.; Taggart 

2018). 
404  “Tor kastede Tangbrands lange skib ud af dets plads; han rystede og knuste skibet og slog det mod land: 

skibet vil aldrig mere være istand til at | komme over havet, ti den stærke storm, tillaget ham, har slået det 

sønder og sammen” (transl. Skj BI: 127f.). 
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Vries (1956–7/ii: 140f.; 145), and a recent paper by Tarrin Wills (2017). For example, 

Grímnismál R29, Ast, also found in Snorri’s Gylfaginning 15 (ed. KfAL 1931: 23), says that 

Þórr has to wade every day: “Kꜹrmt oc ꜹrmt / oc kerlꜹgar tvęr / þęr ſcal þoʀ vaða / hverian 

dag / er haɴ dǫma feʀ / at aſciꝩɢdraſilſ. / þvi at aſ brv / breɴ ꜹꝇ logo / heilog votn hlóa” (ed. 

EA-SE/III 2019: 59).405 

Several skáldic verses and kenningar also allude to the wading of Þórr, such as 

‘Víðgymnir vaðs Vimrar’ in Húsdrápa by Úlfr Uggason (ÚlfrU Húsdr 6III), explained by 

Snorri in Skáldskaparmál 12 [4] as a kenning for Þórr. The kenning in question hints at 

Þórr’s crossing of the dangerous river Vimr in the myth of ‘Þórr’s encounter with Geirrøðr 

and his daughters’ which is told in various contexts.406 As Tarrin Wills notes: “Snorri’s 

version is not particularly concerned with the actual journey leading up to the crossing of 

Vimur, but all other versions of the myth that describe the journey dwell on the difficulties 

in crossing seas, rivers and/or marshy ground” (Wills 2017:417).  

If one takes a closer look at the other versions, the difficult travel-conditions across the 

sea and land appear to be most highlighted in Eilífr’s Þórsdrápa (Eil Þdr 3/6–8, 4), in which 

the sea—if it is alluded to at all—is concealed in a highly convoluted manner. Here, the 

final hinderance on the way, the crossing of the river, is elaborated on in much greater 

detail (Eil Þdr 6–10; cf. Wills 2017:419). It is said that the river was stirred up by Geirrøðr’s 

daughter Gjálp, who is then killed by Þórr. The adoption of the narrative in Þórsteins þáttr 

bǿjarmagns (ed. FMS/3 1827:184) makes it a life-threatening affair. The fact that Þórr 

wades, of course, does not have any direct significance for his rôle as a potential sea-deity, 

except that he is attributed with having an affinity with (or strength against) water. If one 

considers Saxo’s version, however, the sea plays a much more crucial rôle. 

One notes that Gesta Danorum’s liber VIII.14,3 places emphasis on  perilous sailing at 

the begining of the journey to Geirruthus: “At ubi in Halogiam uentum, secundis flatibus 

destituti uaria pelagi iactione dubiis nauigationis casibus agebantur. Tandem per summam 

 
405  The topic is perhaps reminiscent of the storyline in Hárbarðsljóð in which Þórr meets the ferryman 

Hárbarðr (Óðinn in disguise), and asks to be ferried over a sound instead of wading over and getting wet (st. 

13/1–3). After a longish verbal fight, Þórr is denied Óðinn’s services and thus forced to walk around the sound, 

which he might need to wade in part anyway as suggested by Wills 2017: 414. One also sees Þórr wading out 

the sea at the end of his fishing with Hymir in the version as Hár tells it in the Edda (cf. Ch.IV.3.3). 
406  The myth is elaborated in the poem Þórsdrápa by Eilífr Goðrúnarson (Eil ÞdrIII), which is almost 

exclusively recorded and further elaborated in Skáldskaparmál 27 [18]. Interestingly, analogues to this 

account are found in Saxo’s GD/lib.VIII.14.1–20 (ed. DSLS 2005:560–72) and Þórsteins þáttr (or saga) 

bǿjarmagns (ed. FMS/3: 175–98), which, of course, invites comparisons of the narratives (cf. McKinnell 

1994:57–86; Lindow 2014; 2020:1071–74; see also Clunies Ross 1981; Grant and Hui 2020). As has been noted, 

the accounts take different paths when it comes to the journey to the far north, and especially concerning the 

final dangerous river-crossing (Lindow 2014:12; 2020:1072f.) 
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alimentorum inopiam”407 (ed. DSDL 2005:562). Finally, the sailors discover a nearby 

island to which they drift. On this there are herds (of cows) grazing along the coastline, but 

Thorkillus is said to know that there were also land-deities, diī locī, watching over the 

place, who will hinder the men from sailing further if they take too many of the animals 

(GD lib.viii.14,4, ed. DSDL 2005:562).408 Of course, the men do not follow Thorkillus’s 

orders and during the night, the deities appear—now described as mōnstra—threatening 

the sailors, and demanding men in exchange for the slaughtered cows; otherwise they will 

not be allowed to sail away (GD lib.viii.14,5; ed. DSDL 2005:564). In the end, Thorkillus 

agrees to these terms for the benefit of the majority of the crew, leaving some men, chosen 

by lot, behind. “Quo facto potato uento excepti […]”409 (GD lib.viii.14,6; ed. DSDL 

2005:564) and the journey continued. Of course, this occurrence hardly provides any 

evidence about sea-deities. While Saxo speaks of diī locī, these clearly remind us of the 

landvættir encountered in Chapter IV.3.1 (see Grimm ⁴1875–78/iii: 123; 365), which here 

are also shown to possess power over the physical forces. The key feature is that is it 

Thorkillus who knows them and deals with them, thereby securing the seafarers with a fair 

wind in exchange for a sacrifice. This naturally fits well with the other evidence discussed 

here about Þórr’s association with wind. 

Worth special mention with regard to the sea is the very last episode of this section. 

After their many adventures in Geirruthus’s land, the expedition returns home:  

Qua primum prospera usus, deinde aduersa quassatus periclitatis inedia 

sociis paucisque adhus superstitibus religionem animo intulit atque ad uota 

superis nuncupanda confugit, extreme necessitates pręsjdium in deorum 

ope consistere iudicans. Denique aliis uarias deorum potentias exorantibus 

ac diuersę numinum maiestati rem diuinam fieri oportere censentibus ipse 

Ugarthiocum uotis partier ac propitiamentis aggressus prosperam exoptati 

syderis temperiem assecutus est.410 (GD lib.viii:14,20 ed. DSDL 2005:572) 

 
407  ‘Men da de nåede til Hålogaland, hørte medvinden op, og de blev kastet frem og tilbage på havet uden 

mål eller med. Til sidst blev der voldsom knaphed på fødevarer […]”, transl. DSLS 2005:563. 
408  “Tunc Thorkillus ex armentis, quę in maritimis frequential discurrebant, supra quod semel leniendę fami 

sufficeret, negat esse tollendum: futurum enim, si secus agerent, ut diis loci pręsidibus discendi potential 

priuarentur”, ed. DSDL 2005:562. 
409  “Så snart det var sket, fik de den vind de havde brug for […]”,transl. DSDL 2005:565. 
410  ”I begyndelsen havde han [Gorm] god vind, men senere blev han tumlet omkring af modvind. Og da så 

hans mandskab begyndte at dø af sult, så der til sidst kun var ganske få tilbage, vendte han sig mod det hellige 

og tyede til de højere magter med bønner og løfter, for i den yderste nød mente han at det var hos guderne 

hjælpen var at finde. Og mens de andre bønfaldt hver sin gud om hjælp og holdt på at man måtte ofre til 

forskellige høje magter, vendte han sig til Udgårdsloke med både bønner og sonofre – og derved fik han også 

det gode vejr og de venlige vinde han ønskede sig” (tansl. DSDL 2005:573). 
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Here, in this situation of crisis, we have an intriguing account showing seafarers in peril 

turning to their individual deities. Amongst them is U[t]garthilocus who, finally, after 

receiving prayers and sacrifices, is said to provide the much needed fair winds for sailing. 

This leads directly to the next adventures: Thorkillus’s journey to U[t]garthilocus 

which in Snorri’s version also includes a sea journey. While much could be said about the 

puzzling interrelationship between Thorkillus’s two journeys and the Mediæval Icelandic 

versions of Þórr’s visits to Geirrøðr, Útgarðaloki, and Hymir (cf. Ch.IV.3.3 above), one 

also has to face the way Saxo’s account about Thorkillus and U[t]garthilocus is conflated 

with Christian concepts portraying U[t]garthilocus as the devil himself, and underlining 

that the expedition only escapes because Thorkillus calls upon uniuersitatis deum (GD 

lib.viii: 15,10 ed. DSDL 2005:576; cf. Skovgaard-Petersen 1998:81f.), something which 

foreshadows the conversion of Thorkillus to Christianity. What is nonetheless fascinating 

about this account is that it pictures Þórr’s adversary, the enigmatic U[t]garthilocus, as a 

deity who possesses control over the sea. Þórr—through his humanized hero Thorkillus—

thus becomes a strange mediator. 

If we return to the evidence on Þórr and wading as a whole, Wills reluctantly notes 

“there is little chance of finding information about the precise invocation of Þórr for 

wading, if such a practice in fact occurred” (2017:421).411 Wills nonetheless judges Þórr’s 

wading in line with “[…] the role of Þórr in crossing boundaries, particularly into foreign 

territories in order to deal with giants” (Wills 2017: 413), building on the research of John 

Lindow (2001:290f.). Perhaps more important is Wills’s claim that the wading “is 

consistent with the observation that Þórr’s natural adversary is water”—something earlier 

suggested by Margaret Clunies Ross (1994: 267)—which as Wills adds “is strongly 

associated with dangerous and sexualised female forces” (Wills 2017:413), the latter being 

a theory recently developed by Judy Quinn (2014: .94f.; see also Gunnell 2020), which I 

will return to in my discussion of Rán/rán (Ch.V.4.2).  

 
411  As mentioned above, Wills (2017:422–28; 2020) sees the possibility of a close connection between Þórr 

wading and the many rune-stones of Scandinavia, mainly in Uppland, and were erected in connection with 

nearby river-crossings (bridges or fords) and may be further supported by their being clusters near place-

names referring to Þórr. Beyond this Wills makes the interesting conclusion about the primary source-

material investigated here that: “The mythological sources and analogues can only serve to present an 

association between Þórr and these types of challenges to travel (sailing on open seas, wading and fording, 

traversing boggy ground). They do not in themselves suggest that there were actual religious practices related 

to these activities” (Wills 2017:420). Indeed, sea-journeys appear to be the only journeys to have religious 

practices attached to them as far as one can tell from other sources as discussed in this chapter. 
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In partial opposition to Clunies Ross’s model, however, I have earlier raised the idea 

that the myth of ‘how Þórr pulled up the miðgarðsormr’ may not necessarily have played 

the rôle one would like it to have had in PCRN. While also my own discussions certainly 

point to strong associations between Þórr and cosmological forces relating to the sea, I 

have argued that these forces are not necessarily the same as the sea itself. One wonders 

whether, instead of an opposition between Þórr and the sea, it is possibly better to talk of 

a different, more positive kind of relationship? 

When it comes down to it, one may indeed see Þórr in a relationship of affinity to the 

sea rather than necessarily one of aversion. Some of the most conclusive textual evidence 

relating to Þórr and the sea or seafaring comes from the settlement-myths of early Iceland. 

Our key-source here is Landnámabók, telling how Helgi ‘inn magri’: “var miok blandin i 

trvnni. hann trvði a Crist en þo het hann a Þór til sæfara ok hardræða ok allz þers er hanum 

þotti merstv varða” (Hauksbók, ed. KNOS 1892–96:73). In short, while Helgi followed 

Jesus Christ on a general basis, he worshipped Þórr under difficult circumstances, in which 

the sea plays a key rôle. The ambivalent religiosity of Helgi is reflected in a number of 

other examples in this source like that of Kollr, who calls upon Þórr while being caught up 

in a storm off the coast of Iceland: “enn er þeir komv i landvon gerði at þeim storm mikinn 

ok rak þa vestr vm Island. […] þa het Orlygr a Patrek byskvp fostra sinn […] enn Kollr het 

a Þor. þa skilði i storminvm ok kom hann þar sem Kollz vik heiter ok bravt hann þar skip 

sitt.” (Eirikur Jonsson and Finnur Jonsson 1892–96:11). Here, Þórr is clearly helping with 

distress at sea.412 

That the situations at sea in which Þórr helps does not necessarily need to be dangerous 

is nonetheless shown by a number of other incidences such as those relating to so-called 

ǫndvegissúlur. The most helpful account on these is found in Eyrbyggja saga.413 The 

section of interest is in Eyrbyggja saga k.4, here cited after AM 445 b 4to: 

{Þ}orolf feck at blóóti myklv ok geck til frettar vid Þór vin sinn hvort 

[hann] skylldi sættaz vidr kong æ(dr) fara af landi ꜳ brott ok ser annarra 

for[l]aga en frettin vijsadi Þorolfi til Jslandz· eftir þat feck Þorolfr sier skip 

mikid ok bio þat til ferdar. […] Eftir þat ste hann ꜳ skip ok | sigldi· honvm 

forst greidliga ok fann landed ok sigldi firir sunnan vestr vm Reykia nes ok 

fell þꜳ byrrinn ok sꜳ þeir at þa skar j landid fiỏrdv stora Þorolfr kastar þa 

firir bord ỏnduegiss svlvm þeim er j hofvinv hỏfdv stadid·þar var Þóórr 

 
412  Clearly, there are other accounts where Þórr is encountered at sea as a threat, like in Flóamanna saga, 

Harðar saga, or Grænlendinga saga in connection with the finding of a whale for food. 
413  The saga commonly included amongst the Íslendingasögur, which survives in four vellum fragments: 

AM 162 E fol. (c.1300); Cod. Guelf. 9.10. Aug. 4to (c.1330–1370); AM 445 b 4to (c.1390–1425), which was 

once part of Pseudo-Vatnshyrna; and AM 309 4to (1498). In addition, there are numerous paper mss. 
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skorinn ꜳ annarri· mællti hann suo firir at hann skylldi þar byggia sem Þorr 

lieti svlvrnar ꜳ land bera […] þeir fundv ꜳ nesi þvi framan verdu er var 

firir nordan vỏginn at Þorr var ꜳ land kominn med sulvrnar (ed. Scott 2003: 

10–12414). 

This account appears to have a context in an established practice of using ǫndvegissúlur in 

determining the final destination for a landnám rather than as protection at sea (see Gunnell 

2003: 190–4; Clunies Ross 1998; Strömbäck 1928; cf. Wellendorf 2010). The accounts could 

appear to be acts surrendering the determination of the place of landnám into the hands of 

Þórr. Indeed, in this account it is said that he had the súlur carried by the sea, and that he 

came with them to the land, suggesting that he was able to decide the flow of the sea, or 

even moves by means of the sea: one notes that the launching of the ǫndvegissúlur seems 

to break the calm which had caught Þorolfr’s ship.  

If one sums up the discussions of this chapter, one can conclude that Þórr not only 

wades through dangerous waters but is also shown as actively passing through the sea in 

form of his pillars which he beaches at a place of his choosing. In other cases it seems as 

if he rules or moves the sea.In general, he is clearly the primary deity called on in terms of 

seafaring. However, instead of claiming an universal opposition between Þórr and the sea, 

or water in general, it is suggested here that one could argue for the possibility of an affinity 

between Þórr and the sea, and perhaps water in general. Þórr effectively working with or 

controlling the waters, perhaps by means of the wind. Whatever the case, he is still far 

from being himself a sea-god. 

  

 
414  For a face-to-face comparison with the text of the post-Mediæval paper-ms. AM 447 4to and the 

redaction of AM 309 4to, see the same pages in Scott’s edition. 
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V.2 Ch.4: Sea-vanir 

This chapter discusses those Old Nordic deities commonly counted as vanir that appear to 

have a particular connection with the sea. While the existence of the vanir as an 

independent group of deities in PCRN has recently been subject to a fiercely fought 

scholarly debate (Simek 2010; Tolley 2011; Frog and Roper 2011; Schjødt 2014b; Gunnell 

2021), most earlier scholars have underlined the apparently group-identity of the vanir as 

gods of fertility (de Vries 1957:203f.; Ström 1961:94), a stance that has also been maintained 

by some contemporary scholars (Schjødt 2014b:19; 25–30; cf. 2012; for another view, see 

Motz 1996).415 Jan de Vries moreover stressed a chthonic nature of their character close to 

the álfar, something highlighted in the phrase ása ok álfa, gen.pl. in Lokasenna st.2 (where 

the vanir seem to be referenced to as álfar), or Freyr’s home Álfheimr, mentioned in 

Grímnismál st.5 (on this see also Gunnell 2006; see also Słupecki 2011: 12f.). As seen in 

earlier scholarly discussion (Ch.II.6.6), the vanir have also often been associated per se 

with the sea. The aim of this chapter is to try to establish exactly how far this goes. 

V.2.1 Njǫrðr 

The first of the vanir to be discussed here is Njǫrðr, who lives amidst the æsir. Snorri even 

calls him an áss, yet knows that “Eigi er Niorðr asa ættar; hann var vpp fæddr i 

Vanaheim[vm], en vanir gislvþv hann goþvnvm ok tokv imot [asa] gislingv þaɴ, er Hænir 

h(eitir);” (Gfg 11 (23); after ed. KfAL 1931:30).416 Probably the most puzzling fact about 

Njǫrðr is that his name is a close match to that of Nerthus, the deity mentioned by Tacitus 

in Germania 40, who was encountered above (Ch. IV.1.3). Both appear to have a root in 

the shared form PGm *Nerþuz (> PSc *Nerþuʀ), possibly built on the even earlier root IE 

*h₂nḗr- ‘(life-)force’ (cf. ²ANEW sv. Njǫrðr; ÍOB s.v. Njörður). These observations have 

led to the proposal of a number of different hypotheses (cf. Kock 1896; Dumézil 1955: 219; 

Wessén 1929; Motz 1992; Meid 1992: 492; Polomé 1999).417 It is, of course, remarkable 

that Njǫrðr is only known as a male vanr, while Nerthus is described as a female deity, a 

 
415  For some interesting, refined views on the vanir in particular in relation to royal power and ancestory, 

see the recent works by Olof Sundqvist 2002, as well as contributions by Richard North 1997 and Morten 

Warmind 1999, focusing on the eponymous Ing. See also Schjødt 2012:74f.; 87f. n.21 for a brief evaluation 

of this idea. 
416  Njǫrðr’s origin amidst the vanir is clearly stated in a number of sources. He is also called vanaguð or 

vananiðr by Snorri in Skm 14 [6]. The reason for Njǫrðr becoming a hostage (see also Ynglinga saga k.IV) 

was apparently the war between the æsir and the vanir, alluded to, for instance, in Vǫluspá st.R25 (24), H29. 

Vafþrúðnismál st.39 also makes an allusion to the war and the hostage taking, also stating that Njǫrðr will 

return to the vanir after ragnarøk(k)/r: “Jvana heimi | ſscopo haɴ viſ regin | oc ſęldo at giſlingo goðvm | ialdar 

rꜹ́c | haɴ mvn aptr coma | heim meþ viſom vꜹꝨnum” (ed. EA-E/III: 52; Ꝩ ≈ f-rune ).  
417  For a helpful overview and discussion of the debate, see Lindow 2020b: 1332. 
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terra mater, in the words of Tacitus.418 While there are faint hints at a sister of Njǫrðr 

having existed, 419 there is no hard evidence to prove this. The fact that Freyr and Freyja 

were siblings has also been used as an argument in favour of an earlier existence of a 

similar pair of siblings Njǫrðr/Nerthus (also Lindow 2020b:1343). Clearly, in many ways, 

these vanir overlap (see below). All the same, for the present discussion this matters 

little.420  

More importantly, since Tacitus’s Nerthus does not relate in any meaningful way to 

the sea (see Ch.IV.1.3),421 this adds several problems for our evaluation of Njǫrðr as a 

potential sea-god. Was there perhaps a separation of responsibilities between Njǫrðr and 

Nerthus? Was the association of the root-god *Nerþuz originally with land (as reflected in 

Nerthus) and inland water and later developed or expanded towards associations with the 

sea? Or was the sea always the area of responsibility of *Nerþuz (thus both Nerthus and 

Njǫrðr), but unfortunately never transmitted in the pre-Viking-age sources? Several 

attempts have thus been made to shed light on the matter of Nerthus/Njǫrðr and their 

association with water.422  

Of primary interest for the purpose of this thesis are the various sources about the male 

Njǫrðr and how the links between Njǫrðr and the sea suggested here have led to the 

maritime sphere being seen as one of the constituting features of Njǫrðr as a deity of PCRN 

(cf. Lindow 2020b:1333; 1344), at least when it comes to the West-Nordic area. Certainly, 

the Norwegian placenames using Njarð- seem to have a distinctive coastal oriented 

 
418  For a discussion of the Swedish onomastic material and the claim by previous scholars that both the male 

and female form of *Nerþuz are preserved there, see Vikstrand 2001:101–6. 
419  The plural form Nirðir to Njǫrðr (see de Vries 1956–57/ii: 174) does not prove much in this regard. On 

Njǫrun, who has been considered by some to be Njǫrðr’s sister, see Szőke 2014: 80f.. 
420  The attempts of Dumézil (1955:219) to explain the gender-issue by suggesting that an unfixed gender was 

a common feature of sea-deities according folkloristic evidence has already been mentioned earlier (see 

Ch.II.6.6), and cannot be regarded as a solution. 
421  As noted in Ch.II.6.6, the only relevant hint would be the location in insula Oceani, though one may 

doubt whether this provides enough of solid proof for conclusions as far-reaching as those drawn by Magnus 

Olsen 1905, assuming a direct relation between Germania’s description and islands like Tysnesø, formerly 

known as Njarðarlaug/-lǫg, on the western Norwegian shoreline (see also Schröder 1941 58–60). 
422  Earlier scholars such as Eric Elgquist (1952) and Magnus Olsen (1905) believed that based on the 

functional differences between the land-bound Nerthus and the maritime-oriented Njǫrðr and drawing on the 

different distribution of place-mames in Norway and Sweden, it was possible to follow an evolutionary 

development from the originally Danish land-deity Nerthus who became to the western Norwegian (and 

Icelandic) sea-deity (see also Schröder 1941 58–60; de Vries 1956–57/ii:174). Such theories are most clearly 

opposed by claims such as those by Edgar C. Polomé (1999) who argued that no connection between Njǫrðr 

and Nerthus ever existed, explaining the latter as a land-bound fertility-deity, whereas Njǫrðr would always 

have been a deity of the sea (1999:147; 149). There is clearly no simple solution to this issue, and the matter 

will be left undecided here (see also Lindow 2020b:1344), as it has little consequences for the later state of 

PCRN, which will be the focus of the following discussion. 
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distribution (see Brink 2007; de Vries 1956–57/ii: 194, fig.VI)—although this lacks a 

thorough modern investigation (Andersson 1979: 129–31; cf. Vikstrand 2001: 113). 

Potentially the two Icelandic placenames Njarðvík, one in Borgarfjarðarhreppur, Norður-

Múlasýsla and another in Reykjanesbær, Gullbringusýsla (see nafnið.is) may support this 

theory. This West-Nordic onomastic evidence with a distinctive maritime orientation 

nonetheless stands in opposition to the East-Nordic evidence (see Vikstrand 2001:98, fig. 

5:2; de Vries 1956–57/ii:194, fig.VI). There, the figure of Njǫrðr is only found in elements 

of place-names using the gen.sg., from which, Per Vikstrand (2001: 94) reconstructs the 

OEN *Niærdh- as the nom.sg. form that could be either masculine or feminine.423 Most 

importantly here, his analyses show that while there are possible connections between the 

Swedish placenames and central places (Vikstrand 2001:97–100), “Någon koppling till 

havet finns dock inte för de Svenska Njärd-namnen, tvärtom uppträder flertalet i påtagliga 

inlandsmiljöer” (Vikstrand 2001:113). 

When it comes down to it, the most valuable information about Njǫrðr that makes the 

vanr appear to have a special connection to the sea, comes from Snorri, who writes: “hann 

byr ahimni, þar sem heitir Noatvn; hann ræðr firir gavngv viɴdz ok stillir sia ok elld; ahann 

skal heita til sæfara ok til veiþa; hann er sva avðigr ok fesæll, at hann ma gefa þeim ꜹð 

landa e(ða) lavsafiar; [er a hann heita til þess, JK]” (Gfg R11 (23), ed. KfAL 1931: 30).424 

One notes here that Njǫrðr is said to be called upon in relation to seafaring and fishing. 

Similarly, Snorri writes in Ynglinga saga k.KXI (IX)425 that when Njǫrðr took over from 

Óðinn as the ruler over the Svear:  

A hans dǫgom var friþr || allgoðr oc allz conar ár ſva micit. | at Suiar trúþo 

því at Niorþr reðe | fyrir áre oc fyrir féſælo manna. A hans dǫgom | dó fleſtir 

díar. oc váro allir blotaþir oc | breɴdir ſiþan. Niorðr varð ſottdꜹðr. | lét hann 

oc marka ſic Oðne aðr hann do. Suiar breɴdo hann oc greto all | mioc yfir 

leiðe hans (AM 35 fol [K]:fol.14f.; ed. MENOTA v.1.0.5). 

Here one recognizes a close connection with Snorri’s words from Gylfaginning, but only 

with regard to wealth (fésæll ~ fésæla) and agricultural plenty (auð land, lausafé ~ ár). 

Another lexically close description of Freyr is found in the following section of 

Gylfaginning: “Freyr er hiɴ agætazti af asvm; hann ræðr firir regni ok scini solar ok þar 

 
423  As Vikstrand underlines: “Det år […] viktigt att understryka att ortnamnen inte kananvändas som ett 

självständig t  argument för at ten kvinnlig gudom Njärd varit dyrkadi Skandinavien”: 2001: 106.  
424  The wording of the U-redaction differs only little here (cf. ed. Legati Arnamagnæani 1848–87/ii:267 

[Add. I. 18]), but in no important way. 
425  The following quote commonly forms part of Ch.IX in the standard-editions of Ynglinga saga, appears 

elsewhere in AM 35 fol, where it is rubricked: ⸌XI. Cap. fra Nirði⸍ (A: 35 fol: fol.14). 
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með avexti iarpar, ok ahann er gott at heita til ars ok friþar; hann ræðr ok fesælv manna” 

(Gfg R13 (24); ed. KfAL 1931:31; similar in U). As can be seen here, both Ynglinga saga 

and Gylfaginning associate Njǫrðr and Freyr with ár and friðr.426 

As noted above, the connection between Njǫrðr and the sea proposed in Gylfaginning 

is completely left out of Ynglinga saga. Here, however, in an earlier chapter (Ynglinga 

saga k.VII), it is claimed about Óðinn: “þat kủɴe hann eɴ at gera með orðom | einom ⸠oc⸡ 

at ſlø̨qva elld oc kyʀa ſiá. | oc ſnua vindom hveria leið er hann | villde” (AM 35 fol [K]: 

fol.10; ed. MENOTA). Indeed, this description appears lexically so similar to that of 

Gylfaginning appears, ascribing to both deities the ability to impact sea, fire, and wind that 

one must assume some form of syncretism. This, of course, complicates the situation 

meaning one must deal with two contradicting accounts dealing with control of the sea. 

Here, the latter text might appear to perform a deliberate ‘Óðinnification’, something seen 

in the way in Ynglinga saga VII the ship skiðblaðnir is ascribed to Óðinn, in spite of being 

commonly associated with Freyr (see below). A similar approach is seen in the way how 

in Ynglinga saga KXI (IX) Njǫrðr is strangely dedicated to Óðinn when he dies and is 

presumably marked by Óðinn’s weapon, the spear. 

A further link to the sea can be found in the name Nóatún which Njǫrðr’s home 

bears.427 The key point here is that this name nóatún is usually taken to mean ‘enclosure of 

ships’ (²ANEW; ÍOB s.v. Nóatún), and Faulkes (in ed. VSNR 2005: 174) even adds “i.e. the 

sea?”, thus suggesting it to denote the sea itself. This, however, may go too far—and not 

only because, as noted in n.430, the evidence of the sources points to the more common 

plural form of the name, which should thus be translated as ‘enclosures of ships’.428  

Another association of Njǫrðr with the sea shines through in the famous tale about his 

(short-lived) marriage with Skaði. Njǫrðr, one may note, was said to have had earlier 

relations with his unnamed sister, as Ynglinga saga cap.IV states: “Þa er Niorðr var með 

Vǫnom þa hafðe hann átta ſy-·||ſtor ſina, þviat þat váro þar lꜹg. váro þeira bǫrn freyr oc 

freya, en þat var baɴat með áſom at by·ɢia ſva náit at frændſemi” (AM 35 fol [K]:fols.5f. 

ed. MENOTA). When Njǫrðr subsequently moved with the æsir, he was thus alone and 

 
426  Gylfaginning uses the formulaic phrase til árs ok friðar in connection with Freyr. It also attributes also 

the control over rain and sunshine to Freyr, a feature which, as we have seen, also appears in the description 

of Þórr: see Ch.V.1. 
427  The name Nóatún is mentioned in Gfg R11 (23), U18; R13 (24), U19; Skm R3, not in U; Grm 16; Þrk 22, as 

well as in a number of non-mythological sources (see ONP s.v. Nóatún). Interestingly, all the mentions use 

a plural form, except perhaps in the first, which is ambiguous due to its use of the nominative. 
428  The plural of OWN tún commonly occurs only in the (Norwegian) sense of farmsteads, as for instance 

in the phrase tóft(um) og tún(um): see ONP s.v. tún. 
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unmarried, and became one of the suitors for Skaði when the gods were finding a husband 

for her. She is said to mistakenly choose him because of his beautiful feet in 

Skáldskaparmál 3 (see further Lindow 2020b:1337f.).429 Snorri’s account (in Gfg 12) seems 

to centre around two antithetical verses in ljóðaháttr spoken by Njǫrðr and Skaði which 

are believed to come from a lost poem: 

Niorðr aþa konv, er Skaþi h(eitir), d(ottir) Þiaza iotvns. Skaþi vill hafa 

bvstað þaɴ, er att hafþi faþir hennar; þat er afiollvm nǫkqvorvm, þar sena 

heitir Þrvmheímr, eɴ Niorðr vill vera nær sæ; þꜹ sættvz aþat, at þav skyldv 

vera ix. nætr [WTU; vetr R] iÞrvmheime, en þa aðra [R; iii WU] ix. at 

Noatvnvm. En er Niorðr kom apptr til Noatvna af fiallinv, þa qvad hann 

þetta: 

Leið ervmc lioli, / varca ec lengi a, / nætr einar ix. / vlfa þytr / mer þotti illr 

vera / hia songvi svana. 

Þa qvad Skaþi þetta: 

Sofa ek ne mattac / sæfar beþivm a / fvgls iarmi firir; / sa mic vekr, / er af 

viþi kemr, / morgvn hverian mar (ed. KfAL 1931:30) 

After this, Njǫrðr and Skaði departed from each other, and lived on separately in their 

preferred homesteads. That the marriage did not last long is also hinted at in several other 

sources (see, for example Lindow, 2020b:1338). The reason for the divorce, however, is 

only explained here, and Snorri’s account remains the only one that stresses Njǫrðr’s 

incapability to live away from the sea—while Skaði wants to stay in her mountainous 

home. 

Interestingly enough, the story of Njǫrðr and Skaði is reflected in that of Hadingus and 

his wife Regnilda in Saxo’s Gesta Danorum, lib. I, 8,18f. who after their marriage become 

unhappy because Hadingus longs for the sea, “tandem diutinum ruris cultum niamiamque 

maritimarum rerum abstinentiam causatus est”430 (ed. DSDL 2005: 126) while Regnhilda, 

“[c]uius uxor ruralis uitę studio maritimarum auium matutinos pertęsa concentus, quantum 

in siluestrium locorum usu uoluptatis reponeret”431 (ed. DSDL 2005: 128). Both begin to 

lament in a longer stanza each, which while not expressing exactly the same features, 

 
429  The reason for Skaði misjudging here is explained by many scholars as being the fact that Njǫrðr’s feet 

are so clean because they are constantly washed by the sea. I cannot see that this part of the tale has any 

further significance than being a creative, narrative solution for the tale. See also Lindow 2020b:1343, 

stressing the underlying folk-tradition. On this motif, see also Böldl 2013:235. 
430 “men til sidst begynte han at beklage sig over evig og altid at dyrke jorden og aldri at komme ud på 

havene”, transl. DSDL 2005: 127. 
431 “Hans hustru, der elskede livet på landet og var led og ked af havfuglenes skrig i den tidlige morgen, 

gav udtryk for hvor meget hun holdt af skovklædt land”, transl. DSDL 2005: 129. 
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shows generally same idea. Because of this, numerous scholars have argued for a 

connection of some sort, commonly claiming the story of Njǫrðr and Skaði to be more 

original (see Lindow 2020b: 1339, 1341). In 1973 Georges Dumézil even went so far as to 

claim that Hadingus is actually a form of hypóstasis of Njǫrðr, the Haddingjar (or 

haddingjar) being a priesthood of the vanir. Unfortunately, Dumézil’s model stretches 

rather far beyond the commonly accepted understandings. Nevertheless, the sources raise 

the issue of whether one really can assume the tale of division between sea vs mountains 

to be an old trait connected to Njǫrðr and Skaði, or whether it is simply an Early Mediæval 

migratory motif (cf. Lindow 2020b:47; Friis-Jensen 1987:158–61). Whatever, the main 

point here is the way the story once again links Njǫrðr to the seaside, suggesting this was 

a common belief. 

Finally, we have the evidence of Lokasenna sts.34 and 35 which once again allude 

to the life of Njǫrðr as a hostage amongst the æsir (see above). St.34 also makes one of the 

possibly the most difficult references to Njǫrðr: “⸍l{oki}⸌ Þegi þv niorþr | þv vart ꜹſtr 

heþan | gilſ vm ſendr at goðom⸵ hꝩmiſ meꝩjar | hꜹfðo þic at hland trógi | oc þer i mvɴ 

migo.”432 (Ls 34; ed. EA-SE/III 2019:85). This abuse of Njǫrðr by some meyjar of Hymir, 

is otherwise unknown. No other sources say anything related to it. In the most recent 

examination of this difficult allusion to what seems to be a lost myth, John Lindow writes 

that “[w]e believe that the passage might best be explained as a sarcastic reference by Loki 

to Njǫrðr’s marriage to Skaði […], in which Njǫrðr’s person secured a settlement, just as 

it did after the war between the æsir and vanir (2020b:1336). In this, Lindow follows earlier 

suggestions by de Boer (1922:105f.) and Steinsland (1991:53f.), but for this interpretation, 

several rather complex readings (like the idea that austr means Þrymheimr) are required to 

make it fit. Against this, one may argue that Loki’s address makes no references to the 

marriage with Skaði, but instead deals with the initial exchange of hostages after the war 

between the gods. All the same, the reference to Hymir, the central figure in Hymiskviða 

(see Ch.IV.3.3) is interesting. 

A different explanation for the account was given  by Magnus Olsen (1960). While 

his attempt to offer a rather precise localization for this account (within a Norwegio-centric 

point of view), following an earlier idea by Svend Grundtvig (1874:199), appears difficult 

to defend today (Olsen 1960:28), one other element of his interpretation is of interest in the 

 
432  St.35, which is of less importance, here runs: “ ⸍niorþr⸌ Sv eromc licn | er ec varc langt heþan | giſl vm 

ſendr at goþom. þa ec mꜹg gat | þaɴ er mangi fíar | oc þiccir ſa aſa iadaʀ” (GKS 1365 4to: 16r; ed. 2019:85). 

This stanza, nonetheless, provides the basis on which ‹gilſ› of st.34 should be emended to gi{ſl}. 
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context of the present thesis. Following Olrik and Ellekilde (1926–51:429), Olsen (1960:34) 

sees “Hymis meyjar” as rivers that flow into the Norwegian sea, that is Njǫrðr’s mouth. 

This picture may very well have the dishonouring and degrading connotations also viewed 

by recent scholarship (KzLE/2 1997:454f.; Lindow 2020b:1336f.), which have a background 

in legal provisions from Grágás against acts of urinating or defecating on others, and a 

similar threat expressed by Skírnir towards Gerðr in Skírnismál st.35. The claim that 

“Hymis meyjar” can be read without great doubt as being “jotunkvinner” (Steinsland 

1991:54), “Riesenmädchen” (KzLE/2 1997:455), and “giantesses” (Lindow 2020b:1336), 

nonetheless still leaves unexploited the potential imbued in the aforementioned association 

with Hymir who will be returned to in the next chapter. There are thus faint links to the 

sea, albeit perhaps not precisely in the way Olsen imagined it. This the stanza remains very 

obscure. 

All in all, one is left with an idea of Njǫrðr being connected to the seaside, but never 

actually encountered in the sea. Indeed, his rôle seems to resemble traits found also in 

connection with Þórr as a protector at sea (see Ch. V.1.1), but one sees Njǫrðr first and 

foremost as a helper with fishing. 

V.2.2 Freyr 

Freyr is one of the deities433 in PCRN about whom many things can be said, many of these 

having connections to his prominent association with Sweden (see, for instance, the central 

studies by Olof Sundqvist 2002; cf. Turville-Petre 1964:168; 173; and Ström 1985:176),434 

as well as his rather well-documented apparent relation to fertility (Schjødt 2012:76–83), 

both of which may potentially shine through in the comparatively few accounts linking 

Freyr to the sea, as will be discussed here. Another, more established point of departure 

for an investigation of Freyr’s relationship with the sea, however, would be his relationship 

to his father Njǫrðr (see previous section) and the other vanir gods quite generally (see the 

introduction to the chapter). Indeed, some scholars have seen Freyr and his sister Freyja 

(see below) not just as representing a second generation following Njǫrðr and his sister, 

 
433  In the following, Freyr is accounted for as a deity of the vanir. For a different view on this matter, see 

Słupecki 2011:11f.; also Simek 2010. 
434  Important in this context is Freyr’s association with the Ynglingar-dynasty, and his epithets Yngvi-Freyr 

(Eyv Hál 11I; Þul Ása I 1III; Ynglinga s. k.X; cf. Edda.prol 11), Ing(v)i-Freyr (Þjóð Haustl 10III), and Ingunar-

Freyr (Loka 43), all deriving from PSc *ingwaz and potentially going back to the Ingvaeones known from 

the Græco-Roman writers (PGm *Ingwiafraujaz ‘Lord of the Ingvaeones’; cf. ÍOB: s.v. Ingi, Yngvi; ANEW: 

s.v. Ingi 1, Yngvi). The etymology of this group of theonyms and ethnonyms has experienced numerous 

interpretations, amongst them being attempts to explain Ingwaz as sea-deity, which are discussed by Schröder 

1941:27f. n.1. 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?p=verse&i=4344&x=0&v=t#ajaxpopup
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but rather as epithets or even hypostases of the same deities (cf. Böldl 2013:238; Vikstrand 

2001:59; de Vries 1956–7/ii:203f.). Freyr is thus seen as having the same responsibilities 

for fertility and plenty as the other vanir, and it is here where some expect the sea to be an 

element of Freyr’s rôle just as it was seen as being an element of Njǫrðr’s. 

Freyr’s main association with the sea is through a ship called Skíðblaðnir,435 which is 

mentioned in Grímnismál and Snorri’s Edda. The first of the mentions in Grímnismál is 

st.R43: “Jvalda ſꝩnur / gengo iardaga / ſciþbladni at ſcapa. / ſcipa bezt / ſcirom freꝩ / nꝩtom 

niarðar bvr” (ed. EA-SE/III 2019:60). After the description of the dwarves’ creation of the 

ship for Freyr, it is mentioned again in the following st.R44: “Aſcr ꝩɢdraſilſ / haɴ er ǫztr 

viþa / eɴ ſciþbladnir ſcipa / odiɴ aſa / eɴ ioa ſleipnir / bilrꜹſt brv́a / eɴ bragi ſcalda / habroc 

hꜹca / eɴ hvnda garmr” (ed. EA-SE/III 2019:60). Here, certain objects, all more and less 

well-known mythical objects, are listed as being the best of their kind (see KzLE/1.ii:1419–

24 for a discussion). The stanza thus has a summarizing character, like many name-þulur, 

something which may appear somewhat strange compared to the preceding poetry. This 

may nonetheless be explained by the fact that this stanza is the pivotal turning point of the 

narrative (see below). 

In the Edda, Skíðblaðnir appears first in Gylfaginning 25 [41] when Hár cites 

Grímnismál st.44 due to its information about Óðinn.436 Here, however, Freyr’s ownership 

of Skíðblaðnir is of course not specified. In the Edda, Freyr is first mentioned in connection 

with the ship when Gangleri asks in Gylfaginning 25 [43f.]: 

Hvat er at segia fra Skiþblaðni, er hann er betzr skipa? hvart er ecki skip 

[iafgott sem hann er e(ða) iafn mikit]? Har s(egir): Skiðblaþnir er beztr 

skipaɴa ok með mestvm hagleik gerr, en Naglfar[i] er mest skip […]. 

Dvergar nokqvorir, synir Ivalda, gerþv Skiðblaðni ok gafv Frey skipit; hann 

er sva mikill, at allir æsir megv skipa hann með vapnvm ok herbvnaþi, ok 

hefir hann byr, þegar er segl er dregit, hvert er fara skal; en þa er eigi skal 

fara með hann asæ, þa er hann gorr af sva mǫrgvm lvtvm ok með sva mikilli 

list, at hann ma vefia saman sem dvk ok hafa ipvng sinvm. [44] Þa mælti 

Gangleri: Gott skip er Skiþblaðnir, en almikil fiolkyngi mvn við vera hꜹfð, 

aðr sva fai gert (after ed. KfAL 1931:47f., maintaining the readings of R).  

This information is partly repeated in Skáldskaparmál 44 [35] where Skíðblaðnir is said to 

always have fair winds and that it could be folded up like a cloth and carried in a pouch 

 
435  According to Lindow 2001: 271 the word skíðblaðnir has been suggested to mean ‘put together using 

thin pieces of wood’. The name may thus draw his meaning from skíð ‘plank’ + blað ‘leaf’. One may, 

however, also consider the verb NIc blaða ‘bind together’ or NNo bledja ‘join planks’ (ÍOb s.v. blaða; 

bleðja). 
436  For a discussion of the relations between the different versions of the stanza, see KzLE/1.ii :1419–24. 
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(“Skiðblaðnir hafþi byr, þegar er segl kom alopt, hvert er fara skyldi, en matti vefia saman 

sem dv́k ok hafa ipvng ser, ef þat vildi”: ed. KfAL 1931:123). This description is given by 

Loki when he passes the ship on to Freyr.437 The story or myth (taken from Grímnismál 

st.43) of the acquisition of the ship together with several other magical objects from the 

dvergar or svartálfar (spelled “Ivallda synir” comes right before this in Skáldskaparmál 

44 [35] (ed. KfAL 1931: 122).438 This develops the details given in Grímnismál and 

Gylfaginning 25 [43] considerably. 

In Skáldskaparmál, Skíðblaðnir has actually already been mentioned on an earlier 

occasion as one of the kenningar for Freyr (Skáld 15 [7]): “Hann {er} eigandi Skiðblaðnis 

[…], sva sem har segir: Ivalda synir / gengv iardaga / Skiðblaðni at skipa / skipa bazt / 

skirvm Frey / nytvm Niarþar bvr” (ed. KfAL 1931: 98), which, is of course, a quotation of 

stanza 43 from Grímnismál. The connection between Skíðblaðnir and Freyr in the Edda is 

thus underpinned by a source outside Snorri’s writing. One notes that this connection is 

nonetheless contested by Snorri(?) himself in Ynglinga saga k.IV in that statement that 

Óðinn is said to own the ship: “hann atte ſcip er ſciðblaðnir | hét er hann fór a yfir hꜹf ſtór, 

en | þat matte vefia ſaman ſem dúk” (AM 35 fol [K]: fol.10; ed. MENOTA) This, however, 

is the only source to make such an assertion. The connection with Freyr in the sources 

clearly remains stronger. Nonetheless, Snorri does appear to have known some additional 

information about Skíðblaðnir not mentioned in the Edda.  

With regard to Freyr’s potential connection to the sea, it remains somewhat puzzling 

why so much emphasis on Skíðblaðnir. No context is given for why Freyr should have the 

ship nor what its specific rôle in PCRN was, since it never seems to have been used. The 

comparison between the Skíðblaðnir and Naglfar(i) given in Gylfaginning 25 [43] is 

nonetheless worth considering, especially in connection to the reality of ships in pre-

Modern Scandinavia and the (archæological) discourse. 

Scholars have been led to make a number of bold claims inspired by the special 

significance of Skíðblaðnir, stating that “beweist dieser symbolosche Gegenstand, dass 

Frey von Njörd die Herrschaft über Wind und Wellen übernommen hat”439 (Böld. 2013: 

 
437  Note that the account leading up to the handing-over of the Skíðblaðnir to Freyr by Loki has nothing to 

do with Freyr:  “Eptir þat for Loki til þeira dverga, er heita Ivallda synir, ok gerþv þeir haddinn ok Skiðblaðni 

ok geirinn, er Oþin atti, er Gvngnir heitir” (ed. KfdAL 1931:122). Interestingly there are some slight 

differences in the mss redactions around the point when Freyr finally is mentioned (cf. ed. KfAL 1931:123). 

Note also that Loki is absent from the account of Gylfaginning 25 [43f.], in which the dvergar Ívaldi’s sons, 

gave Freyr the ship. 
438  On this myth see, for instance, de Vries 1956–7/ii:257–9. 
439  ‘This symbolic object shows that Freyr has taken over the rule of the wind and waves from Njǫrðr’. 
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239). Drawing in part on the evidence of Bronze Age petroglyphs, this ship has been 

interpreted by some as an object (a miniature ship) used in cult-practice, partly based on 

its etymology. For this argument later evidence from Mediæval and Modern times is also 

used (Ellis Davidson 1964:100; cf. de Vries 1956–57/ii:177f.), but it is uncertain whether 

these later votive boats represent native traditions at all. While some scholars have been 

quick to point to the boat-symbol described by Tacitus used in connection with Īsis as a 

potential parallel or predecessor (Ellis Davidson 1964:100), others have seen this as relation 

to a Roman cult in the limes-area, rather than something connected to PCRN, as was earlier 

noted (see Ch.IV.1.3).440  

As addressed earlier in this thesis, many scholars have underlined the rôle of the ship 

as a symbol in PCRN, and particularly in connection with fertility, power, and death—

features that have been considered to be especially associated with Freyr and the vanir 

(Schjødt 2012; Simek 2006:115; 381; Røstad 2003:42f.; Ellis Davidson 1964:100; 132f.; 

Almgren 1936). As has been problematized earlier (see Ch.IV.1.3; 2.2; 3.3), the evidence of 

boats in burials, stone-settings, stone-carvings, and in form of miniatures, is nonetheless 

highly ambiguous, something that makes it highly problematic to make concrete 

assumptions about Freyr and Skíðblaðnir being attached in any special way to these 

practices—an issue taken up and well-discussed by Ingunn Marit Røstad (2003).441 It is 

thus hard to say whether any or all of these contexts of ship-symbolism have anything 

solely to do with a fertility cult or afterlife-ideas involving a sea-journey. The boats might 

equally have served socio-political purposes as emblems of power and expressions of 

identity.  

This issue has received particular attention in recent publications by Ole Crumlin-

Pedersen (2010:145–63; 2005; cf. Müller-Wille 1970:149; Crumlin-Pedersen 1991; 1995), 

demonstrating that “den populære generelle forestilling om gravskibet som rejsemiddel for 

afdøde krigere på vej til Valhal [bygger ] på et uholdbart grundlag”, something which leads 

him to the conclusion that:  “I stedet peger […] myter, billeder og gravfund frem imod, at 

det er Skidbladner, gudernes lykkesib med relationer til liv og død, avling og fred, der 

optræder i disse sammenhænge” (Crumlin-Pedersen 20o5:165; also 2010:156).442 Crumlin-

 
440  As noted earlier, Early-Iron-Age artefacts from Nors, on the other hand, might nonetheless fit rather well 

into the present context of cult-objects in the form of ships (see Ch.2.2). 
441  Note how many of the theories about the symbolism of ships in cults of fertility were widely established 

in writings about PCRN from the nineteenth and early twentieth century (see Ch.II.5; .6) above). 
442  Note that Crumlin-Pedersen 2005:165f. continues this idea by claiming all those buried in or with boats 

had a certain function in—or at least a connection to—a Freyr-cult that used Skíðblaðnir as its symbol. 
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Pedersen goes on to write that “in recent discussions the association between a boat in a 

grave and Freyr’s ship icon has not been challenged” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2010:157).443 In 

response to Crumlin-Pedersen’s argument, Joseph S. Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson 

(2011) write that while “there is certainly a case to be made for associating the Vanir with 

boat graves […], the connection with Skíðblaðnir in particular seems somewhat tenuous” 

(Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson 2011:14). The argument here is that Crumlin-Pedersen 

goes too far in seeing specifically Skíðblaðnir as the key to understanding all sorts of ship-

symbolism in the archæology of ship-burials and ship-formed stone-settings,444 something 

based on imaginative speculations based on a limited number of sources. One thus agrees 

with Hopkins and Haukur, that there are other possible and, to my mind, better-suited 

explanations of the role of Skíðblaðnir (see below) and the connections between ships and 

the vanir (see Ch.V.3.1).  

To my mind, the model of Freyr as a progenitor, peace-bringer and provider does not 

necessarily require him to be identified with one single mythical ship, or ‘ship of luck’ as 

Crumlin-Pedersen sees it (2010:156; cf. 2005:165). The textual evidence is frankly too scarce 

to support such far-reaching conclusions. On the other hand, one may perhaps regard 

Skíðblaðnir as being just one manifestation of the wide-ranging (religious) concept of the 

ship in PCRN and in the Ancient Scandinavian worldview more generally speaking. As 

Margarethe K. H. Havgar has argued in a freshly published contribution, one must consider 

“en verdensforståelse hvor skipet var en flerdimensional enhet og innehadde flere 

varierende assosiasjoner, evner og hensikter” (2020:92). As Havgar notes here, the central 

background of ships as symbols may have been their ability to move between different 

spheres or dimensions, representing a home, a house or hall, and many other things, not 

only in graves, but also in poetic language, and as part of the pre-Christian Scandinavian 

worldview as a whole (Havger 2020:93).  

This, however, does not explain the close connection of the ship with Freyr or make 

him a god of the sea. To explain this, one might perhaps consider an interesting proposal 

made by Rudolf Simek who sees the etymology of Skíðblaðnir as pointing towards the 

 
443  Attempts to play down the significance of pre-Christian burial customs behind the Sutton Hoo ship-grave 

are objected to by Crumlin-Pedersen (2010:157f.) who stresses the strong East-Scandinavian connections 

obvious in the burial. He favours the possibility of seeing a link to the vanir here, an interesting claim further 

supported in Bo Gräslund 2018, discussing Bēowulf and the links between Early English and Early (East-

)Nordic culture. 
444  Earlier, Crumlin-Pedersen even claimed “at Skidbladner har haft en markant plads i den mytologiske 

billedverden som reference til Frøj og hans virke eller til vaneguderne generelt” (2005:156). Here he refers 

to scenes from picture-stones. (See my own considerations about these stones in Ch.IV.3.2; .3). 
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invention of the plank-built boat (Simek 2006:381). One may perhaps think of Freyr as 

being associated with new technology in the role of some sort of culture-hero. If one also 

considers his strong position as a progenitor of the Svíar or as Ing of the Angles (see 

above), one may even consider the background of the association between (Yngvi-)Freyr 

as the godly lord of the seafaring Ynglingar, whose power and wealth sprang in some way 

or another from the new technology in shipbuilding.  

Other interesting references regarding Freyr and the sea, or rather seafaring, might 

perhaps support this. Some are addressed by Richard Perkins (2001) in his earlier-noted 

study on Þórr and other deities of PCRN (and neighbouring religions) and the deliberate 

creation of wind for seafaring. As Perkins writes: “[f]actors which suggest that Frey was a 

god who could control the wind are less convincing but not negligible” (2001:17). Here he 

mentions not only Skíðblaðnir but also an episode of Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar in mesta in 

AM 62 fol and Flateyarbók in which Freyr is seemingly helping some of his worshippers: 

“Kepptu hvárirtveggju at sigla sem mest. Fór þá sem optast, at gipta konungsins mátti 

meira en fjǫlkynngi Freys ok illr átrúnaðr þeira er honum þjónuðu, ok þat bar svá til at, 

sem inn bezti vildi, at skip konungsins gekk miklu meira, ok því kom hann fyrr til hofsins” 

(ed. Ólafur Halldórsson 1958–2000/iii:2). For Perkins, the obvious explanation for this 

account can be seen in Freyr’s family-relation to Njǫrðr (see above).  

One can also consider Hallfreðar saga—in the Möðruvallabók-redaction containing 

variants of or additions to the version interpolated in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar:  

Ok eitt sumar, er hann [viz. Hallfreðr] kom af Íslandi, þá lágu þeir við 

Agðanes. […] Þeim var sagt, at hǫfðingjaskipti var orðit í Nóregi; […]. Þá 

urðu skiparar [skipverjar allir] á þat sáttir, at slá í heit [til þess at þeim gæfi 

byr at sigla brottu af Nóregi nǫkkur til heiðinna landa], ok skyldi gefa Frey 

fé mikit [ok þriggja sálda ǫl], ef þeim gæfi til Svíðjóðar, en Þór eða Óðni, 

eft il Íslands kœmi (Perkins 2001:13; cf. ed. ÍF/VIII:151f.).  

However, no such winds come up, underpinning the idea that the gods of PCRN are weaker 

than the Christian god. A (hyper)critical eye will note here that neither here nor in the 

aforementioned episode is Freyr related directly to the sea but rather to wind and seafaring. 

In short, the evidence from Hallfreðar saga seems to suggest a rôle of Freyr in seafaring 

that echoes the way in which Þórr and Óðinn are said elsewhere to control the winds.445 

The saga is nonetheless heavily overshadowed by its Christian agenda.  

 
445  One notes Freyr’s association with Svíþjóð in the account and the somewhat puzzling association of both 

Þórr and Óðinn with Iceland. While there is plenty of evidence linking Þórr with Iceland, there are hardly 
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I suggest a return to considerations of Freyr’s early association with aristocratic 

ancestry. Ellis Davidson provided a brief but relevant investigation of the Old English 

accounts telling of the coming of a royal progenitor over the sea, be it Scyld in Bēowulf, 

Scēaf in various other sources, or Ing in the Old-English Rune-Poem (Ellis Davidson 1964: 

104f.), all of whom have been considered to have a background in the same tradition in 

which Freyr figures as an alternative hypostasis of Yngvi. All of this leads Ellis Davidson 

to state that: “The male gods are […] associated with the sea, over which they come, and 

by which they sometimes return when their work is over. Freyr, Njord, Sceaf, Scyld, Ing, 

and Ull are all connected with it in some way” (Ellis Davidson 1964: 107).446 While the 

link to the sea suggested here is interesting and (as noted above) might give some 

explanation for seeing Freyr as a seafarer,447 it does not make him or any of these other 

gods sea-deities.448 As noted earlier, similar arguments have been brought forward in more 

recent discussions by Richard North (1997) and Morten Warmind (1999) as well as in Bo 

Gräslund’s book on Bēowulf (2017). These works all view the complex Ing/Yngvi–Freyr in 

terms of its progenitorial rôle in the beliefs of Old Scandinavian seafaring collectives and 

dynasties. On similar grounds, Jan Bill (2020) has returned to the archæological evidence, 

arguing for boat-burials and other ship-symbolism being connected to a myth of godly 

origin which had gained a foothold in the collective memory of Scandinavian royal houses 

during the second half of the first millennium CE. He nonetheless again stresses the rôle of 

the involved gods or eponymous heroes as being essentially progenitorial, rather than 

linked to the sea.  

Summing up the evidence on Freyr’s relation to the sea, and his rôle as an eponymous 

culture-hero for those traversing and extending their wealth and power across the Baltic 

and Northern Seas, one might say that since the constituting feature of (Yngvi-)Freyr’s 

identity and place in PCRN is most at home in a worldview focusing on royal rule, its link 

 

any productive traces of Óðinn except in Óðinn’s particular relationship with skáldic poetry (see Gunnell 

2018). 
446  In this context, one might mention Ullr and the myth in which he apparently crosses the sea on a bone 

(GD/lib.III:81f.) This has led scholars to suggest that he used his shield as a ship (de Vries 1956–57/ii:1 160; 

Ellis Davidson 1964: 106), potentially connecting to the tradition of the progenitorial vanir above. One might 

however find another explanation in the reference to bone and shield, seeing them simply as skates or perhaps 

a sledge used to cross the sea and other bodies of water when frozen (cf. Molin 2015:111–13). 
447  Ellis Davidson also mentions other common features associated with royal ancestry, and death rituals 

which are seen as part of a larger pattern of promised peace and plenty (Ellis Davidson 1964: 107–10). 
448  Ellis Davidson’s emphasis on the sea is not universally supported by more recent works into PCRN, but 

as noted above, scholars seem to have settled on an understanding of the vanir being connected with land 

and fertility and thus also water, rather than specifically with the sea (see, for instance, Ingunn Ásdisardóttir 

2007). 
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to the sea is likely to be essentially based on the seafarer’s success in facing the sea, much 

like many of the earlier discussed images of Þórr who Freyr seems to compete with in 

several ways as a fertility god linked to winds. 

V.2.3 Freyja (and Mardǫll/-þǫll) 

If we now turn our attention to Freyja, we are once again confronted by a number of serious 

issues regarding this figure’s place in PCRN, first and foremost due to the fact that several 

scholars have questioned her existence outside Old Icelandic literature. This problem, 

which might not only have consequences for the make-up of the vanir but for PCRN more 

generally, has been discussed especially by some critical placename-scholars (Elmevik 

2007; 1997; Vikstrand 2001:72f.).449 Another issue concerns Freyja’s independence from 

Frigg and vice versa, which has been questioned, for instance, by Stephan Grundy (1996) 

and Britt-Marie Näsström (1996), who both argue that the two goddesses to have the same 

origin. Ingunn Ásdísardóttir (2007) has nonetheless reassessed these claims, seeing Freyja 

and Frigg as two separate deities with independent roots, Freyja originating amongst the 

vanir, and Frigg amongst the æsir, although both seem to overlap in later transmission. 

If one accepts (or rather assumes) that Freyja existed amongst the vanir, then the most 

immediate reason for seeing her as a deity with power over the sea would be through her 

connection to this family of gods, and especially as daughter of Njǫrðr, thereby growing 

up at Nóatún, which is why Lotte Motz even made her “a creature of the harbour” 

(1998:37). Indeed, Motz saw Freyja explicitly as a “Goddess of Seafarers” (1998:37f.), this 

she sees as being one rôle of the northern form of the ‘great goddess’—a claim which rests 

largely on the aforementioned general association of the vanir with the sea through 

seafaring, trade, wealth, power, and royal rule (see above). Beyond such general 

presumptions, it is nonetheless worth paying some attention to one of Freyja’s alternative 

names (or epithets), Mardǫll/þǫll (marr meaning ‘the sea’; on the second element see 

below), and her association with a sessrýmnir or sessrúmnir (‘the seats-rooming one’) 

which appears both as the name of her hall as well as a name or description of a ship—two 

points which, of course, Motz also mentions.  

 
449  Lennart Elmevik 2007 builds his argumentation on that already brought forward by Wessén 1924, who 

saw Freyja as a “en litterär mytisk skapelse utan gamla rötter i folktron” (Ellmevik 2007: 157). This is 

supported by the observation that no placenames exist which beyond doubt contain Freyja as a theophoric 

element (Elmevik 2007: 155–7; cf. Elmevik 1997). Per Vikstrand 2001:72–7; 92f. discusses potential 

arguments against Ellmevik’s hypercritical position towards Freyja in placename, concluding that her 

identification but remains uncertain in the Swedish toponymic material but is likely confirmed by Norwegian 

placenames. 
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The name Mardǫll is mentioned by Snorri in his (or rather Hár’s) account of the ásynjur 

in Gylfaginning 22. In this description of Freyja, one learns that Freyja had the enigmatic 

Óðr as her husband, and that he went away for a long time: “Oðr for ibravt langar leiþir, 

en Freyia grætr eptir, eɴ tar hennar er gvll ravtt” (ed. KfAL 1931 :38). Searching for him, 

Freyja apparently used many names, among them being Mardǫll (or Marþǫll, as the U-

redaction has it), the first element of which mar- suggests a link to the sea, while the second 

element poses some difficulties that are returned to below. As Hár states: “Freyia a mǫrg 

nǫf{n}, en sv er savk til þes, at hon gaf ser ymis heiti, er hon for með vkvɴvm þioðvm at 

leita Oðs; hon h(eitir) Mardavll [U: -þavll] ok Horn, Gefn, Syr” (ed. KfAL 1931 :38). That 

Freyja’s golden tears and her name Mardǫll/-þǫll have a special connection becomes clear 

in Skáldskaparmál 41 [32] when Snorri discusses “Hvernig skal keɴa gvll? Sva, at kalla þat 

[…] gratr Freyio, […]” (ed. KfAL 1931:120). To underpin this, in Skáldskaparmál 45 [37] 

(ed. KfAL 1931:125), Snorri adds two kenningar that represent ‘[GOLD]’ in this way. The 

second example is ascribed to Einarr Skúlason, who must have lived in around the first 

half of the eleventh century (Gade 2017:140). The half-stanza in question, which editors 

have commonly seen as coming from Einarr’s Øxarflokkr (st.1), contains the rare gold-

kenning “Mardallar grátr”450 (see ESk Øxfl 1/1+4
III).  

Indeed, this kenning-pattern ‘Mardǫll/þǫll’s weeping’ > [GOLD], principally passed 

on in Snorri’s Edda, is the sole context in connection with the name of Freyja. Another 

stanza from the same section of Skáldskaparmál (57, ed. KfAL 1931:143), exploits the same 

principle with a slightly different wording: “tǫ́rum Mardallar”451 (Anon Bjark 5III), which 

is said to be from Bjarkamál in fornu.452 While this and some other aspects may point to a 

dating from the tenth-century, this is by no means certain and very much debated—indeed, 

much speaks for it coming from the twelfth century (see Clunies Ross [2017] in SkP/III:500 

for a discussion).453 The link with gold may thus be a late trait. 

Other variants built on the same same kenning-pattern can be found in Snorri’s 

Háttatal st.42 where fagrregn hvarma Mardallar is taken to be “the fair rain of the eyelids 

 
450  Found in R:28r, Tˣ:29r, W:73 with no major variants. 
451  This reading is found in all Mediæval redactions (and later paper-mss), U:31r reading: ‹marþallar›. 
452  For an introduction and context to the poem, see Clunies Ross [2017] in SkP/III:500.  
453  According to Clunies Ross, “It is unlikely, on grounds of metre and style as well as content (see below), 

that sts 4-6 formed part of Bjarkamál in fornu, unless the older poem was substantially reworked to suit the 

tastes of audiences from the second half of the twelfth century onwards. On the other hand, sts 4-6 were 

known to Snorri Sturluson, so cannot be younger than c. 1225. They are different, both in style and metre, 

from sts 1-3 and 7[…]” ([2017] in SkP/III:495). 
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[TEARS] of Mardǫll {= Freyja} [GOLD]” (SnSt Ht 42/6-8
III). 454 The name Mardǫll/þǫll also 

appears as a name for Freyja in some of the Edda-mss in Þulur section where, under the 

‘Ásynja heiti’, one reads: “Grét ok at Óði / gulli Freyja; / heiti eru hennar / Hǫrn ok 

Þrungva, / Sýr, Skjǫlf ok Gefn / ok it sama Mardǫll; / dœtr eru hennar / Hnoss ok Gersimi.” 

(Þul Ásynja 3 III).455 The Mardǫll/þǫll-kenning is also used in precisely this way in 

Málsháttakvæði456 (preserved only in GKS 2367 4to [R]:54v/20f.), st.8 stating: “Mardallar 

var glysligr grátr” (Anon Mhkv 8/3
III).  

The one and only attestation of Mardǫll/þǫll in a kenning outside mss of Snorri’s 

Edda, is in an anonymous lausavísa from in the interpolated redaction of Óláfs saga helga 

in Flateyarbók (GKS 1005 fol:123ra) which is worth giving in full:  

Ár stóð eik in dýra / jarladóms með blómi / harðla grœn, sem Hǫrðar / hvert 

misseri vissu. // Nú hefr bekkjar tré bliknat / brátt Mardallar gráti / (lind 

hefr) laufi bundit / (línu jǫrð í Gǫrðum). 

Formerly the precious oak of the jarldom [WOMAN] stood intensely green 

with blossom, as the Hǫrðar knew each season. Now the tree of the bench 

[WOMAN], wreathed with foliage, has grown pale fast with the weeping 

of Mardǫll <= Freyja> [GOLD]; the linden-tree of the headdress 

[WOMAN] has land in Russia (Ólhelg Lv 9I). 

When it comes to the context of these stanzas, Russell Poole suggests a “composition at a 

court of fairly strict Christian ethos, whether that of Óláfr or a subsequent ruler, or it might 

reflect a reduction of skaldic complexity consonant with a somewhat Europeanised mode 

of entertainment” ([2012] in SkP/I:516). What is perhaps most intriguing here, however, is 

the biological/floral–arboreous imagery of the stanza, which, relates to the common 

kenningar that compare  humans to trees. Each of the lines mentions either a tree or part 

of it (l.5: tré; l.1: eik; l.7: lind; l.2: blóm; l.7: lauf) or aspects of growth (l.3: grœn; l.4: 

misseri; l.8: jǫrð). This rule would appear to underline the idea that the name Mardǫll/þǫll 

was particularly connected with the land and trees (see above), leading one to take a 

slightly different path with regard to perhaps interpreting the name to that taken by a 

majority of scholars (see below).  

 
454  R:49r, Tˣ:51r, W:145, U:53v contain the verse, but note that U has, again, the form -þallar. 
455  Preserved in A:18r, B:8v, 744ˣ:63r, R:42v, Tˣ:44r, and C:11v. 
456  The whole poem collects proverbial material and has often been assumed to be by Bjarni Kolbeinsson 

(1150–1223), bishop of Orkney from 1188 till his death, and may have been composed either in Norway or 

Orkneys drawing on older material (Frank [2017] in SkP/III:1213; Fidjestøl 1993:48). This provides an 

interesting hint at a possible non-Icelandic origin or background of the name Mardǫll/þǫll and her association 

with golden tears. 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=3969&p=verse
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There may still be a link to the sea. When Ingunn Ásdísardóttir discusses the name 

Mardǫll/þǫll in her comparatively recent book on Freyja (and Frigg), she writes that 

“Mardöll er enn eitt nafna Freyju en erfiðara er að finna rætur þess en annarra nafna […]. 

Fyrri hluti nafnsins virðist vísa til hafsins: mar = haf, en síðari hlutinn er óljósari” 

(2007:235). While the first element is generally agreed to be marr m. ‘sea’, the second has 

been related to different things. Most commonly a connection has been proposed to the 

personal names Dalla (ÍOb s.v. 3 Dalla) and Dellingr, father of Dagr (Vþm 25/1-2), 

indicating ‘light, gleaming one’ (cf. Turville-Petre 1964:178; ÍOb s.v. Delling(u)r). The 

possibility of a link to Heimdal(l)/r (see following subchapter) is commonly considered 

(ÍOb: s.v. Mardöll, †Mardǫll, mardöll; cf. s.v. Heimdall(u)r, Heimdal(u)r), the etymology 

of whose name may have the same roots (ANEW:379; de Vries 1956–57/ii:328). Others, 

like de Vries (ANEW: s.v. Heimdallrs; 1956–57/ii:244) see an etymological connection 

between the suffixes -dǫll, f. and -dallr, m. in the etymology *dal-þu (cf. Go dulþs), a 

derivation of a verb meaning ‘flourish’.457  

The former solution has received most followers. Ingunn thus writes that “[e]f sú 

túlkun er tekin fram yfir hina gæti Mardallarnafnið hugsanlega haft eitthvað með gullslit 

að gera þar sem Freyja tengist gulli á fleiri en einu sviði” (2007:236). This might find 

support in -dǫll being the feminine form of -dallr ‘the shining’ (Turville-Petre 1964:153). 

Together with marr ‘sea’ this might result in the name meaning ‘the one shining over the 

sea’, which, as Britt-Mari Näsström points out, “could imply a connection with a certain 

star; cf. Stella Maris, a byname for Isis and later for the Virgin Mary” (1995:85; cf. 

1996:70). Näsström and others before her have also suggested that the link between -dǫll 

and ‘shining’ could come from the brísingamen, literally ‘the shining adornment’, a 

mythical necklace associated with Freyja (1996:70; 1995:85; see also de Vries 1956–

57/II:311).458 Indeed, de Vries had earlier seen a link between the kenningar related to grátr 

Mardallar and the brísingamen (1956–57/II:311f.). Näsström (1996:71) goes even further 

when she identifies the brísingamen with the so-called hafnýra (see below) and ultimately 

the seeds of the tropical Entada gigas that are brought to Scandinavia by ocean-currents. 

 
457  It has also been argued that the relationship between the two may even go further since Heimdal(l)/r is 

said to be “vel fram ſem vanir aþrir” (ed. EA-E/III in Þrymskviða st.14, from which it has been deduced that 

he might be of the vanir-family and thus related directly to Freyja (see below). 
458  With Näsström, it is worth noting that this was “according to an older hypothesis [by Müllendorf] a 

symbol for the sun, and the name Mardǫll, was connected with the sunrise and the sunset in the sea” (1996:70; 

cf. 1995:85). In opposition to this, however, Näsström writes that “these attempts to explain obscure myths 

or mythical elements as meteorological or cosmological phenomena have their obvious weaknesses and the 

question about the origin of the name Mardǫll must therefore remain open” (1995:85; cf. 1996:70). 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?p=verse&i=1127&x=0&v=t#ajaxpopup
https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=2799&p=text
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These and the hafnýra will be returned to in the next chapter about Heimdal(l)r (Ch.V.2.4). 

What is important here is that these objects have been linked to the so-called lausnarsteinn 

used in Early-Modern Icelandic folk-medicine to help with pregnancy and childbirth, 

another of the functions Freyja is said to be associated with (Pering 1941:222). Näsström 

combines these features and claims that: “Hypothetically, this could mean that the goddess 

connected with earth extends her power over the water, and that the god who originated 

from the sea [that is, Heimdallr] watches the land of men” (Näsström 1995:186). Scholars 

such as Clive Tolley (1998) and Verena Höfig (2019) have followed up the potential links 

between childbirth and the hafnýra in folk-medicine. This might very well be a valid 

association and might lend support to the idea of Freyja as a goddess who provides 

powerful objects from the sea (or over the sea) which help in local traditions of healing 

and assistance with birth.  

All the same, the brísingamen alone is hardly sufficient as an explanation for the 

etymologies of mardǫll/-þǫll proposed so far. It is important not to forget that the dominant 

form mardǫll varies, the ending -þǫll being found throughout ms. U (“marþavll”, 10r). As 

noted above, Pipping (1925:6) underlines that the second element in this name is identical 

with þǫll f. ‘fir-tree’, Elena Gurevich pointing to the NIc marþöll ‘western hemlock’ 

(Tsuga heterophylla) which denotes “a type of fir-tree growing near the sea” (Gurevich 

[2017] in SkP/III: 768f.), an etymology also noted by Ásgeir Magnússon Blöndal (ÍOb s.v. 

marþöll). What neither mentions, however, is that western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) 

has its sole home on the Northern American continent. Hence, the identification with this 

specific tree must fail. This, however, does not mean that marþǫll (> mardǫll) cannot 

designate a tree. The root PGm *þalnō has cognates in NNo toll, tall, NSw and NDa tall 

(cf. þella f. ‘young spruce’; NNo and NSw dial. tella; also OIc þollr) which all describe 

trees of the Pinoideae family, like pine, spruce, or fir. The poetic picture of ‘tears of such 

conifers (Pinophytae)’ seen as something relating to gold leads directly to amber. Found 

all along the Baltic coast, amber has long had an important historical rôle, not just in trade, 

but also for its alleged healing function in folk-medicine. The earlier noted links to folk-

medicine may also provide a context for the brísingamen, and the idea of hafnýra and its 

connection to lausasteinar. As noted above, the identity of marþǫll as a conifer growing 

near to the sea also fits well in the use of the kenning grátr Mardallar in Ólhelg Lv 9I with 

its arboreous or botanical association.  

One may thus arrive at the idea of Mardǫll as being a form of Freyja developing out 

from the marþǫll growing by the Baltic Sea, its “tears”, amber, found along the shores, 
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being sseen as a powerful healing-aid, gaining an independent existence in poetry in 

connection with Freyja. 

A very different interpretation of Mardǫll has nonetheless been proposed by Ingunn 

Ásdisardóttir,  

Sé nafnið Mardöll annars vegar vísum til hafsins og hins vegar samstofna 

nafni Heimdallar og þar með serstök skírskotun til vana sem bæði eru 

frjósemisgoð og sérstaklega tengd hafinu […] er ekki óhugsandi að undir 

því nafni taki dauðargyðjan á móti sjódauðum eða vopndauðum á sjó. Í því 

sambandi má minna á myndsteinana á Gotlandi þar sem sjá má myndir af 

konu að taka á móti vopnuðum mönnum á skipum (Ingunn Ásdísardóttir 

2007:266).  

This idea that Freyja would receive those who died at sea builds on a suggestion made by 

John McKinnell in earlier writings, claiming that “Freyja is one of the Vanir, who have a 

particular association with the sea, and it is possible that she takes those who are killed in 

sea battles” (McKinnell 1994:18). The connection to picture-stones is elaborated further on 

in a paper from 1987.459 When it comes down to it, this ‘possibility’ is far from convincing. 

As I have shown in Ch.IV.3.2, the evidence of the Gotlandic picture-stones for such an 

idea cannot be regarded as sufficient. 

There is, however, another very interesting aspect to this interpretation that has not so 

far been made explicit. If we look at the sources for McKinnell’s and Ingunn’s argument, 

both of course refer to the mention in Gylfaginning taken from Grímnismál st.14 of how 

Freyja receives half of those who fall in battle:  

en Freyia er agætvz af asynivm; hon aþann bǽ ahimni, er [Folkvangr heitir 

ok hvar sem hon riðr til vigs þa á hon halfan val, en halfan Oþinn; sva sem 

her segir:  

Folkvangr heitir, / en þar Fræyia rædr / sessa kostvm isal; / halfan val / hon 

kys hverian dag, / en halfan Opinn a. 

Salr hennar Sesrvmnir, hann er mikill ok fagr;” (ed. KfAL 1931:31).  

This quotation is also used in a recent contribution by Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson 

(2011) which points out a possible connection between Fólkvang(a)r and Sessrúmnir. While 

the former is referred to as Freyja’s dwelling place or bær, the noun sessrúmnir or 

sessrýmnir, which appears here as a name for Freyja’s salr, also appears in the skipa-heiti 

 
459  Here, McKinnell goes even further and sees the Lowther-stone tentatively as depicting the daughters of 

Ægir and Rán, the waves being personified in the shape of six female figures (McKinnell 1987). While these 

are worthwhile suggestions, it must be acknowledged that McKinnell’s claims here are purely conjectural 

and as such invalid, especially in their odd re-interpretations as the nine daughters of Ægir and Rán. 
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in the earlier mentioned Þulur. Bearing this in mind, Hopkins and Haukur underline the 

conceptional and constructional similarities between the ships and halls of the 

Scandinavian Iron Age noted by previous scholars. They propose that sessrúmnir is “both 

a ship and an afterlife location” set in a field, a (fólk)vangr, and potentially a ship-formed 

stone-setting like those commonly found across Scandinavia, frequently used for burials 

(Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson 2011:16). This idea has recently been taken up and given 

further supported by Havgar (2020), pointing to the conceptualization of ships in poetic 

language and the prevailing idea of the ship as a liminal agent ferrying people between 

different worlds (see above).  

For Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson: “It is possible that the symbolic ship was 

thought of as providing some sort of beneficial property | to the land, such as the good 

seasons and peace brought on by Freyr’s mound burial in s mound burial in Ynglinga saga” 

(Hopkins and Haukur Þorgeirsson 2011:16f.). This brings us back to the connections 

between Freyr and Freyja, and perhaps the vanir in general, and their overall relationship 

with the sea. All the same, the suggestion that the evidence of the above-quoted passage 

regarding Freyja’s half of those who die in battle being those who die at sea does not make 

much sense, and it is worth noting that there is no mention anywhere of Freyja owning a 

ship or living below in or by the sea. The strongest connection between Freyja and the sea 

remains the name marþǫll and the gold that may well be amber coming from the sea, 

providing perhaps both wealth and medical aid. 

V.2.4 Heimdal(l)r 

In the previous discussion about Freyja, it has been noted that her connection to the 

brísingamen also involves the figure Heimdal(l)r. The following chapter will thus contain 

a brief evaluation of whether Heimdal(l)r can be considered a deity (of the vanir?460) with 

a connection to the sea as some scholars have suggested (see below). If one stays with this 

aforementioned myth telling of how Heimdal(l)r fought with Loki over this special 

(magical?) piece of adornment in the sea, Úlfr Uggason’s Húsdrápa (st.2) is our sole 

source—many seeing the hafnýra mentioned in the poem as being the brísingamen (see 

 
460  Whether Heimdal(l)r was of the vanir or of the æsir (or something completely different) is not entirely 

certain based on the available sources. As noted, Þrym 14 [15] however makes Heimdal(l)r “ſem vanir aþrir” 

(ed. EA-E/III:91). 
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above and below). Snorri quotes this stanza in his discussion of kenningar for Loki in 

Skáldskaparmál 24 [16] (cf. ÚlfrU Húsdr 2III):461  

ſva ſem her ſegır vlꝼr vgga son. 

Raðgegnın bꝛegðꝛ ragna / reın at ſınga ſteını / ꝼrægr við ꝼırna ſlægıvm / 

ꝼárbꜹta mavgr varı // moðꜹꝼlvgr ræðꝛ mæðꝛa / mꜹgr haꝼnꝩra ꝼꜹgro / kꝩɴı 

ec aðꝛ en eıɴar / atta mærþar þattvm (R:22v/28–31; cf. ed. KfdAL:100). 

The counsel-wise, renowned defender of the gods [= Heimdallr] takes away 

land from the amazingly cunning son of Fárbauti <giant> [= Loki] at 

Singasteinn. The courage-strong son of eight mothers and one [= Heimdallr] 

rules the beautiful sea-kidney [STONE]; I revealed [that] earlier in the 

strands of the praise-poem (ÚlfrU Húsdr 2III).462 

This is the only stanza left of a myth which we learn little about in the remainder of 

Húsdrápa, so we must rely on the information that Snorri provides about it, if that can be 

trusted (cf. Marold [2017] in SkP/III:407; de Vries 1933:129; 133). One notes immediately 

that the stanza does not identify the events with Heimdal(l)r directly—one must deduce 

his involvement from kenningar such as ‘ráðgegninn, frægr vári ragna’ and the ‘mǫgr átta 

moeðra ok einnar’ (see below). A clearer connection is given in the discussion of kenningar 

for Heimdal(l)r in Skáldskaparmál 16 [8] where it says that “hann [i.e. Heimdal(l)r] er ok 

tilsækir Vagaskers ok Singasteins; þa deildi hann við Loka vm Brisingamen” (ed. 

KfAL1931:99),463 but here again we have to trust Snorri. As noted here, his explanation not 

only provides us with an identification with Heimdal(l)r and the brísingamen, but also 

 
461  Here, the  stanza is cited after R, but it is also quoted in W:49/7–9 and T:23r/21–23 with slight variants. 

These may point to the existence of difficulties in understanding its context properly already in the fourteenth 

century (Höfig 2019:134; cf. Marold [2017] in SkP/iii:404). Considering most of the variants, Anthony Faulkes 

has reconstructed the text differently in his edition: “Ráðgegninn bregðr ragna / rein- at Singasteini / frægr 

við firna *slœgjan / Fárbauta *mǫg -vári. / Móðǫflugr ræðr moeðra / mǫgr hafnýra fǫgru / – kynni ek – áðr 

*ok einnar / átta – mærðar þáttum” (ed. VSNR/i:20), the asterisks marking corrections to the text based on 

variant-readings. On the view that the many problems of the stanza cannot be solved philologically, see 

Heizmann 2009:505f. 
462  One may remark that in her translation Marold follows the interpretation of Kurt Schier (1976:584–6), 

seeing the object of Loki’s and Heimdal(l)r’s quarrel in the rein (at singasteini), as being a ‘(narrow) strip of 

land’ (cf. Marold [2017] in SkPiii:409; Marold 2000). Alternatively, one could follow Verena Höfig, 

proposing “The counsel-kind, famous defender of the gods fights over the strip of land towards (leading to) 

the Brísingasteinn with the remarkably sly son of Fárbauti” (2019:137)—seeing singasteinn as a shortened 

form of *brí-singasteinn, and seeing at in an allative, rather than locative function, something which is 

supported by the verb (see ONP s.v. bregða). For a brief discussion of different readings, see Heizmann 

2009:507f. 
463  The same section also includes the kenning “mensækir Freyiv” (ed. KfAL:98) for Heimdal(l)r, which of 

course seems to refer to the brísingamen, thereby establishing the earlier-noted connection to Freyja. 
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Vágasker,464 which appears to be another place-name beside the place Singasteinn—if this 

is not an object called singasteinn—underlining an interesting maritime connection.465 

When Snorri thereafter states that “Vlfr Vɢas(on) qvad iHvsdrapv langa stvnd eptir 

þeiri frasꜹgv” (ed. KfAL:99), one learns from this that there was apparently once a longer 

section of the poem elaborating the myth which is now lost, but which Snorri must have 

known (cf. Turville-Petre 1964:128f.). This can also be seen, for instance, when Snorri 

continues by saying that “er þes þar getit, er þeir vorv isela likivm” (ed. KfAL:99), 

interestingly adding yet another maritime dimension to the story. One thus imagines that 

the myth about Loki’s and Heimdal(l)r’s quarrel about the hafnýra (= brísingamen?) takes 

place in a coastal setting around the skerry Vágasker (and the rock Singasteinn?), where 

both gods had taken on seal-shape. Nevertheless, as noted here, it is not just Heimdal(l)r 

that takes on a seal’s likeness here but also Loki, making it questionable whether the seal 

shape is an individual characteristic of Heimdal(l)r pointing to a special connection 

between him and the sea (de Vries 1933:141).466 The seal-shape, nonetheless, appears to 

require the oceanic setting of the myth (cf. Heizmann 2009:508), the hafnýra (= 

brísingamen? see previous sub-chapter) being something that could only be retrieved from 

the sea or its shores. 

Although as noted above, we cannot be sure that hafnýra and brísingamen are the same 

thing without trusting entirely Snorri (Marold [2017] in SkP/III:407),467 the episode as a 

whole would seem to fit a similar context to that developed above for the grátr marþallar 

 
464  One may note that this has also been interpreted methonymically as a vágasker, thus denoting the very 

brísingamen (de Vries 1933:140; cf. Pering 1941:220). 
465  For a recent discussion of the complicated relationship between these words, see Heizmann 2009:509–

12. One may note that as noted above some scholars have seen Vágasker as being the object of the quarrel, 

rather than the brísingamen (Schier 1976:581; 583–6; also Tolley 1996:89; 93; and Marold 2000:296–9). 
466  Indeed. such shapeshifting appears to be a rather common mythical motif or characteristic of the deities 

and some jǫtnar in PCRN. On the subject of shape-shifting, see, for instance, Oxley 2019. As Oxley suggests, 

one might see this as being a specifically shamanistic feature, pointing towards syncretism or exchange 

between the pre-Christian Scandinavian and Finno-Baltic religion(s). It might also be noted that this is not 

the only instance in which Loki takes the shape of an aquatic animal (cf. de Vries 1933:135; 155–61), for he 

also takes on the shape of a salmon in Gylfaginning k.36 (ed. KfAL:68). However, as de Vries stresses “it is 

quite unwarrantable to conclude […] that he [i.e. Loki] has some particular connection with the element of 

water” (1933:155), because Loki actually takes the shape of a wide range of beings—as the circumstances 

require it. 
467  The Loki-kenning ‘girdle-thief of Brísingr, or thief of Brísingr’s girdle’ (brísings girði þjófr, Þjóð Haustl 

9/6-7) is also commonly associated with the brísingamen and its accompanying myth (Pering 1941:221–3; see, 

however, cf. de Vries 1933:134). The presumably rather late composition, Sǫrla þáttr, preserved in 

Flateyjarbók (GKS 1005 fol.:36v–37v dálkur 145f.) has also been commonly connected to the myth because 

it features Loki’s cunning theft of a gullmen from Freyja (see de Vries 1933:129–32), while also Þrymskviða 

mentions men brísinga no less than three times (sts. 12 [13], 14 [15], 18 [19]; ed. EA-A/III:91f.). For discussions 

of these sources, see de Vries 1933:133f.; Pering 1941:211f. 
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(see Ch.V.3.3).468 While the earlier-mentioned connection between the brísingamen and 

Freyja could potentially support an interpretation of brísingamen as amber(-like), this is 

complicated by the sources,469 which do not underline any connections between these two 

objects prior to Snorri’s potential (re)work(ing). Instead, the description of the object of 

interest here being a hafnýra certainly raises possibility of another link to the sea pointed 

out by Pering (1941:218), namely the above-mentioned potential connection to the seedpods 

of plants like the Entada gigas, native to equatorial regions of the western hemisphere, 

known across Scandinavia because of their shape as NFæ vitunýru, NNo vettenyrer, 

sjøbønner.470 As has been noted, such objects were often used in (Early Modern) folk-

medicine, and in particular in connection with childbirth (see Pering 1941:217–20; also 

Gotfredsen 1956:359; and Jón Steffensen 1990:139; Alm 2003). This aspect has been stressed 

in more recent studies, for example by Verena Höfig (2019:138–41) who has collected the 

earliest scholarly descriptions and unspecific mentions of such drift-seeds taking their 

usage back to the seventeenth and sixteenth century respectively. Indeed, their application 

in healing was clearly prohibited by Mediæval Icelandic law of the Grágás, which points 

to an even earlier use.  

If we return to the myth, one might conclude that Heimdal(l)r was involved in a fight 

with Loki over this precious object, the brísingamen, or a category of objects, the hafnýrur 

(or Fabaceæ-seeds) and its/their retrieval from the sea. Concerning the particular setting of 

the seashore in the myth—the obvious ‘origin’ of the object(s) in question, but also a 

powerful, liminal space (cf. Heizmann 2009; Gunnell 2005; 1017a)—one may observe with 

Verena Höfig: 

Fighting over an object that may symbolize and ensure the survival and 

continuity of the human race at a liminal setting such as the shoreline also 

brings to mind the location of anthropogeny in Norse mythology. In 

Vǫluspá, the first two humans, Askr and Embla, are found ‘powerless and 

without a fate’ on a beach (Snorri adds in Gylfaginning that they were 

nothing but two pieces of wood), and are then endowed with life and other 

qualities by Óðinn and his brothers. The ocean shore is thus understood as 

 
468  Interestingly, as has been noted in the previous subchapter, de Vries earlier saw a connection to amber 

also here, believing the hafnýra to be “a kind | of precious stone to be found in the sea […] a piece of amber, 

used as an ornament since the most remote period of prehistoric times” (1933:128). Cf. Heizmann 2009:512f. 

for further thoughts on this. 
469  See the kenning for Freyja “eigandi […] Brisingamens” listed by Snorri in Skáldskaparmál 29 [20] (ed. 

KfdLA:110). Note, however, the criticism by Jan de Vries 1933:133, who sees this as a composition by Snorri. 
470  One may note that there are various other seeds of the Fabaceæ-family that reach the shores of Northern 

Europe. As rightly observed by Heizmann (2009:512) and Höfig (2019:138), these have been studied in great 

detail by Torbjørn Alm (2003), who notes their rôle in Norwegian and Sámi folk-beliefs; and by Audrey 

Meaney (1983), albeit less extensively, but with an interesting focus on comparable Scottish traditions.  
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the locus of life creation for human beings, and, in the reading of Húsdrápa 

suggested here, also the site of the defence of life and ensured continuance 

of the human race (2019:144). 

When it comes to the part of Loki and Heimdal(l)r in the myth, one may conclude with 

Wilhelm Heizmann (2009:521f.) that both fulfil some of their most stereotypical rôles, 

whereby Loki causes the death of Baldr and steals or sells (or offers to sell) goddesses of 

fertility and birth such as Freyja, who is demanded by the master-builder jǫtunn, and Iðunn, 

who is taken to Þjazi. He also takes Sif’s hair. Heimdal(l)r, in contrast, functions as a 

progenitor for all humans and a protector of the gods (cf. Pering 1941:192–209; Tolley 

1996:93; Cöllen 2015: 221–46). 

It should not be forgotten, however, that, as noted above, the basis in the source-

material to all of this is discouragingly scarce (de Vried 1933:125), any theory that hopes to 

arrive at a single explanation necessarily having to be subjective or even speculative.471 It 

is thus no surprise that numerous attempts have been made to solve the issues, interpreting 

the evidence of the sources in various ways (see Marold [2017] in SkP/III:407; see also 

earlier discussions in Pering 1941:211–17; and de Vries 1933:135–40). For a detailed recent 

overview and judgement of these arguments, see Hiezmann (2009). The favoured 

interpretation in each case is just one of many possible solutions, some of which take up 

the story of the birth of Heimdal(l)r, possibly from the sea (see below). 

As noted above, Úlfr’s Húsdrápa (st.2) quoted in Skáldskaparmál 24 [16] mentions 

another interesting detail about Heimdal(l)r—if we can trust Snorri’s statement that he is 

the subject of the matter here. The stanza uses the kenning ‘mǫgr átta mœðra ok einnar’ 

about which Snorri adds after the quote: “Her er þes getit, at Heimdallr er son niv mæþra” 

(ed. KfAL 1931:100). A reference to the same information is given earlier in 

Skáldskaparmál 16 [8]: “Hvernig skal Heimdall keɴa? Sva, at kalla hann son niv mæþra 

[…]” (ed. KfAL 1931:98). In that earlier section of Skáldskaparmál (16 [8]), Snorri also 

states that “Vm hann er qveþit iHeimdalargaldri” (ed. KfAL 1931:98), implying that the 

information about Heimdal(l)r’s nine mothers could also have come from this lost poem. 

Snorri gives the same detail in Gylfaginning 15 [27]: “Heimdallr h(eitir) eiɴ; […] hann þarv 

 
471  Edith Marold [2017] in SkP/iii:407 assumes that Snorri saw Loki as being the brísingamen’s thief on the 

basis of Þjóð Haustl 9/6-7
III and “hence he could have introduced the necklace as the reason for the conflict. 

Loki is notorious as the thief among the gods in the Old Norse pantheon, and Snorri [Skáld 24 [16], ed. 

KfAL:100] lists the Loki-kennings þjófr jǫtna, hafrs ok Brísingamens ok Iðunnar epla […]. This may indicate 

that a series of structurally similar narratives existed about Loki as the thief of precious goods […]. However, 

there is no direct evidence for the quarrel between Heimdallr and Loki over Brísingamen assumed by Snorri.” 
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at syni meyiar niv ok allar systr; […]”, referring to the only extant fragment of the poem 

which Snorri quotes at the end of the same section: “Ok eɴ segir hann [i.e. Heimdal(l)r] 

sialfr iHeimdalargalldri: Niv em ec mæþra mavgr, / ix. em ec systra sonr” (ed. KfAL 

1931:32). 

Over and above these two sources, one encounters the following words in Hyndluljóð 

st.36 [35]: “Varꝺ eínn boꝛín / ı ꜳr|ꝺaga / ramm aukín mıok / raugna kínꝺar. / níu bꜳru þann 

/ naꝺbauꝼgann mann / ıotna meẏıar / viꝺ ıarꝺar þraum.” (GKS 1005 fol.:3r col. 5; cf. 

KzLE/3: 789–95). These lines are commonly seen to echo the aforementioned sources 

describing how Heimdal(l)r was born by nine maidens. The poem, nonetheless, never 

mentions Heimdal(l)r and remains as unspecific as ÚlfrU Húsdr 2. That the figure in 

question remains unnamed has naturally received some attention (see, for example 

Steinsland 1991: 276–80; cf. Cöllen 2015: 40–105). 

The number of the mothers counting nine and the place of birth being ‘at the brim or 

edge of the earth’ (“við jarðar þrǫm”)472 has led numerous scholars since Wilhelm Müller 

(1844: 229f.) to think of Heimdal(l)r’s mother(s) being identical with the nine personified 

waves (see, for instance, Turville-Petre 1964: 152), the dǿtr ǽgis occurring in poetry and 

frequently also in Snorri’s Skáldskaparmál (see Chs V.3.1 and V.3.2). These figures are at 

times associated with the number nine, but not always (see Pering 1941:167f.). This is an 

intriguing and complicated matter not least because the numbers vary (see below). 

What is most interesting and potentially makes Heimdal(l)r’s birth from the sea 

impossible, is the fact that names associated with waves is found in Hyndluljóð st.37, which 

lists the nine mothers of Heimdal(l)r using names that are largely known as female jǫtnar 

from other sources: “Hann gíalp um bar / hann greíp um bar / bar hann eíſt|la / ok eẏrgıaꝼa 

/ hann bar ulꝼrun ok angeẏía / ímꝺꝛ ok atla / ok ıarnſaxa.” (GKS 1005 1005 fol.:3r col. 5). 

Gjalp, Greip, Imd/ð(r), Atla, Járnsaxa, and Úlfrún are all known names, identified and 

discussed by von See, La Farge, Picard, and Schulz (in KzLE/III:797f.).473 This discrepancy 

between the sources raises key-questions about whether the nine mothers of Heimdal(l)r 

 
472  The expression ‘jarðar þrǫmr’ is also found in Steinn Herdísarson’s Óláfsdrápa 9 (Steinn Óldr 9II, 11. 

cent.), and Snorri’s Háttatal st.16 (SnST Ht 16III/8), describing the seashore. Cf. the similar ‘þrǫmr grundar’ 

(ESk Geisl 31VII/2); ‘þrǫmr folder’ in Ynglingatal 36 (Þjóð Yt 26I), and ‘Hléseyjar þrǫmr’ (ESk Hardr I 2II/4). 

See ONP s.v. þrǫmr. II; LP s.v. þrǫmr for further examples and uses. 
473  There may be another yet enigmatic link between Heimdal(l)r and the sea in the following stanza (Hdlj 

38): “Sa var aukín / ıarꝺar megní / ſualkauḷlꝺum ſæ / ok ſonar ꝺꝛeẏra” (GKS 1005 1005 fol.:3r col. 5). On this 

stanza and its use of svalkaldr sǽr ‘cool or chilly sea(water)’, see von See, La Farge, Picard, and Schulz (in 

KzLE/III:797f.). 
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can really be the nine waves, the daughters or brides of the sea. Von See, La Farge, Picard, 

and Schulz thereby make a different suggestion:  

Möglicherweise beruht das Motiv ‘Geburt eines Riesinnen-Sohnes am 

Meeresstrand’ [við jarðar þrǫm] auf einer Kombination mehrerer 

Vorstellungen: Erstens zeigen Kenningar des Typs jarðar gjǫrð ("Gürtel 

der Erde"), daß man sich das feste Land als vom Meer umgeben vorstellte 

[…]. Zweitens bewohnen die Riesen den Bereich außerhalb des 

ringförmigen Walls Miðgarðr, der Menschen und Götter schützt (vgl. Hrbl. 

23). In einigen Fällen heißt es, der Wohnort eines Riesen liege "am Ende 

des Himmels" (vgl. Vm. 37, Hym. 5), also am Horizont, am Rande der Welt. 

Wenn diese drei Vorstellungen miteinander verknüpft warden, liegt das 

Motiv eines Wohnorts der Riesen am Meeresstrand – d.h. am Rand des vom 

Meer umgebenen festen Landes – nahe474 (KzLE/III:791). 

Precisely such a conception of the earth (jǫrðin) is described in Gylfaginning k.6 [8]: “Hon 

er kringlott vtan ok par vtan vm liɢr hiɴ divpi siar, ok með þeiri siavar strꜹndv gafv þeir 

lænd til bygþar iotna ættvm” (ed. KfAL 1931:15). 

Other explanations see the nine mothers as being the enigmatic nine íviðjur, mentioned 

in Vǫluspá st.2 (cf. Pipping 1925: 45–9.; Dronke 1992: 667f.; North 1997: 285). Alongside 

these, a Christian context has also been proposed, with reference being made to the three 

or nine mothering Maries who occur rather frequently in non-canonical Christian myths 

(Krohn 1922: 134–40; cf. Pering 1941: 189–91). Continental-Celtic and Irish parallels have 

also been proposed (Pering 1941: 191f.; Young 1933; cf. Cöllen 2015: 130–49). One could go 

on with this list which underlines that the question of the nine mothers who gave birth to 

Heimdal(l)r is a highly complicated matter and far from being resolved (see overviews by 

Heizmann 2009; and Cöllen 2013). When it comes down to it, while the identification of 

the nine mothers with waves is intriguing, it does not provide the most convincing solution 

to why Heimdal(l)r should fight Loki in the shape of a seal near the shore. 

A final point that one could address here is one particular epithet mentioned by Snorri 

for Heimdal(l)r (Skm 16 [8] and SnSt Ht 7III, but see below) which some scholars have 

commonly edited or rather reconstructed in the form of Vindhlér. It has been claimed that 

this also points to Heimdal(l)r having had connections to the sea since according to some 

 
474  ‘It is possible that the motif ‘birth of a a giant’s son on the beach’ [við jarðar þrǫm] is based on a 

combination of several ideas: First, kenningar of the type jarðar gjǫrð (“Belt of the Earth”) show that the 

solid land was imagined as being surrounded by the sea [...]. Secondly, the giants inhabit the area outside the 

ring-shaped wall of Miðgarðr, which protects people and gods (cf. Hblj. 23). In some cases it is said that the 

dwelling-place of a giant is “at the end of the sky” (cf. Vþm. 37, Hmkv. 5), i.e. on the horizon, on the edge of 

the world. If these three ideas were connected, the motive of the giant’s place of residence on the beach—

that is, on the edge of the solid land surrounded by the sea—is obvious.’ 
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late sources the second element -hlér was another name of the sea-jǫtunn Ægir or Gymir 

(see below). For Hugo Pering, this name clearly connected Heimdal(l)r to Hlér, whose nine 

daughters gave birth to him, explaining the name Vindhlér must thus mean ‘wind-Ægir’ or 

‘the god who lived in the wind-sea’, suggesting that the name merely mirrored poetic 

practice by referring to the sky as ‘wind-sea’, leading to Heimdal(l)r being “der Gott, der 

in Himinbjǫrg wohnte, ein Gegenstück zum Ägir des Erdmeeres”475 (1941:280). Such 

attempts to see a relation between Heimdal(l)/r and the sea through this particular by-name 

are necessarily complicated by the fact that Vindhlę́r only appears once in this form as 

gen.sg. ‹uınꝺꜧlǽſ› (R:45v/25) in Snorri’s Háttatal st.7 (SnSt Ht 7III). Other mss readings of 

the stanza and Skáldskaparmál  16 [8] (cf. KfAL 1931: 99) produce the forms Vindlér, 

Vindgler, or Vingelr (see Pipping 1925:29 for a discussion). It is not likely that these can 

help in any way with regard to building a further link between Heimdal(l)r and the sea. 

  

 
475  ‘the god who resided in Himinbjǫrg, an equivalent to the Ægir of earth-sea’. 
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V.3 Sea-jǫtnar? 

The final chapter within this section of possible deifications of the sea considers two 

ominous figures who are often referred to as ‘gods’, but equally considered amongst the 

jǫtnar by some (see below). As will be demonstrated, the situation is rather ambiguous, to 

the end that it might be better for neither to be seen under the ǽsir or vanir, but rather under 

a separate chapter-heading, since it is a question whether there were ever particular sea-

jǫtnar seen in terms of sea-deities. 

V.3.1 Ægir or ǽgir (*ǿgir?)? 

Under the lexeme ægir, one commonly finds two things referred to: 1) a common noun 

denoting the sea; 2) a proper noun for a mythical being, variably understood as a jǫtunn or 

god of the sea (LP s.v.; AnEWb s.v.; ONP s.v.). As will be shown in this section however, 

these matters are far from clear if one goes back to the sources. This is also true for the 

etymology and semantics of the words, the issue being complicated still further by the fact 

that several derived lexemes like OIc ǽgishjálmr m., ǽgisheimr m., and ǽgigeisli n. share 

hardly any semantics with the idea of the sea but are more related to ǽgja ‘terrify’, ǽgr 

‘terrible’, and ǽgilegr, and thus ultimately the words ógn and eggja. Two different roots 

were thus assumed and firmly established by Konráð Gíslason in 1876 with his article ‘Œgir 

og Ægir’ in which he proposes that the proper noun derives from an Old Nordic *ǿgir 

[*œgir] while the common noun goes back to ǽgir [*ægir].476 Konráð’s argument is that 

due to sound-levelling, the two umlaut-vowels ǿ /ø:/ and ǽ /ä:/ fell together phonologically 

and graphically in Old Icelandic, becoming ǽ /ä:/ (which was later diphthongized into /ai/ 

in NIc), variously realised in writing as, for instance, æ, œ, and ę. While the Old Icelandic 

sources generally did not distinguish between the historical ǿ and ǽ, Konráð traced the 

earlier development of what he believed to be two separate lexemes.  

Konráð Gíslason’s theory has generally come to be accepted over the past 150 years, 

but since it has been stressed by more recent etymology that the proposed etymology of 

the ON ǽgir has serious problems and might well be impossible, it should be considered 

whether it is not time to revaluate Konráð’s arguments (see VAO s.v. å; AhEWb s.v. aha‑), 

the original vowel ǿ only being seen as lying behind the ǿgishjálmr m. ‘helm of terror’. 

The remaining forms found in the mss. like ‹ægir› or ‹ęgir›, depending on the context, have 

been readily turned into Ægir and ægir by editors ever since, in the places where previous 

 
476  Note that I adapt here, as elsewhere, the spelling conventions used in ONP. Konráð Gíslason’s forms are 

given in brackets.  
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scholars preferred Œgir and ægir. The sources, however, do not make such distinctions 

between a common and a proper noun in spelling.477 This problem becomes especially 

serious in the poetry (see below), where explanatory prose works are needed to clarify the 

situation. The only two sources that prove the existence of ǽgir being used as proper noun 

similar to later name-giving practice478 are Snorri’s Edda, and the poem Lokasenna. This 

evidence, however, is itself highly problematic and far from conclusive, as will be shown 

below. 

Briefly considering the common consensus within the study of PCRN, most major 

lexica and reference-works mention an Ægir, considering him to be a mythological figure 

that is safely attested in the sources, and thus certainly part of PCRN. The only slight 

disagreement seems to exist with regard to the definition of this figure’s character: he is 

thus variously labelled as a sea-deity, a sea-jǫtunn, or even a personification of the sea, if 

not something in-between. Rudolf Simek, for instance, defines this Ægir in his Lexikon der 

germanischen Mythologie as: “der Meerriese, der Züge eines Meergottes annimmt”479 

(³2006: 3). This description as a ‘sea-jǫtunn who takes on traits of a deity’ is contrasted by 

one of Simek’s later publications, in which he puts things the other way around by stating: 

“Auch wenn er bei Snorri unter den Asen genannt wird, war Ægir ursprünglich sicher kaum 

ein Gott, sondern eine Personifikation des Meeres, der in der Literatur riesische Züge 

angenommen hat”480 (²2014:152). Lindow defines this Ægir similarly as: “The Sea 

personified; a famous host to the gods but listed among the jötnar” (2001: 47), going on to 

judge the inclusion of this figure amongst the jǫtnar as being questionable. Other scholars 

are far less reluctant with regard to classification and see the figure either as a jǫtunn 

(Steinsland 2005:252; cf. 48; 224; 348; de Vries 1956–57/II: 242), or simply speak of a ‘sea-

god’ (Ellis Davidson 1964:128; Turville-Petre 1964:130; 152; cf. Orchard 1997:1f.), or use 

both terms (Holtsmark 1970:167f.; Munch 1922:38; cf. Lid 1942:113; Finnur Jónsson 

1913:113). While the understanding of ǽgir as a ‘sea-god’ seems to be a mistaken, or at least 

 
477  Different conventions apply in Mediæval Icelandic writing, proper nouns usually not being written with 

a capital initial letter. This means that the decision to turn a noun into a name is commonly merely an educated 

guess or assumption made on the basis of the context. 
478  At some point in the history of Iceland it became fashionable to introduce personal names that drew on 

the physical world, and especially Iceland’s environment. in names like Kári, Jökull, Sól, Máni. One also 

finds numerous common nouns related to the sea which are turned into proper nouns, such as Sævar, Gylfi, 

Hrönn, and Bára.  
479  “The giant of the sea in Nordic mythology who has the characteristics of a sea-god” (Simek 1994:1). 
480  ‘Although he [ægir] is mentioned by Snorri as being among the æsir, ægir was originally certainly no 

god but a personification of the sea, who took on jǫtunn-ish traits in the literature.’ 
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far too superficial (see below), the idea of ǽgir being a jǫtunn also appears problematic if 

one looks more carefully. 

Turning to the sources, Snorri says in the prose prologue to Skáldskaparmál: “E[inn 

ma]ðr er nefndr ægir eþa hler; hann bio iey þeiri er nv er kollvð [hle]sey” (Skm 1 [55]; after 

ed. KfAL 1931:78 without capitalizations). From this two things become clear: on the one 

hand we have the description of ǽgir as maðr a ‘(hu)man’, and on the other his 

identification with a mythical entity called Hlér and the island Hlésey. As a figure, the 

‘man’ Ægir is then mentioned regularly throughout Skáldskaparmál as Snorri makes him 

his main character in the dialogue with Bragi. In itself, this appears to be an invention of 

Snorri’s for narratological means. As has been observed by scholars, in this section, Snorri 

mirrors Skáldskaparmál in the narrative framework of Gylfaginning, both telling of a 

visitor to the gods, going as far as using the same phrases.  

In some instances, Skáldskaparmál nonetheless provides additional information that 

has less directly to do with the protagonist of the dialogue, Ægir. This usually takes the 

form of explanations for kenningar or heiti discussed by Bragi. For example, when 

Skáldskaparmál 34 [25] turns to the question “Hvernig skal sæ keɴa?” (ed. KfAL 1931:116), 

Snorri lists several kenningar and quotes some (first half-)stanzas, four in number, after 

which he concludes: “Her er sagt, at alt ær eitt, ægir ok hlér ok gymir” (after ed. KfAL 

1931:117).481 Another example is Skáldskaparmál 36 [27]: “Hvernig skal keɴa vind? Sva, at 

kalla hann son forniotz, broþvr ægis ok eldz, […]. Sva sagþi sveiɴ inorðrsetvdrapv: Tokv 

fyrst til fivka / forniotz synir liotir” (after ed. KfAL 1931:118). 482 

Later we have Skáldskaparmál 77 [61]: “Hver ro sævar heiti? Hann heitir maʀ, ægir, 

gymir, hlęr, haf, leið, ver, salt, lꜹg{r}, grǫþir” (after ed. KfAL 1931 :173). Interestingly, 

editors do not capitalize the words in the heiti, here as they commonly do in the 

aforementioned examples of kenningar.483 This naturally raises the question of why we 

really need this differentiation at all? The only reason is because ǽgir is given family-

 
481  Interestingly, here Snorri makes the rather obscure reference “sem Arnórr kvað ok fyrr var ritat”. The 

poetry by Arnórr follows immediately in the next vísur that are quoted, Snorri then continues by citing other 

skálds. Thus, he gives the words sær, ægir, marr, lǫgr, haf, leið, ver, salt, grœðir, as well as flóð, gjálfr, víðir, 

and húmr. However, he does not give any quotes for gymir and hlér. One may thus suggest that in his 

comment “ok fyrr var ritat”, Snorri is refering to himself, as in a passage that he wrote earlier in Skáld 25. It 

can thus not be safely concluded that anyone prior to Snorri ever perceived these nouns as functioning in the 

same way. 
482  See also Skáldskaparmál 37 [28], which comes without skáldic example: “Hvernig skal keɴa eld? Sva, 

at kalla hann broþvr vindz ok ægis, […]” (ed. KfAL 1931:118). 
483  This leads to some strange inconsistencies in editions, as, for instance, in Skáld 27, the ‘sea’s’ other 

brothers, vindr and eldr appear as nomina appelativa, while Ægir is given as the only nomen proprium. 
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relations in the kenningar, where the word is referred to as a ‘brother’, ‘son’, or ‘father’ to 

others (Skm 34 [25]; 36 [27]; 37 [28])? Nonetheless, if one takes a closer look at the various 

stanzas cited throughout the Edda and found in other contexts, one may be justified in 

seriously considering that this practice is just a poetic device. One sees, for example, the 

use of ǽgir as a common noun in the kenning-pattern ‘daughters of the sea’ > [WAVES] 

also reflected in glymbrúði hafs (Gísl Magnkv 15/8I), or in the type ‘brother of the sea’ > 

[FIRE] in niðr sævar (Þjóð Yt  4I).484 

The most prominent skáldic poem mentioning ǽgir as a mythological figure is 

probably Egill’s Sonatorrek st.8: 

Veiztu um þá sǫk / sverði of rækak, / var ǫlsmið / allra tíma; // roða vags brœðr / 

um voga mættak, / fœra ek andvígr / ægis mani. (after Jón Helgason 1968:34) 

The poem’s mention of ǽgir is commonly seen in a mythological context (Turville-Petre 

1976:32f.; Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999:162f.; 174; 176; 2001:96; 90; 112; 120f.). Jón 

Hnefill Aðalsteinsson notes that that figure is present in several other instances (2001:120), 

but notes that it is only here that ǽgir functions as just one term for the sea, others being 

sjár (st.6) and marr (st.7; 10), and perhaps also ǫlsmiðr (st.8) and hrosta hilmir (st.19), both 

of which point to an interesting link between sea and (the brewing of) beer which will be 

touched upon again below.485 

In my opinion, not even from the fact that ǽgir can be found in connection with several 

kenningar that more or less directly evoke bodily features, leads to the fact that one can go 

as far as to posit a figure called ‘Ægir’. Instances such as ǽgir kjaptar in Refr Ferðv 2III
/3

486 

(cf. Edda, ed. KfAL 1931:116 [v.126]; 174[v.347]) do not require a mythological being to be 

associated with it. Such kenningar may be seen as embodying the sea in an essentially 

literal sense (metonymically turning aspects of the sea into body-features). These may very 

well reflect real-world experiences of the sea. Related phænomena were, of course, 

encountered in very similar terms earlier in the discussion of Gotlandic picture-stones, in 

 
484  Another common kenning using ǽgir is that for [gold] < ‘Pyre of the sea’ as, for instance, in ítrbáls ægi 

in SnSt Ht 3/1III; eldr ægis in Sturl Hrafn 3/4II; and Sigv Lv 4/3I, and also fúr hlés (cf. Anon Gyð 2VII); bál 

sævar (Kálf Kátr 11VII); and brandr brims (Anon Leið 22VII). In this context, the use of ægir is clearly nothing 

exceptional and may well relate simply to the common noun ægir. 
485  For these stanzas, with commentary and references, discussing their texual, poetological, and semantic 

difficulties, see Turville-Petre 1976:32f.; 37f. I have difficulties accepting the diverging readings suggested 

in Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 2001:69f.; 72; see also 90; 100–2. 
486  Marold (2017) comments on this that “The sea is not depicted as a personified divine force in human 

shape here, but rather as a ravenous monster. The word ægir could also be the pers. n. Ægir, but there is 

otherwise no evidence that he was thought of as a monster that devours ships and men” (in SkP/III:245). 
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which the waves are shown as gaping beasts (see Ch.IV.3.2). In both cases, images are 

created that present the sea, or particularly the waves, as living entities, ready to devour 

whatever crosses their path.487 That other body-parts may be evoked, and in particular the 

back,488 is hardly surprising, a good example being the beautiful stanza 15 by Gísli 

Illugason composed for his Erfikvæði about Magnús berfœttr. The second helmingr of this 

stanza runs: “Braut dýrr dreki / und Dana skelfi / hrygg í hverri / hafs glymbrúði” (Gísl 

Magnkv 15II): “the dragon-ship [of king Magnús] cut through the crest of every wave (broke 

their backs)” (Gade [2009] in SkP/II:462f.).489 We will return to this approach in 

connection with Lokasenna (see below). 

Indeed, beside bodily features, along with family-relations are regularly established in 

connection with ǽgir. The ‘father’ and ‘brothers’ have been noted above, but one also finds 

the literary figure Ægir receiving a wife, Rán, in the mythological (or mythopoetic) writing, 

as Snorri states in Skáldskaparmál k.34 [25] in connection with the kenning “faþir Ægis 

dætra” (ed. KfAL 1931:116) and k.77 [61]: “Ran {er} sagt at var kona Ægis” (ed. KfAL 1931 

:175). This figure Rán will be discussed in the next subchapter (Ch.V.3.2). Here, however, 

it is worth returning to the question of the daughters of ‘Ægir’, that is, the waves touched 

on in the previous chapter about Heimdal(l)r (see Ch.V.2.4). The ‘nine waves’ briefly 

discussed there figure prominently in Snorri’s writing. They are first introduced in 

Skáldskaparmál k.34 [25] as “Ægis dætra, þeira er sva heita, Himinglefa, Dvfa, 

Bloðvghadda, Hefring, Vðr, Hrꜹɴ, Bylgia, Bara, Colga” (ed. KfAL 1931:116), in the context 

of the sea (sær) being circumscribed as faðir ægis dætra. Elsewhere, Skáldskaparmál k.77 

[61] states that “Dætr þeira Ægis ok Ranar erv niv, ok erv nofn þeira fyʀ ritvt, Himinglæfa, 

Dvfa, Bloðvghadda, Hefring, Vðr, Hravɴ, Bylgia, Dravfn, Kolga” (ed. KfLA 1931:175), 

thus exchanging bára with drǫfn. In this latter section, Snorri refers to Einarr Skulason 

(ESk Frag 17III), whom he has quoted earlier: “vi. nofn þeira, Himinglæfa, Vðr, Dvfa, 

 
487  Other skáldic stanzas express a very active, thus living quality of ǽgir: (see Gísl Magnkn 16/1II; Ív Sigdr 

I 1/4II; Anon Óldr 22/2II; Anon (FoGT) 14III; FriðÞ Lv 13 (Frið 15)/3VIII. 
488  Note that similar poetical images exist, for instance, in Ancient Greek, and the expression ‘the sea’s very 

backs’ used to describe the waves. These have been discussed in an original and innovative manner by Johan 

Tralau in his book Havets väldiga ryggar (2018). 
489  I nonetheless disagree with Gade’s assertion that “In ON mythology Ægir was a personification of the 

sea. His bride was the goddess Rán […], who also personified the destructive powers of the ocean” (Gade 

[2009] in SkP/ii:426f.), used in order to provide a background for the stanza. Gade’s reasoning sees the ‘hafs 

glymbrúði’ ‘roaring-bride of the ocean’ >[WAVE] as being grounded in the idea that Ægir and Rán 

unquestionably existed as mythological figures, meaning that a bride of the sea must have the same mythical 

qualities. 
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Bloðvghadda, Kolga, Hefring” (ed. KfLA 1931: 176).490 Following this, Snorri cites 

Valgarðr á Velli on hrǫnn (Valg Har 11II); Ottarr ‘svarti’ on bylgja (Ótt Hfl 5I); Ormr 

Steinþórsson on drǫfn (Ormr Woman 3III); Þorleifr (or -leikr) ‘fagri’ on bára (Þfagr Frag 

1III); Einarr Skúlason on lá (ESk Frag 18III); Hofgarða-Refr Gestsson on fyllr (Refr Ferðv 

5III); an anonymous source on boði (Anon (SnE) 14III); Ottarr ‘svarti’ on breki (Ótt Óldr 

3III); Bragi ‘inn gamli’ Boddason on vágr (Bragi Þórr 6III); Einarr Skúlason on sund (ESk 

Run 10II) and on fjórðr (ESk Frag 3III); and lastly Markús Skeggjason on sǿgr (Mark Lv 

2III), thus adding another seven instances (or eight, including bára), without making any 

clear distinction between mythical figures and physical entities. 

Further lists of the names of the waves are given in the Þula Sjóvar 4, Þul Waves, ESk 

Frag 17, and Gestumbl Heiðr 21 (Heiðr 68) VIII, and Gestumbl Heiðr 24 (Heiðr 71) VIII, 

words which scholars tend to consider in part as being personal names, especially when 

they are also found amongst the aforementioned ‘daughters of Ægir (and Rán)’. Others are 

left unpersonified (see, for instance, Gurevich [2007] in SkP/III:836). This practice, 

however, leads to the same problem as that noted above in connection with ægir, resulting 

in an incomprehensible, illogical line between being drawn between the physical 

phænomena of the sea and personifications, jǫtna-fications, and even deifications, all of 

which have a loose foothold in the sources. As I have argued here, it is the systematizing 

approaches of Late-Mediæval minds like that of Snorri Sturluson which have created these 

inconsequent and easily perforated binaries in the face of the poetic material which 

demonstrates something else. Snorri admittedly cites Sveinn in calling the waves élreifar 

dœtr ægis (after Sveinn Norðrdr 1/2 III), but one should also note that Sveinn Norðrdr uses 

dœtr hlés in another stanza (after Sveinn Norðrdr 3 III). We have already encountered 

glymbrúði hafs (Gísl Magnkv 15) above, and similarly the níu brúðir eylúðrs ‘the nine 

women of the island-mill-box’ referred to by Snæbjörn (Snæbj Lv 1 III). 

On the basis of the material presented above, I would argue that no certain references 

to a sea-deity or supernatural sea-being called ‘Ægir’ can be found in skaldic poetry 

whatsoever. If we now turn to the ‘eddic’ poetry, while the situation may appear different, 

here too, one finds references in which the word ǽgir can hardly mean anything other than 

the sea itself. One such case is the first mention in the GKS 2365 4to, namely Vǫluspá st.59 

 
490  The AB redactions quote the whole stanza: “osir hvast af hravstvm | himinglæva pyt sfvar | glymrvnnar 

vex grenni | gǫndlar skvfs ok dvfa | brædd strykr bloðvghadda | brimsolgin fælir kolga 1 hlyr [par ær (skilr 

B) hæfring stærir | haflavðr vm (of) við ravðan,” while R only cites the first two lines (see ed. KfAL 1931: 

176 on l.1). 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=80&p=verse
https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?i=84&p=verse
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describing how the earth returns a second time out of the sea. In the next few instances, 

however, one is confronted with some highly ambiguous examples. Grímnismál sts 44 and 

45 have the interesting mention of “ęgiſ becci á”, and “ægiſ drecco at” (ed. EA-E/III:60), 

words that have usually been associated with the hall that apparently forms the setting to 

Lokasenna. On the basis of Grímnismál alone, however, considering the earlier discussion, 

what is stated here would mean ‘sea-drinking’ on ‘sea-benches’ if the words are read 

literally. There is no need for this to refer to any figure. 

If we go on to the next poem in the manuscript, Hymiskviða has a mention of ǽgir 

immediately in its first stanza (st.1): “Ár valtívar / veiþar námo / oc ſvmbl ſamir / aþr ſaþir 

ꝩrþi.  hriſto teina / oc ahlꜹt ſa / fvndo þeir at ęgiſ / ꜹr coſt hver” (ed. EA-E/III:75), 

describing how the gods find a place with an abundance of kettles to hold a feast. The final 

st.39 then uses the same formula at ǽgis as the course of action returns to the initial 

location. Interestingly, in Hymiskviða st.39 ǽgir is used in a similar manner to Grm 44 as 

a part of a reference to drinking, literally speaking of a ‘drinking at/by the sea’.  

Hymiskviða might nonetheless have a third mention of ǽgir in st.6 [7]. While R clearly 

reads “til egilſ” (ed. EA-E/III:75), the A redaction has “tıl ægıſ” (ed. StUaGNL/IIV: 11).491 

The latter reading has nonetheless been commonly disregarded, the former being seen as 

the name of a jǫtunn living where the events of the stanza take place (cf. KzLE/II:291). This 

reading naturally has the advantage of involving a known name. The use of this personal 

name for a jǫtunn is nonetheless not unproblematic as jǫtnar usually have sounding names 

fitting their ‘wild nature’ (cf. Schulz 2004).492 The A reading, however, would have the 

clear advantage of avoiding the aforementioned issues concerning the name Egill. The 

word ægir here would also fit the course of the events, strengthening the poem’s overall 

association with the sea. 

The idea that Hymiskviða is referring to ‘Ægir’ as a some kind of sea-jǫtunn is based 

on st.2: “Sat berg bvi / barn teitr fꝩr / mioc glicr megi / miſcorblinda. […] (ed. EA-E/III:75), 

the argument being that the stanza refers to a mythological sea-jǫtunn ‘Ægir’. All the same, 

in the poem this bergbúi who sat happy as a child in front of the cauldrons is immediately 

identified as ‘son of (the) M/miskorblindi’, a noun or name not mentioned anywhere else 

(see further KzLE/II:281f.).493 The main argument for connecting Ægir to this bergbúi is 

 
491  Note that this is the ending of st.6 in Hymiskviða in ms. R, even though most editions ignore this. 
492  The difficulties of this reading are helpfully discussed by von See, La Farge, Picard, Priebe, and Schulz 

(in KzLE/II: 291), who nonetheless use “Egill”. 
493  Interestingly, the word may relate to brewing (Gutenbrunner 1940:13f.), thus connecting beer to the sea. 
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the (re)quest made by the æsir for a larger cauldron to be fetched to brew ale, mentioned 

in the prose introduction to Lokasenna. If we keep to Hymiskviða, however, all we are left 

with is an allusion to some sort of (ritual?) ale-drinking by the sea (at ǽgis). I thus suggest 

that there is not any mention of a mythological figure Ægir in Hymiskviða either. All we 

have is a bergbúi, specified as megi miskorblinda, who performs the brewing of beer at the 

sea. While the word ǽgir thus becomes closely connected to the act of ale-brewing and 

feasting at the sea, once again, it does not need to refer to a figure Ægir. 

The next mention in R is the only one to make ǽgir an active figure: the prose rubric 

fra ęgi oc goðvm that introduces Lokasenna states: “Ègir, er ꜹdro naf{n}i hét gꝩ́mir haɴ 

hafði bvit aſom ꜹl þa er haɴ hafði fengit ketil iɴ micla ſem nv er ſagt” (ed. EA-E/III: 81). It 

is nonetheless clear that the prose here is trying to link Lokasenna directly to the previous 

poem Hymiskviða, implying it can hardly be anything else than a later (complier’s?) 

addition. The poem nonetheless contains frequent mentions of the setting as being ǽgis 

hallir (sts. 3, 4)—one notes the plural here—or ǽgis hǫllo í (sts. 10, repeated in Ls 14 16,4; 

18,2; 27,1). While this shift between plural and singular may not be significant, it is once 

again logical to ask whether we actually have a reference to the hall(s) of a sea-giant Ægir, 

or rather some place by the sea? As has been noted in Ch.IV.2.1, there is good reason to 

associate halls with the sea, perhaps in connection with landing-places and boathouses, and 

one may wonder whether Lokasenna might not refer to such a location. The liminality of 

such a siting would several as a neutral space for the meeting of the gods—similar to the 

many þing-sites found in on-shore or shore-near locations (Sanmark 2017: 104). 

It is only the very final stanza of Lokasenna (st.65) that potentially changes or 

challenges things. “Avl gorðir þv ęgir / eɴ þv aldri mvnt / ſiþan ſvmbl vm gora. / eiga þín 

ꜹll / er her iɴi er / leici ꝩfir lógi / oc breɴi þer abaki.” (ed. EA-E/III:89). This is the only 

place where ǽgir is directly addressed in the second person with þú—and likely also with 

þér, although the second half-stanza might not relate directly to the first. Be that as it may, 

if we focus on the first half-stanza, the relation primarily established here is that of ǽgir as 

brewer of ale and provider of the feast.494 All remaining mentions—both in Rígsþula st.43, 

introducing runes to calm the sea “ægi lęgıa” (AM 242 fol.: 78v[156]/27), and Helgakviða 

Hundingsbana inn fyrri st.28 using “ęgiſ dóttir” (ed. EA-E/III:108), as already noted, 

probably as kenning for the sea hitting the ship (see above), or even more clearly st.55 

 
494  The second helmingr may relate rather to those inside the hall(s)—yet it is commonly a figure Ægir who 

scholars see accused by Loki in the stanza (Loka 65), wishing him to be burned on the back (cf. KzLE/II:503). 
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coming to actual ‘dead-by-the-sea’ “ęgiſ davða” (ed. EA-E/III: 112)—they again turn only 

to the ‘sea’ itself, rather than any divine or mythological figure. 

If we add a brief word about the family-relations which Snorri establishes for his Ægir, 

Rán appears once as Ægir’s wife (Skm 58), another time as his daughter (Skm 31). Here 

Snorri obviously contradicts himself. That both are nonetheless said to have (nine) 

daughters has already been mentioned above. It was also already mentioned that Fornjótr 

is said to be Ægir’s father in Snorri’s Edda, this information also found in Mediæval texts 

about Norwegian pre-history. Snorri, however, gives no actual names for Fornjótr’s sons, 

only common nouns for the elements water or rather sea (ǽgir), fire (eldr), and wind 

(vindr), and this is paralleled by the so-called Fundinn Nóregr at the beginning of 

Orkneyinga saga, and is found in a slightly different form in Hversu Nóregr byggðisk in 

Flateyarbók, where the three sons of Fornjótr are introduced as mythological figures Hlér, 

Logi and Kári, matching the earlier mentioned homonyms for the sea (hlér), fire (logi), and 

wind (kári). Here, Kári is the important connection for the development of a further 

genealogy through his son Jǫkull or Frosti, next Snær and finally Þórri (plus Fǫnn, Drífa 

and Mjǫll in Hversu Nóregr byggðisk; on this Fornjótr-myth see Simek 2006:107f.). This 

may point towards a differing tradition of the same (or a similar) myth, something which 

is also indicated by another seemingly related tradition from Denmark, in which a Lerus is 

mentioned in Saxo’s Gesta Danorum and a Læ in Chronicon Lethrense (cf. Simek 2006: 

164), in both cases as a father to a Snio, recalling at least Hlér and Snær mentioned in the 

other accounts. 

Interestingly, Andy Orchard states: “In several mnemonic name-lists or THULUR, Ægir 

is given as the name of a giant, and, given both the description of his daughters as giants, 

and, least in some sources, his own descent from the giant FORNJÓT, it may well be that 

Ægir’s adaption into lists of the Æsir is a late development” (1997:2). While I have tried to 

give a somewhat more differentiated discussion above, arguing that the þulur, and 

principally all the poetic images and kenningar commonly used for the sea do not create a 

mythological figure in the sense as Snorri imagined it, I agree with Orchard that other Late-

Mediæval writers clearly followed the same track that Snorri took. 

My conclusion here is that the mythical figure Ægir present(ed) in Mediæval Icelandic 

writing would seem to be a local and late development comparable to that of Hlér in 

Mediæval Danish historiography (see below), and thus rather part of a more recent 

mythopoesis rather than part of PCRN itself (cf. Simek 2003:152), something which is best 

accounted for in the Edda by Snorri Sturluson. The prominence of Ægir in this work is 
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underlined by the opening of Skáldskaparmál, setting up the narrative framework out of 

which Snorri develops Skáldskaparmál.495 I thus would argue that, as stated above, 

Snorri’s inconsistencies in speaking of ægir/Ægir, or the inconsequent descriptions of 

certain aspects and alterations either originate in a failed understanding of the older Nordic 

ǽgir, or derive from misjudging the passed on poetic material.  

This leads me to my final point, that current scholarly views seem to continue to 

misjudge the situation. One may take for example Gro Steinsland’s view of Ægir as being 

one of the jǫtnar. According to her, these are huge, raw beings, living to the east in 

Jótunheimr, which stretches along the edge of útgarðr, their untamed nature often being 

accompanied by direct connections to the physical world and its forces (Steinsland 

2005:251f.). In this regard, Steinsland states: 

havet er også jotnenes domene, Æge som er havets hersker, er en jotun. Det 

samme gjelder kona hans, Ran, og de ni vakre døtrene deres. Men Æge rår 

ikke alene for havet, Njord er guden som rår for vind og fangst, så der er 

nok en motsetning mellom jotnen og vaneguden når det gjelder råderetten 

over havet. Kanskje er det de store dypene og havbunnen som er Æges 

domener. Ytterst i havet ligger et annet jotunvesen og biter seg selv i halen, 

Midgårdsormen (Steinsland 2005: 251).  

In my mind, we cannot go that far, Steinsland painting a picture that lacks the solid ground 

of our sources. Of course, Steinsland’s view mirrors some largely acknowledged ideas on 

the jǫtnar as a personification of ‘forces of nature’ which has been established first and 

foremost by Margaret Clunies Ross (1983; 1987; 1994), as noted earlier. One should 

nevertheless bear in mind that Clunies Ross’ interpretations refer to the state of knowledge 

passed on in the later High-Mediæval sources, rather than necessarily PCRN proper.  

V.3.2 Rán or rán? 

As seen above, a mythological figure ‘Rán’ is considered by Snorri and modern scholars 

as ‘having been wife of Ǽgir’ and thus logically as mother of the (nine) ‘ǽgis dǿtr’ in 

Skáldskaparmál of the Edda. This occurrence in Snorri’s work causes some delicate and 

complicated issues similar to that relating to Ǽgir/ǽgir which has consequences for 

understandings in later times. I shall thus once again begin by considering the potentially 

older sources (of poetry) before returning to Snorri and other prose works. I will also touch 

 
495  As noted earlier, in its storyline the story presented by Snorri parallels the foregoing part of Snorri’s 

Gylfaginning in its opening, something which has been noted by several scholars. There might be even more 

intriguing parallelisms reflecting Snorri’s narratological or mythopoetic approach here, if one notes the link 

between Snorri’s Ægir as a misunderstood sea-being and the sea-king Gylfi. Moreover a connection to Bragi 

can be seen in the associations with ale, poetry, feasting and knowledge. 
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on evidence from Late-Mediæval and Early-Modern folklore in this section, which will 

end with an etymological evaluation. The point of these the meaning with these two lines 

of argument is not meant to be conclusive; the intention is to take them up again at a later 

point. 

Starting off with the potentially earliest mention of the noun rán in skáldic poetry, we 

immediately encounter some of the major issues complicating the present discussion. In a 

stanza ascribed to ninth-century skáld Bragi ‘inn gamli’ Boddason, reckoned to derive 

from his poem Ragnarsdrápa (st.8), one finds the construction ‘ofþerris æða ósk-Rán’ 

[“the desiring- (or desired-) Rán of the excessive drying of veins” (Quinn 2014:82)]496 

which is seemingly used as a kenning circumscribing the legendary Hildr, judging from 

the context.497 It should not be forgotten, however, that Bragi’s poetry is only preserved in 

Snorri’s Edda (Skáld v.250). While this ‘ósk-Rán’ forms a perfect woman-kenning 

according to the rules of skáldic diction, this specific case would be an exceptionally early 

incidence that does not correspond with the other skáldic poetry.498 If one follows the 

common opinion on this stanza, it would require the pre-existence of a female deity or 

mythological being and a fairly well-known one for the kenning work out. This is difficult 

to imagine considering the unique place this unparalleled instance has in the corpus. One 

also notes in passing that that there is nothing here that links this particular case to the sea. 

Indeed, the compound noun ósk-rán might not be related to a specific mythological figure 

or deity ‘Rán’ but rather to a (female?499) ‘thief of desire’, considering the noun OIc rán 

n. meaning ‘plunder; robbery’ (ONP: s.v. ¹rán). This might still express the qualities of a 

 
496  The construction in R:34v/29 as ‹vm þerıſ aꝺ avſcran›, in T:36r/25 as ‹vm þerıs adan oſcꝛan›, and in 

W:79/16 as ‹um þerriſ æða oſk ran̨›. It is no unproblematic construction and commonly emended in its use of 

um (see Marold in SkP/iii:39 n.[1]). This may not exclude the possibility of other readings, however. 
497  The association with the Hildr- and Hjaðningr-legend is made clear by Snorri who cites this stanza and 

four more as kenningar for [BATTLE] as ‘Hjaðninga veðr eða él’ and [WEAPONS] as ‘Hjaðninga eldar eða 

vendir’ (ed. VSNR/i:72f.), after giving a retelling of the legend in prose. In its current edition by Margaret 

Clunies Ross for the SkP, st.8 reads: “Ok ofþerris æða / ósk-Rôn at þat sínum / til fárhuga fœra / feðr veðr 

boga hugði, / þás hristi-Sif hringa / hals- in bǫls of fyllda / bar til byrjar drǫsla / baug ørlygis draugi”; in 

translation: ‘And the desiring-Rán <goddess> of the excessive drying of veins [VALKYRIE = Hildr] planned 

to bring the storm of bows [BATTLE] with hostile intentions against her father after that, when the shaking-

Sif <goddess> of rings [VALKYRIE = Hildr], the one filled with malice, carried a neck-ring for the tree-

trunk of battle [WARRIOR = Hǫgni] to the steeds of the fair wind [SHIPS].’ (Bragi Rdr 8, ed. SkP/iii:39). 
498  As seen below, Snorri’s Skáldskaparmál, his Háttatal, and the originally probably independent þulur all 

instrumentalize rán as a female name. This specific use, however, did not gain popularity before the Early-

Modern rímur of Iceland, however. As Elena Gurevich notes: “In the rímur, Rán frequently appears in 

kenningar for ‘woman’” (Gurevich 2017 in SkP/iii:765; and Finnur Jónsson 1926-8: s.v. Rán), but this might 

be a consequence of the þulur for ‘ásynja’ and ‘kvenna heiti’. 
499  Due to the common noun’s grammatical gender (n.), one may even consider this in construing the 

kenning. 
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valkyrja, recognized in Bragi’s stanza.500 On the other hand, rán may here simply denote 

a mythical concept of an agentive force with ‘deciding; ruling’ powers which again would 

befit an óskmǽr or valkyrja (see below). 

Another apparently early mention comes from Hallfrøðr ‘vandræðaskáld’ Óttarsson 

who must have lived around the second half of the tenth century (Whaley 2017 in 

SkP/iii:212). In a lausavísa Hfr Lv 15V (Hallfr 18)501 from Hallfreðs saga k.18 (preserved 

in Möðruvallabók AM 132 fol. [M] and Flateyjarbók GKS 1005 fol. [F]), a “ꝺẏnu rán” 

(M:154va/26; F:59vb/60) is mentioned, which once again has been readily interpreted as 

kenning {bed’s Rán} for woman (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1939 = ÍF/VIII: 181 n2). One may 

nonetheless consider construing the stanza differently in light of the watery context which 

the poem’s l.8, according to M suggests, mentioning an ‘alpt á sundi’, a swimming swan.502 

Quite differently, a mention of rán appears as (a way to describe) the destructive power 

of the sea in a stanza cited in Skáldskaparmál 34 [25] (v.127) amongst kenningar for the 

sea, which seems to stem from the Ferðavísur by the eleventh-century poet Hofgarða-Refr 

Gestsson (Refr Ferðv 3): “En siagnipv sleipnir / ranar ravþvm steni / slitr vrdrifinn hvitrar 

/ rvɴit briost or mvɴi” (ed. KfAL:117).503 Marold translates this as: “But {the spray-

spattered Sleipnir <mythical horse> {of the sea-peak}} [WAVE  > SHIP] tears its breast, 

covered with red paint, out of the mouth of white Rán <sea-goddess>” (SkP/III:246). What 

speaks against interpreting rán here simply as a divine figure is the fact that a bodily image 

of a ‘munni ránar’ is created that reminds one of the ‘kiǫfta ǽgis’ (l.3: “iægis kiapta”) also 

used by Refr (Refr Ferðv 2), quoted prior to that in the same section (v.126 in the Edda), 

which I have contextualized earlier.504 There, the sea is also referred to with ‘brestr bára’ 

(ll.1–3: “þar er bara […] brestr”), which fits neatly into the same pattern. 

 
500  The kenning has been convincingly discussed by Edith Marold 1983:103, who draws the connection to 

two sole known instances of óskmær, once in Oddrunagrátur st.20 and in Vǫlsunga saga k.1 (ed. 

StUaGNL/36:4) pointing to a link to valkyrjur. One may, however, note that the ONP (s.v. óskmǽr) lists two 

further mentions in the sources, stressing the concept as being even more established than Marold believed. 

Marold is followed herein largely by Clunies Ross who says that “it compares Hildr to Rán (lit. ‘plunder’), 

wife of the sea-deity Ægir and a personification of the sea’s destructive power” (2017 in SkP/iii:39), which, 

to my mind, presupposes rather to much about the use of rán. 
501 The new SkP edition of the verse is still unpublished. In Finnur Jónsson’s edition, the stanza reads: 

“Leggr at lýsibrekku / leggjar íss af Grísi, / kvǫl þolir hón hjá hǫ́num, / heitr ofremðar sveiti, en dreypilig 

drúpir / dýnu Rǫ́n hjá hǫ́num, / leyfik ljóssa vífa / lund, sem alpt á sundi” (Skj/B.I:160), but cf. Skj/A.I:170. 
502  One may further note that kenningar using the base-word dýna describe [GOLD], as the ‘dýna otrs’ (Anon 

Leið 12, ed. SkP/vii) or ‘dýna orms’ in Hiþ Lv 4 (HjQ 7), ed. SkP/viii. 
503  See the variants noted by Finnur Jónsson (in KfAL:117n. to ll.3a–4b) and Marold (2017 in SkP/iii:246n2). 
504  Marold remarks about the phrase ‘slítr brjóst … ór munni hvítrar ránar’ that this is: “A metaphorical 

depiction of the ship as it re-emerges from the trough of a foaming wave, thus escaping from the jaws of the 

sea which threatens to swallow it. As in the previous stanza the sea appears as a cannibalistic monster. The 
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The l.4 in the stanza also talks of a “v[r]svol gymis vꜹlva” (cf. ed. KfAL: 116 n[L.21b]), 

construed by Marold as ‘the spray-cold vǫlva {seeress} of Gymir {sea-giant}’ ([2017] in 

SkP/III:245). In the stanza’s recent edition by Marold in SkP (see also Quinn 2014:82), this 

is thought to be the mythological figure Rán. What is of particular interest here is that 

Marold notes that the kenning of interest is rather unusual. 

The kenning vǫlva Gymis is formed according to the normal pattern ‘woman 

of …’ but is unusual in its choice of the base-word vǫlva ‘seeress’. Vǫlva 

must have negative connotations here, as in a few other instances in eddic 

and skaldic sources […]. The choice of base-word underscores the 

threatening character of the sea-goddess. (Marold 2017 in SkP/III:245) 

The idea of a seeress of the sea is definitely an interesting concept worthwhile noting (cf. 

Quinn 2014:82) but it should be clear that—especially in light of the exceptionality of the 

kenning (cited above), but also due to the common patterns according to which [WAVE]-

kenningar are created—it is once again no way certain that a mythological or divine figure 

‘Rán’ is aimed at here.505  

Indeed, when it comes down to it, the majority of kenningar constructed by using rán 

indicate no clear mythical connection to a mythological/divine figure ‘Rán’ as has been 

noted by Judy Quinn (2014:83): One of Rǫgnvaldr jarl Kali Kolsson’s lausavísur 

(Rv Lv 16II, ed. Jesch 2009 in SkP/II:594) uses ‘ránheimr’ as a circumlocution for [SEA], 

which is paralleled by ‘unnheimr’ in an anonymous lausavísa (Anon (ÓH) 1I) found in 

Óláfs saga helga in both the version of Heimskringla and the separate version. A similar 

case is the kenning for [SEA], ‘vegr ránar’ found in two poems. The first, the anonymous 

Anon (SnE) 13II (ed. SkP/ii: ) is preserved in both the Third Grammatical Treaty (3.GT) 

(ed. StUaGNL/XII: 29; 110) and in Skáldskaparmál. Snorri employs the stanza simply to 

illustrate the possibility of using the noun rán in [SEA]-kenningar (cf. below), while the 

 

description of Rán as hvítrar ‘white’ presumably refers to the white crests of waves.” (SkP/iii:246). Here 

Marold observes a close connection between Refr Ferðv 2 and Refr Ferðv 3. I generally must agree with her 

interpretation of a ship facing threatening waves at sea, but why this makes the sea in form of the figure Rán 

appear as a “cannibalistic” monster—which would imply the sea devouring itself—I find more difficult to 

follow. 
505  The idea of a goddess is also far from being the most likely possibility behind the idea of a munni ránar 

and other bodily associations evoked by Refr (see above), and nor does a kenning following a pattern ‘seeress 

of something’ necessarily mean a goddess. In the previous chapter I have discussed a similar sea- or rather 

wave-kenningar choosing from among a greater number of female household-designations. This might be 

extended to ‘females’ in general, for which one may note a kenning like ‘raustljótar snótir svanvengis’, “the 

ugly-voiced women {of the swan-meadow [SEA]} [> WAVES]”, in RvHbreiðm Hl 54, ed. SkP/iii:1061f. It 

should also be further noted that a considerable number of wave-kenningar are constructed with words for 

‘(wet-)cold’, ‘snow (-drift)’, and ‘ice’, and according to ²LP:585 s.v. úrsvalr, the specific word úrsvalr used 

with ‘vǫlva gymis’ occurs almost exclusively with words denoting ‘wave’. 

https://skaldic.abdn.ac.uk/m.php?p=verse&i=1306&v=i#ajaxpopup
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Third Grammatical Treaty cites the stanza for its hyperbole in ll.1f. Of course, ‘vegr ránar’ 

can be construed as a specific road used by a mythological figure, that is the sea, but this 

would be rather unconventional.506 Instead, it might be wise to construe the kenning as 

being closer to having a meaning ‘path of the sea’, with rán being a specific (active?) aspect 

of the sea, but not necessarily a mythological figure/deity. The same kenning appears in 

Merlinuspá GunnLeif Merl I 89VIII (Bret 157)/1, although here it seems to be first and 

foremost metrically determined (cf. Quinn 2014: 99 n12), translating mare (see further 

Poole [2017]’s commentary in SkP/VIII:123). 

Further uses of rán are by Snorri Sturluson in his Háttatal st.19 (SnSt Ht 19III): “Segl 

skekr of hlyn Huglar / (hvast drífa skip) rasta, / en fǫll of gram Gylli / (grunn) djúp hata 

unna. / Né Rán viðr hafhreinum / (háraust skapar flaustum) / — hrǫnn fyr húfi þunnum / 

heil klofnar — frið (deilu).”507 Interestingly, rán here is associated with háraust [‘loud-

voiced’]. Similar links to noise can be seen in other kenningar for the [SEA] (as in 

RvHbreiðm Hl 54III, discussed earlier, the whole stanza alluding to waves in different terms 

(ll.1f.: rastar Huglar [‘currents of Huglo’]; ll.3f.: djúp fǫll [‘deep breakers’]; l.4: unnr; l.8: 

hrǫnn). Again, rán here is hardly used to describe anything else than the raging sea or 

specifically roaring wave(s), albeit with a touch of agentivity.  

Nonetheless, Marold—writing about Refr Ferðv 3—still seems convinced that “She 

[i.e. Rán] seems to personify the destructive power of the sea” (2017 in SkP/iii:245).508 She 

sees here a “motif of the sea as a malevolent, threatening female being” for which she also 

refers to Clunies Ross (1998:166f.) who in turn writes that “The sea was often imagined as 

a hostile and rapacious woman, named Rán in Old Norse poetry, who delighted in 

destroying ships and tearing at men in cannibal fashion” (1998:166). While Clunies Ross, 

 
506  While, of course, there are a great number of [SEA]-kenningar of the pattern ‘(named) sea-king’s road’, 

there are no instances where a named deity or mythological figure is used as determinant. Instead, base-

words denoting ‘way, path’ tend to be used along with anything residing in the sea, or together with terms 

for ‘sea’ and ‘water’ (Meissner 1921:15[§1,6]) or ‘waves’, cf. especially ‘ǫldu vegr’ and ‘brims vegr’ 

(Meissner 1921:93). An interesting parallel is the frequent [SKY/HEAVEN]-kenning ‘way/path of any celestial 

body’. One may thus possibly consider rán as a mythical entity in similar terms as sol or máni.  
507  Here, rán appears to be “essential to the conception of the line, as the subject of the first and second 

clauses” (Quinn 2014:83), although Kari Ellen Gade (2017 in SkP/iii:1124) construes the stanza in a slightly 

different fashion. 
508  For this, Marold relies primarily on the only two ‘eddic’ poems mentioning our object of inquiry (on 

these see below), and Egill’s beautiful opening to Egill St 7V (Eg 78): “Mjǫk hefr Rôn / of rysktan mik;” 

although the latter must remain ambiguous as was discussed above for Sonatorrek . The same stanza also 

uses marr in an active sense, and together with sær and hrǫnn in st.6, it appears that words for the sea all 

express an independently acting agency in Egill’s poem. Marold also refers to the net ránar (see below, and 

cf. SnH Lv 6/3, on which see below), and possible notions of a watery death-realm for the drowned as seen 

in prose sources such as Eyrbyggja saga (see below). 
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interestingly, makes several different observations about the sea in connection with rán 

and (female) spirits controlling the physical elements and forces of the world (see below), 

the idea of a mythological/divine ‘Rán’, causing death and destruction nevertheless 

prevails for her. This is also stressed in one of the most recent and pertinent discussions 

about this association between rán and death by Judy Quinn (2014:84–9).509 

Quinn, like others before her, highlights an episode in Sneglu-Hall þáttr,510 in which 

Sneglu-Halli, who must have lived around the middle of the eleventh century, uses the 

expression ‘sitja at ránar’ in a lausavísa (SnH Lv 6II), when he imagines himself being 

dead off the shore where seaweed, kelp, and lobsters live.  

Hrangs, þars hôvan þǫngul / heldk umb, síz fjǫr seldak; / sýnts, at sitk at 

Ránar; / sumir ’ró í búð með humrum. / Ljóst es lýsu at gista; / lǫnd ák út 

fyr strǫndu; / því sitk bleikr í brúki; / blakir mér þari of hnakka; / blakir mér 

þari of hnakka. 

[There is tumult where I’m grasping the tall seaweed stalk, since I lost my 

life; it’s clear that I’m living at Rán’s <sea-goddess>; some share their 

residence with lobsters. It is light when one visits the whiting; I own land 

off the shore; hence I sit pale in the pile of seaweed; kelp is flapping around 

my neck; kelp is flapping around my neck.] 

Of course, this could be read as an elliptical construction ‘at Rán’s (place)’ (see GNS/I: 

s.v. at; ONP: s.v. ³at III),511 and Sneglu-Halli clearly uses the noun rán in connection with 

(an imagined) death at sea, populating the same location (‘lǫnd út fyr strǫndu’) with 

þǫngull, humrar, lýsa, brúki, and blakr. If one places rán along the same lines, one may 

imagine it as another entity residing on the bottom of the sea—if not on the seabed itself. 

Either way, rán may once again simply stand for an aspect of the ‘sea’, thus meaning 

perhaps ‘at (the bottom of) the sea’ if a more precise location was not envisaged as the 

place where the turmoil of the sea, its agitation and activation (in the form of the waves) 

were thought to originate. 

The question is thus whether there is compelling enough evidence of an actual realm 

of death in connection with the noun rán as numerous scholars have claimed (for early 

 
509 Like others, Quinn is building her observations and argument largely on Sonatorrek (cf. above), and the 

late evidence from Friðþjófs saga (on which see below).   
510 On the oral background of the þáttr see Gade 2009 in SkP/II: 50f. and 323f. On the mss. see also 

ÍF/XI:cxiv. 
511 To be sure, the construction at + gen. usually implies an elliptical expression, “i betydn. «hos en, i ens 

hus» (hvor der opr. underforstaas heimi li  el. l.)” (Nygaard 1905:129[§122Anm.1]). Based on the dictionaries, 

however, it can be noted that the construction at + gen. only occur with personal names (of people) and once 

with the Christian god, but never with mythological figures or other non-human entities. This indeed poses a 

linguistic problem that cannot be discussed here at length. See also my considerations below. 
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studies on realms of death see, for instance, Schoning 1903:43f.; Rosén 1918:16–8). The 

most recent evaluation by Anders Andrén and John Lindow concludes that: 

The textual evidence neither supports nor denies this supposition, but it is 

perhaps worth noting that, in more recent Nordic folklore, those who were 

lost at sea and haunt the earth are lexically differentiated (e.g., Norwegian 

draug, Swedish gast). It would thus not be surprising if, during some 

periods or in some areas, the sea was conceived as a realm of those who 

drowned and that Rán, like Hel a female, ruled over this topsy-turvy world 

(Andrén and Lindow 2020:911). 

Unfortunately, Andrén and Lindow do not discuss the Mediæval evidence in any great 

detail beyond referring to Sonatorrek (see above), and the various mythological mentions 

in the Edda, which will be turned to below. A closer examination of all the material makes 

such conclusions more questionable. 

If we however turn first to the evidence of the ‘eddic’ poetry, it is interesting to note 

that rán is never mentioned in the ‘mythological’ poems. The word appears solely in the 

‘heroic’ poems. The first mention is in Helga kviða Hundingsbana I sts.27–29 [28–30]. 

While other editions draw different divisions between the stanzas, the text of R begins the 

lay’s stanza 27 with an account of the fleet’s fast passage away from the land when clashes 

are heard from the threatening ‘systir kolgo’ (st.27),512 OIc kolga being a wave-heiti 

associated with cold.513 The following stanza (st.28) describes the hero’s attempt to react 

to and resist the imminent danger,514 which the stanza identifies as ‘ǽgis dóttir’ which is 

used elsewhere (on which see above). In their commentary on this stanza, von See, La 

Farge, Gerhold, Dusse, Picard, and Schulz (2004 = KzLE/IV: 267) mention the ‘élfreifar 

ǽgis dǽtr’ of Sveinn Norðrdr 1 (discussed earlier) that also appears in an icy context (‘of 

alnar við frost’; cf. SkP/III:399 and NN §2989H).515  

Of greatest interest is st.29: “Enn þeím ſialfom / ſigrvn ofan / folc diorf vm barg |/ oc 

fari þeira. / ſnoriz ramliga / rán or hendi / gialfr dꝩ́r konvngſ / at gnipa lvndi” (ed. EA-

 
512  St.27: Eiſandi geccc / vnd ꜹþlingom / lofdvngſ floti / lꜹndom fiaʀi. / sva var at heꝩ́ra / er ſaman qvomo / 

kolgo ſꝩſtir / oc kílir ⸠fornir⸡ langir ſem biorg eþa brim / brotna mꝩndi. (ed. EA-E/III:27). 
513  This single sister (of the sea or the other waves) perhaps functions alone as a representation of all waves, 

but it might also have been chosen deliberately to create the impression of cold (on the rare noun see 

KzLE/iv:265). 
514  St.28: Draga baþ helgi / há ſegl ofáʀ / varþat hrꜹɴom h⸠r⸡ꜹ,ᶠɴ þing loga. / þa er ógorlig / ęgiſ dottir / ſtag 

ſtiorn mꜹrom / ſteꝩpa vildi. (ed. EA-E/III). 
515  This close connection to skáldic poetry has been noted as being a characteristic feature of the Helgi-

poems with its numerous heiti, kenningar, and parenthetical clauses (see, for instance, KzLE/IV:140; 141–6). 

One should not overlook, however, that there are also close links to other literary traditions (KzLE/IV: 149f.), 

and moreover an interesting focus on maritime and nautical terminology (146f.; 148). 
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SE/III: 108f.), which tells of the intervention of the valkyrja Sigrún, saving the sailors ‘from 

the hands of rán’.516 Of course, this can be easily understood as a mythical figure Rán, who 

is holding the ship. This would resemble a quite widely distributed motif discussed by von 

See, La Farge, Gerhold, Dusse, Picard, and Schulz (2004 = KzE/IV: 270), pointing to 

parallels in Óláfs saga gins helga (in the Flateyjarbók redaction) and in Flóres saga, where 

female sea-jǫtnar grasp ships and draw them into the deep (for further references and 

literature, see KzLE/IV: 378). The question is whether this latter evidence genuinely relates 

to PCRN or whether these contexts show a convergence of different (High-)Mediæval 

ideas taken from myth, folklore, and legend, although a simple identification of the present 

instance with these (later?) ideas might be a somewhat over-hasty interpretation.  

One may thus wonder whether there another way in dealing with rán than using the 

opinio communis expressed, for instance, by von See, La Farge, Gerhold, Dusse, Picard, 

and Schulz in their statement that “[d]ie Wellen-Personifikation "Ægirs Tochter" und die 

Meerespersonifikation Rán […] in der Schilderung des feindlichen Meeres als 

personenhaft wirkende Kräfte”517 (KzLE/IV: 149; and see also 264f; 267; 270f.). While the 

authors seem to use ‘personhood’ as a broad and open term and probably did not mean to 

claim that anybody believed that the sea was an actual person, their terminology 

nonetheless appears ahistorical and potentially ignorant of different, non-Modern, other-

than-human concepts of agency (see below). It should be born in mind that we have earlier 

encountered mythical representations of the sea in quite bodily terms. Such aspects, it is 

argued here, are worthwhile considering also in connection with rán, but there is no need 

to jump to the conclusion that this necessarily implies personifications or deifications (see 

below).  

In Helga kviða Hjǫrvarðssonar sts.18–23 (or fra hiorvarþi oc ſigrliɴ as rubricked),518 

a similar threat is encountered at sea,519 which is here however not vaguely identified as 

being any of the sea’s maidens, but rather presented as an active figure that introduces itself 

 
516  What is interesting is that in all these episodes in which a hero and his ship or the fleet are in peril at sea, 

a valkyrja appears and interacts, saving the poem’s protagonist from danger. This is also the case in HH II 18 

pr (also HHv 11 pr), and thus the kenning  may refer to the idea of the guarding (and guiding?) spirit of the 

fylgja-kind(?) encountered above. 
517 ‘The wave-personification ‘ǽgir’s daughter’ and the sea-personification Rán […] in the description of 

the hostile sea as person-like working forces.’  
518 For an excellent research-history and consideration of issues of intertextuality, see KzLE/IV:372–83; 395; 

398–403. 
519  With regard to this literary motif and similarities in the storyline, see KzLE/IV:152 on the relationship 

between the texts. 
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in st.18 as Hrímgerðr, daughter of the jǫtunn Hati, ruler of Hatafjǫrðr,520 who has just been 

slain by the poem’s protagonist Helgi. She is addressed in st.19: “Þv vart hala / fꝩr hildingſ 

ſcipom / oc lát ifiarþar mꝩɴi fꝩr. / ręfis recca / er þv vildir rán gefa / ef þer kǫmiþ iþverſt 

þvari.” (ed. EA-SE/III: 116). Here, it becomes clear that Hrímgerðr was lying in the water 

of the mouth of the firth. She thus falls into an even broader category of female antagonists 

in the Mediæval Icelandic and European literature, who attack heroes hero from the sea in 

a number of Icelandic sagas and especially in the fornaldarsögur.521  

Leaving Hrimgerðr’s precise nature aside, the text states that Hrímgerðr was about to 

‘give the lord’s men to rán’, if she had not been stopped.522 The meaning of rán here 

apparently stands for a negative entity that receives the seamen, but exactly how it is to be 

understood once again remains somewhat open. It may be possible to see this as a 

mythological figure (‘Rán’) meant to be understood in similar terms to those that other 

High-Mediæval works like Skáldskaparmál (see below) take up. Indeed, it must not be 

overlooked that Helgakviða Hjǫrvarðssonar in its preserved form is very much a late, 

literary construct (KzLE/IV). In this context, it is worthwhile noting that rán does not 

appear as threatening and life-taking force at sea here but merely a passive receiver (cf. 

KzLE/IV:495), on whose behalf Hrímgerðr is acting. In this regard, rán might be viewed 

as a mythological figure (‘Rán’) working in the background, receiving and perhaps 

watching over (dead) seamen. This would certainly seem to point to a realm of death 

overseen by Rán, as addressed above. The specific way in which this is only mentioned in 

passing, may, of course, be simply a narrative trait of the poem, which places focus on 

Hrímgerðr rather than Rán. On the other hand, there might be a logical consequence in this 

mention, which suggests a different notion of rán here than that of a mythological figure 

in the form of a threatening sea-jǫtunn or ásynja as implied in Skáldskaparmál (see below). 

For this, it is worth considering two other options. In The first case, we might (for the first 

 
520  St.18: “Hrimgerþr ec heiti / hati het miɴ faþir / þaɴ viſſa ec amatcaſtan iotvn. / margar brvþir haɴ let fra 

bvi tecnar / vnz haɴ helgi hió.” (ed. EA-E/III:116) 
521  This literary commonplace in Mediæval Scandinavian–Icelandic sources with their Mediæval European 

parallels and many Ancient Mediterranean roots is helpfully discussed by von See, La Farge, Gerhold, Dusse, 

Picard, and Schulz (2004 = KzLE/IV:491–4), who consider Hrímgerðr, called a hála in the stanza, as a mixed 

creature with both zoomorphic and humanoid traits that befit other female sea-beings like the OIc margýgr, 

sjógýgr, that in many ways take up or derive from Mediæval European ideas. Similar observations were 

made by early commentators on the poem considering the rôle of Hrímgerðr, most prominently (and 

notoriously) by Sophus Bugge (1881–9/I:220f.). In the meantime, it is worth considering like scholars Reidar 

Th. Christensen (1935:24f.), who is from a folkloristic point of view points to the existence of certain 

underlying, native Nordic traits. For further observations of a more general kind, see, for instance, Brøndsted 

1965; Brøndegaard 1967. 
522 On the complicated final half-line of st.18, see KzLE/IV:495–7. 
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time?) be seeing a concrete idea of an undersea realm of death over which a figure Rán 

rules, accepting the risk that this points to a somewhat different, simpler if not degenerated 

or diminished concept of a mythological Rán. At the same time, one can also see the object 

of inquiry (rán) as a mythical concept (or agent) that does not require being imagined as a 

concrete deified anthropomorphic figure. This rán can still be receiving the seamen, but 

here in the sense of the sea itself or a certain aspect of it, perceived as having some agency 

of its own. Indeed, in contemporary English it is common to say that the sea ‘takes’ and 

there is ample evidence from across Scandinavia during the Early Modern Period of the 

use of a similar expression, in which sjøen tar (Hagberg 1937: 585–99), both of which could 

provide a reasonable horizon of understanding for the mention of rán in Helgakviða 

Hjǫrvarðssonar.523 

The evidence of the so-called Helgi-poems is fascinating in many regards, but it has 

unique traits and obviously seems to have a background in a separate, and perhaps (once) 

locally limited tradition. For a recent and very good overview, see the detailed discussion 

by von See, La Farge, Gerhold, Dusse, Picard, and Schulz in KzLE/IV:100–29; 135–9). In 

this context it is also interesting to note how the appearance of rán connects the different 

Helgi-poems (KzLE/iv:125; Quinn 2014:90f.). The only other mention of rán in the ‘eddic’ 

poetry is in the prose that introduces Reginsmál, but on this see below, because it is directly 

related to Snorri’s Edda. 

The first mention of the word rán in the Edda is amongst the sea-kenningar (Skáld 34 

[25]) where the sea (sǽr), rather than a figure called Ǽgir, is described as “veʀ {r}anar” 

(ed. KfAL:116; ed. VSNR/I:36/25 and 184).524 One may deduce from this that when there is 

a husband, then there must be a wife, who, on the basis of this would be a mythological 

(or divine) figure (‘Rán’). However, this kenning does not point to a mythological figure 

as having been ‘Rán’s husband’ but rather the sea (sǽr) itself.525 The relation expressed 

here, then, one may suggest, is either a mere poetic one between the two common nouns, 

 
523  In the following events of sts.20–23, Hrímgerðr also introduces her mother, and the activities of both as 

threats and killers of those at sea are further developed. There are, however, no further references to rán 

whatsoever.   
524  Note that R:26v/35 reads ‹aɴar›; while WTUB have ranar (see ed. KfAL:116n2 and n. to l.5). 
525  One may also note that in the same section, the noun rán (‹ran›) is also mentioned in U (here k.53) 

amongst the names for the ‘ǽgis dǿtr’ who must be the waves (ed. UUb/II:58), other mss having hrǫnn (cf. 

R:26v/36). While this is an extraordinary contradiction to what is commonly thought of the figure Rán, it must 

remain open whether this is simply a mistake of U.The former solution is more likely. The following unit of 

[SEA]-kenningar reads ‹lanꝺ. ranar ok ægiſ ꝺætra.› (ed. UUb/II:58) and continues with other determinants for 

land to describe [SEA]. While it is not fully clear from this whether the ‘dǿtr ǽgis’ are also ‘dǿtr ránar’, this 

type of kenningar apparently takes ‘rán’ and the ‘ǽgis dǿtr’ as separate entities or units.  
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sǽr as masculine, and rán as a feminine noun, both simply denoting the sea; or one may 

even go so far as to propose a mythical–supernatural relationship in the Mediæval Icelandic 

worldview, not unlikely rooted in PCRN (see below). To my mind we are nonetheless far 

from being able to conclude from this the existence of a properly developed figure/deity 

‘Rán’ in the mythology of PCRN and its Mediæval reception.This is not helped by the 

remaining kenningar for sǽr in k. 34 [25] of Skáldskaparmál which mention rán alongside 

the ‘ǽgis dǿtr’ and terms for ships, fish, and (sea-)ice (cf. R:26r/1; cf. ed. KfAL:116 ed. 

VSNR/I:36/26f.). as determinants of land in [SEA]-kenningar. This fits nicely alongside of 

the skáldic evidence on rán discussed above. It is only in k.42 [33] of Skáldskaparmál that 

our object of inquiry is explicitly called ‘wife of Ǽgir’ when Snorri answers the question 

“Fırır ꜧvı er gvll kallat eldꝛ ęgıſ?” (R:27v/26; see ed. KfAL:116; cf. VSNR/I:40/32 and 

184),526 an account being given here that starts very like the prologue to Lokasenna, ‘Frá 

ǽgi ok goðum’ (see KzLE/II: 369–72; 382–4; 504f.; cf. Edzardi 1878: 418–21; Lindblad 

1954:227f.; Gunnell 1995:227f.; cf. also my Ch.V.3.1). After stating that Loki killed Ǽgir’s 

servant Fímafengr, and that there was another þræll (ed. KfAL: 121, n[L.12]), the text 

suddenly adds that “Ran er neꝼnꝺ kona ægıſ. en nıv ꝺætr þeıra ſva ſem fꝩʀ er rıtat” (R:27v/34; 

similar W:59; T:29r; see ed. KfAL:121, n[L.12–13]; cf. ed. VSNR/I:41/9f., 184), only to return 

immediately to the subject of the feast, stating “At þeırı veızlv” (R:27v/35; cf. ed. KfAL:121) 

impling that the mythological figures Ǽgir, Rán, and their nine daughters,527 are the hosts 

in this version—something that contradicts the evidence of Lokasenna where there is no 

mention of Rán or the daughters.528  

Up to this point, Skáldskaparmál k.42 [33] has complicated the situation rather than 

helping, the text now seeming to take for granted mythological figures. However, shortly 

after this the text concludes its explanation of this kenning-type for [GOLD] by suddenly 

 
526  In the sævar heiti (in Skáld 77 [61]) it is stated that “Ran {er} sagt at var kona ægis, sva sem her er: 

Hravð ihimin vpp gloþvm / bavrð hyɢ ec at sky skorþo / hafs geek sær af afli / skavt ranar vegr mana.” (after 

ed. KfAL:175; cf. VSNR:95). The introduction to the anonymous helmingr (Edda st.356; see Anon (SnE) 13, 

ed. SkP/III:525) that is cited here evidently points back to the description of a mythological figure Rán, who 

is the wife of Ǽgir, as found in k.42 [33]. The half-stanza itself does not imply any relationship between the 

two mythological figures (as discussed above).  
527  The relationship of the mythological figures Ægir and Rán can also be deduced indirectly from mentions 

of their parenthood to the nine daughters that are the waves, as is suggested in Skáldskaparmál k. 77 [61] (ed. 

KfAL:175), on which see the previous chapter.  
528 Can we perhaps infer that this is just another instance in Snorri’s work, taking liberties in developing 

and even simplifying material from earlier recordings of ‘eddic’ poetry? Or can we assume the existence of 

different redactions of Lokasenna or, at least, its prose introduction? On Lokasenna and its introduction, 

consider my discussion of ǽgir (Ch.V.3.2). 
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reducinf ‘rán’, ‘ǽgir’, and the ‘ǽgis dǿtr’ to the same level as all other nouns denoting the 

sea, as heiti, by saying that:  

Nv er þesi saga til þes, hvaþan af þat er, {at} gvll er kallat eldr eþa lios eþa 

birti ægis, ranar e(ða) ægis dætra, ok af peim keɴingvm er nv sva sett, at 

gvll er kallat eldr sævar ok allra hans heita, sva sem ægir e(ða) rán eigv heiti 

við sæiɴ, ok þaþan af er nv gvll kallat eldr vatna e(ða) á ok allra ár heita. 

(after ed. KdAL:121; cf R:27r/1–4) 

The text then refers back to preceding k.41 [32], ‘Hvernig skal kenna gull’. Interestingly, 

RWTB do not mention rán there, but U does. In this brief list of [GOLD]-kenningar, RWTB 

only mention ægir (“Sva at kalla það elꝺ ægıſ”, R:27v/21; cf. W:58; T:29v), amongst other 

things, and again “ellꝺꝛ allra vatna” (R:27v/25). Here, U, on the contrary, reads “Ellꝺꝛ ægıſ 

ok ranar ok al[l]ra vatna” (ed. UUb/II: 60 ). The text of U may thus be regarded as a shorter 

version that the other mss expand on in k.42 [33] (cf. Guðrún Nordal 2001:327f.).529 One 

may thus suggest that the text of RWT offers a somewhat different and perhaps even 

superficial and misleading summary of what has been told (or ‘written before’, as the text 

says), seemingly relying ultimately on the information in k.34 [25].530  

Worth noting is the way the RWT redactions squeeze in another interpolation on rán 

right before the above-cited summary of the explanation why gold is called ‘eldr ǽgis’, 

stating that “þa vrþv æsır þes varir at rán attı | net þat er hon veıꝺꝺı ȷ́ menn alla þa er á ſæ 

komv› (R:27v/36–r/1; cf. W:59; T:29v; ed. KfAL:121). This is a neat addition to the account 

in connection with the ‘net ránar’ that is also mentioned in the prose introduction to the 

section of the poem that is commonly called Reginsmál, which is used by Loki.531 The 

closely related Vǫlsunga saga k.14 follows this passage of prose (ed. StUaGNL[/36]: 34/25–

7). One notes, however, that the ‘net ránar’ is not mentioned in the very similar account of 

 
529  Interestingly, this could mean that U simply considered ǽgir and rán to be (sam)heiti with sǽr (and other 

terms), all equally denoting the sea without any further implications in the discussed kenningar, a 

mythological dimension only being added in the other redactions. For a different view on these matters, see 

Guðrún Nordal 2001:320–8 who argues that U represents a later version, re-evaluating the material concerning 

the gold-kenningar (and other aspects of Skáldskaparmál), and thus deliberately omitting the longer 

explanation of the kenning-type ‘fire of the sea’ for [GOLD] moving other explanations of gold-kenningar to 

an appendix at the end of the ms. See also Heimir Pálsson 2013: 57–140. 
530  Indeed, these divergences lead to various apparent inconsistencies or, at least, otherwise unattested 

statements. While Skáldskaparmál k.42 [33] of RWT assumes Ægir, Rán, and their daughters are all 

mythological figures that hosted the feast for the gods, the prose prologue to Lokasenna only speaks of Ægir 

(as a figure). No mention is made of Rán/rán or the ‘ǽgis dǿtr’. 
531  The ‘net ránar’ figures prominently here at the end of the prologue where Reginn, son of Hreiðmarr is 

telling Sigurðr how Óðinn, Hǿnir, and Loki killed his brother Otr and were therefor made to pay for their 

crime in gold. The ǽsir thus sent Loki to fulfil this task: “haɴ com til ranar oc fecc net heɴar” (ed. EA-E/III: 

137). This net, then, is used by Loki to catch Andvari who waded the waters of Andvarafors in the shape of 

a pike, possessing large amounts of gold. 
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the same myth given in the RWT redactions of Skáldskaparmál k.47 [39] (R:28r; T:30r; 

W:61; ed. KfAL:126f.), in which Loki instead catches the fish-shaped Andvari with his bare 

hands. As von See, La Farge, Gerhold, Picard, and Schulz (2006 = KzLE/V: 281f.) point 

out, the catching of Andvari, in fish-shape with a mythical net, is reminiscent of the gods’ 

attempt to catch Loki in a salmon’s likeness after the death of Baldr (Gylfa 36 [50]). In this 

myth, Loki is himself presented as the inventor of the fishing net, becoming some sort of 

a culture-hero in this regard (cf. already Olrik 1911: 569–71; see also Heide 2012: 89f.). As 

Eldar Heide has shown, there is an abundance of post-Mediæval evidence in Nordic 

folklore and beliefs that connect Loki with knots and nets (2012: 89–93). Heide’s congenial 

study thus makes it plausible that the mention of fishing nets in connection with Loki in 

the Mediæval Icelandic sources (Regins pr.; Vǫlsunga 14; Skáld 42 [33]; Gylfa 36 [50]) 

must have been common and well-understood. The linkage of nets with rán thus remains 

somewhat troubling, and it appears reasonable when von See, La Farge, Gerhold, Picard, 

and Schulz (2006 = KzLE/V: 272) suggest that the use of a fishing net in the catching of 

Andvari (Gylfa 36 [50] as well as the catching of Loki [Regins pr.; Vǫlsunga 14] points 

towards some kind of relationship between the two tales, although they are not able to say 

how exactly. When it comes to the mention of the ‘net ránar’ they nonetheless argue that:  

Die Erwähnung des Netzes der Rán in Skskm. wie auch in Rm.pr./Vǫls.saga 

setzt die Bekanntheit dieses Attributes voraus, das in Rm.pr./Vǫls.saga 

wohl in einer "uneigentlichen" Funktion eingesetzt wird: Da Rán ein 

mythisches Wesen ist, das im Meer haust und zu dem die im Meer 

Ertrunkenen gelangen […], wird die in Skskm. k.42 (33) erwähnte Funktion 

ihres Netzes, "alle Männer zu fangen, die [als Ertrunkene] ins Meer 

gelangen", die eigentliche Funktion von Ráns Netz sein.532 

(KzLE/v:272[§9e]) 

While this is a possible alternative explanation to Heide’s equally plausible solution, one 

is advised to consider an amalgamation of the two different traditions in the ‘net ránar’. 

Using a retrospective methodology, Loki’s association with the net may nonetheless be 

considered older owing to its considerable wide distribution (see Heide 2012: 92f.). All the 

same, while this link between Loki and the fishing net might be old, it does not exclude the 

fact that there might have been a possibly competing or just (regionally?) different concept 

 
532  Transl.: The mention of the net of Rán in Skáldskaparmál as well as in Reginsmál pr. / Vǫlsunga saga 

presupposes a familiarity with this attribute , which is probably used in Reginsmál pr. / Vǫlsunga saga in an 

“inauthentic” way: since Rán is a mythical being, in the sea and to whom those drowned in the sea arrive 

[...], the function of her net in Skáldskaparmál k.42 [33] to “catch all the men who enter the sea [as drowned]” 

must be be the actual function of the net of Rán. (KzLE/V:272). 
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of a ‘net ránar’ already in PCRN, which had perhaps not acquired the same mythological 

depth or elaboration as that encountered in Skáldskaparmál k.42 [33]. Theoretically, it 

should be remembered that the idea of a ‘net ránar’ does not literally require ownership by 

a mythological figure Rán to catch sailors. Indeed, this might well be a recent development, 

as other sources linking rán with those lost at sea can suggest (see above). All in all, the 

concept ‘net ránar’ may initially have meant ‘net of the sea’, alluding to a much wider 

range of associations with dangers at sea. While this must remain speculative, also worth 

considering is the semantical link between the net and rán understood as ‘robber’ (see 

above), which may point to a conflation of different ideas when rán n. (OSc rān < PGm 

*rahna-) ‘robbery’and rán (OSc rǭn < PGm *rahnō-) ‘decision’ became homophone. The 

etymology of rǭn (< *rahnō) will be returned to below. 

Moving forwards, the noun rán is also listed amongst ásynjur in the þulur of 

Skáldskaparmál 89 [v434] (cf. Þul Ásynja 2III), which is introduced in the following stanza 

as follows: “Nv skal asyni / allar nefna / […]” [v433]533 (ed. KfAL:197).534 This is probably 

the strongest (if not sole) evidence for a theonymic–mythological figure or even a goddess 

called Rán. The ásynjur, however, are a unproblematic group of beings that largely escape 

full understanding. Their other mention in Snorri’s Edda in Gylfaginning k.22 [35] has been 

studied, for instance, by Britt-Mari Näsström (1992) and John Lindow (2017), both arguing 

for a systematic schematization of the ásynjur created by Snorri that goes beyond historical 

reality (see also Mundal 1990). This latter account, however, does not actually include the 

name Rán. The two enumerations that have several discrepancies, have been recently 

discussed by Christopher Abram (2014:55–61) who argues that the ásynja þulur must have 

existed prior to Snorri’s re-use and re-working of this material for his own purposes, which 

involved several deliberate changes. If Abram is right in this, it is still noteworthy that Rán 

was left out of Gylfaginning by Snorri. However, it must be noted that while the ásynjur 

are a controversial mythological category (or collective of deities) in PCRN, the þulur are 

similarly problematic as a literary category (or genre), arguments about  the state and 

 
533  All oher mss. read ásynjur. The þula is titled in ms. A “heiti asynia”, and in B “asyniu heiti” (ed. 

KfAL:197 n.[l.‘Overskr.’]). 
534  One notes that the noun rán also appears in another þula entitled Kvenna heiti ókend (Þul Kvenna II) 

which is only found in ms. A:21r. What is interesting about this is that, as Elena Gurevich stated, “the words 

listed […] are not heiti proper, i.e. terms for ‘women’ intended to be used as such, but rather terms that occur 

regularly as base-words in kennings for ‘woman’. […] Most of these heiti are therefore also recorded in other 

þulur (Þul Ásynja, Þul Jarðar and Þul Viðar), although some of them are not” (2017 in SkP/III:959). On the 

latter point, one may note with Gurevich that here Sif, Bestla, and Laufey are added. This perhaps shows a 

good deal about the working mechanisms of the þulur, steadily regrouping material into new lists of words, 

enriching them with new names that had not been earlier included but are readily found in Snorri’s Edda. 
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becoming of the þulur being highly speculative. While Abram (2014: 56) accepts the view 

of Anthony Faulkes (1998 = ed. VSNR/II.1: 226f.; cf. xv–xviii) that certain lists pre-existed 

and were used by Snorri, earlier scholars like Finnur Jónsson (1931 = ed. KfAL: xlviif.) 

were of a diametric opinion. While the þulur have often been ascribed a twelfth-century 

date, there is no hard evidence to support this. On the contrary, there is convincing evidence 

that at least parts of the þulur borrow from later literature, including both Mediæval 

Icelandic sagas and foreign literature (Amory 1984; Faulkes 1998 = ed. VSNR/II.1: xvif.) 

and thus it is hard not to generally favour a rather late origin in a learned milieu (Clunies 

Ross 2005: 31; see also Doležalová 2019: 210f.; Gurevič 1993). Hence there is once again 

little sufficient evidence—if hardly any—in support of a mythological figure Rán in PCRN 

having been perceived as a female deity, or whatever the term ásynja might have implied. 

The final mention that needs considering from Skáldskaparmál appears among the 

sjó(v)ar heiti, as they are called in AB, (Skáld v.475–78; ed. KfAL:205.; cf. Þul Sjóvar 4, 

ed. SkP/iii:833–6). Interestingly, here R produces a compound ‹rankell|ꝺa› (R:43v/4f.). 

Faulkes suggests that this ránkel(l)da “may be understood as a common or proper noun f. 

wave (‘plunder-spring’, i. e. source of destruction?)” (1998 = ed. VSNR/II.2: 373; 499). 

This reading, however, is only found in R, while T:45r/34 ‹ꝛa̋n. kellꝺa› and C:12v/14 ‹ran 

kellꝺa› both clearly separate these elements, suggesting two words in the list of heiti. 

A:19r/23 meanwhile has ‹rán kolga›, B:9r/12 ‹ran kolga› (cf. ed. KfAL:205n[L.11b]). The noun 

kelda appears before in Skáldskaparmál st.477, casting some uncertainty over the 

intentionality of its second mention with rán. One notes Elena Gurevich (2017 in SkP/III: 

836) follows the reading of AB in her recent edition.535  

The framework commonly drawn for a goddess ‘Rán’ thus appears brittle if not rather 

artificial in the light of the evidence, the (divine?) figure seeming to be a late, learned 

construct. I have already noted that Snorri’s Edda alludes somewhat inconsequently to rán 

as both as a heiti for sǽr and as ‘kona ǽgis’ in Skáldskaparmál k.77 [61], building on ‘ránar 

vegr’ as kenning for [SEA], and other conflicting ideas (see above). In this case, one might 

rather speak of a mythical concept ‘rán’ in the shape of a somehow defined entity and agent 

rather than a mythological–anthropomorphized or deified figure, in short an active force 

rather than a divine being. This, however, does not exclude this rán being conceptualized 

 
535  What can be noted with regard to editions of this þula is that, as noted earlier, editors perceive most of 

the nouns listed here as proper nouns. This includes the “(personal) names” of the waves provided in earlier 

chapters of Skáldskaparmál. 
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as a worthy partner both in relationships with other elements of PCRN and, more generally 

speaking, entangled with humans and their world(view). 

What remains is the evidence of the prosaic texts of the Mediæval Icelandic saga-

literature, where the noun rán is encountered in two sagas. The first mention is in Eyrbyggja 

saga, a saga commonly included amongst the Íslendingasögur, which survives in four 

vellum fragments: AM 162 E fol. (c.1300); Cod. Guelf. 9.10. Aug. 4to (14th century); AM 

445 b 4to (c.1390–1425), which was once part of Pseudo-Vatnshyrna; and AM 309 4to 

(1498), and numerous paper mss (see above). The mention is in Eyrbyggja saga k.54 (ed. 

ÍF/4: 148), where it is stated that Þóroddr bóndi drowned with all his men, after which an 

erfi-gathering was hold by his relatives in his memory, when it came to the following—

here cited from the ÍF edition, which is based on the Vatnshyrna tradition, using the paper 

mss AM 448 4to and AM 442 4to: 

En it fyrsta kveld, er menn váru at erfinu ok menn váru í sæti komnir, þá 

gengr Þóroddr bóndi í skálann ok fǫrunautar hans allir alvátir. Menn 

fǫgnuðu vel Þóroddi, því at þetta þótti góðr fyrirburðr, því at þá hǫfðu menn 

þat fyrir satt, at þá væri mǫnnum vel fagnat at Ránar, ef sædauðir menn 

vitjuðu erfis síns; en þá var enn lítt af numin forneskjan, þó at menn væri 

skírðir ok kristnir at kalla (ed. ÍF/IV:148). 

Clearly, the standard edition of the saga sees those sǽdauðir menn as having an afterlife, 

and mentions rán in connection with this death at sea. Earlier scholars have debated the 

authenticity of the evidence, seeing it as either belonging to PCRN proper (for instance 

Einar Ól. Sveinsson and Matthías Þórðarson 1935 =ÍF/IV: 148 n2) or later Mediæval 

folklore, something argued by Kjartan Ottósson (1983: 99), who notes that the saga shows 

Mediæval folk-beliefs mixed into the narrative somewhat freely and anachronistically 

from a Christian perspective.536 All the same, a study of the vellum sources, of which only 

W:19r preserves the relevant passage, reveals that no Rán/rán is mention there at all, which 

is also mirrored by paper mss of the Vatnshyrna redaction like AM 447 4to which is 

consulted by Scott in his 2003 edition of the saga (ed. EA-A/18: 256f.). 

About the episode under scrutiny Thomas A. DuBois writes: “This detail finds no 

counterpart in any other account of pre-Christian Scandinavian belief and seems created to 

underscore the conflict of old and new understandings of death during the era of 

conversion” (1999:90). Andreas Nordberg (²2004:273), meanwhile, thinks of links to 

 
536  A few competing Old Scandinavian beliefs concerning the afterlife of those taken by the sea as expressed 

in other Mediæval and Early-Modern sources are discussed and compared by Rosén 1918:18. For an early 

recording of Swedish folk-beliefs from Värend, see Hyltén-Cavallius 1863–68/1:260. 
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younger folk-beliefs relating to näcken~nykr.537 Generally, Nordberg is somewhat 

sceptical about other scholars’ claims of a death-realm of Rán. He nonetheless also 

considers that different eschatological ideas might have existed as part of the cosmology 

of PCRN, producing contradicting evidence, as can be seen in Sonatorrek (cf. above), 

which is his main object of his discussion here (Nordberg ²2004:274). He thus writes that:  

Å andra sidan är föreställningar om döden ju sällan så strukturerade att vi 

kan utesluta möjligheten att motivet på något semantiskt plan kunde 

uppfattas som sant. Möjligen bör vi bäst förstå uppgifterna om Rán och de 

döda på ett sådant sätt, att de drunknade ibland kunde föreställas vistas i ett 

dödsrike under havet – särskilt då de drunknade kropparna inte återfanns 

måste ju denna tanke ha legat nära till hands – medan denna föreställning 

inte uteslöt andra och egentligen motsägelsefulla uppfattningar om de dödas 

efterliv. (Nordberg ²2004:273) 

Leaving this debate aside for the moment, one may approach the passage by reading it 

critically. As noted above, the mention of rán discussed here is not found in the Mediæval 

mss but only in the text of some younger paper mss which may, in fact, be a later 

interpolation that would require further investigation. Even if one takes the younger text-

variants serious, it views rán clearly as receiving the drowned, the text makes no clear 

reference to ‘Rán’ as a mythological figure or deity. Central to the present inquiry is a 

clause with the preposition OIc at, which, in the present case, is exclusively regarded as a 

construction involving at + gen. Since this construction is generally somewhat limited in 

its usage, and particularly unconventional in the present context (see above), one may 

either consider the possibility of grammatically different readings whether the fixed phrase 

‘at ránar’ has an allusive, idiomatic, and perhaps archaic character, pointing to a specific 

place or physical entity, and thus possibly a specific side or specific understanding of the 

very sea. Indeed, rán as an aspect of the sea—perhaps its unknown depth rather than the 

sea as a whole—is the logical place to go and to be received when drowning. The text may 

not be saying anything more than that ‘the men were well-welcomed at ránar [that is: at/by 

the sea(bed?) or the waves]’. 

Another prose text mentioning rán is Fóstbrǿðra saga, which survives in Hauksbók 

AM 544 4to (c.1302–1310); Möðruvallabók AM 132 fol. (c.1330–1370), which however is 

fragmentary; and Flateyarbók GKS 1005 fol. (1387–1394). The fragment of Möðruvallabók 

is aided by AM 566 b 4to (c.1687) and NKS 1149 1 fol. (c.1750–1800), which preserve a 

 
537  Jacob Grimm (1835: 197; 281; 486; ³1875–8/I: 411f.; /III: 93) and later Konrad Maurer (1856:82–4; cf. 91–

7), not only provide rather good, early overviews of the sources on rán, but also comment on links to (early) 

Modern folklore and beliefs.  
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better and fuller copy of it. The mention of rán is in Fóstbrǿðra saga k.3, where a group 

of seafarers end up in a heavy storm off the coasts of Iceland: “ʀeynꝺu ʀanar ꝺætr 

ꝺꝛeıngína ok buðu þeım ſín ꝼaðmlo͑g” (GKS 1005 fol.: 91r [col. 358]; cf. ed. StUaGNL/49: 

20).538 The ránar dǽtr here must be a variant of the ǽgis dǿtr (see above), possibly a more 

recent trait, influenced by Snorri’s Edda. What is nonetheless interesting about the account 

are the agentive qualities of these figures who seem to actively test the seamen almost like 

mermaids. One is drawn to wonder whether what we are seeing here is a foreign (late-) 

Mediæval influence, although it must remain open as to whether we are dealing with a 

purely literary motif or folklore.539  

Fóstbrǿðra saga shares some aspects with Friðþjófs saga in which a greater number 

of similar ideas appears than in any other source. There are, however, some major 

differences the saga’s two main redactions: the shorter A redaction, the earliest text-witness 

being the fragment Holm perg 10 VI 8to (c.1500–1525) and the fullter AM 510 4to (1540–

1560); and the longer B redaction, which only survives in paper mss from the seventienth 

and eigtienth century. Nonetheless, both redactions share most mentions of rán. The first 

is a lausavísa (FriðÞ Lv 9 (Frið 11)VIII) uttered when Friðþjófr an his men were facing peril 

at sea: “Sat ek á bólstri / í Baldrshaga; / kvað, hvat ek kunna, / fyr konungs dóttur. / Nú 

skal Ránar / raunbeð troða, / en annarr mun / Ingibjargar”.540 After another lausavísa 

follows a piece of prose that varies greatly between the different redactions in its wording, 

but expresses the similar idea, which I quote after ms. Holm papp 17 4to (dated 1671), 

following the edition by L. Larsson: “Nu þike mier von seiger fridþiofur ad nǫckrer vorer 

menn muni til ʀánar fara, munu vier ecki sendi | leger þikia þá vær komum þar, nema vier 

buunſt vaſklega, þiki mier ʀád ad huǫr madur | hafe nǫckud gull áá sier” (ed. StUGNL[/22]: 

16). After chopping the ring of gold he has with him into pieces and sharing them between 

his men, Fríðþjófr chants the following stanza: “Þann ſkal hryng vm hǫggua, / er haldanar 

átti, / adur enn oſs [tape æger /| audugur fader ʀaudan, / sia ſkal gull á gieſtum, / ef vær 

giſtingar þurfum, / þad duger ʀauſnar | ʀeckum, / j ʀánar salnum midium” (ed. 

StUGNL[/22]: 16). 

 
538  The edition follows here AM 566 b 4to as the text is unfortunately now lost from Möðruvallabók, but the 

text corresponds to that of Flateyjarbók. This part of the saga is not included in Hauksbók, however. 
539  At present I have not been able to investigate how old (or ‘original’) this particular part of the saga might 

be, but it should be born in mind that the saga is set in the eleventh century, literally in post-conversion 

contexts. 
540  One notes that the SkP edition cited here goes with an emmendation of ránbeð to raunbeð as there is an 

issue of variant readings dividing the redactions. A-mss favour ránar ránbeð, B-mss raunar ranbeð. The 

issue is discussed by Clunies Ross 2017 in SkP/III: 208. 
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Only found in AM 510 4to and some of the later mss of the shorter redaction A, is 

another lausavísa (FriðÞ Lv 12 (Frið 14)VIII) states which follows that of FriðÞ Lv 9 (Frið 

11)VIII As the storm increases in tension and violently damages the ship, causing four losses 

of life: “Nú hefr fjórum / um farit várum / lögr lagsmönnum, / þeim er lifa skyldu. / En Rán 

gætir / röskum drengjum, / siðlaus kona, / sess ok rekkju.” This stanza, however, is In the 

view of Clunies Ross, the stanza clearly expresses a “moralistic (and probably Christian) 

perspective)” (2017 in SkP/VIII:212).  

The whole episode, once again contains a clear sense of a journey to rán (‘fara til 

ránar’), implying rán is be the final destination and thus the receiver of the dead seamen. 

In the later mention, rán is clearly connected with a hall (‘ránar salr’) in which the drowned 

may find lodging. Of particular interest with this episode is the continuous topic of gold 

with which Friðþjófr is equipping his men before they go ‘til ránar’ as this gold may be 

needed as payment to be well-received as guests ‘í ránar salnum’. This idea, of course, is 

reminiscent of Charon’s obolos and related terms or conceptions about paying a fee to 

enter the realm of death (Weinhold 1858: 18[=240]; cf. Weinhold 1856: 193) although there 

is hardly any conclusive evidence about such or a similar practice in pre-Modern 

Scandinavia (see Horn Fuglesang 1989: 21f.). Nonetheless, the rôle of the gold here in 

connection with rán (and ǽgir) may well point to some conflation of ideas, perhaps those 

of the earlier mentioned ‘ferryman’s fee’ and [GOLD]-kenningar of the type ‘fire of the 

sea’ elaborated in Skáldskaparmál that use rán and ǽgir as determinants (see above). 

On the whole, Friðþjófs saga contains a number of unique ideas making one wonder 

whether the association of rán with a salr might not echo the earlier discussed instances of 

an ‘ǽgis hǫll’, or ‘ǽgis bekkur’ in or by the sea. Of course, in the present context it may 

well refer to an undersea dwelling that resembles an afterlife realm, but one should also 

ask whether this is not ultimately a late, literary construct developed from earlier poetic 

expressions with a different significance, ‘ránar salr’ appearing to exceed the extant 

evidence on PCRN.541 All the same, the afterlife of Rán/rán in Friðþjófs saga is certainly 

at home with the wider discourse in the saga-literature noted above. It nonetheless carries 

the Mediæval associations of rán with drowning to new levels that are probably best 

interpreted as reflecting rán’s rather lively reception in late- and post-Mediæval Icelandic 

culture. 

 
541  A similar explanation may apply to the other expression(s) like that of ‘ránar beð’. Here, however, we 

are presented a concept that is reminiscent of expressions common in Modern Germanic languages, such as 

Seebett (cf. Flussbett) in NHG, and seabed (in NEn), although the gap between these lexemes remains wide. 
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Finally, I would like to briefly consider the etymology of the lexeme—or rather 

words—that have been under scrutiny in this section of the present chapter. Regarding the 

etymology of the noun rán, two major solutions have been developed over the course of 

the research history: (1) which is identical with OIc rán n. ‘robbery, plunder’ with a female 

motivated formation as nomen agentis, leading to ‘(the) plundering one’; (2) which is an 

identical albeit syncopated formation to OSc *ráðn-, related to the strong verb ráða ‘rule’ 

(see AnEWb: s.v. rán 2; ÍOSb: s.v. rán). 

This brief excursus is nonetheless based on the relatively recent study by Jón Axel 

Harðarson (2002), discussing several derivations from the PGm root *rah-/raǥ-, which 

were formed as zero-grade to IEu *rek- ‘counsel, decide, manage’. In the N-Gm branch, 

the two Vernerian alterations have left traces in four stems considered by Jón Axel 

Harðarson (2002: 36), which are adopted as follows (1) *rahō-: OSc rǫ́ > NNo rå f., 

skogsrå; NSw rå, n/m/f., bergsrå, skogsrå, sjörå; (2) *rahna-: NIc fárann, fáránlegur; (3) 

*rahnō-: OSc rǫ́n542 (> OIc rán); and (4) *ragina-: NIc regin (< rǫgn) ‘divine power’ (cf. 

AGo ragin ‘counsel, decision’; OSa regin{o}giscapu ‘fate’; etc.). From these four stems, 

all except the second are of relevance for the present argument. As a nomen actionis, the 

semantics of *rahō- are reconstructed by Jón Axel as originally covering the idea of 

‘decision’, personified as ‘(the) deciding one’, from which it became attached to 

“yfirnáttúrulegar verur […] bæði ‘goðmögn’ og ‘vættir’” (2002:36). These forms are 

mainly known in (Early) Modern Swedish and Norwegian areas in the form of rå and other 

different compounds, but there may also be traces of a MNo and thus the OSc rá (see Jón 

Axel Harðarson 2002: 36.n1). An important point in Jón Axel’s discussion is the rejection 

of earlier explanations that have seen the NSw rå as alteration of råd, that is using the same 

word as a basis with an apocope of a final ð (2002:37 with references). This previously 

quite common idea has had its impact on the study of PCRN by means of influential 

scholars such as Kock (1896: 205). While there is definitely a semantical overlap (2002: 36; 

see below), to my mind, these forms have to be kept apart in their etymology. This also has 

consequences for the phrases ‘rán og regin’ and ‘ráð og regin’ (see below). 

 
542  Jón Axel Harðarson prefers here the spelling Rǫ́n with the explanation “nafnið á konu Ægis” (2002:36), 

which I have changed to a decapitalized spelling in the following discussion. 
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*rahnō- is reconstructed as a nomin actionis from the same root *rah-, in this case 

with the derivational suffix *-nō-, which once again created the meaning of ‘decision’.543 

About this stem *rahnō-, Jón Axel Harðarson writes that “[s]em persónugerving liggur 

hann fyrir í gyðjunafninu Rǫ́n, Rán” (2002: 44). Be this as it may, in its formation, PGm 

*rahnō > OSc rǫ́n (> OIc rán) would correspond to the OSc rǫ́ ‘wight, spirit’; regin ‘deity; 

divinity’; and ráð pl. also ‘divinity’, which Jón Axel sees as going through a similar 

‘personification’. In spite of referring to collectives and individual ‘divinities’ or ‘spirits’ 

as personified beings, it should nonetheless be possible to retain a less Modern-biased view 

by referring to the nouns in question as nomina actionis with agentive functionality which 

would be an alternative to a further functional shift from abstract to concrete typical for 

nomina actionis (Jón Axel Harðarson 2002:36; see further Meid 1967:62f.; 105f.). 

As mentioned above, Jón Axel Harðarson’s case (4) is another stem *raǥina-, another 

nomen actionis derived from the same root under scrutiny here, which is preserved in OIc 

regin (and the alteration rǫgn). What is particularly interesting about this noun, is its 

occurrence in the phrase ‘ráð ok regin’ which also appears in the alternate variant ‘rán ok 

regin’. On these, Jón Axel Harðarson remarkably only refers to Eyvindr skáldaspillir’s 

poem Hákonarmál (st.18) which employs the phrase “rǫ́ð ǫll ok regin”.544 There are, 

however, also two Mediæval Icelandic instances of ‘rán og regin’, which Jón Axel 

unfortunately ignores.545 One is found in Ǫlkofra þáttr (or ‹Aulkoꝼra saga› as it is 

rubricked), preserved in AM 132 fol. (Möðruvallabók). As part of a verbal contest, it reads: 

‹enda mælır rán ok reg|ın vıð oſſ› (fol.149r; cf. ed. ÍF/xi:92). Jón Jóhannesson views and 

explains rán here as Rán, “kona Ægis”, and regin as “hin ríkjandi goðmögn, Æsir”, seeing 

 
543  The stem is continued in PGm *rahnija- ‘determine, decide; evaluate, mean’ as can be seen in the weak 

verb AGo rahnjan ‘calculate, count, mean, deem’ and the nomen agentis *rahnija- that Jón Axel Harðarson 

sees in NIc rænn ‘daring, bold’ and ræna ‘awareness, thought’ (2002:45; see also Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon 

1989:787 s.v. rænn). The form rǫ́n, rán, which in Jón Axel’s view underlies the name of a goddess, is 

unfortunately not further considered in the article in question. 
544  For proponents of the above-mentioned hypothesis that rå originated together with råd, this example 

served to strengthen the point that an originally abstract meaning ‘ruling power’ was used concretely to 

denote spirits. Jón Axel Harðarson (2002:37) provides further support for his argument by pointing to the 

historical–geographical distribution of the forms rå and råd in Norway and Sweden, which indicate two 

historically distinct forms (see Levander 1923). 
545  Jón Axel Harðarson (2002:44) only discusses a late version of this which appears in a text by Gunnlaugur 

Oddsen (published 1823–24), where it is used to translate skiældte og smældede from the Danish (by Rasmus 

Møller) to mæla rán og regin. This cannot be a verbatim translation as has been argued by Jón Axel, but 

more likely comes from a free variation or rather alteration of  the verb ragna ‘(to) curse, damn’ which 

derives from regin. Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon (1989:741 s.v. 3 rán) considers the possibility of a n.pl. 

‘goðmögn’ [‘divinity’]. Jón Axel does not exclude the adjective *rahna- from having obtained the meaning 

‘deciding power, god’ through nominalization, but lacking better evidence he considers rán og regin as a 

misinterpretation of the OIc ráð ok regin, where “[í] stað orðsins ráð er komið gyðjuheitið Rán” (2002:44). 
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the whole phrase as “svívirða í orðum, brigzla” ([1950] ÍF/xi: 92 n2), believing that the 

defamatory meaning of this idiomatic expression came into being in Christian times, 

reminiscent of the similar semantic shift that affected words like blóta and ragna. The same 

phrase is found in the later Fljótsdǿla saga. “Illa er slijkumm monnum farid, sem þu ertt, 

mæler rꜳn og reiginn vid huornn mann, en þorer onnguu i gegn ad ganga, ef epter er leitad” 

(cf. ed. Kålund 1883 [StUaGNL/11]:43). Here once again a strong negative connotation 

shines through. 

This idea was noted earlier by Cleasby and Guðbrandur Vigfússon (IcEnD s.v. regin), 

who translated the phrase of Ǫlkofra saga k.3 as “he scolds and curses”. It should be noted, 

however, that these authors considered the same phrase to be “a form of oath” (IcEnD s.v. 

rán). I have not found this latter view reiterated in scholarly literature (except for a 

mentioned in a footnote by Vogt 1925: 47 n3, for instance) The former is nonetheless 

followed up by Albert Morey Sturtevant who directly quotes Cleasby and Guðbrandur 

Vigfússon, adding that “[t]his was, of course, a fossilized expression, in which an 

otherwise obsolete poetic word survived. The alliteration also points towards the poetic 

origin of the phrase” (Sturtevant 1916: 257 n12). In Sturtevant’s discussion of regin and its 

cognates in the other Germanic languages, this is no unimportant point, as his overall 

conclusion is that the use of regin (and its cognates) in prose works has generally 

developed away from its original ‘mythological’ meaning taking on the function of a 

semantically almost empty intensifier. As he notes, due to the formulaic qualities the 

expression ‘rán ok regin’ might well go back into times of PCRN; in spite of this he does 

not go as far as Cleasby and Guðbrandur Vigfússon’s idea of an oath.  

Walter Heinrich Vogt, however, noticing the work of both scholars amongst others, 

pursues another solution, providing a neat synthesis of previous arguments while taking a 

refreshingly different overall perspective on regin and potentially related concepts. Stating 

that ‘ráð ǫll ok regin’ / ‘rán ok regin’ were equated with each other,546 Vogt was of the 

opinion that “diese altertümliche, nur in einem falle belegbare verbindung stellt einen ganz 

starken fluch dar. sie gehört ins zauber- und beschwörungswesen und stellt regin und rán 

sicher nicht als die götter des nordischen olymps vor”547 (1925:47). While one might object 

 
546  Vogt also speculates that ráð ok regin might perhaps represent “einen ersatz des unverständlich 

werdenden und wol anstöſsigen, jedenfalls nicht für ‘götter’ verwendbaren ausdrucks rán o. r.” (47n2). 
547 ‘This ancient phrase, which can only be proved in one case, represents a very strong curse. It belongs to 

the art of magic and incantation and certainly does not present regin and rán as the gods of the Norse 

Olympus’. 
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to Vogt’s fondness for magic from a critical, contemporary perspective, it is nonetheless 

worthwhile noting that Vogt had written before (on ‘ráð ok regin’) that “die verbindung 

ráđ ok regin weist auf eine alte sterbende formel, die von bestimmenden mächten spricht, 

die sich mit ‘den göttern’ nicht decken”548 (1925:47). Vogt claims that in his opinion “vor 

| regin == götter eine ältere bedeutung ‘beratende und bestimmende mächte’ ligt, von den 

göttern dadurch unterschieden, dass ihnen nicht die art und der grad der 

persönlichkeitsvorstellung eignete wie ihnen”549 (Vogt 1925:47f.). 

Remarkably, Vogt sees rán and regin as having had the same etymological roots, 

involving alteration according to Verner’s law. He thus precedes Jón Axel Harðarson 

(2002), questioning the dominant opinion of his time which regarded rán as a derivation 

from *rāđn-, and thus sharing the same root with ráð (Kock 1896:205). What is perhaps 

even more interesting about Vogt’s interpretation is the gradual difference he makes 

between gods such as the ǽsir and other ruling, deciding divine powers, which he 

distinguishes from the former type’s person-like, and thus rather humanoid image. 

By way of a summary to the discussions of the present chapter, one can say that the 

evidence of the noun rán is clearly complex and with many different layers, potentially 

indicating various semantical and conceptual shifts during the period of time covered by 

the present analysis, and with roots going even further back in time which are difficult to 

examine in any detail. Much of this complexity has been noted by a few previous scholars. 

In spite of this, most of the literature still revolves around the idea of a female figure, either 

jǫtunn-like or an ásynja, who is seen as being established in the mythology of PCRN as 

personification of the sea and/or someone in charge of dangers and death (drowning) at 

sea. One can thus appreciate observations like that of Judy Quinn who states that “the 

identification of her not just with the physicality of the sea—its iridescence and its power—

but with death at sea” (2014: 84). Similar ideas are expressed by Margaret Clunies Ross 

who extends her view on a Mediæval mythological Rán by pointing to a somewhat general 

link to “spirit beings that controlled natural forces” (1998a:167), inventing beliefs which, 

in her opinion, have some factual evidence if one considers the rather well-attested 

practices connected to ships’ figure-heads (see Ch.3.1. 

 
548 ‘The phrase ‘ráð ok regin’ points to an old dying formula that speaks of determining powers that do not 

coincide with ‘the gods’’.  
549 ‘[…] before regin = gods there is an older meaning ‘advisory and determining powers’, distinguished 

from the gods in that they did not have the kind and degree of personality as these’ . 
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As shown above, to my mind there are nonetheless numerous more nuances to the 

noun rán as it has been passed on, which, it is hoped, the above discussions chave helped 

indicate. Indeed, rán may well have the potential to illustrate a fascinating case of an 

agentive noun that at its basis donated some kind of ruling force, akin to both the rá (> 

NNo, NSw rå) and the regin (or rǫgn)—and semantically similar to the NSw rådande that 

existed side by side with the rå in Early Modern Norway and Sweden. Departing from this 

it may seem that rán developed later on in the post-PCRN mythology and literary traditions 

of High-Mediæval and Early-Modern Iceland, taking on the shape to a female figure. While 

the focus of this chapter was primarily a source-critical, philological discussion, the 

conclusions and suggestions made here may benefit from further discussions in the context 

of theories in the history of religion, but also the link to later folklore could be examined 

in greater detail. This, however, must be left for another occasion. 
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VI. Summary and Conclusions 

The current thesis has investigated the sea as a central topic within PCRN with many faces 

and facets using an approach similar to that used in studying individual deities or mythical 

entities, in other words, seeking out the various ways in which they are (re-)presented in 

the individual sources—be it in the form of mythical tales, poetic allusions, or figural 

representations. As can be seen above, large parts of this thesis can be compared to voyages 

into unknown unchartered waters, especially the case-studies in Part Two, in which the sea 

has turned out to be a wide and mysteruous analytical concept within the field of PCRN. It 

is nonetheless hoped that the approach taken here to this material has led to some useful 

results and a number of helpful revelations, even if these sightings are nothing more than 

glimpses of an otherwise everlasting, all-encompassing, and uncontrollable entity. Trying 

to undetstand how the people of the Pre-Christian North understood the sea is as vast and 

deep a topic as the sea itself is in reality, any examination of its place and rôle in the extant 

sources is necessarily incomplete. In this sense, this thesis may may not be complete and 

may not have found solutions to all the problems posed in previous scholarship, but it is 

hoped that the insights presented have provided some sense validity. The main findings 

will be summarized below. 

As has been shown in Ch.I.1 and Ch.II, previous research into the rôle(s) which the sea 

may have played in PCRN has been very limited. While the sea has naturally been present 

in the research of scholars working directly in or in fields adjacent to PCRN, it can be 

argued that the sea itself only started receiving a deeper level of attention in recent years. 

The sea has, nonetheless, been a foundational part of theoretical assumptions about PCRN 

from the very beginning, as the Prologus to Snorri Sturluson’s Edda demonstrates 

(Ch.II.2), in its application of (Late )Antique–Mediæval idea of ‘natural religion’ (Janson 

2018; Heusler 1908). As Ch.II shows, throughout the course of (Early-)Modern history, 

tendencies in the scholarly approaches to the sea in PCRN largely followed general trends 

and intellectual turns in approaches to Old Norse belief, from the Renaissance (Ch.II.3) 

and through Romantic Nationalism (Ch.II.5–6) to a range of new, more complex and 

nuanced perspectives shaped by the advances in more recent academic disciplines.  

Ideas and understandings of the sea (as part of the inhabited physical world) have thus 

shifted with the times. Interestingly, the detailed review given here of research discussing 

the sea in PCRN has clear parallels with wider studies into the history of ideas relating to 

the sea, which theorize the changing understandings and conceptualizations of the sea. 

Detailed investigations into historical philosophy or the history of ideas like Gunter 
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Scholtz’s Philosophie des Meeres (2016) which have traced such ideas about ‘the sea’ back 

to their beginnings, have been able to show how they have changed throughout the history 

of Western thought, from the time of Antiquity’s earliest thinkers up until Modernity. 

Other scholars who have focused on more specific time periods, and most commonly the 

early Modern period(s), have shown how certain developments in Western history have 

had a particular impact on the perception of the sea. The French cultural historian Alain 

Corbin (1988), for instance, argues that Mediæval Christianity saw the sea as a fearsome, 

repulsive space, only (re-)gaining some attraction amongst the broad masses with the 

Enlightenment and the idea of ‘the sublime’, which constructed the ‘wilderness’ as a space 

waiting for humankind to discover, experience, and tame it (see further Rediker 1989). 

Chris Connery (2006) made such arguments the focal point of his discussions, leading him 

to formulate of the need for a ‘maritime or oceanic turn’, in order to overcome the earlier 

hegemony of land-locked perspectives on the sea.  

In the field of PCRN, similar attitudes can be found from the time of the works of Paul 

Henri Mallet, for example (see Ch.II.4), up until the early nineteenth-century writings of, 

for instance, Finnur Magnússon (see Ch.II.5), and as thinkers of the nineteenth century 

shifted their focus on ‘nature’ from exploring to exploiting, from observing to owning 

(Scholtz: 215–33), similar tendencies became visible in the appropriative claims that 

followed in the wake of the Grimmian approach. In the latter half of the twentieth century 

and especially with the ‘post-colonial’ turn, we find scholars building up a new image of 

the sea as a connector, rather than a power-political border (cf. Kirby and Hinkkanen 2000: 

16). The effects of this latter shift can perhaps be seen most clearly in the recent, more open 

concepts of PCRN discussed in Ch.III.2.3, but could perhaps be felt in the somewhat 

feminist perspectives on the sea in PCRN being taken by scholars like Lotte Motz or 

Margaret Clunies Ross (Ch.II.6.6) which present the sea as _____.  

That being said, other interesting examples showing ‘signs of the time’ from 

principally all the periods examined have been identified, as in Holmberg’s study of 

Wassergottheiten, which finds itself entangled in the ‘Finnish method’ of diffusionist and 

evolutionist ideas. Other comparative approaches can be seen in Schier’s ‘Göttin des 

Urmeeres’, or Georges Dumézil’s intriguing focus on the Old Nordic Njǫrðr (see Ch. 

V.2.1). With regard to more a philological approaches, a recent contribution by Judy Quinn 

has been valuable for the latter discussions of Rán/rán (in Ch.V.3.2), as have Clunies 

Ross’s considerations regarding Ægir/ægir (in Ch.V.3.1), although both are clearly limited 

by their structuralized focus and binarity which was another sign of the times. The most 
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promising recent work for this thesis was that by Mathias Nordvig who was particularly 

discussed in connection with Þórr. This work can be said to herald the opening of a new 

more interdisciplinary ecological approach to study, of the kind I have tried to emulate 

here. 

One can conclude that those scholars who have investigated a particular phenomenon 

within PCRN, like the (religious) rôle of the sea for example, something bound to be 

limited in time, space and a specific (set of) worldview(s) are naturally influenced by the 

tenor of their time. Of course, one may easily say the same about the present thesis like 

any which takes some of its motivation from the current debates in environmental 

humanities and the prevailing climate-crisis (cf. Abram 2019). In spite of this, large parts 

of the main research work conducted here take the shape of source-critical investigations 

which, for the sake of neutrality and clarity, have been given priority over any attempt to 

indulge in far-reaching comparative, retrospective, or eco-critical interpretations, for 

instance. 

The careful source-examinations conducted in Part Two of this thesis start by 

expanding the early traces of activities or beliefs relationg to the sea in PCRN present in 

Greco-Roman sources, following this up by considering the contemporary archæological 

material which has its own limitations (Section IV), and then finally the Mediæval, post-

PCRN sources (Section VI), the main aim being to provide some insights into the rôle of 

the sea in PCRN during the Iron Age. Interestingly, with regard to the research questions 

presented in the Introductory Section, early sources ranging from Aristoteles to Tacitus, 

give no suggestion that there might have been a particular sea-god. Rather, in the case of 

the Ampsivarii the sea appears to act at the will of the gods of (IV.1.2). At the same time, 

those that went to sea for travel and trade appeared to need the protection of the gods, 

Tacitus’s Germania and the contemporaneous archæological material suggests (IV.1.3; cf. 

IV.2.2). Interestingly, the background of these early testimonies does imply an idea of 

protective female divinities among the Germanic people, in their appearance they seem 

nonetheless to be clearly shaped by the Græco-Roman religion. There is good reason to 

wonder whether this Gallo-Germano-Roman blending of beliefs and practices along the 

limes could have had long-lasting influence on PCRN, caused by the great connectivity 

and openness of those traversing the seas.  

A similar dynamic of exchange between different people and different gods is 

encountered in the materil presented at the end of Ch.IV.2.2, and the fascinating case of 

the Viking-Age emporium at Ralswiek which provides some of the best evidence of ritual 
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depositions being performed on the liminal littoral zone, in the shape of various offerings 

that were made on the local beach and foreshore. Further evidence of sacrifices made by 

or into the sea was discussed in the Ch.IV.2.1, focusing on weapon-depositions across the 

Nordic world. These depositions have been compared with inland depositions in wetlands 

and other landscape-features, which could be speculative. Whether these different 

depositions are analogous will have to be a matter for future discussions. All the same, the 

limited range of material found in maritime contexts underlines a connection to travel, 

something that potentially connects to littoral depositions of weapons to inland depositions 

of miniature-boats of gold-foil (see Ch.IV.2.2). 

Bearing the above in mind, in the light of the sources discussed in IV.1.1, there are 

some suggestions that the sea might have been understood by some as a as living entity. 

Drawing on implicit descriptions of the sea like this on Gotlandic picture-stones (see 

Ch.IV.3) which show images of waves in zoomorphic shape, one can arrive at the idea of 

the sea being imagined as a living force or larger unit of living bodies, an agential whole 

or composition of individual units, either of which may potentially be subjugated under 

the concept of ‘hyperobjects’ (Morton 2013). The idea of hyperobjects is a useful 

framework for uniting the different religious concepts and expressions of religious belief 

that are bound to have existed for a vast, deep object such as the sea. It is quite natual that 

something like the sea may on one hand have appeared as a single agent, and on the other 

as a super-unit or meta-entity constituted by various sub-units (like waves). These sub-

units are then in themselves seen as being populated by other individual entities perceived 

as lifeforms, regardless of whether their basis is in biological processes, chemical 

reactions, or physical forces. All of the above are seen as forming part of a larger ecosystem 

such as that imagined by Ernst Haeckel (1834–1919) who coined the term Ökologie from 

the word oikos, the ‘household’, with all its active and passive components, its agents, 

subjects and objects (1866: 286) 

Such a concept of the sea in PCRN, if it existed, would arguably suit the different 

examples of interactions with it presented in this thesis: fighting it with weapons 

(Ch.IV.1.1); asking the gods for help (Ch.IV.1.2); taking on new divinities from elsewhere 

and erecting votive stones (Ch.IV.1.3); depositing valuable and actively protective 

weapons or performing other sacrifices on the sea’s edge (Ch.IV.2.1), depositing valuable 

symbolic objects imitating the means of traversing the sea (Ch.IV.2.2), or placing 

aggressive means of protection directly onto the means of traversing the sea, in the 

figureheads on ships (Ch.IV.3.1). Indeed, the aforementioned evidence from picture-stones 
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does not only show the sea as animated waves, but also appears to show it being scared 

away by the figureheads on the carvings, objects which go a long way back in time and are 

is supported by actual finds of figureheads and textual evidence.  

Following the discussion on sea-monsters or other folkloric sea-beings in Ch.IV.3.3, 

the thesis moves on to the insights that can be gained from poetry, particularly those 

examples in which waves are described in linguistically agential terms, something seen in 

the use of agentive nouns such as ægir/ögir and rán. This leads to a consideration 

established by poets of the family relations for the different mythological sea-beings—or 

at least by poetologists like Snorri Sturluson. The sea as a father or mother or group of 

daughters (all at the same time) is shown to be a somewhat paradoxical idea. A possible 

understanding for this seeming paradox could be that the terms used categorize some 

elements of the sea as being paternal, sentient and powerful, while other aspects (the 

daughters in the shape of waves) remain subservient, playful and somehow seductive. In 

spite of this, the specific mythological family relationships presented in the Edda are shown 

to be limited to the works of Snorri. Skáldic poetry seems to use personification more as a 

poetic device depicting the perceived agency of the sea, something echoed in the 

zoomorphic waves depicted on a number of the Gotlandic stones, which are largely 

overlooked by literary scholars. 

With regar to the question of deities, it is clear that some deities indeed had a particular 

relationship with the sea. Þórr’s ability to fight sea-dwelling creatures or different aspects 

of the sea, aligns with the general idea of his strength and the resulting power over or 

protection against physical threats. Similar ideas can be seen with the vanir in general who 

are all shown as having some connection to the sea: Njǫrðr potentially providing some 

protection against it, also helping with fishing; Freyr demonstrating a link to the sea with 

his ship and in his progenitorial role; and Freyja as well as perhaps Heimdallr both having 

rôles apparently linked to fertility. Nonetheless, as Section V have shown, none of these 

figures can ever be seen as having had the position of a sea-deity.  

Chapter V.3, thus logically moves on to ægir and rán who in later literature seem to be 

presented as personifications of the sea or certain aspects of it, ideas which, as has been 

shown here, do not see to have early roots in PCRN. While the word ægir likely originally 

meant “sea”, although essentially as an agentive noun perhaps associated with a concept 

of the wild and uncontrollable sea, it hardly appears to represent a personified figure before 

later in the Middle Ages. Rán/rán on the other hand, was connected to a female concept of 

(a) ruling, deciding force(s) over the sea, but this too might be a late development. There 
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is also a possibility that certain aspects of the sea were contextualized with gender 

presentations. On the one side we have ægir, possibly originally ǿgir, being the raging, 

powerful and thus masculine side, later superimposed by ægir connected to the aristocratic 

elité, feasting and poetry. On the other side we would then have the fateful female powers 

related to water and the sea, later evolving into ideas of female rôles related to the dead. 

As noted above, none of these Nordic supernatural entities, belonging to the æsir, 

vanir, and jötnar, could be unambiguously determined as having had power in the rôle of 

a sea-deity like that found in other religions. While my conclusions may have their own 

shortcomings, they are guided by the sources themselves, the aim being to detect and 

determine of relationships of any kind. It is hoped that theses conclusions open a variety 

of new vectors for alternative insights with regard to understandings of the sea in PCRN 

that extend outside the anthropocentric perspective that has dominated previous research. 

My hope is that is has also been made clear that the sea as an entity might have been seen 

in terms of a kind of different phenomena than divinities, monstrous or supernatural beings, 

or even botanical, geological, and astronomical features. While it appears to have been 

conceptualized in terms of its materiality and physicality as saltwater, governed by 

chemical processes and elementary forces, it was clearly seen as a sphere (or world) in its 

own right, populated by animals, plants, and other beings. In material presented here, we 

have regularly met the sea being portrayed as something alive or animated (as late 

nineteenth century scholars would have it), or, in short, possessing the qualities of an agent, 

which allow it to have relationships with humans, gods, and all kinds of supernatural 

creatures. We may thus ask along with new-materialist thinker Jane Bennett: “What would 

happen about our thinking […] if we took more seriously the idea that technological and 

natural materialities were themselves actors alongside and within us – were vitalities, 

trajectories, and powers irreducible to the meanings, intentions, or symbolic values humans 

invest in them?” (2010: 47). One can unproblematically insert “about PCRN” in the empty 

space, and arrive at the questions that have guided my final conclusions that follow here. 

It is logical to approach the theories about the world that have arisen since the ‘post-

modernist’ critique of 1980s, with highly influential post-structuralist French thinkers like 

Foucault, Derrida, or Deleuze and Guattari, whose impact is commonly seen and stressed 

in particular in contemporary approaches of the so called ‘new materialism(s)’, which can 

be said to be part of the ‘post-humanist turn’ of the 1990s (see Sanzo 2018 for a summary). 

The relevance of these recent intellectual academic movements for the study of PCRN has 

been stressed very recently by Christopher Abram (2019), albeit without considering their 
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relevance for the sea in particular. As has been noted above, post-humanist theory has led 

to the idea that the sea may be fittingly interpreted as a ‘hyperobject’, in other words,  

something so vast and deep, so eternal and primordial, that it lies beyond one’s grasp (see 

Morton 2013). something inconceivable not only for the individuum but all humankind. It 

is thus hardly surprising that different religious beliefs and practices like those encountered 

in this thesis show to the sea being dealt with in various ways. All of these manifestations 

are probably best understood as the varying ‘religious expressions’ as defined in Ch.III, 

confined to specific (con)texts. Returning to Nordberg’s concept of ‘religious 

configurations’ (see Ch.III.2), these (con)texts may have belonged to rather contained 

communities or collectives of people, although apart from Þórr’s role as a protector being 

reflected by the vanir, sources do not point to any such to clear-cut religious configurations. 

Numerous similarities have been seen in how the sea is represented in different contexts 

and milieus, ranging from Gotland and its picture-stones, to the Migration- to 

Merovingian-Period Schelde-region with its lost figureheads, and the skáldic poetry from 

Iceland. As I have shown above, all of these can be interpreted as effectively depicting 

ideas of the sea having agency. While I am not arguing that these sources show the exactly 

the same religious belief, one can say that there is nonetheless remarkably widespread 

evidence of shared strategies of conceptualizing the seahaving existed in PCRN which 

echos those amongst neighbouring pre-Modern people.  

In this thesis, we have met the sea as an entity, threatening coastal dwellers and 

seafaring people equally, amongst whom differences have been noted with regard to the 

specific rituals that were performed or which particular gods individual people or 

communities called upon for protection, aid, or luck at sea. As noted above, different deities 

certainly indicate some regional variation in worship. Variation of this kind and especially 

that which seems to appear to be situation-bound (cf. Schjødt 2012; Gunnell     ), has been 

touched upon in the discussion of Þórr and the vanir in connection with the sea (Ch.IV.3.1). 

Other accounts, however, hint that people at sea would make use of any help they could 

get. This kind of ‘maritime’ polytheism needs further research. The same applied to the 

dynamics of conversion experienced and perhaps propelled by seafaring which have been 

left unaccounted for by the present thesis. 

As has also been suggested above, the varying oceanological conditions of the 

northern seas (naturally closely related to more generally shifting climato-ecological 

conditions) that existed around the first millennium CE were clearly more significant for 

the lives of people than has hitherto been accepted, or, at the very least, has been accounted 
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for in past scholarship. Indeed, the diverse and changeable meanings ascribed to the sea 

would appear to go hand in hand with particular materialities of the sea, something which 

may well explain the absence of particular sea-deities, and the great variety in locally 

performed rituals and the other types of religious expression. If one acknowledges such 

factors, then it should be clear that there was a sense of the sea being a primordial, 

everlasting, unruly, uncontrollable and constantly changing force that shaped the lives of 

the people of Iron-Age Scandinavia, something that is bound to have played a key-rôle in 

PCRN beliefs, myths, or rituals. Considering the changeability of the sea as an entitu, one 

can understand that is was not seen as a single, stable concept but rather something that 

was an open, multi-faceted entity with its own vitality (see Bennett 2010:49). 

There are naturally many things that this thesis with its limitations as a master’s project 

could not achieve, taking on such a broad topic with such a limited scope, restrained not 

only by the choice of source-material, timeframe, and geographical focus, but also by the 

number of research-questions. Many stones have thus naturally been left unturned—

perhaps as many as the countless sea-washed pebbles on the shores of Scandinavia. A 

much deeper perspective could have been chosen, which took consideration of the rôle of 

the sea back into the Bronze Age, and the nature of ship-symbolism, or further into the 

question of boat-burials, which spans a much wider period than that addressed in this 

thesis. Recent works into this area of research provide much food for thought and when 

touched on in the present have proven fruitful. The present thesis has also made only 

limited use of post-Mediæval material in the shape of folklore, material which is often 

fascinating when used in connection with the pre-Modern materials. Cases like (the) rán 

would certainly benefit from closer comparisons with the younger folklore such as that on 

the rå discussed at book-length in studies, by Gunnar Granberg (1935) and Mikael Häll 

(2013), other questions could potentially have been asked in connection with current 

gender-theoretical approaches, for instance. All this, however, is something for the future. 
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FIGURES 

Fig.1: Gold-boats from Nors 

 

Jørgensen and Petersen 1998: 90: fig 62 

 

 

Jørgensen and Petersen 1998: 91 fig.64 
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Fig.2: Figurehead from Appels near Termonde 

 

BM 1938,0202.1 © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Fig. 3: Figurehead from Moerseke-Mariekerke near Antwerp 

 

BM 1967,1001.1 © The Trustees of the British Museum 
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Fig.4: Figurehead from Zele (a); Appels (b); and Moerzeke (c). 

 

After Ellmers 1984: 289: fig. 184. 
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Fig.5: Figurehead from Mitdvåge 

 

KK 9255 (16x22), Bs. UBB. © Knud Knudsen 
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Fig.6: Picture-stone from Austrheim 

 

Straume in Skjelsvik and Straume 1957: 18 fig.9 © Elizabeth Skjelsvik 

 

Straume in Skjelsvik and Straume 1957: 17 fig.8 
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Fig.7: HABLINGBO HAVOR II (GF C10398 / SHS 21879) 

 

After GB/ii: 55 fig.373, 
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Fig.8: NÄR SMISS 3 stone (GF C10261; Lindqvist 1955:42–8 Bild 3 

 

After Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 79. 
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Fig.9: HALLA BROA II (GF 2088) 

  

After GB/II: 60 Fig,.379. 
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Fig.10: HALLA BROA III (GF 2089) 

 

After GBii:60: Fig.380. 
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Fig.11: HALLA BROA XVI (SHM 17391) 

 

After GB/ii: 67 Fig. 395, 296. 
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Fig.12: HEJNUM RIDDARE (RAÄ 40) 

 

 

After GB/i1: Fig.80. 
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Fig.13: LÄRBRO STORA HAMMARS (DÄGGÄNG) I 

 

After GB/i: Fig. 81. 
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Fig. 14: LÄRBRO ST. HAMMARS (DÄGGÄNG)  III 

 

After GB/i: Fig.85. 
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Fig.15: BUTTLE ÄNGE I (RAÄ Buttle 42) 

 

After GDi: Fig.125. 
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Fig. 16: KLINTE HUNNINGE I (GF C9286) 

 

After GD/i: Fig.128. 
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Fig.17: STENKYRKA SMISS I (GF 3428) 

 

After GD/I: Fig.97. 
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Fig.18: HANGVAR AUSTERS I (GF C1033.) 

 

After GB/II: Fig. 403, 404. 
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Fig.19: MARTEBO KYRKA 2 (RAÄ Martebo 67) 

 

After Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 104.  
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Fig.20: SANDA KYRKA IV (SHM 13127 / GF C10121:1) 

 

After GB/I: Fig.5.  
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Fig.21: HELLVI IRE IV (SHM 20826) 

 

After Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 91d. 
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Fig.22: BRO KYRKA II  (RAÄ Bro 24) 

 

After GB/I: fig.13. 
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Fig.23 ARDRE KYRKA VIII (SHM 11118:VIII) 

 

After Oehrl 2019/2; Tafel 196. 
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Fig.24: HØRDUM (NJY 30) 

 

Vang Petersen (after Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 195b) 
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Fig.25: ALTUNA (U 1161) 

 

Heizmann (after Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 195a). 
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Fig.26: GOSFORTH 6 

 

T. Middlemass (after Oehrl 2019/2: Tafel 195c). 


